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Abstract 

This thesis examines and analyses some key issues related to the emergence of 

Cuban batá ceremony on YouTube. A musical-religious ceremony related to the 

Afro-Cuban religion commonly known as Santería, batá ceremony has been part of 

the YouTube landscape since 2006, although its practice in Cuba dates back to the 

late 19th century. As a traditional musical-religious practice, its mediation through 

video, and subsequent dissemination and representation on YouTube, is examined in 

light of how videography and online video-sharing practices affect the performance 

and meaning of batá ceremony in the real world, offline environment, as well as 

examining the way that this new, online representation creates new meaning and 

understanding of batá performance for those who are involved in its practice.   

Through examining both the practice of videography at batá ceremony and the 

production and reception of its online representation on YouTube, I seek to 

contribute to the growing body of literature that is examining online communities 

that form around musical practice. This focus on a religious-musical practice also 

brings into perspective how the effects of modern technological mediation play into 

traditional religious practices in the modern era, and how this is affecting ceremonial 

batá drummers and other religious practitioners, those people who arguably have the 

biggest stake in these new practices. To do this I utilise ethnographic, participant-

observation methods in both the offline environment of batá ceremony, and the 

online environment of YouTube.   

Key areas of this research examine what role new forms of technology such as video 

cameras play in the environment of batá ceremony, how a culture of online amateur 

video-sharing affects the representation of batá ceremony through video, and how 

traditional community structures associated with batá ceremony and Santería are 

affected by the presence of these videos on YouTube. This research brings to light 

how new forms of digital reproduction and mediation continue to support an existing 

understanding of batá ceremony, while at the same time highlighting notions of 

change and adaptation that are a consequence of batá ceremony’s shift into the online 

environment of YouTube.  
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Notes 

Finding YouTube videos used in this research 

YouTube is a primary site of data for this research. I frequently refer to these videos 

through the course of the thesis. It may suit the reader to view some of the examples 

while reading this thesis. To assist the reader I have utilised screen shots from 

relevant videos where possible to visually illustrate this research. Each of the 

examples that appear throughout this thesis are cited in the reference list under the 

title “YouTube reference list.” In-text citations of these references can be 

distinguished from other references by the inclusion of the complete date of 

uploading, which is placed after the name of the uploader (e.g. bode200, 2012, 

August 6).  

Translations and orthography 

Different languages and religious lexicons appear throughout this thesis: English, 

Spanish, and lucumí. The translations from Spanish have been made by myself for 

the most part, with the much appreciated assistance of David Allen in the case of 

some interview transcripts. Translations of lucumí are based on my own knowledge 

and understanding of these words. Lucumí is the religious lexicon used by initiates 

during ceremony, and also during religious discourse. Derived from spoken Yoruba, 

it was originally spoken by Yoruba slaves brought to Cuba. Over the years lucumí 

has developed into a ritual lexicon, as Spanish-speaking descendants of Yoruba 

slaves have lost conversational ability in their native African dialects. As it was 

originally a spoken language, written conventions are not standardised, and 

alternative spellings appear throughout the literature. I use a consistent approach 

throughout the thesis, although the spelling of certain lucumí words in this text may 

appear in slightly altered forms in the writing of others. It should be noted that I also 

use common lucumí spellings of terms that discuss batá and religion in the context of 

the Yoruba, even though these are spelt differently in Yoruba. Because these words 

appear infrequently, I think that this allows for greater consistency throughout the 

thesis, and avoids possible confusion when the same terms are used in both contexts.  

Translations of interviews that were conducted in Spanish are used in the body of the 

thesis, while the original Spanish appears in footnotes. In the case of YouTube 

comments in Spanish, the original comment appears in the body of the thesis, 
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followed by the translation in parentheses. This was done so that the reader may get a 

feel for the way that comments are written on YouTube. I have attempted to maintain 

the use of punctuation as it occurs in the original comment in the translation. 

YouTube comments which were originally written in English appear as they were 

written.  

All non-English words appear in italics throughout, except for the word “batá” owing 

to the frequency with which this word appears. Batá is also used for both the singular 

and plural as in the following: one batá (drum), or two batá (drums). To assist in the 

reading of non-English words I have added (Sp.) after words of Spanish origin, and 

(L.) after words of lucumí origin. This occurs when the word is first introduced, and 

is not repeated throughout.     

To assist in the comprehension of terminology used throughout the thesis it has also 

been necessary to provide footnotes to certain words and phrases that appear 

throughout this thesis. This is owing to the multiple meanings that certain words and 

phrases may have in different contexts. To avoid extensive footnoting I have 

addressed some of the key terms used throughout the thesis below. While I maintain 

a consistent approach to my use of terms, in some cases quotes that appear in the text 

may use alternate terms. In order to clarify my usage and these alternatives I either 

provide definitions in-text or in a footnote to explain these terms when they first 

appear in the text, as well provide alternative words that may also appear throughout 

the thesis.   

Common terms used in the thesis – Santería, tambor and creyentes 

The term Santería arouses some contention amongst practitioners, who may prefer 

other descriptive terms such as “la regla de ocha” (“the rule of the orichas”). 

Santería, which can be translated as “the worship of little saints,” was initially a 

pejorative term used to describe the worship of orichas amongst African slaves and 

their descendants, and referred to the worship of Catholic saints, or santos, who were 

syncretised with certain Yoruba orichas in Cuba. While some practitioners do not 

refer to their practice as Santería, this has become a widely used term amongst those 

outside the religion. Another problem with the use of the word Santería is that it does 

not account for specific streams of practice that are found in oricha worship in Cuba, 

specifically the worship of Orula and the practice of Ifá. While Orula is an oricha, 

his priesthood elevate this oricha above the other orichas, and most commonly refer 
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to their practice as Ifá (See Chapter 2 for a fuller description of Ifá). Aside from 

these considerations, I use the general term “Santería” throughout this thesis as it 

remains the most publically accessible descriptor of this religion to those outside its 

practice.  

Tambor is a Spanish word that literally means “drum.” Often tambor is used as a 

contraction of tambor de santo (“drum of the saint”) or tambor de fundamento 

(“drum of foundation”), terms commonly used to describe a batá ceremony. In the 

case of tambor de fundamento, this is a term that can also be used to describe batá 

drums that contain the oricha Añá (see Chapter 2). Other terms used to describe batá 

ceremony include fiesta de santo (“party for the saint”) and bembé, although bembé 

can also refer to a drumming ceremony that does not use batá. This highlights the 

importance of context when using Cuban terms for batá ceremony. For this thesis, I 

most frequently refer to “batá ceremonies,” although tambor also appears, most 

commonly in quotes from research participants and literature.  

I refer to those who are involved in Santería throughout this thesis as creyentes (Sp. 

“believers”), a term used by Katherine Hagedorn in her research on batá and Santería 

(2001). This term reflects the fact that people who participate in batá ceremony and 

other ceremonial activities may or may not be initiated practitioners of Santería or 

Ifá.    

Transcription 

I use transcriptions as illustrations throughout this thesis. Because this is not a work 

of musical analysis, transcriptions do not appear in the text, but appear in Appendix 

E. Different researchers have approached batá transcription differently, but most

adhere to some modification of the standard Western stave and notational values. I

use a modified two line stave in the transcriptions, similar to the style used by

Amanda Villepastour  (Vincent [Villepastour], 2007). Appendix E contains more

information about transcription conventions used in this thesis.

Appendix A 

Appendix A contains a list of the primary YouTube video data set collected for this 

research. It appears in standard APA format for YouTube videos, listing the 

uploader’s name, date of upload, and URL. Videos are listed by categories outlined 
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in Chapter 4. This list does not catalogue all of the videos used in this research, but 

only a list of the primary data set of 170 videos that were used for further analysis 

and coding related to content, duration, and location. This is discussed in more detail 

in the methodology section in Chapter 1. All of the videos that are used as examples 

in the body of this thesis can be found in the YouTube reference list, which appears 

after the reference list of published resources at the end of the final chapter.  

Appendix B 

Appendix B lists the YouTube names, or tags, of uploaders that contributed the 

content that is listed in the primary data set (n=170). 45 uploaders are listed. See the 

methodology section in Chapter 1 for a further explanation about the tags that are 

listed in this appendix.  

Appendix C 

Appendix C lists the names of people who have contributed in significant ways to 

this research through interviews and electronic communication. Sometimes this 

occurred in person, but many of these interactions occurred via computer-mediated 

platforms such as Skype, or via email, or sometimes via online batá drum forums. 

One participant and I only interacted for a short time through Facebook messages. 

The form of the communication is listed in the Appendix beside each of the names of 

the participants. I have only listed participants whose input is featured in this thesis, 

either through direct quotes or through information that was provided and 

paraphrased in the text of this thesis.   

There are many other contributors to this research who remain unknown except for 

the traces that they have left in the online environment, either on YouTube or 

through online forums dedicated to batá drums. Much of the communication I have 

observed occurring on YouTube and other online environments has influenced my 

understanding of the research topic. For that reason all the people who have been 

contributing to the online environment of batá drumming are, in effect, “participants” 

in this research, although they may not be aware of this.  

Appendix D 

Appendix D contains sample questions that were asked during semi-structured 

interviews with the participants. 
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Appendix E 

Appendix E contains transcriptions that are referred to in the body of the thesis. See 

note on “Transcriptions” above for more information. 
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Chapter 1: Batá Drums, Youtube and the Online Environment  

This thesis documents and analyses aspects of an emerging practice: the uploading of 

videos of Cuban batá ceremony to YouTube. One element of the ritual practices of 

the Afro-Cuban religion called Santería,1 batá ceremonies, sometimes simply known 

as tambores2 (Sp.), are musically driven ceremonies that utilise drumming, singing, 

and dancing to worship and praise the orichas, the spirits that are the focus of 

Santería practice. Batá ceremonies are sites of communal worship, as creyentes (Sp. 

“believers”)3 gather together to participate in the performance of musical-religious 

repertoire that has developed in Cuba since the 19th century, utilising the skills of 

specialised ritual musicians who drum and lead the assembled practitioners in song. 

While institutional religions such as Roman Catholicism often situate group worship 

such as this in specialised locations such as churches, batá ceremonies are more 

likely to be held in private homes, and lounge rooms often become transformed into 

sacred spaces imbued with spiritually and physically transformative potential.  

The development of Santería in Cuba is a result of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. 

Large numbers of Yoruba slaves arrived in the 19th century as a result of various 

internal and external factors that disrupted Yoruba stability and exposed them to 

slave traders in West Africa. The Yoruba brought with them a diverse range of 

religious practices that focused on the orichas, spiritual entities that trace their 

origins to deified historical or mythical figures, as well as representing natural and 

esoteric phenomenon. A number of Afro-Cubans religions developed in Cuba, 

modelled on African religious practices brought to Cuba by slaves. The most 

commonly known of these practices include Santería, Palo Monte, and Abakuá. 

These African-derived religious practices resulted from the transplantation of 

heterogeneous African cultural forms during the slave trade, and their 

                                                

1 I am aware that some people object to the term Santería, but I use it throughout this 

thesis because it is the most easily recognisable term for a general readership. See 

page xiii for an explanation and defence of my use of the term Santería throughout 

the thesis.  
2 See page xiv for a description of this term and alternative terms used by 

practitioners to describe batá ceremony.  
3 See page xiv for a description of this term and how it used throughout the thesis.  
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transformation, development and indigenisation in Cuba during and after the period 

of slavery (Palmié, 2002, p. 163). 

Batá ceremony was one of the cultural practices of the Yoruba that was recreated in 

Cuba, and batá drumming remains extant today amongst the Yoruba. As Yoruba 

religious practices developed and adapted to the Cuban environment batá drums took 

on particular characteristics that distinguished Cuban batá from its performance by 

the Yoruba in Africa. The batá ceremonies that occur in Cuba are both religious 

celebrations, religious obligations, and opportunities for healing that bring together 

practitioners of Santería. Dedicated ritual musicians are responsible for both the 

drumming and the singing, and their skills are highly valued amongst creyentes. 

Known as omo añás (L., “children of Añá”), ceremonial batá drummers are trained 

to not only perform a vast repertoire of rhythms dedicated to different orichas, but 

are also directly responsible for Añá, the oricha whose “essence” resides within the 

sacred batá, or batá fundamento (Sp.), most commonly used in batá ceremonies. It is 

through the power of Añá that omo añás are able to play an important role in the 

initiation of new priests and “bringing down the oricha,” to possess someone at the 

batá ceremony.   

There is an emerging practice of videoing these batá ceremonies in the offline, or 

“real world” environment of batá ceremony and uploading these videos to YouTube, 

the most popular video-sharing website on the Internet. An increasing number of 

these batá ceremony videos are now on YouTube, and the number is growing. By my 

own estimate I would consider that there are at least one thousand of these videos 

available for public viewing, but this number cannot be verified because of the 

continuing emergence of new videos and the disappearance of old ones. While this 

may not be a sizeable figure compared to the many millions upon millions of videos 

on YouTube, its significance does not lie in its popularity, but rather how its 

presence is indicative of new forms of mediation and representation that have been 

enabled through technological advancements in the 21st century, and the subsequent 

embedding of this technology into the social structure of batá ceremony and Santería 

practice. Through this process of video-sharing, batá ceremony videos on YouTube 

are shaping new relationships between technology, the practice of Santería, and the 

representation of musical-religious culture.   
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The emergence of this practice is representative of new types of media practices that 

are closely aligned with the increasing presence of video-recording technology in 

many countries, as well as the development of digital platforms of production and 

distribution associated with the Internet. It is these new technologies that allow 

amateur videographers to produce and distribute video footage of batá ceremony 

through video-sharing websites such as YouTube. Mobile phones with video 

cameras, webcams, and small, portable video cameras have become an important 

means of expression and communication for amateur video creators (Hjorth, 2007). 

The Internet, through video-sharing platforms such as YouTube, has allowed these 

amateur producers to distribute this video content, challenging the traditional media 

environments which once dominated the means of video production and distribution.  

The batá ceremony videos on YouTube that are examined in this research provide an 

insight into how cultural traditions are being represented in this new media 

environment. It should also be noted that batá ceremony videos are only one 

manifestation of Santería on YouTube. As such, the focus on batá ceremony videos 

should be situated within a wider development that is occurring in Santería practice: 

the mediation of ceremonial action through video, and its distribution via video-

sharing websites such as YouTube.  

This research’s focus on batá ceremony is particularly relevant to new 

understandings of these mediating practices owing to the importance of batá 

ceremony within the practice of Santería. Batá ceremony is an activity that brings 

together practitioners of Santería who act towards religious goals communally. 

Through YouTube it is possible to examine how these notions of offline community 

are being translated to the online environment through YouTube, allowing a better 

understanding of how the offline and online environments are interacting in the 

modern era.   

Analysis of these issues will assist in answering the key question of this thesis: How 

does the emergence of batá ceremony videos on YouTube reflect the current state of 

batá ceremony and its attendant religious culture, and what effect is the online 

representation of batá ceremony having on batá ceremony in the offline environment. 

To answer this question I rely largely on an ethnographic approach that utilises 

participant-observation in two distinct but related environments: the offline, real 

world environment in which batá ceremony is performed, and the online 
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environment of YouTube. In the process of observing and participating in these two 

environments, I develop a framework of understanding that, to an extent, 

acknowledges the effect of the online environment on batá ceremony, and highlights 

the “thin line” that exists between the online and offline environment.  

In order to understand the emergence of amateur-produced batá ceremony videos on 

YouTube this research examines the processes through which batá ceremony has 

become visible on YouTube, how it is represented, who is uploading these videos, 

why people upload these videos, and what role the presence of batá ceremony videos 

is playing in shaping new understandings of Santería community in the online 

environment. To do this, the following thesis includes an examination of: 

• the processes through which videography at batá ceremonies is legitimised 

and the effects of videography at batá ceremonies;  

• how batá ceremony is represented on YouTube; 

• the motivations behind the uploading of batá ceremony videos; and,  

• the consequences of an online, public representation of batá ceremony.  

To the best of my knowledge this thesis is the first to examine the presence of batá 

ceremony on YouTube. While previous studies have examined batá ceremony (e.g. 

Cornelius, 1989, 1995; Friedman, 1982; Hagedorn, 2000, 2001, 2010, 2015; 

Marcuzzi, 2005; Vélez, 2000; Vincent [Villepastour], 2007), and the relationship 

between YouTube and musical practice (Gidal, 2008; Falk, 2013; Ó Briain, 2015), 

batá ceremony and its presence on YouTube has only been mentioned in passing 

(e.g. Beliso-de Jesus, 2013). Other studies have examined the effects of the Internet 

on Santería practice more generally, but these studies have been restricted to the 

online environment (Brandon, 2002, 2008; Murphy, 2008). This research seeks to 

draw together the offline and online environments of batá ceremony more explicitly 

through ethnography that recognises that many participants at batá ceremony are 

living increasingly technologically mediated lives. By examining the relationship 

between offline and online lives, this research acknowledges the growing importance 

of the online environment, and uses batá ceremony videos on YouTube to highlight 

how practitioners think about their offline and online lives in the context of batá 

ceremony.      
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Mediation, Mediatisation, and Batá Ceremony   

According to media theorist Nick Couldry, media is both  the “institutions and 

infrastructures that make and distribute particular contents in forms that are more or 

less fixed and carry their context with them,” as well as “those contents themselves” 

(2012, p. 2). This foregrounds the relationship between media as artefact and media 

institutions that create and disseminate media artefacts. This definition is well suited 

to the role of the mass media, such as television and radio, which has developed 

elaborate institutions and infrastructures for the purpose of broadly disseminating 

content produced specifically for these mediums. But the term media also references 

particular social characteristics and situations through which communicative 

practices occur. A definition of media by Lisa Gitelman foregrounds the 

communicative and social implications of media:  

Media [is] socially realised structures of communication, where structures 

include both technological forms and their associated protocols, and where 

communication is a cultural practice, a ritualised collocation of different 

people on the same mental map, sharing or engaged with popular ontologies 

of representation.  

(2008, p. 7)  

This definition positions media less in the institutionalised structures visible in the 

mass media, but more in the social sphere of communicative practices that can create 

and maintain shared representations of reality. Lev Manovich has noted that 

representational technologies and real-time communication technologies are defining 

characteristics of technological innovation in the 20th century, but that these two 

modes have also converged in certain technologies (2001, p. 162). As examples, 

Manovich notes that film and the phonograph might be considered technologies of 

representation, while the telephone is an example of a communication technology. 

Television and radio, on the other hand, can be said to have both representative and 

communicative qualities (2001, p. 162). This convergence becomes even more 

noticeable in media environments such as YouTube, where communication and 

representation become the key criteria that affect both YouTube’s technological 

infrastructure, and the way it is used by people. 
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While older forms of media, such as television, have been characterised as “passive,” 

that is, media was only received by consumers, new media is often conceived of as 

interactive and participatory, where the means of media production have become 

available to those who were previously only passive receivers of content (Jenkins, 

2006). New digital technologies such as digital video cameras, combined with the 

Internet, have “democratised,” to some extent, the ability to participate in the 

creation and distribution of media content (Jenkins, 2006). The development of the 

so-called Web 2.0 facilitated this development. Web 2.0 has been associated with the 

development of interactive platforms such as MySpace and Wikipedia, where 

content is contributed by everyday users rather than by traditional media players. 

Traditional creators of media content now exist in an online environment where 

potentially anyone with the necessary tools (that is, a computer and an adequate 

Internet connection) can participate in the creation and dissemination of media. 

Henry Jenkins terms this participatory culture. According to Jenkins: 

[Participatory culture] contrasts with older notions of passive media 

spectatorship. Rather than talk about media producers and consumers as 

occupying separate roles, we might now see them as participants who interact 

with each other according to a new set of rules that none of us fully 

understands.  

(2006, p. 3) 

The new media infrastructure and content is characterised by the use of digital 

technologies, as well as an increasing convergence of these digital platforms. Also 

popularised by Jenkins, he views convergence in the context of integrated systems of 

content delivery that are shared by traditional media creators as well as new media 

creators: 

Convergence represents a paradigm shift – a move from medium specific 

content toward content that flows across multiple media channels, toward the 

increased interdependence of new communication systems, toward multiple 

ways of accessing media content, and toward ever more complex relations 

between top-down corporate media and bottom-up participatory culture.  

(2006, p. 243)  
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Convergence has also been described by Couldry as a media manifold which is 

characterised by the “linked configuration of media” and “a complex web of delivery 

platforms” (Couldry, 2012, p. 16). Examples of convergence are observable on 

YouTube. As well as the ability to embed YouTube videos into other digital 

platforms such as web blogs or Facebook, convergence also describes the uploading 

of old television programs onto YouTube, as old media is absorbed into the digital, 

convergent landscape. It is also represented through the co-habitation of YouTube by 

both corporate media entities and amateur videographers. Another important 

characteristic of convergence is the development of new digital platforms such as the 

mobile phone and computer tablet, whereby convergence also becomes linked to 

notions of mobility.   

Situated in this new, convergent and mobile media environment are the digital 

platforms of social media such as Facebook and Twitter. In recent times the 

popularity of social media has skyrocketed, and participation on these platforms has 

become a normal form of social interaction for many people all around the world. 

Dijck has situated this popularity in social media’s ability to facilitate 

communication, as well as share User-Generated Content, or UGC (2012, p. 142).  

User-Generated Content (UGC) most often references the creation and/or sharing of 

content by those not in the traditional media industries, and its appearance has been 

hailed as both a democratisation of the means of production and distribution 

(Jenkins, 2006), and has also been blamed for “killing” pre-Internet forms of cultural 

production (Keen, 2007). While UGC has been described as being produced by 

amateurs who are not driven by the profit motives and market forces that are linked 

to the creation of professional media content (Strangelove, 2010, pp. 6-7), this 

dichotomy has become less clear as amateurs develop skills in the production of 

content that seeks to adopt more professional standards.  

New forms of media offer us an important window through which to examine new, 

developing social processes around communication as they flow between the online 

and the offline:   

Mediation requires us to understand (a) how processes of communication 

influence or change the social and cultural environments that support them as 

well as the relationships that participants have to these environments and to 

each other, but also (b) how social and cultural environments through 
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processes of reception and consumption in turn shape the institutions, 

technologies and meanings of the media through which communication takes 

place. 

(Lövheim, 2011, p. 163) 

In this context processes of interaction between media infrastructures and the way 

media is used feedback into each other. Media are seen as affecting, as well as being 

affected by, the social and cultural environments in which they exist. This is 

particularly relevant in recent times in view of the development of interactive, online 

platforms that allow people to participate in the creation and distribution of media on 

a much larger scale. By examining batá ceremony videos on YouTube, it becomes 

possible to gauge how the emergence of new technologies such as mobile phone 

video-cameras and online video-sharing websites like YouTube are influencing 

practices at batá ceremony, while at the same time examining how YouTube is also 

being used by those who create these videos, and to what end and for what purpose 

they are doing this.  

Mediatisation and religion  

Mediatisation is a term that has been used to examine how communication media 

have contributed to “new forms of action and interaction in the social world and 

[have given] shape to how we think of humanity and our place in the world” (Clark, 

2011, p. 170). Carneiro has noted that, while media have always played a role in 

human society, mediatisation is used to describe the specific influence of media in 

the modern era, restricting the applicability of mediatisation theory to “contemporary 

environments characterised by networked forms of electric, electronic and digital 

communication” (2015, p. 57). This differs from the study of mediation, which may 

take a broader understanding of media technologies to include historical instances of 

mediation and their effects. At the heart of mediatisation is the notion that modern 

mass media such as television, and most recently the Internet, are not external to 

society, but constitute a part of its social fabric (Hjarvard, 2011, p. 121).  

A lively debate about the mediatisation of religion has centered on the degree of 

influence that the mass media has on religious practice. This debate was sparked by 

Stig Hjarvard’s assertion that the depiction of religious content and themes in the 

traditional mass media were having a secularising effect on religious institutions and 
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religious authority, potentially challenging these structures’ legitimacy and meaning 

(Hjarvard, 2011). Drawing examples from television and movies, Hjarvard 

demonstrates how media is produced through mixing “various religious elements [to] 

construct a variegated backdrop of religious representations and practices” (2011, p. 

128). This can, in turn, lead to the media challenging religious authority, as well as 

lessening the power of the “sacred” in people’s minds (2011, p. 131). A number of 

scholars in this field reacted to Hjarvard’s conclusions, asserting that his findings 

were of limited use in developing such a broad-based assertion that media was the 

cause of secularisation, proposing that individual human agency was being 

understated in his analysis, while also acknowledging that the role this agency played 

was still subject to uncertainty (Lövheim, 2011). Clark highlights the basis for these 

objections:  

Mediatisation may equally be understood to be an integral part of the 

continuation of religion in cultural practice. Media are not replacing but 

rather reconstituting religion’s role within the important ritual moments of 

life. 

(Clark, 2011, p. 181) 

Some of the emerging new media practices occurring at religious ceremonies 

highlight how video recording can sometimes create new understandings linked to 

religious practice. Some examples of this influence have been noted by 

ethnomusicologist Stefan Fiol (2010) and anthropologist Mattijs Van de Port (2006). 

Examining the reception of commercial DVDs documenting the North Indian 

Uttarakhandi musical-religious ceremonies known as jāgar, Fiol demonstrates how 

Uttarakhandi people view media productions of these ceremonies. Drawing on Irving 

Goffman’s frame theory, Fiol proposes that people are able to view these DVDs 

through multiple frames that are linked to an understanding of both religious practice 

and a media environment. Rather than separating religion and media, practitioners 

generate multiple understandings of the ceremonies they are viewing, which can be 

viewed as part of a ritual and media “dual frame.” Highlighting the possibility for a 

“dual-framing” in the minds of practitioners, Van de Port (2006) has demonstrated 

how religious practitioners of Candomblé, an Afro-Brazilian religion with similar 

roots to Santería, are creating videos of religious ceremony that are influenced by the 

imagery of Brazilian telenovelas, or soap operas. Van de Port draws the conclusion 
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that practitioners are drawing on their wider media environment, and imbuing 

religious experience with the experience of television viewing. Both of these 

examples highlight the increasingly pervasive role that modern media such as 

television and video play in the lives of religious practitioners.  

The Internet is also having a profound effect on religious practices, as is evidenced 

by the growth of online sites dedicated to Santería. Santería has developed a strong 

online presence, with the appearance of organisational, individual, devotional, 

academic, and commercial websites (Murphy, 2008, p. 472). A number of sites are 

also dedicated to hosting discussions and conversations about Santería and its related 

practices between online users. This has, in some way, challenged traditional notions 

of community, authority, and participation in Santería.  

Both Brandon (2002, 2008) and Murphy (2008) have examined Santería online. 

Brandon’s research positions the Internet as the latest frontier in a process of 

religious transmission via media that dates back to the Yoruba. While earlier 

transmission media were dependent on the written word and created primarily for 

devotees, Brandon views the Internet as a transmission media that problematises 

issues of access to and control of religious information, which becomes easily 

accessed and co-opted by people without previous affiliation to Santería practice. 

While maintaining an understanding of online media as a continuation of earlier 

technologies of mediation and transmission, Brandon demonstrates how the Internet 

is allowing individuals to create personalised religious paths that may deviate from 

traditional understanding (2008, p. 467). Murphy’s research focuses on the way that 

the Internet is changing the relationship between the oricha and those that worship 

them, the relationship between adherents, and the way that the Internet is able to 

create new types of believers. He concludes that the Internet is leading to the 

“atomisation” of Santería as it is represented on the Internet (2008, p. 481). Both of 

these articles demonstrate some of the issues that concern practitioners about the 

spread of Santería online. While community in Santería most commonly depends on 

close interpersonal relationships tied through bonds of religious kinship, the Internet 

does not demand adherence to these notions of community tied through religious 

kinship, which in turn affects the parameters of community and transmission online.  

Boutros has noted that media technologies are not necessarily changing notions of 

truth, effectiveness, or authenticity in religious practice, but it is affecting the types 
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of relationships that characterise religious practice and belief (2011, p. 196), 

something that both Brandon and Murphy have found occurring in online Santería. 

While it is true that many people are engaging in online practice, Santería still 

remains firmly rooted in its traditional notions of community. What Brandon and 

Murphy demonstrate though, is that the online space has opened up alternative sites 

where traditional understanding about community and religious practice may be left 

open to individual interpretation and informed by material taken directly from the 

Internet. Online Santería demonstrates the development of large-scale networks that 

are able to both connect and project individual practitioners into an increasingly 

globalised online space, where identity, authority, and belief become fluid and open-

ended.   

 Mediating Afro-Cuban culture   

While this thesis examines how the technologies associated with videography and 

online video-sharing are affecting the cultural production of batá ceremony videos, 

the music that is performed in batá ceremonies has a relatively long association with 

technological mediation, namely through audio recordings. The music that can be 

heard in batá ceremony has a recorded history of over 50 years. Early field 

recordings by researchers such as Harold Courlander and Lydia Cabrera documented 

some of the earliest recordings of traditional batá drumming and their associated 

song texts (Courlander, 1951; Cabrera & Tarafa, 2003). These recordings were made 

amongst various communities of creyentes located in Cuba, and were the first to 

document the repertoire that is performed at batá ceremonies.  

While the recordings mentioned previously by Courlander (1951) and Cabrera and 

Tarafa (2003) were produced for the purpose of documentation and research, more 

commercially orientated recordings began to appear in the 1950’s and the 1960’s, 

influenced by the growth of the recording industry in Cuba, as well as the popularity 

of this music amongst segments of the Cuban population. One example of this 

includes the album Santero released by Panart in 1954, which featured Cuban singers 

Merceditas Valdés, Celia Cruz and Caridad Súarez (Valdés, 2015). In the late 1990’s 

and early 2000’s a new wave of Cuban audio recordings served to document 

extensive repertoires that are associated with the performance of batá ceremony. This 

trend was led by the group known as Abbilona, who have released an extensive 

collection of albums that feature batá drumming and songs associated with the oricha 

(e.g. Abbilona, 1999). Soon after, the renowned Cuban folkloric singer Lázaro Ros 
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released a similar set of recordings documenting ceremonial batá repertoire (e.g. Ros, 

2002). Travelling through the networks of the globalised commercial music industry, 

many of these recordings have circulated across the world, and most are available 

through online purchase sites such as iTunes or Amazon.  

Film documentaries focusing on batá ceremony have also been released. Two key 

examples of these videos are “La Historia de un Ballet” released in 1962, and “Añá: 

La Magia del Tambor” released in 1994. Both of these documentaries represent batá 

ceremony in very different ways that reflect the social and political climates of their 

time. “La Historia de un Ballet” is representative of the developing folkloric style of 

presentation that was to become popular in Cuba. Elements of religious belief, 

musical performance and choreography were each examined separately and imbued 

with an artistic sensibility that characterises folkloric performances as they are still 

performed in more recent times. In the early 1960’s the Cuban government was 

attempting to establish this secularised performance mode as an authentic artistic and 

cultural expression of Cuba’s African-descended population (See Hagedorn, 2001, 

pp. 136-141).“Aña: La Magia del Tambor,” on the other hand, was filmed at a very 

different time both politically and socially. While Santería has a long history of 

persecution and marginalisation in Cuba, in the 1990’s religious expression in Cuba 

became less restricted by the government. This was the period in which Santería 

became more publically visible. Quiñones’ film can be seen as a reaction to this 

development, as batá ceremony is explained and demonstrated by creyentes 

themselves.  

In Cuba throughout the 20th century, Santería practice has been marginalised as well 

as criminalised, although this has become less overt since the 1990’s. Prejudice in 

Cuba exists to this day, although overt criminalisation is no longer evident. The 

movement of Protestant churches into Cuba has also created a new source of tension 

between followers of Santería and Christians.4 In the USA, the issue of animal 

sacrifice and the subsequent finding of animal carcasses in public spaces in the USA 

has also led to sensationalised, and often inaccurate, depictions of Santería in the 

media (Sandoval, 2008, p. 366). The ritual slayings of people in Matamoros, Mexico, 

                                                

4 In one instance in Havana I saw a Cuban Protestant refuse to engage in any form of 

conversation with a Cuban priest of Santería because of their religious differences.  
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has also been linked to Santería by the mass media (Garcia, 1989). A more recent 

article has also linked Santería to the suicide of an initiated santero in the USA (Aiki, 

2013). Often articles of this nature conflate different African-derived religions 

currently practised in Cuba, as well as presenting Santería as atavistic and sometimes 

brutal, which is reminiscent of attitudes in Cuba at the beginning of the 20th century. 

A more recent article on by Chaya Babu (2016) attempts to reverse this trend, 

highlighting the positive effects of Santería amongst the Latino community in New 

York, but suffers from a lack of awareness about key religious beliefs and historical 

context. In general, media portrayals of Santería are characterised by a superficiality 

that is at best inaccurate and exoticised. In the worst examples Santería becomes an 

object of vilification, cast as primitive and brutal.  

The traditional media’s portrayal of Santería is characteristic of the somewhat 

negative and inaccurate depictions of Santería practice. In these examples, the voices 

of creyentes have often been marginalised. For this reason, the Internet offers 

alternative platforms for those that have access, a platform that give practitioners the 

ability to create and disseminate their own representations of Santería. Whether such 

videos are able to influence stereotypes portrayed in more traditional forms of media 

remains unclear, but it has led to an increasing public visibility for Santería and its 

followers. 

Previous Research on Batá Drumming  

There is a small but growing body of literature that examines batá drumming in a 

ceremonial context, much of this having appeared over the last fifteen years. This 

research has stemmed primarily from North America, although some scholars also 

hail from European countries. In Cuba, CIDMUC (Centro de Investigación y 

Desarrollo de la Música Cubana/Centre for the Investigation and Development of 

Cuban Music) continues to conduct research into the musical traditions of Cuba, 

although access to this research outside Cuba is often difficult to negotiate due to its 

limited dissemination in the international arena (Schweitzer, 2003).  

Some of the earliest research into batá drumming was conducted by Cuban 

intellectual Fernando Ortiz, although there are examples of other descriptive 

accounts of batá drumming appearing at this time or even earlier (e.g. Courlander, 

1942). Ortiz’s works that deal with batá drumming include La africanía de la música 

folklórico cubana (2001, originally published in 1950) and Los bailes y el teatro de 
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los negros de Cuba (1951). These works contain the first transcriptions of batá 

drumming and contained extensive analysis of batá rhythms and accompanying 

songs. The fourth volume in Ortiz’ monumental series Los instrumentos de la musica 

afrocubana was the first publication to ever specifically address batá performance 

and history. Titled Los tambores bimembranófonos: Los batá (Ortiz, n/d, originally 

published in 1954) there is a great amount of detail describing batá’s production, 

performance, religious significance and influential performers, as well as the history 

of their introduction into Cuba. Ortiz’s work is important not only as a historical 

document, but also because of the influence it has on batá drummers to this day, 

which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.  

English-language research into batá ceremony began in the 1980s with Robert 

Friedman’s analysis of batá ceremony (1982). Conducting field research at batá 

ceremonies in the New York area, Friedman took advantage of the growing 

community of ceremonial batá drummers in the USA to develop an emic 

understanding of how ceremonial musicians imbue musical performance with 

religious meaning. Since that time a growing body of work has contributed to a 

deepening understanding of batá drumming as musical performance and as a 

component of cultural practices associated with Santería. Some of the main areas of 

research have included a focus the construction of the sacred and its relationship to 

batá drumming repertoire (Cornelius, 1989); the criteria used by the community of 

ceremonial batá drummers to judge successful ceremonial performance (Schweitzer, 

2003); and the connections between ceremonial batá performance and secular 

performances of the same repertoire in Cuba (Hagedorn, 2001). Also important to 

this research are a number of articles that focus on the specific aspects of batá 

ceremony, such as possession (Hagedorn, 2000, 2010) and initiation (Cornelius, 

1995), as well as analyses of gender and its relationship to batá performance 

(Hagedorn, 2015; Villepastour, 2015). All of these studies highlight batá’s role as 

religious musical expression with important religious significance, and identify the 

different actors involved in the making of batá ceremony and how their intent and 

actions are responsible for the successful outcome of ceremonial performance.  

A deeper understanding of the batá repertoire has also been assisted by the growing 

body of transcription material that has been produced since the 1990s. While Ortiz 

included an extensive number of transcriptions in La Africanía de la Música 

Folklórica de Cuba (2001), it was not until the 1990’s that further work in this area 
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appeared. Amira and Cornelius published The Music of Santeria (1992), which was 

the first book to document a complete section of ceremonial batá drumming 

repertoire. Since this time there has been a growing number of pedagogical works 

that focus on batá drumming (e.g. Summers 2002; Coburg & Dávalos, 2002a, 2002b; 

Spiro & Hill, 2015). Similar to batá drumming transcriptions, a number of books 

have been published that document the song repertoire associated with batá 

drumming (Altmann, 1998; Mason, 1992; Pedroso, 1995). The majority of these 

works have been produced to aid in learning the repertoire of batá drumming and 

associated song repertoire, and analysis tends to be quite cursory. In the area of 

musical analysis there is less research. Schweitzer’s study (2003) contains some 

excellent transcriptions and analysis of the batá rhythm known as ñongo, and 

highlights how different batá ensembles create unique musical voices within the 

established repertoire. Musical analysis of batá drumming has also been conducted 

by Moore and Sayre (2006), who examine the musical style and structure of one 

particular sequence of rhythms and songs performed for the oricha Obatalá.  

Work on trans-Atlantic continuity and change between the Yoruba batá tradition and 

batá’s performance in Cuba has also gained a more prominent place in the literature, 

most notably through the work of Amanda Villepastour (Vincent [Villepastour], 

2007, 2009, 2015). Her work clearly demonstrates how batá drumming’s history has 

seen change occur in both cultural contexts, problematising essentialising discourses 

around authenticity in both traditions. Michael Marcuzzi (2005, 2011, 2013) has also 

provided extensive research into trans-Atlantic change and continuity. His PhD 

dissertation (2005) focused on the history and ascendency of the batá tradition in 

Cuba, and his work remains one of the most logical and coherent analyses of this 

process to date. Ramos (2000) also discusses the history of batá drumming in Cuba, 

while Amira (2015) provides an account of the early batá drumming community in 

the USA.  

Research into Cuban batá drumming has tended to be focused either in Cuba itself, 

or in the USA. Only a small amount of research examines batá drumming outside 

these locations. This includes research into the introduction and establishment of batá 

drumming in Venezuela (Marcuzzi & Quintero, 2015) and Brazil (Leobons, 2015). 

While I have published a research report into my own experiences as a non-Cuban 

participant-observer in Cuba (2010), I have only come across an unpublished 

manuscript by Thomas Altmann (2007) that traces the history of batá fundamento in 
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Europe. Other studies have examined the establishment of local Santería 

communities in countries including Peru (Arellano, 2011), Mexico (Huet, 2013), and 

Germany (Rossbach de Olmos, 2009), but only passing references are made to batá 

drumming or batá ceremonies in these works. 

At the time of writing there is no research I have found that addresses batá drumming 

on YouTube, although reference to its existence has appeared (Beliso-de Jesus, 2013, 

p. 708). While I have not found any research focusing on this area, there have been 

some studies that document the rising presence of  online Santería, as discussed in 

the previous section (Brandon, 2002, 2008; Murphy 2008). As much of the previous 

literature often highlights changing contexts of the cultural, social and political 

environments as a key determinant influencing processes of change in the culture and 

performance of batá ceremony, it would seem to me that engagement in the virtual 

field of YouTube stands as an emerging area of focus that will enrich understanding 

of how modern technologies of mediation are playing into new understanding of batá 

ceremony and change. 

Video Culture 

Over almost two decades, starting in the early 1980s, 14 million video cameras were 

brought by consumers in the USA producing a “democratisation of the video 

production experience” (Burch, 1997, p. 18), at least in the USA. Due to greater 

accessibility and the cheaper cost of video cameras, more consumers were in a 

position to create their own video productions. New notions of videography began to 

take account of the growing number of amateurs who were participating in this 

practice. In the 1980s and 1990s the social implications of video began to be 

addressed, and the term video culture came to underline how this technology figured 

in the lives of people: 

Video culture [is] a set of relations around the uses of videotape, a set of 

practices and a set of possibilities concerning what these relations, uses and 

practices may become.  

(Cubitt, 1991, p. 1) 

While Cubitt focuses video culture on the analogue videotape, in the 21st century 

video culture is more accurately described as a digital video culture. Newman has 

noted that, in the USA at least, most modern audiences are unlikely to experience 
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video in the form of older analogue technology (2014, p. 74). Small, digital cameras 

have become strongly associated with amateur videography (MacDougall, 2001, p. 

17), and their increasing presence has seen many amateurs become engaged in 

recording and producing their own videos. This has become even more prevalent 

with the development of video-recording technology embedded in mobile phones, 

and the ease with which video content can be distributed through online platforms 

such as YouTube. In recent times, mobile phones, as well as small video camcorders, 

are able to directly upload video to YouTube (Strangelove, 2010, p. 17).  

With the increasing convergence of online digital media platforms, digital video has 

also become extremely mobile. This can be seen in the way that digital video is 

shared through online sites. In the case of YouTube, sharing online video is enabled 

by the ease with which YouTube videos can be embedded into other online 

platforms, whether they be web blogs or social media sites such as Facebook. Digital 

video mobility is also seen in the way that people share video images with each 

other, whether through interpersonal contact, or via phone-to-phone messaging 

(David, 2010, p. 93). The emergence of affordable digital video-recording 

technology, combined with the increase in video content on the Internet, has created 

a video culture that is increasingly ubiquitous on a global scale.  

Owing to these technological developments, video has become an increasingly 

popular form of amateur cultural production, and it has widespread appeal. Michael 

Strangelove, in his analysis of different forms of amateur video production on 

YouTube, has noted that, at this juncture in history, many people are now becoming 

“socialised to embrace self-expression via video” (2010, p. 122). While this shift has 

seen video-recording become a more acceptable practice in an increasing number of 

social settings, this generates new concerns regarding privacy and consent. It has 

been noted that a result of mobile phone video-recording practices is the diminishing 

of the private sphere and an extension of the public sphere (Reponen, Lehikoinen & 

Impiö, 2007, p. 468). This is compounded with an understanding of the increased 

third-party surveillance occurring in many urban centres, as CCTV documents the 

movements of many citizens in an increasing number of countries (Norris & 

Armstrong, 1999). In this context video culture becomes embedded into new 

structures of monitoring and surveillance, as well as seemingly more innocuous 

forms of recording behaviours that are occurring in more private social settings.  
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As well as the broader implications for society posed by video culture, the use of 

video has also been noted as being one way that people can perform and disseminate 

their own cultural practices. As Anthony Seeger notes, the Suyá people of the 

Amazon have self-consciously recorded video images of their traditional practices in 

such a way as to appeal to tourists’ expectations of their traditional culture, focusing 

the “foreigner’s gaze exactly where they choose” (2013, p. 374). In rural India 

ethnomusicologist Peter Manuel has noted the opposite: via mobile phone video-

recording people are spontaneously recording cultural practices such as music and 

sharing them with others (2014, p. 398). Whatever the intent, these examples 

highlight how video-recording devices and platforms of dissemination are 

developing new relationships with the performance of culture, and emphasise how 

video-recording technology is becoming a part of the social structure of communities 

in very different settings.  

As David has noted, modern video-recording technology, specifically as it relates to 

the mobile phone, is transforming the boundaries between “the individual and the 

collective, [and the] private and public” (2010, p. 89). Video-recording ceremonial 

performance in Santería illustrates how these boundaries are being negotiated in the 

religious sphere. Creyentes have traditionally been wary of the documentation of 

their ceremonies and practices. Understanding the social implications that a video 

culture poses for the practice of batá ceremony needs to take into account the 

historical reluctance of creyentes to publically expose their practices. This has 

stemmed in part from the climate of persecution that prevailed in Cuba up until the 

1990s (See Hagedorn, 2001, pp. 173-198). Before the 1990s Santería was monitored 

by successive Cuban governments and practitioners would often have to conduct 

ceremonies in secret, which has influenced negative attitudes towards videoing 

practices (Beliso-de Jesus, p. 708, 2013). Another reason that creyentes are wary of 

videoing is that the maintenance of secrecy remains important to practitioners, 

especially as it relates to religious knowledge and its transmission (Johnson, 2002, 

pp. 30-34; Van de Port, 2006, p. 445). Initiation is often the only way to gain access 

to certain knowledge, and initiates are often reminded that the divulgence of secrets 

can result in retribution from the orichas. While this functions at a spiritual level, it 

also supports the maintenance of religious authority and hierarchical power 

structures, something which is potentially threatened by video-recording practices. 
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With the development of video culture in Santería, videography practices at batá 

ceremony become a site of negotiation that often draws on these concerns.  

Issues of Internet Access   

Access to the Internet, especially broadband Internet, is dependent on geographical 

and socio-economic factors (Lister, Dovey, Giddings, Grant, et. al., 2009, pp. 185-

186). The UN “State of Broadband” report released in 2015 found that 57% of the 

world’s population do not have access to broadband Internet, with negative 

implications for development and progress in both economic and social domains 

(UN News Centre, 2015). In developing countries the report states that only 35% of 

the population are able to access the Internet, while in the 48 UN-designated Least 

Developed Countries over 90% of people do not have any kind of Internet access. 

The report noted that the lowest levels of access are found in countries in sub-

Saharan Africa. Issues of access are also seen in developing countries, where race, 

education, and age are also factors that can affect access (Curtin, 2001). In Australia 

for example, there is wide gap between access in urban centres and regional and rural 

locations, with a University of Canberra report finding that half of respondents in 

regional areas rate their Internet coverage as very poor (Vidot, 2016). A Pew 

Research Centre study also highlighted the ongoing correlation between greater 

income and more regular use of the Internet regardless of geographic location 

(Poushter, 2016).  

Cuba remains one of the world’s most repressive environments for access to 

communications technologies (Cuba, 2016), which includes limited availability of 

Internet-enabled devices such as computers and mobile phones, as well as access to 

Internet connection. These problems stem from restrictive government policies, a 

lack of infrastructure that results in poor connection speeds, and the poor economic 

situation of Cubans. The Cuban government takes a cautious approach to allowing 

Cubans access to the Internet, recognising that Internet access can undermine the 

control exerted by the state.5 The Cuban government maintains a monopoly on 

Internet access through the sole telecommunications provider in Cuba, ETECSA, and 

actively filters content and sites that it deems unsuitable (Cuba, 2016). Home Internet 

                                                

5 See Press (2017) for an analysis of the Cuban government’s current position 

regarding the Internet.  
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connection is still unavailable to the majority of Cubans, and Internet is commonly 

accessed through state-controlled Internet cafés, hotels, universities, schools, and 

some work places. Since 2015, ETECSA has been rolling out Wifi hotspots in 

certain locations throughout Cuba (See Press, 2015). Internet connection speeds 

remain slow, however, due to the lack of investment in necessary infrastructure.  

As well as limited opportunities for physical access, the Internet is also expensive for 

Cubans. Freedom House note that, rather than relying on technological means of 

content censorship, the Cuban government primarily relies on the poverty of Cubans 

and lack of necessary technology to control and regulate access to the Internet (Cuba, 

2016). In a country where a monthly wage is between 20-30CUC,6 ETECSA charge 

1.50CUC for one hour.7 This has seen the development of black market Internet 

providers, especially around locations where ETECSA has rolled out Wifi. These 

hotspots have become new sites for illegal entrepreneurial activity, as some Cubans 

are able to “hijack” the Internet from the official government provider and pass it on 

to consumers for about half the price using connectivity sharing software such as 

Connectify, as well as hardware such as Ubiquity Nanostations (Khrustaleva, 2017).  

There was a noticeable difference in the availability and use of technology between 

my fieldwork in Cuba in 2013 and 2015, as I noticed more Cubans owned mobile 

phones, and a smaller number also had computers. Many of these devices are 

obtained from people overseas, either family members or foreign friends and 

acquaintances. I also noted that many more Cubans, in Havana at least, had access to 

email. Email accounts are provided by Nauta, a subsidiary of the state-controlled 

telecommunication company ETECSA. I observed a number of friends using smart 

phones to access their Nauta email accounts on a regular basis. While some people 

had computers, nobody had direct Internet connection in their house, and home 

Internet connections remain rare in Cuba. Aside from this visible increase in access, 

slow connection speeds and high costs means that many Cubans still do not have 

regular access to the Internet, let alone YouTube. While many Cubans I talked to are 

aware of YouTube, they have never accessed it. People have told me that it is 

                                                

6 CUC stands for Cuban convertible peso, which replaced the use of the US dollar in 

1994, although it remains pegged to the US dollar.   
7 This was reduced from 2CUC in 2016 (Press, 2016).  
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possible to access YouTube, but I have yet to meet people in Cuba who have done 

so.  

While Internet access remain an issue globally, ever-increasing accessibility to the 

Internet across the world is apparent, and its growing importance in global 

communication is already evident. While Internet use was initially dominated by 

developed countries in the early 2000s, global access has increased dramatically 

since this time. Much of this increase has been due to the development of smart 

phone technology and wireless Internet services, which are an important means of 

accessing the Internet in developing nations. In Africa, for example, there has been a 

rise in the adoption of smart phone technology (Sandvine, 2015, p. 10). This seems 

to be mirrored in Cuba, where smart phones are becoming an increasingly important 

means of accessing emerging Wifi hotspots. While Internet access is still uneven, as 

the Internet becomes an increasingly global fixture it is likely that more and more of 

the world’s population will have the opportunity to make connections through the 

online world. As Manuel Castells has noted, the digital divide is continuing to shrink 

(2009, p. 62). While I would argue that in Cuba the digital divide is also shrinking, 

the speed at which this is occurring remains slow.   

Community and the Internet  

As the online environment has allowed people to interact with each other in different 

geographic locations, online community has come to signify the co-habitation of 

online, non-physical spaces. Commonly, these spaces allow people to interact with 

each other, through text and other media such as digital images and video. Often 

formed around areas of shared interests (Ridings & Gefen, 2004), the quality of 

social interaction that can develop on these sites has been questioned. When 

describing the way that online sites affect human communication and interaction, 

Sherry Turkle has taken a cautious approach, noting the potential of online 

communities to alienate people from real-world, offline encounters. As she notes:  

If you’re spending three, four, or five hours a day in an online game or virtual 

world … there’s got to be someplace you’re not. And that someplace you’re 

not is often with your family and friends                                                   

(Turkle, 2011, p. 12)  
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Other research places online community in a more positive light. It has been noted 

that the Internet can provide an opportunity for meaningful social interaction, and 

may in fact be helping to stimulate social interaction, albeit the nature of this social 

activity may not always involve the physical presence of the interacting parties 

(Campbell, 2012, p. 685). It has also been demonstrated that geographically localised 

communities can also benefit from computer-mediated communication, countering 

the notion that computer-mediated communication is somehow divorced from 

offline, real world interactions, or that community on the Internet functions most 

commonly “at a distance” (Lange, 2007a). Increasing levels of global Internet access 

mean that physical, offline realities and virtual, online realities are becoming an 

important part of life (Jordan, 2009, p. 182). In this way computer-mediated 

communication technologies have become an important site in the development of 

new forms of community that are becoming increasingly normalised in the modern 

digital environment.  

Online community and social interaction is even more visible since the 

popularisation of social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. These 

platforms allow for the creation of “individualised networks” (Baym, 2010, p. 90), 

social networks that are organised and maintained by one individual. Rather than 

belonging to one or more particular online communities centred on individual 

websites, instead users maintain a number of accounts across different platforms 

such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, and interact with overlapping networks of 

users through these different platforms (Baym, 2010, p. 90). Social media platforms 

are hugely popular, although in countries like Cuba, access to these sites is 

constrained by a poor infrastructure, tight government controls, and expense.  

Batá drumming and online community  

Batá drumming has also developed an Internet presence that reflects people’s desire 

to form online community based on shared interests. I identified two predominantly 

English-language sites during the course of this research that focus on batá 

drumming. This includes a special forum dedicated to batá drums at the website 

congaplace.com, and the email list batadrums.com. While I also searched for 

Spanish-language forums on batá drumming, I did not find any that dealt specifically 
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with batá drumming.8 The majority of users on these sites are based in countries in 

North America and Europe, although a smaller number of users are from Central and 

South America, as well as Asia. None of the users appear to be based in Cuba. While 

both of these sites use text as the primary form of communication, hyperlinks and 

attachments are able to be added to posts. On the batá drums forum at 

congaplace.com a number of hyperlinks linked directly to YouTube videos of batá 

ceremony. Discussions at these sites related to batá drumming, and included 

information about repertoire, batá-making and maintenance, cultural and religious 

background, and significant performers. Other posts advertised batá drumming 

performances and workshops, and provided information about batá teachers in 

specific geographic locations.  

While both of the above sites are still active, user activity has significantly 

diminished over the last seven years, to the point where batadrums.com has seen 

very little activity take place since 2014. In more recent years online batá community 

has become centred on social media sites, especially Facebook. A Facebook group 

called “Batá Drums-Tambores Batá,” is an example of how social media is playing a 

significant role in creation of online batá community. This Facebook group is an 

aggregator for videos of batá ceremony. A description of the group reads: “Group 

dedicated to Batá Drums studies and experiences, based on respect to Culture, to Aña 

and Traditions” (Facebook, n/d). This group is closed, meaning that access must be 

sought through a request, and has 5189 members at the time of writing. Videos are 

collected from various sites, including YouTube and other Facebook pages, and 

reposted on this Facebook group. Unlike earlier, text-based online batá communities, 

the videos from these sites predominantly use Spanish in the descriptions, and are 

sourced from areas predominantly in the Americas. Again, none of the users appear 

to be based in Cuba.  

                                                

8 I did identify some content pertaining to batá drums that was posted on Spanish-

language websites, but this was found on sites discussing religious matters related to 

Santería practice. As such, I do not classify these as sites of online community 

focused on batá drumming.   
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YouTube  

YouTube as a site of participatory culture  

Founded by Internet entrepreneurs Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim, 

YouTube first appeared online in 2005. Featuring technical innovations that allowed 

users to easily upload video to the Internet, combined with limited social network 

features, YouTube quickly became a success, and by 2006 users had uploaded over a 

hundred million videos to the site which was being visited by 13 million users every 

day (Snickars & Vonderau, 2009, p. 10). In 2006, Google acquired YouTube for the 

unprecedented sum of $1.65 billion dollars (Burgess & Green, 2009, p. 1). While 

other video-sharing sites have emerged, YouTube continues to dominate the online 

video-sharing market both in content and consumption. While official figures are not 

released by YouTube, one estimate from 2012 places the total number of video 

uploads at almost 3 billion (Liikkanen & Salovaara, 2015, p.109). The current figure 

is likely to be substantially higher.  

YouTube is emblematic of the new paradigm of participatory culture. Initially 

YouTube self-consciously marketed itself towards the amateur market, with its 

famous slogan “Broadcast Yourself” characterising the new frontiers of online 

participatory culture. Amateur videographers responded to this slogan and began 

uploading unprecedented amounts of content to YouTube. Traditional media 

companies soon realised that YouTube represented a threat to the established models 

of media production and consumption. This was typified by the early stance of media 

companies such as Viacom that attempted to sue YouTube for the unauthorised 

reproduction of copyrighted content by amateur video creators (Burgess & Green, 

2009, p. 32). In the intervening years, traditional media companies have realised the 

value of YouTube as a distributor of content, and have sought to establish their own 

presence. It is for this reason that Burgess and Green, in their seminal study of 

YouTube, have advised that YouTube is best viewed in terms of participation, where 

the medium of YouTube becomes a site co-created by both professional and amateur 

media creators (2009, p. 57).   

The online landscape has problematised understandings about the influence of the 

traditional media industries in new online landscapes. According to Arewa:  
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Cultural industry firms may still play an important role in movements that 

transition from subculture to commercial culture. However, digital era 

technologies may give participants in such cultural movements a wider range 

of choices for both the creation and distribution of creative products than had 

been the case prior to the digital era, leading to digital era collisions between 

spheres that in the past were separate in important respects.  

(2010, p.435) 

The emergence of participatory culture on YouTube has been problematised by a 

number of issues, most notably by the dominance of professional media companies 

over the most popular content on YouTube (Burgess & Green, 2009), as well as the 

growth of pro-ams, professional-amateurs who have developed increasingly 

sophisticated video-production skills that challenge the professional-amateur 

dichotomy (Juhlin, Engström, & Önnevall, 2014). The development of simple video 

recording and editing technologies has given YouTube users not previously affiliated 

with the traditional media industries the opportunity to replicate the types of 

production values distributed by professional media, and the result has been that on 

YouTube, amateurs may in fact cross-over into the world of professional media 

creators (Morreale, 2014). There have also been instances where professional media 

creators have used YouTube as an alternative platform for the creation of work. For 

example, during the 2007-2008 Writers Guild of America strike, professional 

television writer-producer Jim O’Doherty used his experience and skills learned in 

the traditional media environment of television to produce content specifically for 

YouTube (Vonderau, 2009).  

Burgess and Green’s seminal analysis of YouTube’s popular content found that 

slightly more than half of the most popular YouTube content was being contributed 

by people without ties to the traditional media industries (2009, p. 43). But other 

more recent studies by Kim (2012) and Morreale (2014) have argued that YouTube 

has been encouraging amateur video producers to upload content that is more 

professional in quality. In this context professional content is not viewed so much as 

a style, but as content that is “advertising friendly” (Kim, 2012, p. 60). Morreale has 

argued that this professionalisation is making amateur content that does not meet the 

level of commercial-friendly standards less visible on YouTube, and that those users 

who do not adopt more professional standards become marginalised (2014). All of 
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this plays into the positioning of YouTube as an alternative broadcaster rather than a 

site for the development of social networks (Burgess & Green, 2009, p. 63).  

There are those who view the intrusion of market forces as a threat to any perceived 

benefits YouTube may have in regards to producing meaningful social interaction:  

Despite its reputation for being a youthful alternative to mainstream media, 

since being purchased by Google, YouTube has increasingly evolved from a 

site where ad-free, amateur videos were posted to a site dominated by 

commercialised, professional videos. 

 (Morreale, 2014, p. 114).  

While this may be true, it is not enough to cast aside the importance of YouTube for 

uploaders who do no engage in commercial practices. For many YouTube also offers 

a platform for meaningful social engagement (Lange, 2007a). But what it does do is 

create is a very complex media environment in which motives, identity and practices 

can become blurred:  

YouTube is symptomatic of a changing media environment, but it is one 

where the practices and identities associated with cultural production and 

consumption, commercial and non-commercial enterprise, and 

professionalism and amateurism interact and converge in new ways. 

(Burgess & Green, 2009a, p. 90) 

One of the most enduring and popular styles associated with amateur video 

production on YouTube is the video blog, or vlog. YouTube vlogs usually find a 

person directly addressing a camera, and topics are varied. The vlog remains one of 

the most prolific and popular examples of amateur participation on YouTube 

(Burgess & Green, 2009a, p. 94). As well as original content, amateur video 

producers also experiment with processes of remediation. Remediation has been 

defined as the representation of one medium through another medium, and is a 

defining characteristic of the new media associated with the Internet (Bolter & 

Grusin, 1999, p. 45). On YouTube forms of remediation commonly take traditional 

media content, such as television programs or music video clips, and upload these 

onto YouTube. While these remediations could take the form of an exact copy of the 

original, the “mash-up” is a particularly popular form of remediation which involves 
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the creative manipulation of traditional media mixed with original content 

(Simonsen, 2011, p. 81). Amateur video creators continue to develop new forms of 

video expression via YouTube, and their contribution will continue to play an 

important role in how YouTube develops into the future.  

YouTube and community 

YouTube’s early adoption of the term “community” on its navigation bar reinforced 

the notion that video-sharing practices and text-based communication practices were 

part of a new paradigm of online communication with the potential to develop online 

community (Baym, 2010, pp. 73-74). It is quickly apparent, though, that YouTube is 

not a homogenous community, but is better characterized as a place for various 

“communities,” each with their own “practices and purposes” (Baym, 2010, p. 74). 

Patricia Lange’s important research into understanding amateur participation on 

YouTube has demonstrated how these “YouTube communities” are often delineated 

by feelings of affinity, which encourage users to not only watch video, but interact in 

more meaningful ways by commenting on the video (2007). While some of these 

communities owed their formation to YouTube itself, a number of these communities 

used video-sharing and social networking practices to reinforce and expand existing 

communities, as will be shown using the specific example of batá ceremony videos 

in this thesis.   

Turner has described how a sense of community on YouTube may be fostered by the 

idea of a “co-presence,” defined as the “imagined presence of a wider community 

watching with you” (2009, p. 102). By watching a YouTube video, the viewer does 

so with the sense that others have watched, are watching, or will watch what is 

currently being viewed, creating a sense of communal participation in the same 

activity. Turner proposes that this could lead to the possibility of an “imagined 

transnational community” framed by “transnational taste niches or by social 

networks rather than by citizenship or geography” (2009, p. 103), something that 

resonates with the emergence of batá ceremony videos on YouTube.  

Research into music on YouTube has already pointed towards new ways that 

YouTube is influencing the development of new networks that interact in both the 

online and offline world. Jung’s study of the way that YouTube has been used by 

Korean-American musicians as an alternative platform for artist promotion 

showcases the potential that exists for sidestepping the traditional music industry 
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(2014). Importantly, her study tracks how YouTube was used as a promotional tool 

by Korean-American artists, and the offline opportunities for musical performance 

that resulted from this. Ó Briain (2015) discusses the role that YouTube has played 

in forming an online global diaspora community of Hmong, that has resulted in the 

attempted creation of offline music festivals, while Falk has used comments attached 

to YouTube videos of Hmong qeej performance to gain an understanding of how 

notions of ethnicity are represented in diaspora (2013). There emerges through 

YouTube new ways through which established communities can interact, and this 

has allowed people to interact in ways that were previously unimaginable, 

transforming existing social practices and creating new ones (Lysloff, 2003, p. 236). 

YouTube has thus become a “nexus” where the online and offline meet (Wachowich 

& Scobie, 2010, p. 81).  

YouTube offers unique opportunities to develop a more nuanced understanding of 

the relationship between online and offline practices precisely because it offers a 

visual experience that more closely reproduces the feel of offline practice. This is in 

large part owing to the way that video can reposition the physical presence of real 

people into the online environment. Research can now take advantage of the growing 

presence of online video websites, which may offer more complex representations of 

people and musical practices than can be deduced from websites that lack video 

content. This research utilises video content in this way to track offline and online 

modalities associated with Cuban ceremonial batá drumming. By focusing on the 

intersections between the offline and the online, this research brings a clearer focus 

to an understanding of how musical community can flow between these two 

domains, and the effects that this has on the organisation and structure of musical 

community in general. It also generates insights into how issues of access are framed 

within the notion of YouTube as a community, especially given the continued 

limitations found in Cuba itself.  

YouTube as a repository of culture   

The rise of amateur video practices on YouTube has established an open source 

online site that documents a vast array of cultural practices. The representation of 

musical culture is particularly extensive, although YouTube cannot be relied on to 

provide examples of all musical practices, rather providing an “illusion of 

completeness … which entails a powerful conviction that everything and everybody 

are potentially within reach” (Lundemo, 2009, p. 316). Aside from this observation, 
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YouTube continues to bring an unprecedented amounts of the world’s musical 

culture within reach of the everyday YouTube user regardless of geographic location. 

The preservation of cultural heritage has long been associated with institutional 

archives. Some problems with the institutional archiving of audio-visual collections 

has been noted, which include inequalities of access (Nannyonga-Tamusuza & 

Weintraub, 2012) and the expense associated with maintaining a “bricks and mortar” 

archive (Seeger, 2004, p. 99). Seeger notes that, while problems have existed, the 

benefit of these archives is something that is often only inferred in hindsight. He 

cites examples of material previously collected and held in institutional archives as 

being successfully used in land claims for indigenous peoples of Brazil and Australia 

(2004, p. 101).  

The Internet has challenged established archiving practices, offering opportunities 

for the development of more accessible and collaborative archival collections. Some 

institutional archives, such as the Smithsonian in the USA, have been active in 

digitising their music collections, which has resulted in the Smithsonian Folkways 

website, which offers access to an extensive collection of music and supporting 

documentation to those who have Internet access. Anderson and Allen (2009) have 

argued that the Internet offers possibilities for the development of an archival 

commons that would be a more interactive and open-ended form of archive. This 

archival commons would be a space where “cultural professionals, researchers, and 

interested members of the general public could contribute narrative and links among 

objects of interest held by libraries, archives, and/or museums” (2009, p. 383). This 

would allow people, through the Internet, to contribute knowledge and offer 

interpretations on materials held in digitised archival collections, which could all be 

linked through a new type of digital network that encompasses different collections.  

While not designed as an archive in the conventional sense, the abundance of media 

content on YouTube places it in a unique position that mimics some of the functions 

and uses of traditional archives. Many users have contributed excerpts and complete 

copies of television shows, documentaries and films that have historical and cultural 

significance. In the case of Santería, a number of documentaries have been uploaded 

that explore Santería practice, and some of these are no longer available or difficult 

to find. But as Kessler & Schäfer have noted, there are notable differences between 

the goals, procedures, and ethical commitments of YouTube when compared with 
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institutional archives (2009, p. 277). Institutional archives “function according to 

relatively strictly codified lines of conduct, that have to observe standards defined by 

professional associations” (Kessler & Schäfer, 2009, p. 277). YouTube, on the other 

hand, represents a much less formalised and ad hoc approach. On YouTube, users 

often upload content that is copyrighted, do not provide detailed context about the 

collection process, and even alter the original content in significant ways.  

Because of these concerns, I think that it is more appropriate to refer to YouTube as 

a repository rather than an archive, while arguments could be made that the 

decentralised nature of YouTube provides some advantages over traditional archival 

practices. One of the benefits of YouTube is the way in which it allows users to 

upload their own versions of cultural heritage that may challenge conventional 

representations of that same heritage, thus demonstrating how participatory culture 

on YouTube can shape new types of representations that acknowledge different 

perspectives. Sheenagh Pietrobruno (2013) has examined how YouTube has become 

a site for documentation and storage of videos that document intangible cultural 

heritage. Drawing on examples of the sufi Mevlevi Sema ceremony, she 

demonstrates how videos on YouTube are being uploaded by “official” institutions 

of heritage preservation such as UNESCO, and that these are positioned beside 

unofficial videos that have been videoed and uploaded by tourists. She concludes 

that:  

[YouTube] has the potential to safeguard multiple versions of heritage, 

including those that challenge power relations maintained through heritage 

policies that privilege representations of patriarchal practices as expressions 

of national identity. 

(2013, p. 1272)  

These findings are particularly relevant for batá ceremony, as it exposes the way 

through which YouTube can provide a repository for both “official” documentations 

of batá ceremony, for example through the professionally produced documentaries 

mentioned previously, and new representations created by participants themselves. 

To discuss YouTube as a type of archival practice in the context of batá ceremony is 

to recognise the abundance of content being uploaded by users, and how these 

representations of batá ceremony allow for broader understandings of the practice 

itself.  
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Entering the World of the Orichas 

My own relationship with batá ceremony and Santería has been one of a growing 

religious and musical involvement, which has in large part contributed to my interest 

in batá drumming as an area of research. My first visit to Cuba in 2005 was to in 

order to learn music and immerse myself in the Cuban musical environment, and I 

soon realised the significant relationship that existed between forms of Afro-Cuban 

drumming and Afro-Cuban religion. Since the 1990s the Cuban government has 

attempted to capitalise on foreign tourists and their interest in Cuban music of all 

forms, which has led to an increase in secularised, folkloric batá performance.9 The 

orichas and their favourite drums, the batá, were often on public display, especially 

in areas where tourists frequented. I became curious about this connection, and began 

to seek out musical and religious information about the batá drums and Santería.  

My first experience attending a batá ceremony occurred in 2007 in Havana, on my 

second visit to Cuba. The following story, originally published in Windress (2010), 

recounts this experience:10   

Walking along the streets of Old Havana in Cuba near my friend’s house I 

heard the now familiar sound of a tambor coming from a second-story 

apartment. Seeing some people gathered at the bottom of the stairs, I asked 

them if I could go upstairs and watch. A black youth leads me upstairs to a 

large, open room. Off to the side I could see a smaller room filled with brightly 

colored satins. I would learn later that this room is where the altar to the 

orichas is set up, what is known as the igbodú. Batá ceremonies commonly 

occur in the apartment or house of the person holding the ceremony. It was 

apparent that this room would usually be a large living room. The drummers 

seemed to be beginning, and a crowd of about twenty moved around casually, 

talking amongst themselves. I moved towards the back of the room as the lead 

singer, known as the akpon, began singing the songs that are aimed at bringing 

down the orichas to possess their followers. The akpon’s voice had few of the 

qualities a classically trained Western singer, such as clarity of tone. Instead it 

                                                

9 See Hagedorn (2001) for an analysis of the connection between tourism and batá 

drumming in Cuba.  
10 I have made some slight revisions to this text for readability. 
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possesses a raw, nasal quality, emphasized by slight breaks in the pitch, with a 

focus on projection and volume. The batá’s sonic presence stems from the 

action of three drummers playing interlocking rhythms in apparent 

polyrhythmic abandon. I did not recognize the rhythm the bataleros (batá 

drummers) played or the song the akpon was singing. As the rhythm 

intensified, the participants started dancing to the music, calling back in 

response to the akpon’s lead lines. I hung around the back of the room, 

unwilling to participate in something of which I had very little knowledge. As 

the music intensified further, a man started to dance erratically. He seemed to 

stumble a lot, and the participants held him up just as he is about to fall over. 

The man was led away by a few people towards the back of the house. About 

twenty minutes later he returned, dressed in all blue satin: a loose, short-

sleeved puffy shirt, loose pants that are cinched just below the knees, and what 

looked like a chef’s hat. As he now moved through the participants they started 

to prostrate themselves flat at his feet, after which the man in blue picked them 

up and hugged them. The man moved towards me. Not knowing what to do, I 

stood still, unsure, nervous. He gently pulled me into a hug, first pressing one 

cheek and then the other against mine. An electric charge seemed to run 

through me. I looked at the man as he turned to another person. I later found 

out it was his house and he had organized the batá ceremony. But it was not 

that man that had hugged me. I had just been hugged by Yemayá, oricha of the 

oceans.   

My first experience at a batá ceremony was an experience that I remember as being 

overwhelming both physically and emotionally. The sights, sounds, and smells were 

distinctly foreign, an “otherness” absent from my own experiences in Australia. 

Mason has noted that the rituals of Santería may often overwhelm those who are first 

subjected to them but with repeated exposure, understanding and acceptance of these 

processes develops (1997, p. 73). My own experiences of Santería and batá 

drumming led to a deepening appreciation, and also led me on a religious path, both 

as a practitioner of Santería and a student of batá drumming. As such, I have become 

part of a growing demographic as I explain below: non-Cubans who are involved in 

the practise of Santería, as both ordained priests and ceremonial drummers.  

Since the 1950s, waves of Cuban immigration to countries outside Cuba saw 

Santería priests and ceremonial batá drummers migrate to new countries, often to the 
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USA, but also to other Spanish-speaking countries in Central America.11 While 

exoticised images of Santería circulated through music and film from the early to 

mid 20th century (Huet, 2013, p. 169), the success of the Cuban revolution in 1959 

resulted in a number of waves of migration from Cuba, which have been important in 

the establishment of Santería and batá drumming outside Cuba. Even before this 

time, migration from Cuba, particularly to the USA, was not uncommon, which 

resulted in a small community of creyentes being established in New York by 1955 

(Vega, 1995, p. 202). Prominent Cuban musicians, among them ceremonial batá 

drummers Julio Collazo and Francisco Aguabella, had also established themselves in 

the USA by the 1950’s (Vega, 1995, p. 201). In the USA, the Mariel boatlift in 1980 

brought large numbers of Afro-Cubans to US shores, a number of whom were well-

known and respected practitioners of Santería, including ceremonial batá drummers 

such as Orlando “Puntilla” Rios (Vega, 1995, p. 204), and Felipe Villamil (Vélez, 

2000). In other countries in the Americas the immigration of Cubans has also played 

a role in the development of Santería communities (Arellano, 2011, p. 242). In this 

environment, a number of non-Cubans demonstrated an interest in the religious and 

musical practices of Santería, and some went on to make deeper religious 

commitments through processes of initiation.12  

Santería’s popularity accelerated in the 1990s for a number of reasons, including the 

relaxation of Cuban government restrictions on Santería practice, the promotion of 

Santería tourism in Cuba, a growing international interest in Cuban music, and an 

increasing number of commercial recordings documenting the music of Santería 

(Vincent [Villepastour], 2007, p. 48). While persecution and disapproval had 

generally been the government’s reaction to Santería practice since 1959, in the 

1990s the Cuban government loosened restrictions on Santería practice, and are 

thought to have encouraged religious tourists to travel to Cuba in order to become 

initiated through the so-called Ochatur program (see Hagedorn, 2001, pp. 221-222). 

                                                

11 For further reading on the development of Santería in the USA see Vega (1995; 

2008). 
12 A number of works highlight the influence of Cuban immigration on the 

development of cohorts of non-Cuban ceremonial batá drummers, including Aldama 

& Vaughan, 2012; Amira, 2015; Leobons, 2015; Quintero & Marcuzzi, 2015; Vélez, 

2000.  
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Since this time, Afro-Cuban religion has become a prominent player in the 

developing Cuban tourist industry, with many foreigners seeking initiation in Cuba, 

as well musicians travelling to Cuba in order to learn Afro-Cuban music traditions 

such as batá drumming.13 While my own interest in Santería was established while I 

was in Cuba, many foreigners have already developed an interest in Santería before 

visiting Cuba owing to the increasing popularity of Santería music and dance in 

secularised contexts and its visibility in foreign countries, often through music and 

dance performances and commercially available recordings.  

In my religious journey in Santería I have undergone a number of initiations since 

2005. In 2011 I “made santo,” which means that I became a priest in Santería. Santo 

is the common Spanish name used as a synonym for oricha in the context of 

Santería. “Making the saint” is one of the most important steps in Santería, and 

involves committing oneself to a religious life. In Santería it is believed that each 

person has a special relationship with a specific oricha. When one makes santo, this 

relationship is elevated to a central role in the life of the practitioner, and a special 

relationship exists between the practitioner’s tutelary oricha and themselves. Those 

who make santo, known as santeros if they are a man, or santeras if they are a 

woman, are authorised to conduct ceremonies for the oricha, and they are expected 

to conduct themselves in accordance with the will of the oricha. During my own 

initiation as a santero I was “made” to Eleguá, the oricha of the crossroads. Eleguá 

opens and closes the doors to destiny, and he also has the power to lead the 

practitioner to both good and bad events. In 2013 Eleguá opened the door for another 

initiation, and I was initiated as a babalawo,14 a follower of Orula, the oricha of 

wisdom whose priesthood specialises in divination techniques known as Ifá. While 

Santería and Ifá are closely related, becoming a babalawo is often expressed as una 

otra tierra (Sp.), or “another land.” This expression highlights a division that exists 

between santeros and babalawos, a division that sometimes leads to a degree of 

suspicion, and even animosity.   

                                                

13 For more information about the relationship between Cuban tourism and Santería, 

see Delgado, 2014; Hagedorn, 2001; Windress, 2016.  
14 Babalawo is also spelt babalao in Cuba. While babalao represents an older 

Spanish version  of the Yoruba word babaláwo, babalawo (without the acute accent 

mark) is more commonly used in Cuba and the diaspora in recent times.   
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It was during my visit to Cuba in 2011 that I was initiated as an omo añá, or “child of 

Aña.” Omo añás make up a specialised musical priesthood in Santería, and they 

undergo a ceremony that gives them the right to perform on the sacred batá drums, or 

batá fundamento, which contain consecrated material that constitute the physical 

manifestation of the oricha Añá. This initiation is known as the juramento a añá 

(Sp.), or “swearing to Añá.” While batá drummers may receive another, less 

complicated ceremony that gives them the right to perform on batá that contain Añá 

(the lavado de las manos [Sp.], or “washing of the hands”), being sworn to Añá is a 

step that aspiring ceremonial batá drummers must take in order to become a fully 

accepted member of this cohort. Traditionally omo añás have been required to be 

heterosexual males, although the prohibition against women performing on batá 

fundamento in Cuba is contested by some.15   

My decision to become involved in Santería was a personal one, but it is a decision 

that has also affected both my research interests and my ability to conduct fieldwork. 

Being a babalawo and omo añá is loaded with obligations to the spiritual world of 

the oricha, as well as obligations to my ritual godmother (Sp. madrina) and 

godfather (Sp. padrino), as well other members of the same ilé (L.), the common 

name for a religious “house” that is joined through ties of ritual kinship stemming 

from initiation. This has often resulted in a tension between my role as a researcher 

and my role as an initiated participant. At times these obligations have meant that I 

missed out on attending batá ceremonies. One such occasion arose when I was 

advised not to travel to the city of Matanzas to watch a batá ceremony. This came out 

during a divination session conducted by my padrino and babalawo, Jacinto Herrera. 

I chose to follow this advice because of the religious commitment I had made to 

follow the advice of the orichas, and my belief that this advice was given to me to 

avoid any problems that might arise. While these conflicts between my roles can 

arise, at the same time my initiation has granted me access to a large network of 

participants in Cuba, as well as the status of a religious “insider.” For the most part 

my research participants understood that my initiations demonstrated a deep 

                                                

15 The late Amelia Pedroso, a well-respected and knowledgeable Cuban santera,  

believed that the restrictions against women playing batá fundamento needed to be 

reviewed. She was also actively seeking to procure a set of batá fundamento before 

her untimely death in 2000 (Vincent [Villepastour], 2007, p. 165).   
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commitment to their culture and heritage, which I believe helped mitigate some of 

the negative attitudes towards researchers that can occur in the field.  

My male, heterosexual status has also advantaged my ability to conduct research into 

batá ceremony. Gender restrictions around Añá, the oricha that resides in the sacred 

batá fundamento most commonly used in ceremonies, restricts women from 

becoming omo añás, at least to my knowledge at the time of writing. As a male, I 

have been able to access certain experiences and situations which would be 

precluded from female researchers. As well having the opportunity to perform at batá 

ceremonies, this has included more informal situations where I was able to observe 

how omo añás behave together when not involved in performance. While I found the 

ability to belong to this “brotherhood” useful for contextualising the performance of 

batá ceremony in Cuba and facilitating aspects of my research, in some cases it may 

be more beneficial to be a female researcher in this field. Villepastour noted that 

because of her gender she was able to “push the boundaries” during interviews 

(Vincent [Villepastour], 2007, p. 65). Omo añás could interpret this attitude from a 

woman as being atrevida (Sp.), or impudent, bold, or brash (Hagedorn, 2001, p. 89), 

a case where “women are just being women.” On the other hand, I was required to be 

more sensitive to these perceptions. If I was “pushy” it could have resulted in my 

participants accusing me of “una falta de respeto,” or a “lack of respect,” something 

that is considered a serious breach of religious etiquette. It is worth noting that some 

of the most recent and significant literature being written on batá drumming today is 

by women, and one wonders whether their (for the time being) inability to become 

omo añás is connected to their strong presence in academic research on batá 

drumming.16  

On my return to Australia my direct connection to the environment of Santería 

practice and batá ceremony stopped. Unlike some areas in the Americas, Australia 

has a very small community of creyentes who are geographically dispersed across 

different cities. In Australia there are a number of initiated priests of Santería and Ifá, 

                                                

16 Examples of prominent female scholars who have conducted research into batá 

communities include Amanda Villepastour (2007, 2015), María Teresa Vélez (2000), 

Katherine Hagedorn (2001), Elizabeth Sayre (2000) Kristina Wirtz (2007), and 

Victoria Elí Rodriguez (2007). 
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who include Cuban immigrants, as well as non-Cuban converts like myself. Many of 

these converts are Latinos, and were either born in Australia or emigrated at a young 

age. While priestly initiations have occurred overseas, most commonly in Cuba, a 

number of what I refer to as “entry-level initiations” have been conducted in 

Australia by Australian-based priests.17 While batá ceremonies with batá fundamento 

(batá that contain Añá) have not yet occurred, creyentes in Australia occasionally 

perform batá ceremonies using batá aberikula (non-consecrated batá), although as 

far as I am aware this practice has only occurred in Sydney and is infrequent. This 

has occurred to celebrate the feast day of an oricha or the anniversary of a 

practitioner’s initiation, and reflect the Australian Santería community’s desire to 

express their religious beliefs in traditional ways.  

Through YouTube I discovered that there were many videos of batá ceremony in 

Cuba and other parts of the world, and it was possible to virtually “travel” back to 

the religious environment of batá ceremony. This discovery initially puzzled me, 

because I encountered strong reluctance and outright prohibition on the part of omo 

añás, santeros, and babalawos to allow the videoing of batá ceremony, or any other 

ritual practices of Santería, during my fieldwork. While my geographic location 

precludes me from participating in many of the religious activities that characterise 

Santería practice, my relatively affluent status in Australia does give me the 

opportunity to access the Internet on a regular basis. These advantages appear to be 

shared by those who are uploading batá ceremony to YouTube, advantages that are 

not available to those in Cuba, who are arguably the most invested in batá ceremony. 

My lack of access to batá ceremony in Australia, and my curiosity about the seeming 

conflict between what I had been told about videoing batá ceremony and its 

widespread visibility on YouTube, were two of the main reasons that I began this 

research.   

This research not only positions myself as a researcher in the academic field, but also 

as an active practitioner of an increasingly globalised religion. In Cuba I had been 

exposed to issues that concerned the growing interest in Santería from foreigners. 

While this interest has often been framed in the context of economic inequality and 

                                                

17 See Chapter 2, p. 69 for more information about what I refer to as entry-level 

initiations.    
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the sometimes conflicting desires and motivations of Cuban and foreign initiates, 

there has been less critical reflection on how Santería is adjusting to a more 

globalised framework. When foreigners such as myself convert to a religious practice 

outside our cultural heritage, we bring new sets of values and ideas to a practice, and 

this may expose, or indeed create, new perspectives that relate to the changing global 

context of Santería. It will become evident during the course of this thesis that the 

Internet is one way through which isolated communities of practitioners connect to a 

wider, global network of people  with similar interests and experiences, as well as the 

influence the Internet is having on awareness of globalised practice. While the 

Internet may not provide a suitable site for the drawing together of all creyentes, it 

can offer those in isolated areas of practice a much broader view of what Cuban 

oricha worship is in the world today. As such this research also reflects the interests 

of a growing community of international practitioners of which I am a part.  

Methodology  

This research approaches both online and offline research from an ethnographic 

perspective that relies on participant-observation, semi-structured interviews, and 

analysis of the existing literature. As noted by Christine Hine in her book Virtual 

Ethnography, the application of ethnographic method to the online environment has 

necessitated a re-examination of how these methods are applied in a fundamentally 

different space (2000, p. 21).  

Offline ethnographic methods such as participant-observation and conducting 

interviews have traditionally been conducted at specific geographic locations and 

involve face-to-face interaction with participants. The development of multi-sited 

fieldwork has responded to some of the developments of the modern era, positioning 

fieldwork in multiple locations that better reflect the “transformed locations of 

cultural production” that are a result of urbanisation, globalisation, and shifting 

population demographics (Marcus, 1995, p. 97). The online environment stands as 

the latest addition to the shifting “field/s” of ethnography.  

In ethnomusicology there has been a small but growing number of studies that 

engage in the online environment. A seminal ethnomusicological work that discusses 

the growing importance and necessity of engaging in the online environment 

appeared in the second edition of “Shadows in the Field: New perspectives for 

fieldwork in ethnomusicology.” Co-authored by Cooley, Miezel and Syed (2008) this 
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article discussed how these researchers took advantage of the growing presence of 

Internet-mediated communication tools, online discussions about music and music-

making activities, and the emergence of online pedagogical sites, to facilitate 

research. Their article provides examples of methodologies for online research that 

seek to position “technologies of communication as human constructions that are as 

real as any other human cultural production” (2008, p. 92). Other ethnomusicological 

studies that have utilised the online environment include Wood’s analysis of an email 

list that focuses on klezmer music (2008), Cheng’s examination of music-making 

activities in the mulit-player online game “Lord of the Rings,” (2012), and Lysloff’s 

study of a community of digital music producers and their online audience (2003).  

YouTube has also become a site for ethnomusicological research in recent years. An 

early study of musical activity on YouTube that I have come across is by Catherine 

Falk (2013), which examines how YouTube and videos of qeej music play a role in 

the formation of Hmong identity in the diaspora. Jung (2014) demonstrates how 

YouTube has become a site that may circumvent traditional pathways to musical 

exposure, popularity, and success, and how this can be particularly empowering for 

those who are too often marginalised by the music industry because of their race. An 

important review of methodological approaches to YouTube is provided by Ó Briain 

(2015), who also illustrates how YouTube metadata can be used as a tool in 

ethnomusicological research.   

Online ethnography must first delineate the online space that becomes the focus of 

the research. A number of researchers have chosen to situate their studies in single 

online locations. Examples of this include research into email lists (Wood, 2008) 

chat rooms (Gatson, 2011), multi-user domains, or MUDS, such as Second Life 

(Boellstorf, 2008; Cheng, 2012), and social media sites (Haridakis & Hanson, 2009). 

This research is characterised by a focus on virtual spaces, and does not seek to 

connect the online and offline realities of those who participate in these online 

activities (Jordan, 2009, p. 185). Hybrid ethnography, as proposed by anthropologist 

Brigitte Jordan, seeks to position ethnography as a means to understand how the 

online and offline reflect lived realities. Jordan explains it in this way: “Hybrid 

ethnographies … focus precisely on what virtual researchers ignore, namely how 

digital activities are embedded in people’s daily lives” (2009, p. 185). She goes on to 

note that hybrid ethnographies are thus situated in two distinct field sites: the online 

and the offline environments. Ethnomusicology, with its focus on music in culture 
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and of culture, is well placed to develop hybrid methodologies, and a number of the 

studies cited above have already developed methodologies that pay close attention to 

the connections between offline and online environments.  

This research utilises the paradigm of hybrid ethnography situated in the online and 

offline environment. In order to understand how digital recording technology has 

emerged at batá ceremony, I engaged in offline fieldwork in Cuba, attending batá 

ceremonies and observing the behaviours of those who chose to video some parts of 

the ceremony. Because this research was focused on the emergence of these videos 

on YouTube, the online environment became my fundamental “fieldwork” site. My 

aim was to understand how the representation of batá ceremony flows from the 

offline, real world of ceremonial practice, into the online, virtual world of YouTube. 

While YouTube itself may present a relatively novel field site, the use of computer-

mediated communication technologies to conduct interviews has become common, 

as applications such as Skype allow for real-time communication in a virtual “face-

to-face” environment, emphasising the porous boundaries that can exist between the 

online and the offline when issues of access such as exist in Cuba do not impede this 

form of technologically mediated communication.  

Limitations to online research  

In order to conduct hybrid ethnographic research that seeks to understand how the 

online experience is embedded in the lived realities of those who use the Internet, an 

ideal methodology incorporates ethnography conducted online, as well as more 

traditionally situated ethnography “in the field.” Batá ceremony videos on YouTube 

provide evidence of a geographically diverse offline field, and many of the examples 

in this thesis will take the reader to Cuba, the USA, Mexico, Venezuela, Italy and 

Switzerland. Ideally, offline fieldwork would have encompassed time spent in a 

number of these countries, which would have allowed me to experience how batá 

ceremony is situated in these different geographical, social and economic contexts. 

Owing to the limited resources available for this research, offline fieldwork was only 

able to be concentrated in Cuba.  

The inability to conduct offline fieldwork in other countries where batá ceremony is 

located and being videoed has meant that much of my data about batá ceremony 

outside Cuba occurred through online fieldwork, primarily conducted on YouTube. 

A number of researchers working in the online environment have demonstrated how 
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the Internet allows research to be conducted at a distance (e.g. Falk, 2013, p. 5; 

Wood, 2008, pp. 180-181). While this is advantageous considering the often limited 

resources (both time and money) available for fieldwork, it also raises the spectre of 

“armchair research,” where the researcher does not fully engage in the community 

being studied (See Cooley & Barz, 2008, p. 23). While I have attempted to engage 

participants from communities where I was not able to physically travel via the 

Internet, this was often difficult to achieve, as I will discuss in more detail below. As 

such, this research is only able to offer a partial view of the realities of batá 

ceremony across the world, but in doing so, it offers new possibilities about the way 

that online research may help facilitate offline fieldwork practices. This is 

particularly relevant in an era where the Internet has become embedded into the daily 

activities of many people across the world.  

As I will demonstrate later in this thesis, the majority of batá ceremony videos on 

YouTube are recorded in Cuba. This makes Cuba a logical location to situate offline 

fieldwork, but this creates a problem. Cubans in Cuba are not the main protagonists 

videoing and posting videos of batá ceremony to YouTube. Owing to the problems 

associated with Internet access and the limited bandwidth available in Cuba, 

uploading to YouTube does not appear to be occurring at all in Cuba. Most of the 

videos are being recorded by people travelling to Cuba, who later upload it in 

countries outside Cuba. While this would suggest that Cubans lack control over their 

own video images, the reality is more nuanced, as will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 6. In a number of cases, Cubans are uploading batá ceremony videos, but 

these Cubans are immigrants who live in other countries, and upload videos of batá 

ceremony from their country of residence after returning from Cuba. In other cases, 

Cubans may ask foreigners to upload videos once they return to their home country, 

although I have little evidence to suggest that these videos are necessarily of batá 

ceremony. For this reason my offline fieldwork in Cuba sheds light on the videoing 

at batá ceremonies in Cuba, while my online fieldwork has covered “the rest of the 

world.” Aside from this apparently broad use of online fieldwork to cover such a vast 

distance, the insight from my Cuban fieldwork has informed a general understanding 

of videoing practices as they occur in other parts of the world.  

It is worth noting here that the issue of age demographics does not feature 

prominently in this research. Owing to some difficulties eliciting participation from 
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uploaders on YouTube it was not possible to accurately ascertain the age of 

uploaders, and I leave this area of analysis to future research.  

The following section demonstrates my own approach to method in the online and 

offline environment. I focus on how the application of participant-observation and 

interviewing was affected through my application of a hybrid methodology, as well 

as how the online and offline environments became mutually constitutive realities 

during the course of this research.   

Participant-observation  

While this research’s primary focus is on YouTube, my ethnographic approach relied 

on participant-observation in both the offline and online environments in which batá 

ceremony is now situated. While batá ceremony occurs primarily throughout 

different countries in the Americas and Europe, I focused my offline research in 

Havana, Cuba. As the “cradle” of batá ceremony and Santería, Havana has a large 

population of ceremonial batá drummers, and batá ceremony occurs on a regular 

basis throughout different parts of the city. Havana was also a site that allowed me to 

take advantage of my existing contacts who I have been in touch with since my first 

visit to Cuba in 2005.  

During research for this thesis I travelled to Havana twice, although my research is 

also deeply informed by my prior visits to Cuba in 2005, 2007, and 2011, which 

totalled a period of five months. The first trip to Cuba for this current research 

occurred in March 2013 for a period of one month, while the second occurred in June 

2015 for a period of two weeks. Much of this fieldwork involved methods that would 

be familiar to ethnographers. As well as attending batá ceremonies I conducted 

interviews with participants (as outlined later in this section), as well as generally 

“hanging out,” listening and asking questions, attempting to get a feel for people’s 

attitudes and concerns towards videography at batá ceremony, as well as observing 

the levels of technological change that were taking place in Cuba at the time. I used 

daily field notes to record these experiences. Some of my observations led me to see 

the influence that technology such as mobile phones and computers was having on 

Cubans.  

In order to familiarise myself with batá ceremony videos on YouTube, I engaged in 

an extended period of online observation, watching videos that featured ceremonial 
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batá drumming. This observation period began in May 2012. I relied on my existing 

understanding of the terminology associated with batá ceremony to search for these 

videos on YouTube. I then focused on collecting a core data sample of these videos. 

This data sample was collected between September 2012 to September 2013, with 

three videos added in October 2014. These additional videos represented particular 

content and production styles that were not present in the original data set, and were 

added for greater perspective during analysis. These combined videos constitute the 

primary data set of 170 videos (n=170). Content was selectively chosen that 

represented different sections of the batá ceremony, as well as for its performance in 

different geographic locations across the world. Some content was also chosen 

because it  represented different video production practices, such as the use of 

editing, and title screens. The underlying criterion was that these videos document 

some aspect of batá ceremony. While I estimate that there are at least 1000 videos of 

batá ceremony on YouTube, I discontinued data collection when it became apparent 

that I had collected a sufficient sample on the grounds of diversity of content and 

production characteristics.  

When coding  these videos, I recorded the title, URL, description, view count, and 

comments. I then wrote brief ethnographic descriptions of the content. Once this 

information had been collected I proceeded to code them according to their video 

content, the duration of videos, and the location where the batá ceremony was 

videoed. Comments were also coded according to the themes that emerged during 

analysis of the comments.   

This primary data set of 170 videos was contributed by 45 different uploaders. For 

the most part, information on these uploaders was determined through what I term 

“YouTube channel analysis.” This analysis consisted in examining the entire 

YouTube channel, which includes a section where uploaders may offer personal 

information about themselves, their interests, and the reasons that they upload videos 

to YouTube. This assisted in determining motivations for uploading batá ceremony. 

YouTube channel analysis also involved examining video content that was not 

specifically related to batá ceremony, but that formed part of the overall content of 

channels that featured batá ceremony videos. This process greatly aided in 

developing an understanding of uploaders’ interests and how these were related to 

batá ceremony videos. Analysis of YouTube channels also assisted in determining 
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motivations for uploading videos, as well as developing an understanding of the 

interests of the uploaders.  

While I focus analysis on videos from the primary data set (n=170) I have also used 

other videos that I became aware of after the initial period of data collection. This 

occurred in order to further investigate and analyse themes that emerged during the 

course of this research, and was influenced in large part by the constant discovery of 

new content on YouTube. The constant emergence of new material on YouTube and 

its possible effect on the research is one of the challenges facing ethnographers 

conducting research on YouTube.  

I use a number of YouTube videos and the content of YouTube channels to illustrate 

a number of themes that have emerged during this research. As well as drawing on 

this material to analyse the online practices that centre on videos of batá ceremony 

on YouTube, I also use these videos as examples that illustrate practices as they 

occur in the offline environment. In this way YouTube has served as a form of 

evidence for practices that were identified during offline research, as well as being a 

site that opened up new understandings of batá ceremony as they emerge in the 

online world.   

Attempts were made to participate in batá-centred YouTube activities though these  

were not particularly successful. This included adding comments to YouTube videos 

of batá ceremony, often with a question attached. It was soon apparent that 

communicating through the comments section of batá ceremony videos was not the 

most effective way to elicit responses, as I received no replies. The reason for this 

remain unclear, but reasons could include a reluctance on the part of other YouTube 

users to answer questions through the comments section, or that users did not know 

the answers to questions, or that my intermittent appearance in the comments section 

excluded me from the commenters sense of community. Further, it was not possible 

to contact those people in Cuba who featured in many of the batá videos on YouTube 

because those people are not able to fully participate in an online environment.  

I also set up my own YouTube page in an attempt to more fully participate in 

YouTube. On it I posted some footage of a friend’s Cuban son band performing in 

their house in Cuba, as well as some footage of me performing batá drumming in 

Australia in a secularised, public performance context. While I had footage of a batá 

ceremony in Cuba, I had been told by my religious elders that I should not upload 
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this onto YouTube, as they were not comfortable posting this material to YouTube. 

While I felt that uploading batá ceremony would have helped me become more 

accepted by others putting similar footage on YouTube, I felt it was more important 

to respect the advice I had received.  

This decision reflects my position as a researcher, as well as my religious status and 

obligations. While it could have been advantageous to post this material as a 

researcher, it would have compromised my status as an initiate. Obedience and 

respect towards religious elders is considered an important value in Santería, and 

neglect of these values can potentially cause problems. In extreme cases this could 

even lead to ostracisation from the community of practitioners. In my situation, 

neglecting the advice of religious elders could affect me on two levels: as a 

practitioner, and as a researcher. Many of my religious elders have become trusted 

informants in my research. As relationships in the field are often developed through 

mutual trust, the abuse of this trust, which includes ignoring the wishes of 

informants, can effectively end a relationship in the field. Ethical considerations such 

as these are more pronounced when the relationship involves religious obligations. 

For this reason my own research has often needed to take into account the 

maintenance of these relationships.    

Participation and data collection also occurred through two online sites that were 

dedicated to the topic of batá drumming: congaplace.com and batadrums.com. Both 

of these sites were text-based, and communication was predominantly in English. By 

joining these sites I was able to post messages identifying myself and my research, 

and asked for people’s positions in regards to the uploading of batá ceremony videos 

to YouTube. While this method was helpful in ascertaining different attitudes 

towards batá ceremony videos online, it also resulted in further, private email 

communications between members of these groups and myself. Thus email also 

became an important method of communication, particularly with one of my 

participants. Through this form of asynchronous Internet communication, it was 

possible to pursue this research with people from all over the world while in 

Australia, this being one of the major benefits of computer-mediated communication 

for the digital age researcher.  

Because YouTube videos are constantly being uploaded, this research represents a 

“snapshot” of a particular time in YouTube’s history (David, 2010, p. 89), and it is 
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hoped that future research may be able to address any issues of changing content or 

context as they develop into the future.  

Interviews 

Interviews were conducted with a number of ceremonial batá drummers, as well as 

with religious adherents who are not batá drummers. In Cuba, the batá drummers that 

I enlisted for interviews were sourced from personal contacts I had made with a 

number of people through my involvement with Santería and ceremonial batá 

drumming. All of these batá drummers were actively engaged in ceremonial 

performance, and also often performed as percussionists in folkloric shows that also 

incorporated batá drumming, as well as other secular forms of Afro-Cuban music. I 

conducted six formal interviews with ceremonial batá drummers in Cuba, three in 

2013, and a further three in 2015. Interviews were conducted using a modified 

version of the “feedback” interview (Stone-MacDonald & Stone, 2013). This 

technique involved playing a selection of YouTube videos from my data set to the 

interviewees and eliciting responses to the material they viewed. The line of 

questioning focused on their opinions on the practice of uploading batá ceremony to 

YouTube, their thoughts on its appropriateness, and their reactions to the mediated 

representation of batá ceremony on YouTube. 

I conducted formal interviews with five non-Cuban ceremonial batá drummers and 

religious practitioners who are not drummers. Owing to my location in Australia, 

almost all of these participants were based overseas. Even interviews with my one 

research participant based in Australia, an initiated practitioner of Santería and 

initiated batá drummer, Dominic Kirk, were not conducted in person owing to the 

distance between us. Interviews were conducted either through Skype, telephone, or 

email. A non-Cuban perspective is important to this research, as it is primarily non-

Cubans who are uploading these videos owing to the issues of access in Cuba itself.  

Eliciting the participation of uploaders on YouTube proved to be difficult. I 

attempted to contact uploaders through YouTube’s private message box. This met 

with little success, and out of 20 private messages I only received three relevant 

responses. One of these responses, from Puerto Rican ceremonial batá player and 

percussionist Diego Centeno, generated further communication through Facebook, 

although it proved difficult to fully engage Centeno through this medium. With two 

other uploaders, Tina Gallagher and Antoine Miniconi, I was able to initiate a more 
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substantial relationship and conduct in-depth interviews. Participant response was 

much higher when I contacted people using my existing network of friends and 

colleagues.  

This highlights the limitations of conducting online research, especially when 

seeking participants to assist in generating data and insights. While it is difficult to 

determine the reason that few people responded to my request for participation, it is 

likely that a number of factors were at play. I would suggest that in an age of spam 

email, hoaxes, and frauds, people are wary of responding to messages from people 

they do not know. This might be compounded by a distrust of academics, who they 

may consider to be nosy outsiders seeking access to their lives. It could also be that 

the YouTube accounts I was sending messages to were no longer being actively used 

by the uploader. Many of the YouTube channels I observed during my research did 

not appear to be currently active, and it is very likely that messages were simply not 

being checked. Another likely reason is that people simply saw no reason to respond, 

and my research did not potentially benefit or interest them in any significant way.  

For this reason much of the interview data used during this thesis relies on a small 

number of active ceremonial batá drummers and religious practitioners who 

represent different geographical locations including Cuba, the USA, France, and 

Australia. While not extensive, this does represent a cross-section of a 

geographically dispersed religious and musical community. Ideally in the future I 

will be able to support this with more extensive offline fieldwork in different 

countries will likely occur in my future research in this field.  

Approaching online ethnography 

The online environment has been described as being “exceedingly capable of 

scrambling an ethnographer’s moral compass” (Cheng, 2012, p. 34). Part of this 

dilemma is the ability to reside in online environments without the need to identify 

oneself or participate, commonly known as “lurking.” Many online, text-based 

forums maintain publically accessible archives, while email lists do not often require 

more than a simple email request to join. Once access to these sites is acquired, 

researchers find themselves with a large array of communication data that may be 

useful in online ethnography. As users often use aliases in these types of online 

communications it might seem that lurking is a relatively harmless methodological 

tool. But participants on these sites may not be comfortable with the knowledge that 
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a researcher is “lurking” rather than participating (Murthy, 2008, p. 851). This is one 

of the reasons why it is recommended that researchers be open about their identity in 

these cases, something that I myself did when I joined batá-focused online forums 

(Wood, 2008). This is not to dismiss lurking as always inappropriate. In fact, it may 

actually bring a different perspective from fieldwork where the presence of the 

researcher necessarily alters relationships between the researcher and the researched 

(Waldron, 2009, p. 101). Bruckmann has proposed the following guidelines to ensure 

that data collected while lurking is ethically appropriate to use in research:  

1. It is officially and publically archived;  

2. No password is required for archive access;  

3. No site policy prohibits it; and  

4. The topic is not highly sensitive  

(as cited in Waldron, 2012, p. 95) 

On YouTube, lurking is in some ways more likely to occur than on text-based sites 

such as email lists. This is for two reasons: firstly, research on YouTube often 

focuses on video content. This is similar to the observation that occurs during offline 

fieldwork, and is a means through which to familiarise oneself with the “field” in 

question. Secondly, the attached comments uploaded by YouTube users do not 

necessarily demonstrate a coherent sense of “community,” but are often one-off 

comments that do not seek a response. In this sense, YouTube comments may be 

read as stand-alone statements rather than communication that seeks reciprocation.  

The ethical issues here are perhaps more related to the use of YouTube’s videos and 

comments in research, and how researchers choose to identify the uploaders and 

commenters in any research outputs. When I first started researching YouTube 

videos in 2012, the majority of users used tags, or pseudonyms, but after YouTube 

merged all accounts with the Google+ social-networking site, these pseudonyms 

were, for the most part, replaced with proper names that included surnames. In order 

to retain a level of anonymity, where possible I use the original pseudonyms that 

were collected during the period of data collection. In order to provide a better level 

of ethnography, I do use identifying information in some of the case studies. In these 

cases, the people identified have supplied this information publically on the Internet, 
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and are musicians who maintain an online public profile, most likely for promotional 

purposes. The ethical guidelines for this research were established in accordance 

with the guidelines set out by Griffith University’ Ethics Research Protocol and 

clearance was gained on 19 May 2012  under Protocol Number QCM/15/12/HREC 

with amendments on 16 August 2016 (2016/611).  

Thesis Outline  

Following this introduction, in Chapter 2 I provide an overview of Santería practice 

and beliefs, and describe the historical trajectory of batá drumming and its 

relationship to the practice of Santería. I examine batá drumming’s transition from a 

purely religious musical form, to one that is also performed as a secular, folkloric 

tradition. It also looks at the movement of batá drumming and batá ceremony in 

these two contexts to countries outside Cuba. To assist in this I use evidence 

provided by YouTube that documents the migration of Cuban ceremonial batá 

drummers, and the batá drums used in ceremonies themselves. By providing this 

outline I seek to situate the processes of videoing and uploading to YouTube within a 

historical framework that is associated with batá drumming’s ability to adapt to new 

social and cultural environments.    

Chapter 3 examines the current state of discourse surrounding the practice of 

videography at batá ceremony, the processes through which videoing occurs at batá 

ceremony, and the effects that this is having on batá ceremony in the offline 

environment. Because videography at batá ceremony is not universally accepted 

amongst practitioners of Santería, I examine the types of opinions that practitioners 

have towards videography, noting the way that negotiation affects new notions of 

what the public and private really mean at batá ceremony. This is positioned within a 

wider framework of video culture, which is seen as a pervading and influential factor 

on the increasing prevalence of videography at batá ceremony. An examination of 

the types of videoing practices occurring at batá ceremony seeks to draw out the 

parameters around which videoing occurs at batá ceremony. From this I propose that 

the legitimisation of videoing at batá ceremony is dependent on an understanding of 

the importance of the religious role of batá ceremony, to which videography must 

play a peripheral role if it is to be accepted by practitioners.  

Chapter 4 takes us from the “live” batá ceremony to the mediated environment of 

batá ceremony on YouTube. Using an understanding of amateur-created User 
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Generated Content as a fluid paradigm that shapes the production of these videos, I 

situate batá ceremony videos within the wider context of amateur-produced videos 

on YouTube that are uploaded by practitioners of Santería. The batá ceremony 

videos that make up the primary data set are then used to analyse what parts of batá 

ceremony are uploaded to YouTube, resulting in a system of categorisation that helps 

to make sense of the different content that can be found. Three case studies from the 

primary data set are used to analyse the production characteristics of batá ceremony 

videos in closer detail. These case studies demonstrate how a particular camera focus 

can bring about different representations of batá ceremony, and how these different 

foci are connected to the different categories that are used for classification. Further, 

through this analysis I demonstrate how the production characteristics of batá 

ceremony videos plays into a fluid understanding of amateur-created videos on 

YouTube.  

Chapter 5 turns to the uploaders of batá ceremony. First I position the relationship of 

uploaders with the performance of batá ceremony, noting that, while certain 

relationships are evident, in many cases it is better to understand that these 

relationships are the result of interpersonal connections between the uploaders and 

other participants of batá ceremony. This then sets the scene for a more detailed 

analysis of the motivations that inspire the uploading of batá ceremony. Motivations 

are analysed to demonstrate that uploading can be interpreted in a dynamic light that 

situates batá ceremony videos as part of a culture of sharing that can encapsulate 

differing and varied understandings of sharing that are inspired by feelings of 

affinity, as well as being motivated by the opportunities for global promotion. The 

chapter concludes with a unique perspective on how YouTube is also creating new, 

religious meanings that reflect on traditional practices of Santería, and how batá 

ceremony is able to represent this in the online environment.  

Chapter 6 examines how batá ceremony videos bring local practices into the online 

environment. It looks at the different effects global exposure through YouTube has 

on the practice of batá ceremony, as well as how certain actors with limited access to 

the Internet are also able to leverage video-sharing practices to attain a degree of 

publicity that would not be achievable without YouTube. This chapter then turns to a 

more detailed examination of the technical parameters which make batá ceremony 

visible on YouTube, and examines how uploaders of batá ceremony choose to use 

these parameters to delineate the types of people that they wish to watch these 
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videos. Following this is an analysis of YouTube comments attached to batá 

ceremony videos, which highlight the nature of community as it fostered through 

these videos, the quality and effect of these interactions, and how YouTube can 

represent a bridge that connects the online and offline environments of batá 

ceremony and Santería practice.  

Chapter 7 concludes with a response to the findings that I have made in the course of 

this thesis, including the effects of videography practices at batá ceremony, and how 

the representation of batá ceremony on YouTube is now affecting a new 

understanding of batá ceremony. It continues by proposing that YouTube now 

presents an “accidental archive” of batá ceremony videos that challenges a more 

traditional understanding of archives. I then discuss some possibilities for the future 

of batá ceremony videos on YouTube, and raise some implications that this research 

has for future ethnographic research that involves the application of methodologies 

that take into account the relationship between the online and the offline 

environment.  
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Chapter 2: Evolution of Batá Drumming 

A hundred years ago this was an African drum; fifty years ago it was an 

Afro-Cuban drum. Now it is a Cuban drum.  

(Rogelio Martínez Furé as cited in Manuel, 1990, p. 303). 

The above quote refers to the changing social context of the batá drum. While 

originally only played in the ceremonies of Santería, batá drumming has developed a 

new “social identity” (Feld, 1984, p. 405) since the 1960s, as it has shifted to co-

inhabit a new secularised social context while maintaining its status as the 

preeminent drum of choice for Santería’s musical ceremonies. This identity has 

found an even broader, transnational context in recent years as increasing levels of 

global awareness, enabled through communications technologies and the movement 

of people, has brought about a more globalised social identity. This chapter explores 

this process of social transformation, and positions batá drumming and batá 

ceremony in a new, globalised context. Beginning with an overview of the historical 

formation and religious concepts that underpin Santería and batá ceremony, it then 

proceeds to examine the development of batá drumming as both a religious and 

secular performance practice before examining the transition of batá drumming from 

a localised Cuban practice to a practice that is now present in a number of countries 

in different parts of the world. Using data obtained from YouTube, I outline some of 

the contours of a globalised performance practice of batá that will underpin further 

examples used throughout the thesis, and conclude with a case study that illustrates 

how global connections are manifested on YouTube.  

Batá in Cuba 

The origins of batá in Cuba  

Batá drumming originates from the Yoruba people who inhabit lands in modern day 

Nigeria and Benin. As the term Yoruba was originally applied by non-Yoruba to 

describe these various peoples, the Yoruba themselves did not begin to use this term 

to describe themselves until the 19th century (Lovejoy & Ojo, 2015, p.356). While 

nominally independent from each other, different Yoruba groups shared language as 

well as cultural practices. Traditional Yoruba religion focuses on the worship of 
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spirits, known as orichas.18 Hundreds of orichas were worshipped by the Yoruba, 

and while some oricha cults were tied to specific geographic areas or occupations, 

others found more widespread recognition (Villepastour, 2015a, p. 2015, pp. 16-17). 

The orichas themselves could be deified ancestors, forces of nature, or more esoteric 

phenomenon (Villepastour, 2015a, p. 4). While many orichas remained regionally 

situated, a relatively tolerant approach to religious diversity amongst the Yoruba as 

well as the use of certain orichas as signs of royal, and thus temporal, authority 

meant that oricha worship was a very dynamic enterprise, influenced by local and 

practical considerations (Peel, 2015, p. 65). This flexibility and adaptability would 

play a role in the emerging worship of the orichas in Cuba in the mid-19th and early 

20th century.  

Batá drumming originated amongst the Yoruba. While its exact origins are still 

debated, its performance is deeply connected with the worship of the oricha.19 The 

literature on Yoruba batá has often privileged the relationship between batá and the 

orichas Changó and Eggún, but Villepastour has demonstrated that there is a strong 

connection between other orichas, including Oyá, Eleguá, Ogún, and Ajé, and their 

performance repertoire can be used to praise many other orichas (Vincent 

[Villepastour], 2007, pp. 70 & 78). Yoruba batá rhythms replicate spoken Yoruba, 

utilising a form of coded speech surrogacy that Yoruba batá drummers refer to as ena 

(Villepastour, 2010, p. 14). The oricha that gives batá its ability to communicate 

with the other orichas is called Àyàn. This oricha is described in various ways, either 

as the god of drumming, the spirit of the wood used to make batá, or as the deified 

ancestor who first made and performed batá drums (Villepastour, 2015a, p. 3). The 

batá itself becomes a receptacle of Àyàn, and makes communication with the divine 

possible, although other Yoruba drums may also be receptacles for Àyàn.20   

The movement of the oricha tradition and batá drumming to Cuba is a result of the 

                                                

18 Throughout this section I use common Cuban spellings for Yoruba terms so as to 

avoid confusion.  
19 See Marcuzzi (2005) and Vincent [Villepastour] (2007) for a more detailed 

analysis of the historical origins of batá drums.  
20 For a discussion of different types of receptacles used for Àyàn see Vincent 

[Villepastour] (2007, p. 71).    
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trans-Atlantic slave trade. Large numbers of Yoruba slaves arrived in Cuba in the 

19th century as a result of various internal and external factors that disrupted Yoruba 

stability and exposed them to slave traders in West Africa, which coincided with an 

increased need for slaves in Cuba as sugar production dramatically increased 

(Ramos, 2000, p. 59 & 68). In Cuba the system of slavery prompted the formation of 

cabildos de nación (Sp.), mutual-aid societies that were loosely based on ethnic 

divisions in Africa (Reid, 2015, p. 115). In the cabildos neo-African identities were 

shaped as previously distinct Yoruba people, known collectively in Cuba as lucumí, 

instituted a process of religious amalgamation, as the orichas of once distinct Yoruba 

people became representative of a new, collective lucumí identity (Brown, 2003, p. 

63).  

A number of other Afro-Cubans religions developed in Cuba, such as Palo Monte 

and Abakuá, and these are often linked to discrete African ethnic groups much like 

the Yoruba have been linked to the development of Santería. Rather than thinking of 

these as African retentions, it is more helpful to conceptualise them as African-

derived religious practices resulting from the transplantation of heterogeneous 

African cultural forms during the slave trade, which were transformed, developed 

and indigenised in Cuba during and after the period of slavery (Palmié, 2002, p. 

163). In the case of the Yoruba, oricha traditions are also present in other countries 

that saw the arrival of Yoruba slaves, particularly in Brazil and Trinidad under the 

names Candomblé and Shango respectively.  

While Santería’s genesis is in the cabildos de nación of the lucumí, the codified 

practices that characterise Santería are more likely to have been developed by a small 

number of influential priests and priestesses who led ritual “houses,” (casa in 

Spanish and ilé in lucumí), which further developed into extended ritual lineages, 

known as ramas (Sp. “branch) (Brown, 2003, p. 74). The names of the founders of 

some of the most influential ramas in Cuba are enshrined in the moyubas (L.), or 

prayers, that practitioners recite to this day. While some of these founders are 

believed to have come directly from Africa, some were also born in Cuba, often 

descended from African slaves.21 While 19th century Cuba most likely displayed a 

                                                

21 Brown (2003) provides an excellent account of the most influential ramas in Cuba, 

their founders, and brief histories.   
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diverse mix of Yoruba religious practices and customs, the founders of different 

ramas instituted religious reforms that came to dominate accepted practice, and 

eventually led to the displacement of some forms of Yoruba religious practice in 

Cuba and the institution of a more standardised system.22  

The founders of different ramas instituted a number of significant practices that are 

continued to this day, such as the form of initiation ceremonies. According to Brown, 

the “correctness and effectiveness of a practice might very well depend upon the 

relative authority of its advocates and the expectations of an emergent community 

that accepts or resists a new ‘tradition’” (2003, p. 112). Thus, the creation of tradition 

and its acceptance amongst creyentes often depends on the perceived expertise and 

authority of the people who institute this tradition. This situation has resulted in a 

heterogeneous mix of practices that do not have recourse to a central governing 

authority. Rather, authority is vested in the elders of individual ilés, who often inherit 

certain practices that may differ from ilé to ilé. For creyentes the importance of 

following the tradition of a particular ilé is often stressed, even when different ilés 

may have different, and even conflicting, practices. Thus, Santería can be 

characterised as a heterogeneous religion, although homogenising influences do arise 

to assert the dominance of particular practices that may then become labelled as self-

evident orthodoxies. In other cases, these practices remain the source of contention 

and conflict between different ilés.  

An overview of Santería 

While Santería recognises the role of a creator spirit called Olofin, it might be better 

described as a polytheistic religious practice that focuses on the worship of a number 

of spiritual entities known as orichas and eggun. While the term eggun refers to 

ancestor spirits in Santería, the orichas are personifications of the natural order of the 

world, and through their attributes they represent archetypal human traits and 

dispositions, as well as processes that occur in the natural world. For example, the 

oricha Oyá is personified as a warrior queen, and is known for both her fierceness in 

battle, as well as for the care and support of her followers. She is also associated with 

                                                

22 The most well-known example of this is the replacement an older form of 

initiation with the modern variant practised in Santería today. See Brown (2003, p. 

134) for a description of both initiation forms.   
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strong winds and hurricanes, and is responsible for escorting newly deceased souls to 

the cemetery. Creyentes believe that everyone has one oricha who “owns” their 

head, and they refer to themselves as the “child”, or omo (L.), of this particular 

oricha. The characteristics of the “head” oricha are often reflected in the practitioner, 

whose behaviour may be attributed to this relationship. In this way the oricha also 

become archetypes of human character.  

In Cuba there are dozens of orichas that are still worshipped, each with their own 

characteristics, attributes, and powers. Stories, known as patakines (L., sing. patakín) 

speak of the orichas, and are often used as allegories which are then applied to 

situations that practitioners may encounter in their own lives. It is thus that the 

orichas are able to form an interrelated pantheon that is used to explain “the 

fundamentals of the human condition as coexistent with the natural order of the 

world” (Friedman, 1982, p. 68). Through the integration of spiritual and phenomenal 

existence, a world view is conditioned in practitioners, one that seeks to penetrate the 

vagaries of circumstance through explanations that bring the spiritual world into 

direct contact with the phenomenal world. Through the practice of Santería, it is 

believed that one can “close the gap” between the spiritual and the mundane, which 

can help to bring meaning, understanding, and direction into the practitioner’s life.  

Creyentes view the world as being constructed through, and created by, a numinous 

force known as aché. For practitioners of Santería, aché is an indivisible unit of 

spiritual capital which is ever-present and underpins all existence. The following 

description by Marcuzzi comes from an understanding of aché expressed by the 

Yoruba, although it also applies to the concept of aché from the perspective of 

Santería:  

The Yoruba have never seen the [ashé], and cannot pretend to personify it. 

Nor can they define it by determined attributes and characteristics. It 

embraces all mystery, all secret power, all divinity. No enumeration could 

exhaust this infinitely complex idea. It is not a definite or definable power, it 
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is power itself in an absolute sense, with no epithet or determination of any 

sort. […] It is the principle of all that lives or acts or moves. All life is ashé23.  

(Marcuzzi, 2005, p. 87)  

Other definitions state that it is “the power to bring things into actual existence” 

(Marcuzzi, 2005, p. 87) and “the blood of cosmic life” (Murphy, 1993, p. 8). Aché is  

thus an animating life-force that contains transformational potential. It is through 

aché that people may overcome difficulties and problems in their lives. All elements 

in the religious world of Santería, including the orichas, human agents, and natural 

phenomenon are manifestations of aché.  

Divination and ritual offerings are the tools that creyentes use to harness and 

manipulate the currents of aché, often in order to address imbalances in people’s 

lives. It is believed that, before birth, every human chooses their orí (L.), or “head.” 

This choice determines the destiny of the recipient on earth, and some heads may be 

“better” or “worse” than others. Once born, the knowledge of this destiny is lost. 

Through divination, creyentes are able to reorientate themselves to their manifest 

destiny as advised during a consulta, the Spanish term used for divination readings. 

Consulta literally means “consultation.” The technologies of the consulta vary, but 

they include the manipulation of objects such as cowrie shells and palm nuts, whose 

patterns relate to particular odun (L.), a corpus of divination verses and “remedies” 

that are applied to the specific needs of clients as interpreted through the odun. The 

most common “remedy” used to solve problems that are addressed during the 

consulta involve making ebbo (L.), or sacrifice, to the orichas or eggun. This is a 

way to ensure that the spiritual powers assist in overcoming difficulties. Some 

examples of a simple ebbo may include offering flowers or glasses of water. For 

more pressing problems it may involve more complicated and expensive offerings 

such as blood sacrifice, or the person may even be advised to seek initiation into 

Santería. Batá ceremonies are also a form of ebbo that may be prescribed.  

                                                

23 While I use the common Cuban spelling for aché in this thesis, in this quote 

Marcuzzi uses the Yoruba spelling for this word. In other quotations throughout this 

thesis I have maintained the original spelling and diacritical markings.  
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Santería can be characterised as an initiatory religion. Initiation is the only pathway 

through which one can become a practitioner of Santería, although non-initiates may 

still avail themselves of the orichas through initiated mediators. Initiation is often a 

life-long and ongoing process that develops a growing relationship with the orichas, 

and, most importantly, aids in the accumulation of aché, which allows practitioners 

to act in effective ways to solve their own problems and the problems of those who 

approach them for assistance. Most initiations involve receiving fundamentos that 

represent the orichas. Fundamento in Spanish means “foundation,” but in Santería 

practice it refers to consecrated materials that embody all the potentiality of 

individual orichas. These fundamentos become mediators through which people may 

come into contact with the divine, and as such are physical, immediate 

representations of spiritual powers that are believed to exist on an interrelated, yet 

distinct and divine plane. The most common fundamento of the orichas is 

represented through stones collected from natural sources, such as rivers or the 

ocean, which reflects an understanding of the oricha that is rooted in the natural 

world, although it is a world that is usually hidden from the everyday. In order to 

receive aché, fundamentos must be consecrated during the initiation of the person 

who is receiving them. New fundamentos must be “born” or consecrated from an 

existing fundamento. 

Priests of the orichas are those who have been initiated and authorised to “work” on 

behalf of the orichas. There are two main categories of priesthood found in Cuban 

oricha worship. This include santeros (also known in Lucumí as iyalochas for 

females, and babalochas for males), and the babalawos. 24 Creyentes who have 

“made santo” are those who have become priests of a specific oricha. Initiation as a 

santero is one of the most important initiation rites that occurs in Santería. Known as 

the asiento (Spanish for “seating”) or kariocha (L.), this ceremony is an elaborate 

week-long affair that brings the practitioner into a close relationship with their 

“head” oricha. After a probationary period of one year during which the initiate is 

                                                

24 The word santeros is used in Spanish to refer to both male priests (santeros) and 

female priests (santeras) collectively because the masculine noun is always used in 

Spanish when referring to plural nouns. When only referring to female priests the 

correct term is santera.  
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known as an iyawó (L., “bride” of the oricha) they will become a recognised priest 

of the oricha.  

Those who “make Ifá” are known as babalawos. Traditionally, babalawos are 

required to be heterosexual males.25 To become a babalawo is to dedicate oneself to 

the services of the oricha Orula (sometimes spelt and pronounced as Orunmila). Ifá 

is a term often used analogously to Orula, although its context is more often related 

to the practices associated with being a babalawo rather than a synonym for the 

oricha Orula. Orula is most closely associated with divination and knowledge of 

people’s past, present and future. Babalawos in Cuba specialise in divination 

techniques that allow people to access this forgotten knowledge, and offer solutions 

and guidance that reference the divine destiny of each individual human. It is 

common that babalawos distinguish themselves from santeros, and often express the 

view that their priesthood is more senior to that of santeros, although this is often 

contested by santeros.26 For this reason, babalawos may not consider themselves 

practitioners of Santería, but rather of Ifá, even though there is a strong relationship 

between these two practices.  

Once initiated, practitioners become part of larger family of practitioners who are 

related through initiatory ties. Authority is vested in the structure of the ilé (lucumí 

for “house”), or, as it is also commonly known in Spanish, the casa de santo (“house 

of the saint”), or casa de ifá in the case of babalawos. The ilé is a religious family 

which is tied together through bonds of initiation. A new initiate will most likely 

form bonds with other initiates in the same ilé. Most important is the bond that forms 

between ritual godparents, the padrino (Sp., godfather), and madrina (Sp., 

godmother) and their godchildren, or ahijados (Sp.). Godparents are responsible for 

teaching their godchildren about Santería, and this relationship is underscored by 

certain obligations and responsibilities that they share between them. For instance, 

                                                

25 This gender requirement has been challenged in recent years in Cuba by a growing 

number of women who have been initiated as iyanifas, female equivalents of 

babalawos. In Cuba the initiation of iyanifas has sparked controversy and debate, 

and many babalawos regard iyanifas as illegitimate (see Beliso-de Jesus, 2015).       
26 See Brown, (2003, pp. 153-157) for critical a appraisal of the relational dynamics 

between babalawos and santeros. 
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the padrino or madrina is responsible for showing a new initiate how to care for the 

oricha that they have received. In turn, the godchild, or ahijado is obliged to assist 

the padrino or madrina in religious ceremonies. The ajihado is expected to learn 

from their religious elders, observing, participating, and over time absorbing the 

required expertise to conduct ceremonial action themselves (Mason, 1997, p. 71). 

The ilé forms the basic structural unit in both Santería and Ifá. Through initiation and 

the birth of new fundamentos lineages are maintained and created. Seniority in 

Santería tends to be based on the number of years one has been initiated, rather than 

on the relative age of initiates. When a new initiate has gained experience and 

knowledge, they may also go on to initiate their own godchildren, thus extending the 

ilé, and possibly even starting a new one. While reverence and respect towards ritual 

elders is a priority in each ilé, Santería’s structure also allows for the autonomous 

action of individuals, although increased autonomy is usually associated with an 

increasing number of years as an initiated practitioner.  

The development of batá drumming as ceremonial practice  

The oricha in Cuba today known as Añá has been recognised as a Cuban variant of 

the Yoruba oricha Àyàn, the god of the drum (Marcuzzi, 2005; Vincent 

[Villepastour], 2007). The oricha Añá is represented through its fundamento, which 

is placed inside ritually consecrated batá drums, which are the only acceptable 

receptacle of Añá in Cuba. 27  These batá are known as batá fundamento. Three batá 

drums make up a complete batá ensemble in Cuba. Each drum has an asymmetric 

hourglass shape and differs in size, although the relative shape remains the same 

(Figure 2.1).  The smallest drum is known as the okónkolo, the middle drum is the 

itótele (L.), or segundo (Sp.), while the largest is known as the iyá (L.), or caja (Sp.).  

                                                

27 Delgado (2015) has noted that there is reason to believe that placing Añá inside 

other non-batá drums may have been practised in Cuba before the 20th century, but 

this practice became marginalised by the growing dominance of batá.   
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Figure 2.1. Set of batá aberikula with metal fixings owned by the author. The iyá is 

the largest drum with a set of bells, known as chaworó (L.) attached. The okónkolo is 

on top, while the itótele is underneath and behind the iyá. Photo taken by the 

author.28  

 

It is in the lucumí cabildos of 19th century Cuba that batá drumming is reported to 

have been maintained. While the history of batá drumming in Cuba has recently been 

revisited, most notably by Ramos (2000) and Marcuzzi (2005), the exact origins of 

batá drumming in Cuba have been mythologised to an extent that verifying the actual 

events and circumstances of batá drumming’s early development as a religious-

musical performance is difficult. The first documentation discussing batá 

drumming’s reconstitution in Cuba was provided by Fernando Ortiz in the 1950s, 

who documented verbal accounts given to him by his informants that situate the 

origin of Añá in Havana (Ortiz, n.d.), but, as noted by Marcuzzi, more recent 

research has unearthed some alternative versions of this history which could lead to a 

                                                

28 Batá fundamento use either rope or thin leather straps to attach skins to the body of 

the drum, and metal fixings seen above are considered unacceptable for batá 

fundamento. See Vincent [Villepastour], 2007, p. 332 for a picture of rope-strung 

batá.  
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more nuanced understanding of how influential batá drummers in Ortiz’s time were 

able to capitalise on the public standing and acknowledgement that resulted from 

collaborating with Ortiz (2005, pp. 357-358). As it stands, the power of Ortiz’s 

history has had a major influence on the historical narratives that are circulated 

amongst batá drummers to this day, and oppositional claims that situate the origin of 

Añá outside Havana have largely been ignored until very recently (Villepastour, 

2015a, p. 21). 29  

Ortiz’s history records the development of ceremonial batá drumming in the 

following way. This account is a paraphrased version that is taken from Ortiz’s 

original account: 

The batá were first heard in the early part of the 19th century in Havana, in 

the lucumí cabildo known as Alakisá. Two lucumí slaves, Ño Juan “el cojo”, 

also known as Añabi, and Ño Filomeno García, known as Atandá, heard 

these drums being performed, but on closer inspection, declared these drums 

to be lacking the fundamento, or Añá, that was needed to make these drums 

ritually effective. The two lucumí were reported to be ritual specialists trained 

in Africa who together possessed the knowledge and skills needed to make a 

ritually appropriate set of batá drums. In order to do this, they had to create a 

new fundamento of Añá in Cuba, which became the first set of ritually 

appropriate batá to be consecrated in Cuba. This first set of batá received the 

name Añabi, meaning ‘born from Añá.  

(Adapted from Ortiz, n.d., p.146)  

This abbreviated version of the events has been thoroughly “fixed as the authoritative 

history” as far as batá drummers from the Cuban tradition are concerned (Vincent, 

2007, p.127). Today, this “official” history is enshrined in the moyubas (L.), or 

prayers of homage which ceremonial batá drummers recite. In the moyuba, Añabi 

and Atandá are recognised as the progenitors of the omo añá fraternity, and their 

place in the history is uncontested by most omo añás across the world. New batá 

                                                

29 See Marcuzzi (2005, p. 419) Ramos (2000, pp. 156-160) and Vélez (2000, p. 53) 

for information regarding alternative histories of the origin of Añá and batá 

fundamento in Cuba. 
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fundamento that are “born” from distinguished lineages that trace back to the original 

set of consecrated Cuban batá, Añabi, are also viewed as being more prestigious than 

lesser known lineages, and these credentials are often supported through the presence 

of distinguished omo añás at consecration ceremonies (Marcuzzi, 2005, p. 407).  

Marcuzzi has strongly argued that batá’s pre-eminence was established within the 

emerging practice of Santería owing to the agency of certain individuals, especially 

those that collaborated with Fernando Ortiz. This included Pablo Roche, Jésus Pérez, 

Trinidad Torregrosa, Agüedo Hinojosa and Raúl Díaz, who “became active agents in 

the development of a dominant batá culture through their contributions to Ortiz’s 

historical narrative” (Marcuzzi, 2005, p. 390). Another strategy used to assert the 

primacy of batá above other religious-musical practices of Santería was the 

development of the “presentación a añá,” or the “presentation to Añá.” This 

presentation requires newly initiated santeros to have a special batá ceremony which 

validates their initiation. The following quote appears in a notice written by a number 

of influential batá drummers in Cuba in 1950: 

Note: The representation of an iyawó will not be completely valid if not made 

effective before a set of Ayan [Aña] drums presently recognised in Havana or 

Matanzas. 

(as cited in Marcuzzi, 2005, p. 346) 

This notice appeared at a time when the practices of Santería that were established in 

Havana and Matanzas spread to areas in the interior of the island. Yoruba religious 

and musical traditions were undergoing a period of change, adaptation and 

consolidation, as a heterogeneous mix of regional Yoruba traditions became 

standardised and eventually popularised as Santería. While well-established in 

Havana and Matanzas, batá drummers spread their influence throughout other parts 

of Cuba by instituting the presentation to Añá as an necessary step in initiating new 

priests (Marcuzzi, 2005, p. 347). The batá drummers responsible for this 

formalisation also went on to form the most prestigious lineages of omo añás and 

batá fundamentos that continue to this day.  

The role of batá in Santería  

Batá ceremonies occur for a number of reasons. Considered a form of ebbo, or ritual 

offering, these ceremonies may be prescribed during divination as a means to resolve 
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a particular problem. They may also occur on the ritual feast day of a particular 

oricha, or to celebrate the anniversary of a santero’s initiation. The “presentación a 

añá” is arguably one of the most important roles of the batá in Santería. To be 

considered a fully initiated santero, it is necessary that recently initiated priests are 

“presented to Añá.” During this ceremony the person’s head is placed on the batá 

drum as particular rhythms and songs are sung, after which the person dances before 

the batá. After this ceremony, the person is now authorised to dance before the batá 

fundamento during batá ceremonies, a privilege restricted to those who have been 

presented to Añá. Thus batá fundamento also play a key role in the continuation of 

priestly lineages. While my own presentation to Añá occurred on the fourth day of 

my week-long initiation as a santero, it is common that people are presented during 

the initial year following their initiation. In some cases, the presentation may not 

occur for an extended period of time, either owing to financial restraints or, in the 

case of communities outside Cuba, the absence of batá fundamento in the area 

(Quintero & Marcuzzi, 2015, p. 238).  

Batá ceremonies are musical events which involve the involve the participation of all 

those present who actively contribute to the sound and motion of a musical event 

through dancing, singing, clapping, and playing musical instruments. Each 

participant plays a very specific role. While only three batá drummers are required to 

perform at any one time, a batá ensemble will often include four to six members, 

who will take turns performing during the four to six hour ceremony. The batá 

drummers and the lead singer, or akpon (L.), lead the musical performance, while the 

other participants are responsible for singing the responses to the songs, as well as 

dancing. This communal participation provides an ambience that is deemed 

necessary for the success of batá ceremony, and which also plays a role in 

summoning the orichas to “mount,” or possess, participants. It is in this sense the 

musicians can be described as ritual specialists who are able to guide participants 

towards heightened levels of participation that serve a religious function. The other 

participants who come to participate in the ceremony are responsible for singing the 

response to the akpon’s song, as well as creating movement and energy through 

dance.  

Batá ceremony is commonly viewed as one of the most effective means of ‘bringing 

down the saint’, a term that describes the process of possession as it occurs in 

Santería. Possession by an oricha occurs most commonly amongst participants who 
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are initiated santeros who may be possessed by their tutelary oricha. Those who are 

possessed are referred to as being “mounted,” reflecting a metaphorical language of 

possession that is sexualised and is viewed as a kind of penetration that is more 

suitable for female santeras (or homosexual santeros) than heterosexual men 

(Hagedorn, 2010, p. 146). Possession can be viewed as an indicator of the success of 

the batá ceremony, although its absence does not necessarily invalidate the efficacy 

of the ceremony (Vaughan & Aldama, 2012, p. 82). As noted by Katherine 

Hagedorn, it is most commonly the batá drummers, akpon and senior santeros 

present who determine the validity of possession, regardless of the subjective 

interpretation of the person who demonstrates signs of possession (2010, p. 150). 

While Hagedorn calls for greater acceptance and understanding of a range of variable 

experiences of possession (2010, p. 159), the problems associated with validity and 

authenticity of possession is likely a reason that in recent times ilé’s may hire oricha 

dancers, that is, people who are easily possessed, and whose reputation for this eases 

concerns about the possibility of “faked” possession.    

Outline of batá ceremony  

Each batá ceremony is dedicated to a particular oricha, and follows a similar 

structure that is divided into four “temporal phases” (Schweitzer, 2003, p. 30). Each 

of these phases are delineated by specific musical and social actions that are 

particular to each phase. The four phases are the oru seco (Sp.) or oru igbodú (L.), 

the oru cantado or iban balo (L.), the wemilere (L.), and the cierre (Sp.). The length 

of time for the complete batá ceremony is usually four to six hours.  

The oru seco marks the beginning of the batá ceremony. It is performed by three batá 

drummers, who usually play a sequence of 23 rhythms, known in Spanish as 

toques.30 Each of these toques is dedicated to a different oricha.31 This performance 

                                                

30 Schweitzer states that there are 22 rhythms, while noting that the rhythm for the 

oricha Dadá also contains the rhythm for the oricha Ogué. These two rhythms are 

played consecutively without a break during performance. In my list I include the 

rhythm for Ogué to acknowledge that Dadá and Ogué are two distinct orichas. It is 

also important to note that tambores for the orichas known as the guerreros, or 

“warriors” (Eleguá, Ogún, and Ochosi) require that rhythms are performed for these 

orichas twice during the oru seco. This is because the toques for these orichas must 
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is directed towards the trono, the altar that is dedicated to the oricha during the 

ceremony (Figure 2.2). The oru seco serves as a ritual salute to the oricha and is only 

performed by the batá drums. While other people aside from the drummers may 

observe the oru seco, only the drummers actively participate in the oru seco. René 

Pedroso, a Cuban omo añá in Havana, explains its importance:  

… when you make [play] the oru seco, you have already made [satisfied] the 

tambor. What is fundamental in a tambor is the oru seco, because in that 

moment the santo receives everything. This is the principal event, no matter 

how many people are there. The rest is just a party.  

(Schweitzer, 2013, p.48) 

                                                                                                                                     

always be played first, but the toque for the oricha in whose honour the ceremony is 

held is traditionally played last. When the batá ceremony is dedicated to one of the 

guerreros, this oricha’s toque will be played at both the beginning and the end of the 

oru seco. Sometimes alternative toques are used to differentiate between the 

beginning and end of the oru seco. This would mean that, according to the way I 

count the toques, there are 24 rhythms played during the oru seco when it is 

dedicated to one of the guerreros.  
31 The toque for the oricha Eleguá that is played during the oru seco is transcribed in 

Appendix E.1 to offer a clearer understanding of the musical characteristics of batá 

drumming and traditional rhythms. 
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Figure 2.2. Trono for the oricha Oyá, Central Havana, Cuba. Prepared for the  

author’s presentación a añá, 15 September 2012. Photo by the author.  

 

This quote expresses an understanding of the oru seco’s religious significance from 

an active omo añá in Havana. Even though the oru seco is the section of the batá 

ceremony that involves the least people, it can also be viewed as the most important 

section, at least from a perspective of religious obligation towards the orichas.  

The second section, the oru cantado is often performed in a separate room from the 

oru seco, and is attended by the community of creyentes who gather to participate. 

These participants are expected to join in the performance through singing and 

dancing. The batá perform a similar number of salute rhythms for the orichas as the 

oru seco, but are now joined by an akpon, or lead singer. A number of other akpones 

may be present at any given batá ceremony, in which case they will share the singing 

duties between themselves, or even engage in “song competitions” that test song 
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knowledge (Friedman, 1982, p. 174). During the oru cantado, an akpon leads the 

other participants in a pre-determined set of songs for the orichas in a call-and-

response style. The akpon is responsible for starting each song, and it is the apkon’s 

song choice that determines which batá rhythm will be used to accompany the song. 

The oru cantado is also punctuated by non-musical ceremonial acts that occur during 

particular songs. Santeros who have been presented to Añá must ritually salute the 

drums during songs for their tutelary oricha. Another ritual act that occurs during the 

oru cantado happens during the songs for the oricha Babalú Ayé, who is associated 

with sickness. During the song for Babalú Ayé vino seco (a type of cooking wine 

common in Cuba) or water is poured on the floor in front of the batá. Everyone 

present must dip their fingers in it, anointing parts of the body to ward off illness. 

Another ritual act is specifically related to the omo añás, who “salute” the batá 

drums during the songs for the oricha Osain in recognition of the important role that 

this oricha plays in the consecration of new batá fundamento.    

In the next section of the batá ceremony, the wemilere, the akpon does not follow a 

set repertoire. The akpon can choose song that acknowledge senior santeros who are 

present (Friedman, 1982, p. 205), but it is also likely to be directed towards bringing 

an oricha down to possess someone. During the wemilere the akpon is looking for 

signs of possession in the other participants. The akpon often guides song choice 

towards individuals who show signs of possession, using his/her knowledge of how 

different songs may persuade the oricha to come to earth. This requires an intimate 

knowledge of repertoire, as well as the ability to adapt this knowledge to specific 

situations. The batá drums at this point must know the songs that the akpon is 

singing, and accompany each song with the appropriate toque.  

The cierre (Sp.), or “the close” is the last section of the batá ceremony. After the 

wemilere the cierre is performed to conclude the ceremony. A number of salute 

rhythms are played to the eggun as well as a number of other orichas. During the 

batá rhythm for the oricha Yemayá, a bucket of water that has been placed in front of 

the batá is taken outside and thrown in the street. This act represents the removal of 

any negative energies that may have entered into the ceremonial space, and the 

ceremony concludes once the bucket is returned and placed upside down in front of 

the batá.  
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Ritual musicians, performance and Añá   

As well as the requirement that drummers who perform on batá fundamento are 

heterosexual males, certain initiations are necessary in order to perform and work 

with batá that contain Añá. While some drummers may begin to perform at batá 

ceremonies before undergoing any initiation, it is common for ceremonial batá 

drummers to state that only those who have the correct initiation may perform on 

batá fundamento. While a simple ceremony, known as “lavado de las manos” (Sp.), 

or “washing the hands,” is enough to allow drummers the right to perform at batá 

ceremony, it is generally expected that batá drummers will undergo the juramento a 

añá, or “swearing to Añá,” and become omo añás. Omo añás (L.), or “sons of Añá,” 

are musical-ritual specialists who not only learn the complex repertoire of batá 

drumming, but are also expected to enforce expected protocols connected to Añá and 

the performance of batá fundamento, and engage in activities that create and 

strengthen the fraternity of Añá (See Schweitzer, 2015). Initiation is an arduous 

affair, and is presided over by other omo añás. The final phase of the juramento is a 

public presentation ceremony where the initiate performs for the first time as an omo 

añá. During this ceremony the new omo añá is led out towards the batá and dances 

in front of them, and then performs on each of the batá drums, starting with the 

okónkolo, then the itótele, and finally the iyá.32  

Just as new oricha are “born” through complex ceremonies, new sets of batá 

fundamento are also born. This ceremony is similar to the one that occurs when 

people become santeros, but rather than a person being initiated, it is the batá drums 

themselves that are initiated. This ceremony usually lasts for seven days. During this 

time different ceremonies take place that ritually consecrate the new batá 

fundamento and the fundamento of Añá which is placed inside the drums. As all 

initiation in Santería requires that a new fundamento is born from an existing 

fundamento, an existing set of batá fundamento is required to give birth to the new 

set. During the initiation of the new Añá, a public ceremony occurs that is known as 

the transmisión de sonido (Sp.), or “the transmission of sound.” During this 

                                                

32 In an email communication with Michael Spiro, he mentioned to me that, while 

this presentation is a very important part of the juramento for those initiated in the 

Havana tradition of batá drumming, this requirement is less strictly applied in 

Matanzas (p/c, Michael Spiro, 31 May 2017).  
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ceremony, the “parent” set of batá fundamento play, while the new set of batá 

fundamento slowly begin to play in the background, eventually continuing the 

performance as the other set of batá stop playing.  

Each set of batá fundamento receives a ritual name by which the whole set of batá is 

known. These names distinguish each set of batá fundamento, and this name is often 

displayed on a small flag, or bandera (Sp.) placed behind the drummers during batá 

ceremony. This bandera also displays “birth” date of the batá fundamento, as well as 

the odun, or sign of Ifá, that is divined for the batá during the initiation process. Batá 

fundamento are usually covered by a ritual cloth known as a banté (L.), also 

commonly called a bandele in Spanish. The banté is often decorated in colours that 

are related to a particular oricha, and placed over the corresponding batá drum that 

particular oricha is believed to “own.”33 While I was taught that the okónkolo, itótele 

and iyá were owned by certain oricha, Vincent has shown that there is some 

discrepancy about which oricha is related to which specific batá drum amongst 

practitioners (see Vincent [Villepastour], 2007, p. 105). While bantes are often 

considered to be an important attribute of batá fundamento, it appears that in Cuba 

bantes are not always used due to the increased cost and economic situation of many 

Cubans (p/c, Miki Alfonso, 23 March 2013).        

There does not exist any specific requirement that I am aware of that states that omo 

añás should undergo any other initiation apart from those specific to Añá, although 

most have undergone some other initiation.34 What I refer to as “entry-level” 

initiations are common amongst omo añás. These include receiving the guerreros 

(Sp. “the warriors”) or the mano de orula (Sp. “the hand of Orula) and involve the 

initiates receiving specific orichas without becoming fully ordained priests. In other 

cases, babalawos may be sworn to Añá when divination requires it, even though they 

do not aspire to perform at batá ceremonies. Carlos Aldama, a well-known Cuban 

batá player who learnt from the late Jésus Pérez, has stated that in the past it was a 

requirement that omo añás who performed at the presentación a añá were  santeros, 

                                                

33 See Vincent [Villepastour] (2007, p. 113-114) for a discussion of banté colour 

schemes and their relationship to specific oricha.   
34 Marcuzzi notes that in the past many ceremonial batá drummers did not undergo 

any other initiations aside from those specific to Añá (Marcuzzi, 2005, p. 399).   
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but aside from this batá drummers at ceremonies only needed to have had “washed 

their hands” (lavado de las manos) or undergone the juramento a añá. He notes that 

this requirement at the presentación a añá is no longer adhered to (Aldama & 

Vaughan, 2012, p. 57).  

For their work performing at batá ceremonies, omo añás receive financial 

compensation. As well as receiving a payment from the sponsors of the batá 

ceremony known as the derecho (Sp.), the omo añás also receive a share of the 

monetary contributions offered by participants at batá ceremony. The batá 

fundamento themselves are said to be “owned” by an olú batá (L.), who is 

responsible for caring for the batá and Añá, although it might be better said that the 

olú batá is in fact the caretaker of a particular Añá rather than the owner. 

Aside from the ritual requirements needed to perform on batá fundamento, omo añás 

must dedicate themselves to learning the rhythms, or toques, that are used during the 

batá ceremony. Schweitzer notes 82 individual toques that were compiled by 

members of the email list “batadrums.com,” a substantial repertoire that ceremonial 

batá drummers are expected to commit to memory (2003, p. 59). According to 

Friedman, developing musical performance skills requires both knowledge of this 

repertoire, as well as the technical skills to “transform and reproduce this knowledge 

in actual performance” (1982, p. 124). Traditionally, these skills have been 

developed during extended periods of observation and participation at batá 

ceremonies, during which time batá drummers learn how to translate musical 

performance into affective ritual action.  

Musical performance on batá drums involves understanding the roles that each batá 

drum plays, and how these roles are translated to specific toques. Generally, the iyá 

is responsible for signalling to the other drums which toque is to be performed by 

using specific rhythmic calls that signal such a change. This is generally decided by 

the choice of song made by the akpon, which is usually accompanied by a specific 

toque. In circumstances where multiple toques can support the same song, the iyá 

player will choose an appropriate toque.35 Each toque is made up of a number of 

                                                

35 Moore and Sayre note that in some cases when the akpon begins a new song 

requiring a different toque, the iyá player may postpone the introduction of the toque 
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structural units or basic patterns that have been described as “roads” (Amira & 

Cornelius, 1992, p. 24). Again, the iyá plays specific rhythmic patterns that signal to 

the other batá when these changes occur. At other times, the iyá may call for 

conversations that occur during specific roads. These conversations occur between 

the iyá and the itótele. While some conversations are incredibly elaborate, others are 

simple and require little change on the part of the itótele. In some cases 

conversations are defined by the specific toque, but in other cases these 

conversations are open to the individual interpretation of the batá drummers. The 

okónkolo generally plays simple, repetitive patterns that support these 

conversations.36 Sensitivity to changing rhythms, reportorial knowledge, and 

individual creativity are all important factors in the creation of batá drumming during 

ceremonial performance.37 

Participatory framework of a batá ceremony  

The role of the participants aside from the batá drummers and akpon in the success 

of batá ceremony is crucial. These events are not polite or restrained, but rely on the 

enthusiastic performance of the principal musicians and other participants. 

Sometimes the akpon encourages the participants to sing louder. The akpon may 

even stop the music to admonish the participants for not participating enthusiastically 

enough (Schweitzer, 2003, p. 140). Enthusiasm in this context would appear to 

equate to a display of devotion and commitment in serving the oricha, something 

that in turn helps to persuade the oricha to manifest themselves through possession. 

Sluggish, unenthusiastic participation demonstrates a lack of respect towards the 

oricha, and the goal of possession could be jeopardised in these cases.  

The majority of people attending a batá ceremony are likely to have some affiliation 

with other people in attendance. When organising a batá ceremony, the host will 

usually invite members of their religious family, or ilé, to attend, meaning that most 

                                                                                                                                     

until the first chorus to build tension that is then “released” when the toque changes 

(2006, p. 145).  
36 To my knowledge there are only two toques in which the okónkolo plays a more 

improvisatory role. These are called chachalakefun and iyesá.  
37 See Schweitzer (2003), and Amira & Cornelius (1992) for a more thorough 

description of musical performance and batá drumming.  
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people in attendance are related through ties of religious kinship. It is also common 

for other creyentes to attend who are not connected through specific religious kinship 

ties, which will often depend on the prestige of the host amongst the community of 

practitioners. The host is responsible for hiring a batá ensemble and akpon to 

perform for the batá ceremony. From my experiences at batá ceremonies it has been 

apparent that most of the participants are known to each other, although it is common 

to find the omo añás are not personally acquainted with those who hire their services 

(Schweitzer, 2015, p. 180). It is also common in Cuba that people in the 

neighbourhood watch batá ceremony through a window while standing on the street, 

as most batá ceremonies occur in lounge rooms which front onto the street. It is less 

likely that people who are complete strangers will enter the house itself, although this 

too occurs. 

The development of batá drumming outside ceremonial context  

Batá drumming remained a private ceremonial practice with strong links to early 

Afro-Cuban culture for many years. It first came to the attention of the wider Cuban 

public through a series of concerts, lectures and demonstrations presented by 

Fernando Ortiz in 1936 and 1937 (Argyriadis, 2006, p. 52). The batá constructed for 

this performance were batá aberikula, batá that do not to contain Añá, which do not 

appear to have existed before this time (Ortiz, n/d/, p. 21). This performance marks 

batá’s introduction to a wider Cuban audience outside a religious context, as well as 

the development of batá drumming as a secular musical practice. Oritz used his 

primary batá informants to perform at these events. These informants, including 

Pablo Roche, Trinidad Torregrosa, and Jesús Pérez, as well as establishing dominant 

religious drumming lineages that continue to this day, can also be said to have 

instigated the development of a secularised batá practice through their willingness to 

perform outside a ceremonial environment. Ivor Miller places particular importance 

on the role of Jesús Pérez in this regard. Peréz, a student of Pablo Roche, would go 

on to perform in both religious and secular environments up until his death in 1985, 

successfully integrating and popularising the use of batá in Cuban popular music 

(Miller, 2003).  

While batá drumming received some public attention before 1959, it was only after 

the success of Castro’s rebel army in 1959 that batá and other Afro-Cuban musical 

traditions were absorbed into wider Cuban society in a meaningful way. The new 
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government instituted reforms that benefited the Afro-Cuban population in 

disproportionate ways (Moore, 2006, p. 173). Aside from reforms that sought to 

redress imbalances in the social, educational and economic standing of Afro-Cubans, 

the promotion of Afro-Cuban musical traditions was also recontextualised in the new 

political environment. Sponsored by the government, amateur groups began to 

appear around the island that performed Afro-Cuban musical traditions in public 

concerts, which came under the banner of folkloric music. These groups were 

comprised of and informed by musicians and dancers who were considered 

custodians of particular musical traditions, and experienced in performance in their 

traditional context (Vélez, 2000, p. 77). A major shift in practice at this time was the 

move from a participatory ceremony that focused on fulfilling a primarily religious 

function amongst a community of practitioners, to staged performances that took 

elements of music, choreography and artistic aesthetics and recontextualised them 

into concert hall settings. Whereas religious participants were actively involved in 

shaping ceremonial performances of batá drumming, in this new context, expected 

standards of presentational performances altered the relationship between the 

audience and the musical performance.38 

The publicisation of batá drumming was initially met with opposition. When Cuban 

radio stations Radio Suarito and La Mil Diez began to feature batá drumming before 

the Cuban Revolution in 1959, some creyentes felt that this was inappropriate, and 

that sacred music should only be performed in the appropriate ritual space (Vélez, 

2000, p. 80). When folkloric performance began to achieve greater visibility after 

1959, similar issues were apparent. Felipe García Villamil, an active religious and 

folkloric drummer who lived through this transition period, remembers that it was 

often the older santeros who were against these type of performances. 

Even before the revolution came, the older santeros in Matanzas were against 

those public performances … Initially santeros didn’t look at it favourably, 

you see? Because they thought it was like doing profane things. The older 

santeros were really bothered.  

(Vélez, 2000, p.80) 

                                                

38 See Hagedorn (2001, pp. 57-65) for an analysis of audiences and audience 

behaviour at modern Cuban fokloric performances.  
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Folkloric performance of batá drumming initially relied on the skills and knowledge 

possessed by practitioners of Santería. The Conjunto Folklórico Nacional de Cuba, 

the premier Afro-Cuban folkloric group established in 1962 and sponsored by the 

Cuban government, employed a number of key batá drummers who had learnt their 

craft performing at batá ceremony, including Trinidad Torregrosa and Jesús Pérez 

(Hagedorn, 2001, p. 155). The influence of notable ceremonial drummers in the 

performance of Santería folklore is likely to have contributed to eventual acceptance 

of folkloric performances by creyentes. While the initial period of folkloricisation 

may have met with some opposition, its acceptance is evident amongst modern day 

religious and folkloric drummers. I have not met religious practitioners who have 

openly stated their opposition to these performances, although there may be those 

that do oppose them. For many ceremonial drummers today, folkloric performances 

offer a relatively stable source of income, an attraction that cannot be underestimated 

in the harsh economic climate of Cuba. As noted by Vélez, the willingness of 

ceremonial musicians to recreate their traditions and publicise them through folkloric 

performance is likely linked to these financial opportunities (2000, p. 85). Another 

factor in the acceptance of folkloric batá performance is the continued use of batá 

aberikula, batá that do not contain Añá.  

By the 1990s staged folkloric presentations of batá drumming had lost much of the 

stigma that religious practitioners had initially associated with it. Also apparent were 

musical changes. In the following interview with the Havana-based Cuban omo añá 

Jamiel Martinez he notes some of these changes:  

In fundamento [a batá ceremony played with batá fundamento] you should 

play with more seriousness. You play the essential that goes with the tambor. 

You don’t improvise much because it’s fundamento. In the [folkloric] show, 

no. You play more “forward”, in the show you should play to the climate [of 

the show], more open, and you play “flourishes” a lot [Sp. “floreos”], there 

are many “inventions” [Sp. “inventos”].39 

                                                

39 “En fundamento debes ser, con mucha seriedad, y tocar el concepto que es tambor 

fundamento. Tocar lo esencial lo que va el tambor. No improvisar mucho porque es 

fundamento. En spectaculo, no. Se toca mas adelante, en el espectaculo debe tocar a 

un clima, mas abierto y se florea tanto, muchos inventos.”  
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 (p/c, Jamiel Martinez, 20 May 2011) 

Martinez notes that the batá drummers are more likely to play floreos and inventos in 

folkloric shows. These words describe “fills” or improvised lines that are played by 

the batá. Folkloric performances are more likely to include these embellishments 

than batá ceremony, although there is a strong possibility that folkloric 

representations of batá drumming do have an effect on performance practices 

employed by batá drummers at ceremonies, especially when these same drummers 

are involved in both forms of performance (Vélez, 2000, p. 102). Generally though, 

in the secular performance environment batá drummers are more able to express 

themselves in ways that might not be considered appropriate in the context of 

ceremonial practice.  

Batá Outside Cuba 

Santería travels - Santería practice outside Cuba  

While ethnic ties originally bounded oricha worship, the development of Santería in 

Cuba gradually came to place more emphasis on religious kinship through initiation 

(Murphy, 1993, p .33). This community continued to grow in the first half of the 20th 

century, but it remained a religion of the predominantly lower classes, mainly Afro-

Cubans and other economically-marginalised peoples of various ethnic heritage 

(Sandoval, 2008, p. 356). Since the 1990s, the initiation of non-Cubans in Cuba has 

become more common. While non-Cuban initiates tend to come from the USA and 

other Spanish-speaking Latin American countries, anecdotal evidence I have 

collected through conversations in Cuba point towards the initiation of people from 

countries outside Latin America, particularly from Europe, but also Asia and 

Australia. This growth can be linked to certain factors such as the immigration of 

Cuban creyentes to new countries (Vega, 1995), the global publicisation of Santería 

through the commercial distribution of batá ceremony music (Vincent, 2007, p. 35), 

and the development of religious tourism in Cuba (Hagedorn, 2001).   

Communication between practitioners has been complicated by the growth and 

globalisation of Santería and has seen previously localised communities of 

practitioners expand into interconnected transnational networks that operate on an 
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increasing global scale. This has resulted in the emergence of new “transnational 

religious connectivities” that can be spread across different countries (Beliso-de 

Jesus, 2013, p. 705). An ilé in Cuba may have members that reside in Cuba, Mexico, 

the United States, and France. Those outside Cuba may be Cuban immigrants, or 

they could be non-Cubans. What all of these members have in common is that their 

initiations were conducted within the same ilé. While many of these initiations 

continue to occur in Cuba, communities of practitioners outside Cuba have also been 

able to establish the necessary religious authority and expertise to conduct initiations 

in their respective countries, although this ability is mainly centred in countries in the 

Americas. This situation has created a more complex global framework in which 

Santería now exists.  

Batá drumming as a global practice 

Today, both religious and secular batá drumming is performed in many different 

parts of the world. In my initial research on YouTube I found that the performance of 

folkloric-style batá performance was occurring not only in almost all countries in the 

Americas, but also throughout many countries in Europe, as well as Japan, Hong 

Kong, and Australia. As well as the presence of Afro-Cuban folkloric performance, it 

is also evident that small groups of non-Cuban batá drummers in different global 

locations are creating small “study groups” that learn the repertoire and post videos 

of these rehearsals to YouTube. The wider availability of recordings and 

transcriptions appears to be playing a role in this trend, as well as the availability of 

batá aberikula, some of which are produced commercially and distributed 

internationally by drum manufacturers such as Latin Percussion (LP) and Meinl.40 

The widening of interest in batá drumming is further evidenced in the use of batá 

drum samples in the Korg Wavedrum and the inclusion of batá drums in 

transcription software such as Sibelius 7.  

                                                

40 A Latin Percussion catalogue from 1978 features batá drums available for 

purchase (p/c, Thomas Altmann, 17 May 2017).  Martin Cohen, founder of Latin 

Percussion, notes the hostility he received from some of the Santería community in 

the USA when he began producing batá, who believed he was trying to 

commercialise their religion (Mattingly, n/d). 
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While batá drumming has found a somewhat niche popularity as a purely musical 

form, batá ceremony has also come to inhabit new locations outside Cuba. The 

movement of batá fundamento to these new locations has generally been proceeded 

by the development of communities of Santería practice, as occurred in the USA 

(Vega, 1995) and Venezuela (Quintero & Marcuzzi, 2015). In the USA, while 

Santería practice was established around the 1950s, it was not until the late 1970s 

and early 1980s that batá fundamento brought from Cuba started to be used regularly 

at batá ceremony. Before this, batá ceremony was performed with batá aberikula 

(Amira, 2015). The first batá ceremony in the USA using consecrated batá 

fundamento occurred in 1976, and the 1980’s signalled the appearance of a number 

of sets of batá fundamento in the USA (Mason, 1992, p. 16).  It appears that at this 

time newly arrived Cuban omo añás started to bring their own batá fundamento from 

Cuba (Ramos, 2000, p. 180). This increase in batá fundamento in the USA meant 

that there was less need for santeros to travel to Cuba to be presented to Aña.  

During the 1980s and 1990s sets of batá fundamento began to appear in other 

countries in the Americas, including Puerto Rico, Venezuela, and Mexico. One of the 

largest centres of ceremonial batá performance outside Cuba today is in Mexico, 

particularly in Mexico City and its immediate surrounds (Schweitzer, 2013, p.18). 

There are reportedly dozens of batá fundamento that regularly perform there, and 

opportunities for batá ceremony performance exist almost daily (Schweitzer, 2013, 

p.18). Batá fundamento are also present in Brazil (Leobons, 2015), Peru (Arellano, 

2011), and Argentina (p/c, Leonardo Leno, June 24 2015). Since the start of the 

millennium, batá fundamento have also begun to establish themselves outside the 

Americas, particularly in European countries such as Spain, Greece, France, England 

and Italy (Altmann, 2007). Recently, a set of batá fundamento was also brought to 

Australia (p/c, Dominic Kirk, 4 December 2015). 

While Cuban immigration has played a role in the development of new sites for batá 

ceremony, new collectivities of non-Cuban batá drummers are also playing a role. In 

the 1990s and 2000s, more foreigners were coming to Cuba not only to learn batá 

drumming, but also to be initiated as omo añás and receive their own sets of batá 

fundamento. This situation has led to the inclusion of many non-Cubans amongst the 

ranks of omo añás. For some non-Cubans, initiation as an omo añá occurs in order to 

access performance opportunities, and is not necessarily linked to religious belief, 

while for others it is more tied in with a commitment to the beliefs of Santería. Thus, 
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the movement of omo añás and  batá fundamento is influenced by both the migration 

of Cuban practitioners, as well as a growing interest from non-Cuban practitioners. 

While batá practice in the USA is dominated by Cuban-born musicians, in other parts 

of the Americas such as Mexico many of the drummers and practitioners have been 

born there, and Cuban immigration plays a less prominent role (Schweitzer, 2013, p. 

18).  

Global practice as represented through YouTube  

As I have demonstrated above, Santería and batá ceremony are becoming 

increasingly present across different countries. While research into this global 

movement is occurring in parts of the Americas and Europe, the majority of research 

remains focused on Cuba and the USA. While I would not go so far as to say that 

YouTube is providing a definitive documentation of the spread of Santería practice 

and batá drumming across the world, it is providing one view of this geographic 

movement. YouTube also offers a view of the types of regional and transnational 

connections that have become an important component in the globalised environment 

of Santería practice. While video has been examined as a component of transnational 

formations in Santería (Beliso-de Jésus, 2013), YouTube as a representation of a 

globalised batá drumming community has yet to be addressed.  

The following table (Table 2.1) documents the location of uploaders from the data 

set (number of uploaders is provided in brackets), and the location where videos 

were shot. Location information was obtained from YouTube itself. In the case of 

uploaders, this information was often included on YouTube channel profile pages 

when this research commenced in 2012. YouTube stopped publicising this 

information in late 2013 after YouTube accounts were all linked to Google+ social 

media accounts. Location information of the video was ascertained through evidence 

provided through the video content itself, as well as metadata attached to the video 

such as titles and video descriptions. In a small number of cases location data was 

not available.   
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Uploader Location (number)  Video Location  

USA (19) USA, Cuba 

Mexico (4) Mexico, Cuba, 
Uruguay 

Venezuela (4) Cuba 

Puerto Rico (2) Puerto Rico 

Panama (1)  Cuba 

Colombia (1) Cuba  

Cuba (1)  Cuba 

Netherlands (1)  Unknown 

Switzerland (1) Switzerland 

Belgium (1) Cuba 

Italy (2) Italy, Cuba 

Spain (1) Spain, Cuba 

France (1)  Cuba 

Japan (1)  Unknown 

Nigeria (1) Cuba 

Unknown (4) Cuba, Venezuela, 
USA 

Table 2.1. Location of uploaders from the data set compared with the locations 

where videos were shot.  

 

Further analysis of YouTube channels indicate it is most likely that uploaders list 

current country of residence, rather than country of birth, as a number of country 

listings are from Cuban immigrants that record their country of residence. The only 

uploader who listed Cuba as their country was Tina Gallagher, a US-born citizen 

who lived in Matanzas, Cuba, for a ten year period. During this time she would send 

videos back to the USA to be uploaded (p/c, Tina Gallagher, 8 July 2012). The 

appearance of Nigeria in the country listing is something that should be highlighted. I 

suspect that this uploader is either stating their country of birth, or uses Nigeria in a 

diasporic sense, linking their identity with this country, possibly owing to an 
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African-American heritage.41 Having been unable to contact the uploader it is 

difficult to ascertain the truth of this listing. On the whole though, research suggests 

that people are often surprisingly honest in their representation of themselves online, 

leading me to view the above data as a reliable indicator of country of residence 

status (Gatson, 2011, p. 228; Kennedy, 2013, p. 33).   

The information in the table highlights a number of trends. Firstly, the majority of 

uploaders are based in the Americas (71%, n=32) with the USA dominating this 

category with 42% (n=19). Other countries such as Mexico, Venezuela, Puerto Rico, 

Panama, and Colombia are also represented. While Cuba is represented, the uploader 

was not Cuban herself, as noted in the previous paragraph. This highlights the lack of 

Cuban participation on YouTube coming from Cuba directly, something explained 

by the lack of access that Cubans face. The next largest group of uploaders come 

from countries in Europe (15.5%, n=7), with Asia and Africa representing 2% (n=1) 

each. This data correlates broadly to an understanding of demographics consistent 

with communities of Santería outside Cuba, with the largest communities being 

based in the Americas, and smaller communities outside this central hub.  

Secondly, the majority of uploaders post videos of batá ceremony shot in Cuba, 

regardless of their listed country. This highlights the importance of Cuba in 

globalised networks connected to batá ceremony and Santería. This is further 

explored in Chapter 6, but for the moment it is enough to note that many uploaders 

are travelling to Cuba and videoing and/or participating in batá ceremony. A smaller 

number of uploaders also post videos that document batá ceremony in their listed 

country. The importance of Cuba to globalised networks of batá ceremony is 

reinforced by this finding, as is the spread of batá ceremony to other parts of the 

world. The following case study will examine more closely how these global 

connections are manifested on YouTube.  

Case study – Batá travels to Italy  

On the channel Yamil Castillo I came across a series of videos that document the 

birth of a new set of batá fundamento in Cuba, and the subsequent performance of 

                                                

41 I use the term African-American in a broad sense to encompass people with 

African heritage across all the Americas, rather than specifically in the USA.  
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these drums at a batá ceremony in Italy. The uploader of these videos, Yamil 

Castillo, is the person who facilitated this movement of Añá to Italy, and is the olú 

batá, or owner of these drums. According to the biography on his promotional 

website, Castillo is a Cuban-born percussionist who migrated to Italy 1994. In Cuba 

he performed with a number of folkloric groups, and his father is a founding member 

of the Conjunto Folklórico Nacional de Cuba. After migrating to Italy he founded the 

Italian-based Afro-Cuban folkloric group Bakinikini, and is the director for this 

ensemble (Castillo, n/d). His YouTube channel is quite large, containing 257 videos, 

and consists almost entirely of videos documenting Castillo in various musical 

performance situations, including live performances, tutorial style percussion videos, 

and teaching group percussion workshops. Only 8.5% of these videos feature batá 

ceremony (n=22). These batá ceremonies occur in Cuba, Italy, Spain, and 

Switzerland, and Castillo is visible performing batá in the majority of these videos. 

While other videos feature batá performance, these videos document folkloric 

performance that is performed in secular performance environments.  

The video that documents the birth of Castillo’s batá fundamento is simply titled 

“TAMBORES BATA,” was uploaded on 24 March 2010, and is 2:10mins long 

(Yamil Castillo, 2010, March 24). The uploader description attached to the video 

reads:   

Transmiciòn del Nacimiento de mi Tambor de Fundamento en La Habana en 

el Cerro 07.03.2010 

(Transmission of the birth of my tambor de fundamento in Havana in Cerro 

07.03.2010) 

This description announces that this batá ceremony is a transmisión ceremony 

occurring in Havana on the 7 March 2010. As mentioned earlier, this ceremony 

occurs when new batá are consecrated and receive the “sound” of the older set of 

batá that gave birth to the new set. While two sets of batá are usually observed 

during the transmisión, only one set is visible during this video, although the 

uploader claims that this is part of the transmisión in the uploader description. The 

batá are not covered by bantes, and behind the iyá player is the bandera, or flag, that 

sets of batá fundamento display during performance. This bandera displays the name 

of a set of batá fundamento (Añá Obá Ilú), although it is unclear whether this is the 

name of the batá that gave birth to the new batá, or the new batá themselves.  
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A series of three videos closely follow the previous one. Each of these videos 

captures a series of toques dedicated to different orichas being performed in Milan, 

Italy on the 13 August 2010, five months after the videoing of the transmisión 

ceremony in Havana (Yamil Castillo, 2010a; 2010b; 2010c, August 14). The 

following uploader description is attached to all three videos of the batá ceremony in 

Italy:  

 MI TAMBOR DE FUNDAMENTO OBBA Aña Y MIS AGBURE OMO 

Alañá en Milan (italia) 13.08.2010    

(My tambor de fundamento Obba Añá and my agbure (brother) omo alañá 

[omo añá] in Milan (Italy) 13.08.2010 

Each of the three videos captures a whole or part of three separate tratados. 

Tratados42 are sequences of songs that are commonly performed for a single oricha 

during the wemilere. These tratados are dedicated to three oricha: Oyá, the warrior 

queen and guardian of the cemetery gates, Changó, who is mythologised as a former 

king of Oyó in Nigeria, and Orula, the oricha of divination and destiny. The 

ceremony is being performed in what appears to be a shed or warehouse, and a white 

cloth is used as a backdrop behind the drummers. Many of the participants are 

wearing white. It is difficult to tell the nationality of the participants from the video 

alone, although at least two of the drummers are Cubans who live in Italy. This 

includes the uploader, as well as Humberto “La Pelicula” Ovideo, another Cuban 

percussionist living in Italy. Judging from the geographic location of the ceremony it 

is likely that a number of Italians are also present. This time the batá are covered in 

red bantes, and the bandera, or flag of the batá, is visible on the wall behind the 

drummers (Figure 2.3). This bandera announces the name ritual name of the batá 

fundamento: Obbá Añá (L.), or “King Añá.” This makes it likely that the bandera in 

the transmisión video displayed the name of the batá that gave birth to Oba Añá, 

which was Añá Obá Ilú  

                                                

42 Tratado has multiple meanings, and is also used to describe written treatises that 

discuss aspects of Santería practice. Here it is used to describe multiple songs and 

toques that are dedicated to a single oricha.  
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One of the most striking differences that is apparent in these videos is the location of 

the batá ceremony itself. In Cuba, batá ceremonies are commonly held in people’s 

houses, and lounge rooms are often transformed into performance spaces. This is 

evidently the case in the video of the transmisión, as a television is visible behind the 

iyá player. In Milan the ceremony occurs in what appears to be a factory or 

warehouse. While the noise of a ceremony is unlikely to generate dispute between 

neighbours in Cuba, the constant sound of drumming and singing for hours at a time 

in places such as Italy would be uncommon, and the choice of location may have 

been influenced by the need to find a suitable place where noise complaints would 

not be an issue.  

 

 
Figure 2.3. The uploader performing itótele during a batá ceremony in Milan, Italy, 

August 13, 2010. Screenshot taken from “TUT TUI DE OYA” (Yamil Castillo, 

2010a, August 14). 

 

The connection between the two ceremonies in Cuba and in Italy is the presence and 

performance of the same set of batá fundamento. These batá appear to share the 

same process of migration as their owner. The channel Yamil Castillo provides clear 

evidence of the uploader’s own migration, and the eventual migration of the batá 

fundamento Obbá Añá. Videos on this channel also document Castillo performing 
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batá ceremony in Spain and Switzerland, although it is unclear whether Obbá Añá 

are the batá fundamento being played. Castillo’s return visits to Cuba are also 

documented through his YouTube channel. In these videos he is also seen 

performing at batá ceremony while in Cuba.  

These videos depict a percussionist and ceremonial batá drummer, who is active in 

performing and teaching batá in Italy, as well as other countries. That he has brought 

Añá with him back to Italy emphasises that migratory processes not only include 

people, but also objects. Like migratory processes everywhere, questions of 

adaptation, assimilation, retention, and change can also be applied to the migratory 

travels of Añá. The arrival in Western Europe of batá ceremony is documented on a 

number of videos on YouTube. Apart from some videos of batá ceremonies in Spain, 

these other videos document the use of batá aberikula, not batá fundamento. 

Through YouTube new evidence appears that helps illustrate the new, transnational 

journey of Añá.  

Conclusions 

In this chapter I have examined the historical processes that have seen batá ceremony 

shift from a geographically specific location, to one that is performed in an 

increasing number of countries around the world. The processes that have been most 

influential in changing this context have included immigration, the Cuban 

government’s promotion of religious tourism, and the development of secular 

performance models, as well as expanded networks of global communication and 

travel that have allowed Santería to become a more mobile religious practice. It has 

also been shown that YouTube already plays a role in documenting this new 

mobility, as people share videos that help trace the migration of both people and 

Añá. Understanding the present state of Santería should assist in understanding how 

the new online environment extends on the processes of global movement that have 

occurred in the offline environment, and this chapter should also help the reader to 

understand some of the religious concepts that will be discussed in the following 

chapters.  
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Chapter 3 – An Emerging Culture of Video Documentation 

The emergence of video-recording technology at batá ceremony is a relatively recent 

occurrence that brings new, media-focused activities into the sacred space of a batá 

ceremony. This chapter sets out to examine why and how this is occurring, as well as 

examining to what degree the act of videoing affects batá ceremony. In research that 

focuses on how videography is employed in specific cultural settings, there has been 

little discussion about how these practices are negotiated amongst participants in the 

first place. Rather, research has focused on the content of the video itself and how 

the video represents change in the context of traditional practices and culture (e.g. 

Fiol, 2010). In the case of Santería, videography practice needs to be examined in 

light of traditional prohibitions against the visual documentation of ceremonial 

practice, which reference historical and contemporary attitudes shaped by differing 

understandings of the need for secrecy.  

Beginning with an outline of the way that videography practices have been allowed 

to occur at batá ceremonies in recent times, this chapter then places these 

developments into the context of videoing batá ceremony, examining the tensions 

inherent in practitioners’ attitudes towards videography, how participants video batá 

ceremony, and how participants are reacting to the presence of video-recording 

devices at batá ceremony. Drawing on data collected during fieldwork in Cuba, 

interviews with Cuban and non-Cuban initiates, YouTube videos and relevant 

literature, I situate these findings in the evolving presence and influence of 

technological mediation at batá ceremony. To conclude the chapter I propose that 

“etiquettes” are developing around videography practices at batá ceremony. These 

etiquettes are helping to establish the parameters around which videography practices 

are becoming, to some degree, legitimised at batá ceremony.  

Videography Practices at Batá Ceremonies  

The negotiation of public and private   

When I first travelled to Cuba in 2005 I was told by many creyentes, including omo 

añás, senior santeros and babalawos, that videoing batá ceremony, or indeed any 

ceremony, was prohibited. Since that time I have become aware of the increasing 

occurrence of videoing practices not only at batá ceremony, but also in other Santería 

ceremonies. Many examples of ceremonial practice are on YouTube, and they 
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document a wide range of Santería ceremonies including initiations, divination 

readings, and sacrificial rites. The use of video-recording equipment is increasingly 

pervasive, indicated by examples of batá ceremony on YouTube that document more 

than one person videoing the ceremony. Practitioners are reacting to these 

videography practices with a mixture of acceptance, ambivalence, and censure.  

While videography practices during Santería ceremony have been discussed by 

Beliso-de Jesus (2013), her work is concerned with how these videos become part of 

the transnational movement of practitioners that “reveal practitioners’ deployment of 

and engagement in global–local models … which actively reframe notions of 

mobility and travel” (2013, p. 715). Beliso-de Jesus has noted that concerns around 

videography practices stem from both historical conditions and spiritual beliefs. For 

creyentes, the presence of video cameras can be reminders of the use of cameras by 

colonial and government “spies” to document and monitor Santería rituals (2013, p. 

708). Even though this climate of persecution is no longer evident in Cuba, 

practitioners’ reluctance to allow video recordings may stem from a historical 

awareness of the role that visual recording mediums have played in past eras of 

persecution, criminalisation, and censure. Further, practitioners themselves may view 

video as potentially dangerous as these images can be used in spells that seek to 

control the person whose image is captured, transfer negative energies or even 

invoke possession by the orichas (2013, p. 708).  

Van de Port’s (2006) analysis of the use of video cameras during Candomblé 

ceremonies in Brazil highlights similar concerns, but also demonstrates that religious 

participants, while generally agreeing that videoing ceremonial performance is 

inappropriate, do not share a cohesive set of beliefs as to why this is so (2006, p. 

450). Some of the reasons why practitioners were concerned about videoing 

Candomblé ceremonies included the concern that outsiders to the religion would 

misrepresent its beliefs and practices, and that videos could even damage popular 

perceptions of Candomblé by publicising animal sacrifice or possession. In terms of 

ceremonial performance, he notes that practitioners were concerned that the presence 

of cameras could turn ceremonies into “ tourist shows” (2006, p. 450). These 

concerns demonstrate an understanding of the way video may become part of a 

public discourse which limits practitioners’ control over these images.  
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The following section examines the attitudes and processes that transpose batá 

ceremony into a video medium. Interviews and opinions about the videoing of batá 

ceremony were sought from Cuban omo añás, santeros and babalawos, as well as 

non-Cuban omo añás, santeros and babalawos from Australia, Europe, and the USA. 

Participants interviewed about videography at batá ceremonies expressed mixed 

reactions to this practice. Their opinions fell broadly into two camps: those who 

believe that videoing batá ceremony is inappropriate, and those who believe that it is 

appropriate. But there was also some deviation from these positions. Some people 

agreed that videoing certain parts of the batá ceremony was appropriate, while other 

parts were not appropriate. Others demonstrated a willingness to only allow videoing 

for a short amount of time. In some cases it was also difficult to determine to what 

degree people’s stated opinion reflected a public stance that may differ in a more 

private setting.  

An example of the concerns people have about videography practices at batá 

ceremony arose during an interview conducted with Javier Martinez in Havana. 

Martinez is an active omo añá and akpon in Havana. After observing a number of 

YouTube videos, he had this opinion to offer about the practice of videoing batá 

ceremony: “This is a profanation. It is a lack of respect towards the religion, a lack of 

respect towards the orichas and Añá to film this.”43 (p/c, Javier Martinez, 21 March, 

2013). This particular objection views the videoing of batá ceremony as an act that 

jeopardises the religious sanctity of the ceremony, and demonstrates a falta de 

respeto (Sp.), or “lack of respect.” Accusing someone of a “falta de respeto” in 

Santería is a serious charge, as respect is a key component that is reinforced by the 

structural hierarchy of Santería. Practitioners are expected to demonstrate respect 

towards the oricha, elders, and themselves through their actions. By defining video 

behaviour as a “falta de respeto,” Martinez positions videography outside the scope 

of accepted behaviour at batá ceremony.  

Another example of an objection to videoing batá ceremony was related to foreign 

tourists videoing ceremonies occurring in Cuba. As noted in Chapter 1, religious 

tourism in Cuba is common, and foreigners regularly travel to Cuba in order to 

                                                

43 “Es un profano. Hay falta de respeto a la religion, falta respeto a los oricha, y a 

Aña a filmar eso.” 
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undergo initiations and receive religious training. Another popular form of tourism to 

Cuba involves people coming to seek music and dance instruction. In the case of 

non-Cuban batá drummers, religious and musical tourism may be combined, as 

musical tuition in batá drumming may also include initiation as an omo añá and 

performance at batá ceremony. Roberto Torres, another omo añá and oba ilú in 

Havana, related to me that one of his primary objections to videography was 

concerned with the way that videos recorded by foreigners were used once they left 

Cuba: 

You don’t film the tambor. You don’t film the tambor because overseas they 

make twenty things [with the video]. They have made videos that they’ve 

sold, they make 20 000 promotions. Understand? For this, drummers [in 

Cuba] do not like to be filmed.44 

(p/c, Roberto Torres, 26 June 2015).  

Torres positions the videoing of batá ceremony in Cuba as a means by which 

foreigners may promote themselves once they return to their own country. This type 

of practice is apparent on YouTube, and will be discussed later in the context of 

promotional practices on YouTube. These documented collaborations can help build 

prestige for non-Cuban omo añás amongst Santería communities outside Cuba, 

which in turn may lead to more opportunities for financially compensated 

performance. Cubans themselves may also seek to financially benefit from the 

videoing of batá ceremonies. I am aware of one case where a foreigner was allowed 

to continue videoing at a batá ceremony only after “donating” a fee to the batá 

drummers. This is descriptive of the often dire economic situation in which many 

Cubans find themselves, a situation which foreign tourists to Cuba are able to 

(temporarily) alleviate. Teaching batá drums to foreigners has become a valuable 

source of income for a number of ceremonial batá drummers that I know, and this 

situation can also lead to ceremonial performance opportunities for foreigners, as 

well as opportunities for videoing batá ceremony. While some Cuban batá drummers 

will not allow foreigners (or Cubans) to video batá ceremony, for many others the 

                                                

44 “El tambor no se filma. El tambor no se filme porque en el extranjero hacen veinte 

cosas. Han sacan videos que han vendido, echaron veinte mil promociones. 

Entiendes? Por eso mismo hay tamboleros que no le gusta que lo filme.” 
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financial benefits of this situation may influence the decision whether or not to allow 

video-recording.  

Some participants who accepted videography at batá ceremony had a more nuanced 

understanding of what was considered appropriate and inappropriate for video 

recording. Some research participants considered that videoing batá ceremony was 

appropriate, so long as it did not document the acts of possession or initiation. This 

attitude often delineates between videoing the musical performance that occurs at 

batá ceremony, and those other activities which occur during batá ceremonies such 

as possession or initiation, which are perceived to have a greater religious 

significance. This attitude posits a separation between the musical and non-musical 

acts that occur during batá ceremony, although videoing batá fundamento can still be 

considered inappropriate, owing to the presence of the oricha Añá inside the batá 

fundamento.  

Antoine Miniconi is a French omo añá initiated in Cuba, who spent a period of four 

years living in Cuba, performing at batá ceremonies with a family of well-known 

batá drummers known as Los Chinitos. During this time he videoed many batá 

ceremonies. He justified the videoing of batá fundamento by stating that the oricha 

Añá is not visible, and therefore this should not be considered inappropriate: “The 

secret of Añá is inside, it’s not outside. Everyone can see Añá, and it’s nothing 

special. So the secret is inside, you know. Nobody can know and see what’s inside. 

But outside everybody can see” (p/c, Antoine Miniconi, 22 July 2012).  

For some participants, videoing any part of the batá ceremony was considered 

appropriate, including possession and initiation. Tina Gallagher is a USA-born 

santera who spent a period of ten years living in Matanzas, Cuba. Initially travelling 

to Matanzas to undergo further initiations, she became part of the ilé of Alfredo 

Calvo, the last surviving godchild of the renowned santera Fermina Gomez. During 

her ten years living in Matanzas she videoed many of the batá ceremonies that 

occurred in the house of Alfredo Calvo. The following quote documents the reasons 

why she began to start recording batá ceremonies in Cuba:  

Well I’ve never really heard of a restriction that Añá couldn’t be filmed, but 

there is a restriction many people feel that iyawós … should not be captured 

on film. And my father-in-law, Alfredo, allowed that, allowed presentations 

in his home to be filmed because so many of his godchildren were from other 
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countries and they would go back and say that they were made [initiated], and 

people would say that they weren’t. They would say that they were making it 

up. And so in order to have proof that they had been made, he allowed people 

to start filming the presentations and since I was there, I had cameras, you 

know, so he allowed me to film and then it was so amazing … But anything, 

to my mind, if someone can walk off the street to see something, that’s ok to 

film … You know, my goal was not only to capture but was also to start de-

demonising this religion. I mean, it’s beautiful, it’s powerful, it’s 

sophisticated, it’s a million things … I don’t know how it’s perceived in 

Australia, but in the United States, when I made ocha [initiated as a santera] 

16 years ago, I didn’t even tell anyone, because it’s [perceived as] a cult, and 

it was demon worship, and it was, you know, it’s just all bad stuff. 

(p/c, Tina Gallagher, 8 July 2012) 

Gallagher was initially asked by Alfredo Calvo to video batá ceremonies in which 

foreigners were being presented to Añá. This videoing was considered a form of 

evidence which could then be used to verify initiation. Amongst localised 

communities of creyentes proof of ceremonial action is able to circulate through 

more personal networks of communication, as participants are likely to live in a 

similar locale. The use of video to act as a testigo (Sp.), or witness, appears to have a 

strong association with the global climate in which Santería now functions. In her 

research on the use of video at ceremonies in Cuba, Beliso-de Jesus has noted that 

these videos are produced, in part, to act as “virtual testigos,” or “virtual witnesses” 

(2013, p. 706). In my own “presentación a añá” my padrino asked my father to 

video parts of the oru seco, stating that this was necessary to “prove” that I had been 

initiated as a santero and undergone the presentation ceremony. While the human 

testigo is bounded to a particular space, the virtual, or video, testigo is able to 

“travel” taking verification of initiation or other ceremonial activities to different 

countries (Beliso-de Jesus, 2013, p. 713). While this may be in a physical form (a 

video camera, mobile phone, memory stick, etc.), the Internet today provides other, 

less bounded avenues through which these videos may travel.  

Another reason for videography stated by Gallagher is that these videos offer 

counter-narratives to the ways that Santería has been characterised by the traditional 

media. Practitioners of Santería are now able to produce their own stories through 
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videography, stories that seeks to address negative public perceptions about Santería 

as “devil worship.” Gallagher sees these videos as a way to provide an alternative 

representation of batá ceremony that has been lacking in other media avenues. 

Videoing for this reason can be conceived of as giving agency back to a religious 

community that has often been vilified through mass media news outlets.   

It is apparent that Gallagher is comfortable videoing non-musical acts such as 

initiation or possession. She considers that batá ceremony are public events, and that 

anything that occurs in this space can be videoed. The notion of public space is one 

that is often used by supporters of videography at batá ceremony to legitimise the 

practice. While in practice the people who are in attendance are often associated 

through religious ties of kinship, in Cuba it is usually permissible for anyone to enter 

a batá ceremony so long as the correct protocols are maintained. This occurs more 

frequently in smaller towns outside Havana, such as Matanzas, where batá ceremony 

may be viewed as a form of public entertainment and attended by many people (p/c, 

Yoel Alfonso, 15 September 2011). It is also common for people to watch batá 

ceremony through open windows and doorways in Cuba, as they often occur in large 

living spaces that open up to the street. This situation may not be as common in other 

countries such as the USA, where batá ceremony is more likely to occur in less 

publically accessible areas. While batá ceremony, at least in Cuba, is undoubtedly 

“public” in this sense, what remains debatable is whether the notion of “public 

space” is enough to legitimise the use of video cameras.  

Authorising access to sacred space  

The community of practitioners that gather for batá ceremony can be viewed as 

existing in a hierarchy that articulates and governs the roles that different actors play 

during ceremony. Part of this hierarchy are the musicians, as well as senior santeros 

who are present. Different actors occupy different roles in this hierarchy. The batá 

drummers and akpon are responsible for creating the musical sound that will 

hopefully bring the oricha down, and are also responsible for protecting Añá from 

any inappropriate interference from the other participants. Senior santeros who are 

present also play a role in ensuring that other participants engage in performance and 

act in an appropriate manner. As Katherine Hagedorn eloquently states, “The 

musicians are responsible for establishing the connection between heaven and earth, 

but santeros and santeras are responsible for directing it” (Hagedorn, 2001, p. 82).  
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Entrance into this space is often negotiated through those who form this hierarchy, 

and those most likely to enter this space are those who have developed interpersonal 

relationships within the Santería community. Often these relationships are based on 

ties of kinship through initiation. As Beliso-de Jesus has noted, “Entrance to and 

gaze into Santería ritual spaces are highly policed [and] authorized access to visual 

moments has been negotiated through complex initiation ceremonies and validation 

through interpersonal relationships” (2013, p. 706). In Cuba, the development of 

religious tourism means that it is not only Cubans who are participating at batá 

ceremony, as foreigners who are also connected through religious kinship may also 

be present. The development of Cuba as a destination for the initiation of foreigners 

problematises a simplistic understanding of insiders and outsiders at batá ceremony, 

although in a broad sense I define ties of religious kinship as a type of insider status. 

While Torres notes concern about the way that foreigners may use video once they 

have left Cuba in the last section, it is also true that Cubans themselves may not be 

allowed to video batá ceremony, especially if they do not have pre-existing religious 

ties with other participants. From observation at batá ceremonies in Cuba the people 

most likely to video the ceremony are initiates, either omo añá or other participants, 

who have ties of religious kinship with others present.  

By examining how levels of authority circumscribe the act of videoing batá 

ceremony, it is possible to see how multiple levels of authority work with, and 

sometimes against each other. Owing to the participatory nature of these events it 

would be impossible for videographers to act autonomously in these environments. 

Surrounded by the participants at a batá ceremony, the videographer works within a 

space bounded by the perceptions and attitudes of others.  

While many omo añás and other creyentes continue to publically state their 

opposition to videography at batá ceremony, it appears that for some this has become 

a general statement that is often reinterpreted in light of religious and personal 

relationships that exist between videographers and other participants at batá  

ceremonies. Through these relationships access to batá ceremony may be negotiated 

by a videographer. My own experiences with batá ceremony and videoing practices 

highlights the role that pre-existing relationships with other participants play in the 

production of video at batá ceremony. While I cannot speak for all videoing practices 

at batá ceremonies, my own experiences videoing segments of the batá ceremony 

have always occurred after asking permission from stakeholders in the performance, 
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those who can be viewed as possessing authority in this environment. These 

stakeholders can include the omo añás, the practitioners who are sponsoring the batá 

ceremony, the owner of the home where the batá ceremony is held, senior priests 

present at the batá ceremony, and even the oricha themselves. Either knowingly or 

unknowingly, when videography occurs at a batá ceremony, all of these stake holders 

are playing a role in the creation of batá ceremony videos.  

It is most likely the videographer’s connection to one or more people at batá 

ceremony through which permission is obtained. Sometimes, though, different levels 

of this hierarchy may be in disagreement. The following comment by Antoine 

Miniconi highlights how the hosts of a batá ceremony may limit videography 

practice even if the omo añás themselves deem videography appropriate:  

The Chinitos [a family of ceremonial batá drummers] didn’t have a problem 

recording. Sometimes the family where we were playing maybe was not very 

OK with that, it depends. 

(p/c, Antoine Miniconi, 22 July 2012) 

This quote illustrates how different levels of authority may be opposed to each other, 

and affect the practice of videography at batá ceremony. While the omo añás play a 

significant role in allowing batá ceremony to be videoed, the sponsors of the batá 

ceremony are also involved in this process. In Miniconi’s experience, it was these 

sponsors of the batá ceremony that were more likely to be opposed to videography. 

While Miniconi’s status as a foreigner may have affected the sponsors’ attitudes 

towards his videoing practices, it is just as likely that Cubans themselves would face 

similar issues, especially if they were unknown to the other participants. This 

highlights how interpersonal relationships, regardless of initiatory status, play an 

important role in videography practices.  

For practitioners of Santería, the presence of an oricha through possession represents 

the highest level of authority at a batá ceremony. One of the most important 

functions of the oricha at a batá ceremony is to offer advice to practitioners. This 

advice can be ignored, but this would be seen as particularly dangerous behaviour 

that could possibly lead to punishment by the oricha. Tina Gallagher mentions that, 

at times, the oricha objected to her videoing the ceremony:  
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I’ve been shut down by the oricha, and I’ve respected it. I’ve had them just 

put their hand right in front of the camera, and I respected it, and I shut the 

cameras off and that was the end. But if they don’t stop me, I figure they’re 

cool with it. They know I’m there. 

(p/c, Tina Gallagher, 8 July 2012)  

It is most commonly through the negotiation of relationships with different actors 

that videography is allowed to occur at batá ceremony, but it is also possible that 

people have different understandings about the practice of videography at batá 

ceremony. The above examples illustrate how, while one person or group of people 

may accept the practice of videography at a batá ceremony, this acceptance is not 

always shared by other participants. While a number of omo añás related to me that 

it was the role of the batá drummers to control videography, this research 

demonstrates that this is not always the case. In some circumstances the omo añás 

may allow videography, but others at the batá ceremony may object, effectively 

prohibiting this practice from occurring. Even when human actors do not object to 

videoing behaviours, the oricha themselves may intercede. It is through this network 

of relationships that batá ceremony either becomes visible, or not visible, through the 

lens of a video camera.  

An evolving conception of the public and the private 

As anthropologist and linguist Susan Gal has noted, the public and the private 

domains are relative, “dependent for part of their referential meaning on the 

interactional context in which they are used.” (Gal, 2002, p.80). In the context of 

batá ceremony, the secularisation and folkloricisation of batá ceremony has shown 

how negotiation between the public domain of secular performance and the private 

domain of ceremonial performance, has resulted in adaptive strategies that have 

allowed batá drumming and other musical-ceremonial components of Santería to be 

presented in new, secularised settings. The co-option and recontextualisation of batá 

ceremony into a folkloric performance context was initially viewed as a profanation 

by some of the older generation of santeros, which can be framed as an example of a 

falta de respeto. As noted in Chapter 2, it was the younger generation of practitioners 

that embraced the opportunity to publicise their practices, although this was only 

permissible with certain modifications. While one of these modifications included 

the use of batá aberikula, it was also based on the understanding that this was a 
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presentational performance that was not intentionally “calling” to the oricha, 

although the line between staged presentation and religious act was never as clear as 

might first be assumed (Hagedorn, 2001).  

Videos of batá ceremony bring the religious intent of batá ceremony into sharper 

focus, crossing a line that folkloric performance does not. This represents a period in 

time when batá ceremony is being presented through new media, and new 

negotiations around what should be made public and what should remain private are 

again foregrounded. Videos of possession and initiation on YouTube remain 

particularly contentious. The presence of videos that document possession are often 

viewed much more critically than those that only highlight musical performance 

during batá ceremony. When I began to show YouTube videos of possessions to one 

informant in Havana, he exclaimed, “This is where the trouble starts!” Up to this 

moment he did not show any concerns about the videos he was watching that only 

focused on musical performance at batá ceremony. After I began to play one video 

documenting possession he asked me to turn it off after watching it briefly, saying, 

“My mother [a santera] will kill me if she sees me watching this!” (p/c, Miki 

Alfonso, 23 March, 2013).  

Videos of possession on YouTube offer clues as to the types of negotiations that 

surround the videoing of possession. The following examples from YouTube 

highlight the strategies that are employed by videographers and other participants at 

batá ceremony, outlining new concepts of the public and private that are brought up 

by the presence of a video camera. I use these examples to illustrate how different 

perceptions about what is private and what is public are played out in videography 

practices as they occur during batá ceremonies.   

Negotiating video practices around oricha possession 

In some videos, possession behaviour is only momentarily present in the final upload 

that can be viewed on YouTube. These ‘glimpses’ into possession behaviour offer a 

peripheral view of possession at the moment that one participant begins to show 

signs of possession. The video “tambor de fundamento en cuba #2” (emiser834, 

2009, April 21) is one of a series of two videos that documents the wemilere, the 

section of a batá ceremony when possession is most likely to occur. The video 

documents a group of Havana-based batá drummers and akpon who appear in a 

number of other YouTube videos. In both of these videos the camera retains a strong 
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focus on the drummers and akpon, as is the case with the majority of batá ceremony 

videos. At 1:06mins, a blue dress is visible at the right side of the frame (Fig.3.1). 

Held up in one hand, this dress floats in and out of the frame, while the camera 

remains focused on the batá drummers. At 1:22mins, the camera pans right and 

refocuses on the dancer (Fig.3.2). The camera then remains focused on the dancer 

until 1:45mins, when it again pans towards the drummers. The camera focuses on the 

dancer for a period of 23 seconds. In the last second of the video we can observe the 

okónkolo player look directly into the camera just before the video cuts at 1:54mins 

(Fig.3.3).    

Figure 3.1. ‘Glimpsing’ possession. In the right hand side of the frame can be seen 

the fringes of a blue dress being worn by one of the participants who is becoming 

possessed. Screen shot taken from “tambor de fundamento en cuba #2” (emiser834, 

2009, April 21).   
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Figure 3.2. The possessed person dancing in the centre of the frame. Screen shot 

taken from “tambor de fundamento en cuba #2” (emiser834, 2009, April 21). 

Figure 3.3. The okónkolo player looking directly at the camera. Screen shot taken 

from “tambor de fundamento en cuba #2” (emiser834, 2009, April 21).  

The next example, “Tambor a mi madrina Cuki” (ogbetua, 2008, January 1) was shot 

in Vedado, a suburb of Havana. This video has proved popular on YouTube, with 45 
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952 views, and is another example of a “glimpsed” possession. For most of this 

video the camera is videoing from the position of a participant. But the shot that 

glimpses possession is taken from a more discrete location from beside a wall, 

looking out at the batá ceremony from the far end of the room. This is unusual, as 

before this shot the camera is clearly participating in the ceremony and does not 

appear to be hidden from the participants. But at 4:02mins, the shot briefly captures a 

possessed person dancing in front of the batá drums, dressed in the regalia of the 

oricha Changó (Figure 3.4). We quickly hear someone say, “No cámara,” (Eng. “No 

camera”) at which point the camera turns away from the possession and the shot 

cuts.  

Figure 3.4. A shot capturing a possession by the oricha Changó. Changó is seen at 

the far end of the room in the centre, with dark red and gold clothes and a gold 

crown. Screen shot taken from “Tambor a mi madrina Cuki.” (ogbetua, 2008, 

January 1).  

In both of these examples of a glimpsed possession the shot is cut abruptly. In 

“tambor de fundamento en cuba #2” the cut occurs after the okónkolo player looks 

directly at the camera, and in “Tambor a mi madrina Cuki” the cut occurs after a 

person is heard saying “No cámara.” I cannot confirm the reason for the cut in the 
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first video example, but I strongly suspect that the occurrence of possession was the 

reason why the camera stopped videoing. The okónkolo player’s gaze into the 

camera appears intentional, and I believe that this glance signalled the videographer 

to stop recording. In the second video example, we have clear audio evidence that the 

videographer was explicitly told to stop videoing the possession.  

Both of these videos illustrate how some participants at batá ceremony view the 

moment of possession as a private moment, and that this should not be documented 

by a video camera. While the videographers began to document these possessions, 

other participants felt that this was not appropriate. These instances of stopping the 

videoing of possession could be linked to the belief by some that video cameras 

interfere with the act of possession. Exactly how the video camera would interfere 

with possession is unclear, although this belief was shared by some of the omo añás I 

talked to in Cuba. It is also possible that people do not want to risk the displeasure of 

the orichas, as the orichas may view the presence of the camera as a falta de respeto. 

During a batá ceremony that my sister attended in Havana, she was accosted by the 

oricha Eleguá who objected to her carrying a camera during the batá ceremony. She 

had not taken any photos of the oricha, but the sight of the camera caused the oricha 

to angrily march up to her and yell “No fotos!” Therefore stopping videography at 

the beginning of a possession may also be a precautionary reaction.  

Other possession videos on YouTube change the perception of what is and is not 

appropriate to video when possession occurs. The following two examples from the 

same uploader on YouTube illustrate these different attitudes, and the types of video 

documentation that result from them.  

“Oya Bailando 2007” (La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2009, May 3), is 6:32mins long, 

and was shot in Santiago de Cuba. It is the most viewed video in the data set, with 

248 061 views. The video focuses entirely on a the act of possession as the oricha 

Oyá dances before the batá drums. While the previous videos mainly documented the 

musical performance, only briefly focusing on the act of possession, this video 

retains exclusive focus on the person who is being possessed. We see the oricha 

dancing in front of the batá drums, the participants near the oricha also dancing, and 

the oricha passing money to some of the participants and hugging them. At 3:27mins 

the drumming stops, the oricha pauses from these actions, and begins to speak. At 

this point one of the participants motions at the camera with a “cutting” gesture 
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(Fig.3.5). The camera cuts, but the scene reopens the next second, and again the 

“mount” can be observed dancing in front of the batá drums. There is no footage of 

what the oricha was saying to the participants. At 6:06mins the oricha again stops to 

speak to the participants, and the same participant again motions at the camera to cut. 

Figure 3.5. Motioning to the camera to “cut” while the oricha Oyá is dancing. 

Screen shot taken from “Oya Bailando 2007” (La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2009, 

May 3). 

In “Oya Bailando 2007” we are allowed access to parts of the possession 

performance that was not permitted in the previous examples. The camera retains 

focus on the oricha and documents typical behaviours that are common during 

oricha possession, providing a more thorough documentation of the possession 

process. The common tropes of oricha possession that I have witnessed at batá 

ceremony are present in this video. The oricha has been dressed in clothes the 

participants have deemed appropriate for the oricha Oyá and is dancing before the 

batá, handing out money to chosen participants. The oricha also alternates between 

periods of pause and periods of more vigorous dancing. And then the oricha begins 

to speak. This is the point at which the cutting motion is made towards the camera. 
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The camera does a straight cut into the next scene, which captures similar content 

from the previous scene.  

In this video we find a much more extended documentation of possession. This 

includes capturing the way that the oricha dances before the batá drums, as well as 

some limited interaction with the participants. What we are not permitted to see is 

the oricha speaking to the participants. For participants, the opportunity to directly 

communicate with the oricha is an important aspect of batá ceremony. This 

communication often takes the form of blessings, warnings, and admonitions that the 

oricha offers to select participants, although this communication may also be broadly 

directed at all participants. The reason why the filming was stopped at this point is 

most likely linked to the intimate nature of discourse between oricha and the 

participants.  

Dominic Kirk is an Australian who was initiated as an omo añá and santero in 

Havana in 2013, and as a babalawo in 2015. While in Cuba, Kirk has videoed not 

only batá ceremony, but also other religious ceremonies in which he was a 

participant. His main rationale for this was to document these ceremonies for his own 

personal learning. While not all ceremonial practice was documented by Kirk on 

video, it was obvious from the interview that he considered videoing a legitimate 

means of religious transmission. This was mainly owing to the fact that in Australia, 

he did not have the opportunity to participate in these practices, and video shot in 

Cuba was a necessary method of learning. Aside from Kirk’s relatively liberal stance 

on videoing ceremony in Santería, he notes that the videoing of orichas was not 

something that he would do:  

If an ocha [oricha] actually comes down, and takes possession of someone, 

then no, I wouldn’t film them. Because it’s sort of not necessary you know. 

Because I wouldn’t film that out of respect, and the other thing to back that 

up is aside from that it’s not necessary. Because there’s nothing to be 

documented or learned. Because all of the advice goes to the people who are 

there, and that’s it.  

(p/c with Dominic Kirk, 4 December, 2015) 

As well as stating his objection to videoing any aspect of possession, he also states 

that filming the communication between the oricha and participants does not serve 
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any purpose. While it could be argued that documenting this process may in fact be 

helpful to the person who is receiving the advice, providing a record of what was 

said, it would seem that some attitudes towards videoing possession do not permit 

this type of documentation, and actually view it as an intrusion into a private 

communication. “Oya Bailando 2007” therefore offers what might be considered a 

“middle ground” in relation to videoing possession. While it does not document all 

of the activity that occurs during possession, it does offer some insight into how an 

oricha acts in the context of musical performance at a batá ceremony. But outside of 

this, possession is still considered private, especially when the oricha provides 

personal advice to those in attendance.  

Another video by the same uploader as “Oya Bailando 2007 is “OBBATALA 

MANIFESTANDOCE” (La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2012, January 4). This video 

has the second-highest view count in the data set, with 210 001 views. It documents 

some of the activities that occur during possession that, to my knowledge, are not 

documented anywhere else on YouTube. This video opens with a shot outside the 

batá ceremony, with the camera following the oricha Obatalá. The oricha then enters 

into a room, and the door closes behind him. Emerging, the oricha is seen talking to 

some participants, and receiving something to drink (Figure 3.6). The batá drums and 

the akpon are clearly audible, even though they are not in the shot. The music does 

not make it possible to clearly hear what the oricha is saying to the participants, and 

the camera maintains some distance between the oricha and those with whom he is 

talking.                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Figure 3.6. The oricha Obatalá talking to participants outside in the patio. Screen 

shot taken from “OBBATALA MANIFESTANDOCE” (La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 

2012, January 4).  

This video alternates between shots of the oricha talking to the participants as well as 

dancing in front of the batá drums. While the video documents the process of 

communication between the oricha and the participants, it does not actually record 

what was said. The distance maintained by the videographer, and the sound of the 

music that continues to be performed, means that what is said still remains a private 

conversation. This illustrates how something that has been deemed private in other 

videos can become public on other videos while still maintaining a degree of privacy 

provided by the distance of the camera and the inability to hear the conversation that 

is taking place between the oricha and the participants.  

The reaction from commenters on YouTube demonstrates a diversity of opinions 

regarding the appropriateness of documenting possession on YouTube. While there 

are no negative comments generated by those videos that only glimpse possession, 

the videos uploaded by La Vida Artistica de Rafael attract many comments that 

disagree with the decision to publicise possession in this way. A smaller number of 

comments defend the decision of the uploader. The number of views that these last 

two video examples received highlight that, regardless of concerns over 
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appropriateness, these videos are very popular. YouTube comments reflect an area of 

concern about the publicisation of possession performance, while at the same time 

possession videos generate a high degree of interest from those who are able to 

access them on YouTube.   

These videos can be viewed as sites of negotiation that are helping to shape new 

concepts in Santería about what is public and what is private. On YouTube, we find 

that public and private become relative terms that are individually interpreted by 

those who are videoing, other participants, who may guide the videographer in their 

decision about what is appropriate to video, and YouTube users themselves. Of the 

videos that I have examined, one of the trends is for possession to be “glimpsed” 

rather than observed. These videos frame possession as something that is private, but 

becomes momentarily public on YouTube. The last two video examples demonstrate 

ways that publicised possession performance on YouTube is also negotiated through 

different perceptions of the public and private. In “Oya Bailando 2007,” the public 

part of the event revolves around the oricha’s participation in musical performance, 

but then becomes private when the activities turn towards communication between 

the oricha and participants. In “OBBATALA MANIFESTANDOCE” the act of 

communication becomes public, but the content remains private. The reaction from 

commenters on YouTube suggest that distinctions about publicness and privateness 

are often collapsed into discussions about appropriateness. Framed in this way, many 

commenters, as well as other creyentes I discussed this issue with, believe videos 

that explicitly and openly document possession are not appropriate on YouTube. 

These examples demonstrate that negotiations remain dynamic and contingent on 

situational contexts and individual interpretations which are still the subject of 

ongoing negotiation, although the data suggests that explicit publicisation of 

possession remains a contentious and potentially divisive issue.   

The Development of a Video Culture at Batá Ceremony 

As discussed in Chapter 1, video culture is becoming an increasingly ubiquitous part 

of the online environment, with amateur videographers contributing significant 

amounts of video content through sites such as YouTube. The impact of video-

recording technology embedded in mobile phones, as well as the continuing 

popularity of small camcorders produced for the amateur market has given amateurs 

greater choice when it comes to participating in the creation of their own videos, but 
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how is the presence of this technology affecting batá ceremony? While I have 

examined some of the reasons why it may or may not be appropriate to video batá 

ceremony, the following discussion seeks to draw out how the actual practice of 

videography occurs, and examine to what extent videography is having an effect on 

participant behaviours at batá ceremony. This will position new media practices such 

as videography against more traditional understandings of appropriate, religiously-

driven participation, and highlight the role that videographers play as both religious 

participants and modern producers of media. Particular emphasis will be placed on 

how videography is situated within the framework of religious expectations that 

govern participant behaviour at batá ceremony. The examples and analysis featured 

in this section will draw on a range of practices that I have observed in Cuba and in 

videos of batá ceremony on YouTube. 

Mobile phone recording at batá ceremony  

Mobile phone technology is becoming ubiquitous on a global scale (David, 2010, 

p.93). By 2015, 1.8 billion people around the world had smart phones (eMarketer,

2015). Even in Cuba, a country where technology goods are often in short supply,

mobile phones with Internet capability are becoming more common. In 2011 it was

estimated that around 11% of the Cuban population had smart phones, the majority

of users being younger “millennials” (Silva, 2015). While the majority of Cubans do

not have access to mobile phone technology, my fieldwork in Cuba suggests that at

least some Cubans are actively using mobile phones to record batá ceremony. For

those who do not live in Cuba and have greater access to mobile phones, evidence

suggests that mobile phones are the dominant method to record batá ceremony. This

positions non-Cubans as the main instigators of video-recording practices at batá

ceremony.

On YouTube it is difficult to determine the exact type of recording device that has 

been used to video batá ceremony, but occasionally comments attached to YouTube 

videos reference the use of mobile phones. In the following discussion taken from 

the YouTube comments section, the uploader of a batá ceremony video replies to a 

comment uploaded by Balongo63.  

Balongo63 7 years ago 

Coño! Si fue un celular esta claro de a vicio,yo juraba que era cámara! 
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(Damn! If this was a cellular it is really clear, I would have sworn it was a 

camera!) 

diegotimba 7 years in reply to Balongo63 

Si,es que fue grabado con un celluar! 

(Yes, it is, it was recorded on a cellular!) 

diegotimba 7 years in reply to Balongo63 

Es el Nokia E61i con una targeta de 2gb,ya es viejito pero me funciona 

bastante y me saca de apuros si dejo la camara! 

(It’s a Nokia E61i with a 2GB [memory] card, it’s already old but it works 

well enough for me and gets me out of trouble if I don’t have the camera!) 

(diegotimba, 2008, October 6) 

While it is not possible to judge to what extent the videos of batá ceremony on 

YouTube are being filmed by mobile phone cameras, I would argue that mobile 

phones are being used to record a significant proportion of them. I make this 

assumption based on my own observation at batá ceremony in Cuba, as well as other 

evidence featured on YouTube videos themselves, where other people can be 

observed in the video using mobile phones to video the batá ceremony. While access 

to mobile phones is uneven across different geographic and socio-cultural 

demographics, they are an increasingly pervasive and normal part of many people’s 

lives, and there is little doubt that many practitioners of Santería, especially those 

outside Cuba, carry a potential video camera with them in their pockets wherever 

they go.    

The accessibility and ease with which video can be recorded on mobile phones has 

made everyone with a mobile phone a potential videographer, including participants 

at batá ceremony. It appears that even with alternative recording devices on hand, the 

mobile phone as a video-recorder is sometimes a preferred tool when recording batá 

ceremony. Dominic Kirk recounts the reasons why he used the mobile phone to 

record batá ceremony in Cuba:  
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Some of the other trips I’ve brought a little Zoom camera, but … the iPhone 

is always awesome, because you have it on you anyway and it sounds great 

and looks great. The Zoom cameras, you have to either have a power point 

somewhere, or you have to have an adaptor, or possibly an extension cord. 

And then the battery … they always suck ... You know, even if it’s good 

quality [the Zoom recorder], it’s just a hassle. And the phone is just great, 

you know. People want to hold an iPhone and film stuff for you all day. It’s 

good.  

(p/c, Dominic Kirk, 4 December 2015) 

Kirk recorded batá ceremonies in Havana using an iPhone, even though he had 

brought a Zoom video recorder specifically for this purpose. Convenience, 

accessibility and quality all play a part in Kirk’s choice of the mobile phone as his 

preferred method of recording batá ceremony. Even though the Zoom series of video 

recorders are designed specifically for recording musical performance, Kirk notes a 

number of reasons for preferring the mobile phone. Features such as battery life on 

the Zoom recorder were inferior to the iPhone, and the quality of image and sound 

found in the iPhone was something that provided Kirk with the desired quality. This 

highlights how the evolution of mobile phone video-recording technology has 

allowed mobile phones to become a credible alternative to dedicated video recorders 

(Hjorth, 2007, p. 229). Mobile phone video-recording technology continues to 

develop and advance, with some of the latest phones featuring increasingly high 

video resolution such as 4K. This increasing resolution is most likely a factor in the 

expansion of online video content (Strangelove, 2010, p 17). In the case of batá 

ceremonies, it means that mobile phones are now able to capture the event in 

increasingly vivid resolution with a device that is usually close at hand at all times.  

Kirk also mentions that mobile phones allow other people to become collaborators in 

the video-recording process. In batá ceremony videos on YouTube, it is often the 

case that the uploader of the video is observable in the video itself. The videographer 

of the event remains an anonymous presence in the video. This is able to occur 

because of collaborative videoing practices such as the one documented by Kirk. 

Here Kirk further elaborates on the process of collaborative videoing: 

KW- Whose idea was it to film it [the batá ceremony]? Was it yours 

originally?  
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DK- Yeah, me.  

KW- And who physically filmed it? Because I noticed you’re in the video.  

DK- In the transmission, I think my god brother in santo. He’s also omo añá. 

KW- Did you have to ask them, “Can you film this for me please?” 

DK- Sort of. Because me and him, we go out everywhere together and film 

stuff together. So if I’m playing, or he’s having a jam or whatever, we’ll film 

each other. And he usually films a lot of stuff for me just for fun … He’s a 

santero, omo añá and everything as well, so we share this stuff. 

(p/c, Domenic Kirk, 4 December 2015) 

Here Kirk is talking about a video that can be found on YouTube that documents the 

public section of a transmisión, the ceremony that “gives voice” to the newly 

consecrated batá fundamento. This set of batá fundamento, given the ritual name of 

Okó Bí Aché, was prepared for Kirk, who returned with them to Australia.45 In the 

video Kirk can be seen playing itótele in the toque called chachalekefun on his newly 

consecrated batá fundamento. This was a special moment in Kirk’s life, and 

something that he wanted to document on video. As he was playing it was 

impossible for him to video this himself, so his Cuban friend and god brother 

videoed it for him. In this situation the mobile phone precipitated a collaborative 

videoing practice that allowed Kirk to feature himself in the video. Many of the batá 

ceremony videos on YouTube suggest that collaborative video practices occur 

frequently, and is the most likely scenario when the uploader is visible in the video.  

Mobile phones facilitate this type of collaborative videoing process because they are 

designed to be easy to use, and they are also a familiar piece of technology for many 

people.  

The use of mobile phones at batá ceremony is not restricted to video recording 

practices. On one YouTube video there is a video of an akpon actually receiving a 

                                                

45 Okó Bí Aché is the first, and at the time of writing, only batá fundamento located 

in Australia. According to information from Kirk, this set of batá was consecrated in 

Havana, and “born” from Añá Adé Mi Wa.   
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text and answering it as he begins singing a new song (Fig. 3.7). After singing the 

opening call of the song, the akpon is visible typing into his phone while the other 

participants sing the response. This batá ceremony is occurring in the USA, most 

likely in Florida, as the akpon, Radames Villega, is a Cuban who resides in Florida.46 

Some of the comments attached to this video are very critical of the akpon’s 

behaviour. For example, the following comment states: 

una pregunta : que carajo hace un celular en ese tambor? sera que leia la 

letra? que falta de respeto 

(a question: what bastard uses a cellular at this tambor? Is it to read the words 

[to the song]? what a lack of respect)  

(Ifaoddara, 2011, January 6) 

 

 
Figure 3.7. Akpon receiving a text message during a tambor. Screen shot taken from 

“Tambor de Fundamento a Odua 1/16 (Ifaoddara, 2011, January 6).   

                                                

46 Radames Villega is a highly controversial figure amongst the Santería community 

in Florida. Initiated as a babalawo in Cuba, he has been involved in re-initiating 

santeros in the African Yoruba religious tradition, which has angered members of 

Florida’s Cuban Santería community (Ramos, n/d). 
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While this may not be a typical example, I add it here to illustrate the potential extent 

to which mobile phone technology could be becoming normalised during batá 

ceremony. While I would suggest that this type of behaviour would not be tolerated 

by all participants, as illustrated by the negative comments about the use of a mobile 

phone by the akpon, it does provide some perspective on the increasing prevalence 

and normalisation of mobile phone technology at batá ceremony.   

Mobile phones are no longer devices that are used solely for telephonic 

communication between two people. Video-recording is only one example of the 

new applications embedded in mobile phone devices, but for those who participate in 

batá ceremony, mobile phone video-recording is indicative of wider trends that have 

positioned mobile phone video-recording as an increasingly common occurrence in 

everyday situations (Reponen, Lehikoinen & Impiö, 2007, p. 460). While batá 

ceremony may not be an “everyday” event, it is likely that the acceptance of mobile 

phone video-recording in modern society has contributed to its acceptance at batá 

ceremony. The improving quality of mobile phone recording technology also offers 

acceptable alternatives to more professional, standalone video camera devices. Based 

on the findings of video-recording practices at batá ceremony and the supporting 

literature, I argue that mobile phone video recording is the most significant 

contributing factor that has precipitated the rise of videography at batá ceremony.  

Other recording devices at batá ceremony  

While mobile phone video recording plays a significant role in recording batá 

ceremony, standalone video-recording devices are also being used to document batá 

ceremony. On one occasion I witnessed somebody using a small camcorder to record 

batá ceremony in Havana in March 2013. A number of these types of video cameras 

are also observable on videos of batá ceremony on YouTube. Aside from mobile 

phones, these are likely to be the most common form of video-recording device used 

to document batá ceremony. The popularity of small camcorders is owing to their 

small, portable nature, as well as their relative affordability and ease of use. In this 

way they have similar advantages to the mobile phone. But whereas mobile phones 

are more likely to be on hand at any given moment, the use of a camcorder is more 

likely related to the desire to film a “special event.” Hjorth has noted how the use of 
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mobile phones and the standalone video recorder have traditionally been used in two 

different contexts that delineate between “everyday” and “special” events:  

The former (camera phone) was always there, ‘on hand’ (both literally and 

metaphorically) to capture the trivialities of the everyday, unlike the stand-

alone camera with high resolution that would be brought along purposely to 

events deemed ‘special’. 

(Hjorth, 2007, p. 229)  

Although Hjorth goes on to demonstrate that more modern mobile phone video 

technology is challenging this distinction, in the case of batá ceremony I would argue 

that the notion of batá ceremony being a “special occasion” remains a reason why 

people may choose to use standalone video cameras. In the case of the batá 

ceremony where I observed a small camcorder being used, it was documenting a batá 

ceremony in Cuba sponsored by the Mexican who was recording the event. Like 

Kirk’s participation in his transmisión ceremony, it is likely that this batá ceremony 

was viewed by the Mexican sponsor as significant and important. Exactly why he 

chose to record this event with a camcorder rather than a mobile phone is unclear, 

but standalone video cameras such as camcorders offer advantages such as a higher 

quality image and optical zoom that are not common on mobile phones. Because of 

these technical advantages, I position the use of camcorders at batá ceremony as a 

more “serious” attempt at documentation.     

But camcorders are still made for the amateur market, and they lack many of the 

features of professional, “full-feature” video cameras. In a smaller number of cases, 

batá ceremony is being videoed by these more professional video cameras. Tina 

Gallagher, while unable to remember the exact model of Sony camera she used to 

record batá ceremony in the early 2000s in Cuba, could only identify it as a “very, 

very good camera’ (p/c, Tina Gallagher, 8 July 2012). The camera used by Gallagher 

relied on video tape to capture the image, and was also much larger than the 

handheld video cameras or mobile phones that record the majority of batá ceremony 

in more recent times.  

Gallagher’s use of a more professional video camera occurred during the early 

2000s, which means she was more limited when it came to choosing a video camera. 

On YouTube there is a more recent example of a full-featured camera being used to 
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record batá ceremony. In the video “Doble tambor casa dé Andres Ochossi” (Omo 

Yemaya, 2014, November 23) shot in the USA, we see two professional cameras 

with dedicated videographers, one mounted on a tripod beside and behind the batá 

drums (Figure 3.8), while another is visible amongst the participants. 

 

 
Figure 3.8.– Video camera on tripod filming a tambor from behind the batá drums. 

Screen shot taken from “Doble tambor casa dé Andre Ochossi” (Omo Yemaya, 2014, 

November 23). 

 

This video was uploaded on 23 November 2014. Although there is nothing to suggest 

that the video was not recorded at an earlier date, it is likely that it is a more recent 

production. This is evidenced by the quality of the image which is documenting the 

batá ceremony, which is of a higher resolution than would be expected from 

examples videoed during the 2000’s. The presence of a two full-feature video 

cameras with dedicated videographers suggests that these people were specifically 

contracted to video the batá ceremony. This positions these type of videography 

practices alongside other professional videography activities that may take place at 

special events such as weddings. The use of professional video cameras and 

dedicated videographers places more emphasis on the “special” nature of the batá 

ceremony. In this case, it also speaks to the relative affluence of the people who have 
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sponsored the batá ceremony. According to the title, the batá ceremony is being held 

at the house of Andrés Ochosi, a well-known figure amongst the Santería community 

in Miami, who is reported to have initiated 1000 people (Irazusta, 2017). The ability 

to contract professional videographers and record batá ceremony is not something 

that occurs in Cuba, and speaks to the relative affluence of some Santería 

communities outside Cuba.  

While these examples provide some evidence that more professionalised 

videography is occurring at batá ceremony, I still consider this a marginal practice at 

the moment for reasons that will be discussed next. From evidence provided by 

videos on YouTube, as well as observation at batá ceremonies, it is more likely that 

batá ceremony is videoed by either mobile phones or small, handheld camcorders. 

The use of these types of recording devices is indicative of the current increase in 

amateur-led recording practices that is being encouraged by much greater access to 

video-recording devices, as well as the development of online video-sharing 

platforms such as YouTube. The device most emblematic of amateur video-

recording culture is the mobile phone, and it remains the most likely recording 

device to be used at batá ceremony in more recent times.  

Observing sacred space 

As discussed in Chapter 2, during a batá ceremony the immediate space in and 

around the batá fundamento is viewed as spiritually-charged owing to the presence 

of the oricha Añá inside batá fundamento (Schweitzer, 2003, p. 146). I would also 

add that the notion of spiritually-charged space can be extended beyond the 

immediate space around the batá drums, and includes the entire room in which batá 

ceremony occurs. Even though batá ceremonies most commonly occur inside 

people’s homes, these areas are transformed during batá ceremony, becoming spaces 

in which spiritual force and potential are focused through the activities of batá 

ceremony and the interactions of participants. Mircea Eliade uses the idea of sacred 

space as a means to define how religious action and thought may alter the 

relationship to everyday, profane space, allowing “communication between the 

cosmic planes (between heaven and earth) and make possible ontological passage 

from one mode of being [the profane, everyday] to another [the sacred, religious]” 

(Eliade, 1959, p. 63). In Santería, all the activities of batá ceremony, the drumming, 

singing, and dancing, are instrumental in transforming the area of batá ceremony 
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from a profane space to a sacred space. In this context the position that the 

videographer inhabits during a batá ceremony may have the potential to disrupt this 

sacred space by bringing secular, media-focused behaviours into the ceremony.   

At a batá ceremony in Old Havana on 5 April 2013, I saw how notions of sacred 

space may be violated by the presence of a videographer. When the oru cantado had 

begun I noticed that one of the participants, a Mexican, was videoing with a small 

handheld camcorder. He then proceeded to stand directly in front of the itótele while 

pointing the camera downwards facing the drum. He then stepped sideways, 

videoing each drum in the same fashion. It is usually only permissible for santeros to 

approach the drums like this when ritually saluting them. The casualness with which 

the videographer stood in front of the drums and the lack of reaction from any of the 

drummers made me consider to what extent this space is considered sacred by the 

omo añás and the other participants. When I later questioned one of the drummer’s 

who had been present, he shrugged his shoulders and told me that this was the person 

who had sponsored the batá ceremony, implying that the drummers allowed this to 

occur because this person had paid for their services. The explanation for this type of 

behaviour was affirmed by other santeros and babalawos in Havana to whom I 

related this story, who suggested that the reason this behaviour was allowed was 

because of the financial gain that the owner of the batá drums received, although 

they were also quick to point out that this behaviour would not be allowed at any 

batá ceremonies they attended. One senior babalawo described the owner of the batá 

drums as descarado (Sp.), or “shameless”, for allowing this to happen.  

On YouTube I have witnessed another similar practice that occurred during the 

videoing of an oru seco. In the video “tambor de fundamento (oro seco) pogolotti” 

(obanikoso, 2009, September 1) two Mexican drummers are performing with a 

Cuban batá drummer. At 1:27mins the videographer walks between the trono and the 

batá drummers, videoing the batá drums as he passes. As discussed in Chapter 2, the 

oru seco is a direct communication with the oricha, who are represented in the trono. 

By walking between the batá drummers and the trono, the videographer is disrupting 

this communication, and this action would likely be described by some practitioners 

as exhibiting una falta de respeto (a lack of respect) towards the oricha. It remains 

unclear if the videographer understood that this action could be interpreted this way, 

but it likely occurred because of a lack of understanding about the correct ritual 

protocols and behavioural expectations of the oru seco.  
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I would suggest that part of the reason these kinds of videography practices are 

allowed to occur is in part related to the desire of Cubans to accommodate foreign 

religious tourists, whether they be there as practitioners of Santería generally, or 

more specifically to learn batá drums as well as perform in batá ceremonies. In the 

first example cited above, it was a Mexican who was videoing the ceremony, and it 

was this Mexican who had sponsored the batá ceremony. It may be that because he 

was a foreigner, the omo añás made accommodations by granting him access to a 

space that is often only accessed by certain participants at specific times. While this 

may not necessarily relate to his status as a foreigner, Hagedorn has noted how 

accommodations are frequently made for foreigners who come to Cuba to undergo 

initiations in Santería (Hagedorn, 2001, p. 221). This is related to the greater 

economic benefit to Cubans, who are paid more by foreigners for their services than 

they receive from Cuban practitioners. It is probable that this also extends to 

videoing behaviours, especially when foreigners are paying Cubans for lessons, and 

possibly for costly initiations as an omo añá. While Cubans themselves may also be 

guilty of not observing sacred space, the potential economic benefits that come from 

foreigners learning and participating in batá ceremony may be influencing the 

loosening of restrictions in these cases.  

During observation at batá ceremony in Cuba, I have generally seen batá ceremony 

being videoed from a reasonable distance that is unlikely to interfere with the notion 

of sacred space. Evidence from YouTube would also suggest that, more often than 

not, videographers maintain some distance from the batá drums. Most often 

videography occurs from a distance that corresponds to the position of participants 

who are not dancing directly in front of the batá drums, and sometimes from a 

position beside the batá drums. The distance that is usually maintained by those who 

video batá ceremony suggest that most participants understand the significance of 

space in and around the batá drums. Examples on YouTube of people crossing these 

boundaries are rare, although as documented above, it can occur.  

Participation and videography at batá ceremony 

From fieldwork and observation seeing videography behavior at batá ceremony in 

Cuba, the duration of videoing does not often exceed more than five minutes. For 

those participants who allow videoing to occur at batá ceremony, the question of how 

much time one spends videoing can be related to the degree of acceptance that 
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accompanies each instance of this practice. It has not been my experience that 

videoing has been prolonged, but rather that video cameras, often embedded in 

mobile phones, are used only for minutes at a time. While the above quote may 

suggest participants accept videoing practices that are brief, the short duration may 

also be attributable to the method of shooting and the recording device. But the 

brevity of videoing can also be influenced by the obligations of participatory 

performance. 

It has been noted that videoing an event may exclude the videographer from the 

social situation which they are documenting (Reponen, Lehikoinen, & Impiö, 2007, 

p.464). To exclude oneself from participation at a batá ceremony would be 

considered highly inappropriate. As Friedman has noted, participants at a batá 

ceremony work towards the creation of an “emotionally charged and focused 

[emphasis added] interaction among participants (1982, p. 165). Participants at batá 

ceremony commonly demonstrate focus by singing and dancing, and maintaining 

attention towards the musicians. During musical performance, conversation amongst 

participants is not encouraged.  

By only videoing small amounts of footage at a time, videographers might be able to 

balance the expectations of participation with the desire to video the ceremony. The 

need to balance participation and videography was demonstrated to me at a batá 

ceremony in Havana. I was shooting some video footage from a mobile phone during 

the oru cantado when the toque for the oricha Babalú Ayé began. During this time 

vino seco is poured on the floor in front of the drums and everyone present must 

come forward and dip their fingers in it, applying it to certain parts of their body. At 

this time I had to stop videoing in order to participate in this activity. All people 

present are expected to participate in this, even if they are not active in the religion. 

So the necessity to participate in this activity meant I had to stop videoing.  

Observing filming practice at batá ceremonies, it seems likely that participation in 

ceremonial activity is still more important to participants than videoing. Thus it 

could be said that the participatory nature of batá ceremony has some effect on the 

duration of the videoing.  If a participant wants to video some of the performance 

they must sacrifice some aspect of participation. While there may be occasions 

where participants choose to take longer videos at batá ceremonies, this will 

ultimately affect the ability of the videographer to participate as expected. In the 
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context of participants who are also videoing the ceremony, there is a need to 

balance the expectations of participation with the desire to video the ceremony.  

Participant reactions to videoing practices at batá ceremony  

The presence of a video camera has the potential to affect what might be qualified as 

normal behaviour of the subjects being recorded. In this situation, documenting 

normal behaviour that occurs during batá ceremony becomes a documentation of the 

“behaviour that is normal for the subjects under the circumstances, including, but not 

exclusively, the fact they are being filmed” (Grimshaw & Ravetz, 2009, p. 540). 

Dominic Kirk noticed how people’s preparations for a batá ceremony was influenced 

by the knowledge that he would be videoing the batá ceremony:  

For [the participants] it’s like a cool factor because it’s on film…. Everyone 

knew that we were going to film most of the tambor… And everyone got 

dressed up nice, looking good and looking sharp. Even, you know, they live 

down the road, or they live in that house and around the place, [and] they’re 

sort of chilling in normal clothes all day. But when it comes time for the 

tambor to start, everyone gets ready and gets nice, and super presentable. … I 

haven’t seen that happen too often.  

(p/c, Dominic Kirk, interview, 4 December 2015) 

While many of the batá ceremony videos I have viewed on YouTube do not appear 

to involve any preparations related to the presence of the camera, this assumption 

may be misleading. As noted by Kirk, people’s preparations for the batá ceremony 

were altered by the expected presence of the video camera. While getting dressed up 

more nicely for the video may seem like a relatively innocuous practice that does not 

affect the batá ceremony to a significant degree, it does highlight the way that 

“normal” behaviour is affected by the presence of a video camera, and can lead us to 

question if other forms of behaviour are also being affected.  

In their study on the social contexts of video-recording using mobile phones, 

Reponen, Lehikoinen & Impiö found that the subject/s relation to the videographer is 

likely to affect the behaviour exhibited by the subject/s (2007, p. 464). As discussed 

previously, there is evidence that points to the pre-existing relationships between the 

participants at batá ceremony, who often share relationships of religious kinship. 

This relationship in itself is likely to create an environment in which at least some 
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participants at batá ceremony are more comfortable with the presence of the 

videographer, who is likely known to them personally. The participant reactions that 

can be observed on YouTube provides some evidence that reinforces the notion that 

videographers at batá ceremony have existing interpersonal relationships with at least 

some of the participants at the batá ceremony, but it also documents reactions that 

suggest ambivalence and discomfort with the presence of the video recorder.   

The following screen shot captures a moment when a batá drummer performing in 

Havana becomes aware of the camera while performing on okónkolo during the oru 

seco (Fig. 3.9). Only quickly glancing at the camera, the drummer’s attention appears 

to be momentarily taken in. While it is unlikely that a momentary lapse of attention 

would detract from the overall performance, a brief shift in focus is evident as the 

drummer realises that he is being videoed. I have not witnessed batá drummers react 

like this during the oru seco when no camera is present. Their gaze usually remains 

focused towards the trono. The presence of the video camera has captured this 

okónkolo player’s attention, and he shifts his focus momentarily from the trono 

towards the video camera. Similar to the effect of someone crossing through sacred 

space, the presence of the camera has led to a disengagement from the moment of 

ceremonial activity, and the glance that is directed at the camera appears to exhibit a 

discomfort with the camera’s presence. It could be reasonably said that, in this case, 

the video camera has distracted the batá drummer from his primary role.  
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Figure 3.9. Okónkolo player looking at the camera. Screen shot taken from “aro de 

yemaya” (emiser834, 2009b, April 21). 

 

The following screen shot displays a completely different reaction to the camera 

from an omo añá also performing in Havana (Fig. 3.10). Here we see the itótele 

player in the yellow shirt actually stop playing with one hand for an instant so that he 

can give a thumbs-up to the camera. This kind of acknowledgement shows that the 

drummer is very comfortable with the presence of the camera. While it is not 

unreasonable to assume that the batá drummer and the videographer know each 

other, it is doubtful that the batá drummer would have made this gesture if no camera 

was present.  
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Figure 3.10. The itótele player gives a “thumbs up” to the camera. Screen shot taken 

from “tambor de fundamento en cuba #1”  (emiser834, 2009, April 21). 

 

Both of the examples above only depict a momentary lapse in the drummer’s 

concentration, although both demonstrate a very different relationship with the video 

camera and the videographer. While in the first instance the batá drummer looks 

uncomfortable with the presence of the video camera, the other batá drummer 

appears very comfortable, and exhibits a type of behaviour that can best be 

understood as a positive reaction to the presence of the video camera. The following 

screen shot captures an even greater level of comfort with the presence of the video 

camera, as an akpon sings directly into the camera at a batá ceremony in Havana 

(Fig. 3.11).  
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Figure 3.11. Akpon singing directly into the camera. Screen shot taken from “Doble 

Tambor en Cuba” (ogbetua, 2009, September 7).  

 

During this video the akpon is being videoed while he sings a song for the oricha 

Obatalá. At 0:17mins he turns to the camera while singing. At 0:21mins he actually 

steps forward closer to the camera to continue singing directly into the lens of the 

camera. This behaviour only last for some seconds, and at 0:25mins he again turns 

away from the camera and continues singing. While the relationship between the 

singer and the videographer is unknown, there is strong sense that both parties are 

familiar with each other.  

The acknowledgement of the video camera by the batá drummers and the akpon 

leads to the question: Who is the performance for? Does the religious nature of batá 

ceremony become a secondary concern when a video camera is present? For most 

people observable in batá ceremonies on YouTube, there is generally little 

acknowledgement of the camera’s presence. This would suggest that, for most 

people, the religious focus of the event remains the priority. Reactions and 

interactions with the video camera also suggest that people may be growing 

accustomed to the presence of video cameras, and are better able to ignore their 

presence. Aside from this, I would still argue that, while acknowledgement of the 

camera creates momentary breaks in religious focus, the overall performance 

remains a religious act. It is only in brief moments that it is possible to witness 
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people interacting directly with the video camera. Otherwise, it appears that the 

camera has just become a presence, something that is physically present, but that 

does not effect the behaviour of the majority of participants in any observable way.  

These reactions to the video camera articulate the borderlines between the batá 

ceremony as a religious event, and as an emerging media event. The ability to merge 

these two domains defines the practice of videoing at batá ceremony, but I believe 

the connection between batá ceremony and participation in religious activities 

remains the overriding concern for the majority of participants. 

An Emerging Video Etiquette  

Videography at batá ceremony remains an emerging practice. Unlike the religious 

protocols that govern participant behaviour at batá ceremony, videography is not 

subject to a well-defined set of rules and expectations, and its practice at batá 

ceremony is still the site of ongoing negotiation between the videographer and other 

participants. While videography may not be accepted as a legitimate practice by all 

participants at a batá ceremony, I believe that there are emerging “etiquettes” that are 

becoming apparent. At the present time, these etiquettes remain informal, but their 

presence suggests that videographers are aware of the environment in which they are 

videoing, and often attempt to incorporate similar religious protocols adopted by 

other participants into their own video practices. I believe that these etiquettes are 

contributing towards legitimising certain types of videography practices as they 

occur at batá ceremonies. By following these etiquettes, videographers balance the 

religious expectations of those present at the batá ceremony with the desire to video 

the ceremony. These etiquettes include that:  

1) The videoing of batá ceremony is dependent on the acceptance of this 

practice by those who are participating in batá ceremony. 

As I have shown, batá ceremony may only be videoed if nobody present objects to 

this occurring. While some omo añás I have spoken to place the omo añás at the 

centre of this situation, videography may be challenged by anyone present at batá 

ceremony, including the oricha if possession occurs. In this situation videography 

may be stopped by any of the participants at any time during the batá ceremony. 

From the examples of videoing possession, it can be seen how participants influence 

videography practices as they are occurring. But allowing people to video batá 

ceremony by itself does not necessarily mean that participants agree with this 
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practice, or are indeed comfortable with it. If people disagree with videography, but 

do not actively attempt to stop it, videoing will continue to occur.  

2) Less intrusive videography practices are more acceptable.   

The use of small, handheld video-recording devices, and the recording of batá 

ceremony from an acceptable distance are important factors that allow videography 

to occur. These types of recording practices can assist in the maintenance of sacred 

space, which to some extent legitimises video-recording in the eyes of participants at 

batá ceremony. While examples of video-recording that interferes with the notion of 

sacred space is observed on YouTube and in my own offline fieldwork, these 

instances appear to occur less frequently, and the dominant method of videoing 

acknowledges an understanding of the religious intent of batá ceremony.  

3) Videography is still secondary to participation in religiously-orientated 

activities.  

While particular media-orientated behaviours occur during batá ceremony, the 

majority of participants are still focused on traditional notions of participation. This 

includes participation that is focused towards the religious goals of batá ceremony. 

The appearance of media-orientated behaviours is something that should not be used 

to position these videography practices as negating the overall religious intent of 

participants, although it might be argued that media-orientated behaviours affect the 

notion of group focus that is an important aspect of batá ceremony.   

Conclusion  

Recording batá ceremony has not reached the stage where videoing is a universally- 

accepted practice. It still remains controversial, and opinions today are divided as to 

whether it is acceptable to allow this to occur. The fact that Santería practices and 

beliefs are highly diversified, and individual initiates have a high level of autonomy 

make it likely that uniform regulations will never be developed. What has influenced 

this practice, and will continue to influence it, will be the attitudes of those who are 

in positions of authority and control and who are able to use this to influence the 

actions of others.  

A growing desire to visually document batá ceremony is being propelled by a new 

type of video culture that is invested in modern video-recording technology. 
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Considering that many people at batá ceremonies are now carrying video-recording 

technology into batá ceremonies in the form of mobile phones, videography at batá 

ceremonies is likely to continue, and quite possibly increase in prevalence. 

Participants at batá ceremony, like much of the world’s population, are living in a 

world where the means of media production embedded in items such as mobile 

phones are ever more readily available. With the advent of new digital video-

recording technologies the tools of media production are now in the hands of 

participants at batá ceremony, allowing participants to become creators of media 

content.  

While the presence of cameras at a batá ceremony is one that has a potentially 

disruptive effect on the ceremonial process, a significant mitigating factor is the 

unobtrusive nature of modern video recording equipment, and the space from which 

videography generally occurs. While I have demonstrated that these practices 

remain, to some degree, unobtrusive and inconsequential to the overall focus of 

participants, the future form of videography at batá ceremonies remains unknown. It 

is possible that more professional recordings will occur more frequently, although 

the increasing quality of small, portable recording devices makes this an unlikely 

scenario. 

What is certain is that at the present time an unprecedented amount of video footage 

of batá ceremony has been shot. Much of this is likely to remain in private hands, 

uncirculated outside of personal use. But a proportion of these videos have become 

publically accessible on YouTube. This takes batá ceremony and videography into a 

new online environment. The next two chapters turn towards the representation of 

these batá ceremony videos on YouTube, expanding on the process of videoing 

itself, and looking further into the mediation of batá ceremony.  
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Chapter 4 – Batá Ceremony on YouTube  

Chapter 4 examines the content and production characteristics that are commonly 

found in batá ceremony videos on YouTube. As the Internet has allowed for the 

creation and dissemination of media content by those previously not associated with 

the traditional media industries, an analysis of batá ceremony video content provides 

insight into how the mediation of musical traditions through new technologies is 

shaping new representations of cultural performance in the online environment. 

Rather than relying on the creation of these representations by those traditionally 

involved in the creation of mass media content, the development of popular video 

culture and online video-sharing websites such as YouTube allows for the 

examination of a new type of video representation: that which is produced by 

amateur video creators without explicit ties to the traditional media industries.   

The chapter begins by positioning the production of batá ceremony videos within a 

wider context that includes amateur-produced videos dealing with the subject of 

Santería, its beliefs, practices, and music. It is within this wider category of Santería-

themed videos that batá ceremony is positioned on YouTube. This is followed by a 

closer analysis of the content of batá ceremony videos on YouTube, and a discussion 

on the representation of batá ceremony videos on YouTube, and its relationship to 

the performance of batá ceremony offline. Data for this discussion is drawn from the 

videos included in the primary data set (n=170), which are used to determine 

uploading preferences related to content and duration. This is followed by an 

analysis of three case studies, and examines their content, production characteristics, 

and contextualisation within YouTube. I examine the technical features of these 

videos which demonstrate how technology, social expectations, and representation 

are creating a particular amateur style of video production that is shaped by the 

performance of batá ceremony in the offline environment, as well as being shaped by 

the online environment of YouTube itself.  

Situating Batá Ceremony Videos Within YouTube’s Participatory 
Culture 

Amateur video has become the dominant form of video-content on YouTube. Data 

on the total number of videos produced by amateurs is not available, but Burgess and 

Green’s analysis of the most popular content on YouTube has demonstrated that 
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videos produced by those outside the traditional media industries accounted for just 

over half of the videos that they used for their analysis (2009, p. 45). Often referred 

to as User-Generated Content (UGC), amateur produced content on YouTube can be 

positioned beside content created by professional media producers, either from the 

traditional media industries or by professional content creators who specialise in 

developing content specifically for the online environment.  

Batá ceremony videos on YouTube position themselves within wider video-sharing 

practices that are thematically linked to Santería and demonstrate influences from 

similar types of amateur-produced, user-generated content that can be found on 

YouTube. UGC can take many forms, and YouTube users have a significant degree 

of creative licence when making videos. But it has been demonstrated that UGC on 

YouTube has been influenced by film and television (Simonsen, 2011, p. 88), as well 

as by earlier, pre-Internet DIY (Do-it-yourself) culture (Burgess & Green, 2009, p. 

110), thus situating UGC in the wider historical context of amateur media creation. 

Following is a description of some examples of Santería-themed UGC on YouTube.   

Santería-themed vlogs are produced by individual users, and discuss many issues 

related to Santería belief, practice, and mythology. Vlogs are the most common type 

of UGC on YouTube (Burgess & Green, 2009; Simonsen, 2011), and it has come to 

be emblematic of amateur participation on YouTube (Burgess & Green, 2009, p. 43). 

Santería-themed vlogs are produced by individuals who talk directly to the camera 

and discuss issues of Santería practice and beliefs (e.g. asieloshunyeyeo, 2013, 

August 6).  

Previously published Santería-themed content taken from traditional media sources 

is also available on YouTube. This form of remediated video content on YouTube is 

generally taken from previously published sources produced for television or the 

cinema, and this content may either be uploaded in its complete, original format, or 

as smaller “highlights,” that are edited from the original content. This type of content 

commonly uses professionally produced documentaries and remediates them on 

YouTube (e.g. Raíces Yorùbá, 2013, July 15). There is little evidence to suggest that 

those involved in the remediation process are also involved in the production of the 

original video.  

User-generated music videos are amateur-produced music videos that make use of 

commercially produced music, which users then edit to create original video clips 
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(Simonsen, 2011, p. 86). Santería-themed, user-generated music videos take music 

from commercially recorded albums, and superimpose these with imagery to create 

original video clips. The origin of the visual material that is used is unclear, but there 

is a possibility that the images are also sourced from previously published material. 

Some of the most common music recordings that are used are taken from albums of 

batá drumming and oricha songs by Lázaro Ros and Abbilona (e.g. Centro Yoruba, 

2014, February 24).  

The form that is most similar to the batá ceremony videos are videos that document 

ceremonial practice in Santería. These videos document ceremonial activity such as 

initiations and offerings being made to the oricha (e.g. Las Tablas, 2011, September 

19). This type of publicisation of private ceremonial activity reinforces Strangelove’s 

assertion that YouTube users are increasingly bringing formerly private moments 

into the public space of YouTube (Strangelove, 2010, p. 58). Whether this material is 

appropriate for dissemination remains a sensitive issue amongst practitioners.  

Batá ceremony videos are situated within this larger context of Santería-themed 

content. Batá ceremony videos demonstrate a willingness to document and 

disseminate an increasingly large collection of videos that convey the thoughts, 

beliefs, and practices of creyentes While Santería has previously been conducted in 

private, and often amidst secrecy, YouTube has now brought these practices into a 

much more public space.  

Categorising Batá Ceremony on YouTube 

The videos analysed for this research document types of musical and non-musical 

activities that occur during batá ceremony. None of the videos document an entire 

batá ceremony as it occurs in real time, which would require a 4-6 hour long video. 

Instead almost all the videos only document one particular section of the batá 

ceremony or activity that occurs during a batá ceremony. Exceptions are videos that 

include more than one section or activity, or videos that relate to other non-

ceremonial aspects of batá ceremony that are presented in the context of batá 

ceremony videos. Because of these characteristics it has been possible to document 

the videos in the data set according to the following categories:  

1) Oru seco 

2) Oru cantado 
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3) Wemilere 

4) Cierre 

5) Possession 

6) Initiation  

7) Tambor a Eggun  

8) Multiple sections or activities, and/or content outside of batá ceremony  

The first four categories are directly related to sections of a batá ceremony as 

discussed in Chapter 2: the oru seco, oru cantado, wemilere, and cierre. Categories 5 

(Possession) and 6 (Initiation) relate to specific activities that can occur during a batá 

ceremony. These categories differ from the previous categories because these 

activities do not always occur at batá ceremony. Category 7 (Tambor a Eggun) 

includes videos that document the performance of batá ceremonies held in honour of 

eggun, the spirits of the deceased. Tambores a eggun are much less common than 

batá ceremonies offered to the oricha, and utilise different repertoire that is dedicated 

to the eggun. Lastly, Category 8 refers to videos that document more than one of 

these categories in the same video. These videos can also include footage that is shot 

outside of the batá ceremony.  

Not all activities that occur during batá ceremony are represented equally on 

YouTube. What we see is the dominance of certain categories over others. Figure 4.1 

displays the categories and the percentage of videos that relate to these categories as 

drawn from the primary data set (n=170). The relative percentage of each category 

offers some interesting insights into what uploaders prefer to upload to YouTube. 

The individual choices that uploaders make may relate to their particular interests 

and intentions, but I believe it also reflects on the perceived appropriateness of what 

may be made publically accessible on YouTube. This will be discussed in greater 

detail later in the chapter.  
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Figure 4.1. . Chart highlighting the dispersion of videos in the primary data set 

(n=170) into the eight different categories used to describe the content of batá 

ceremony videos on YouTube. 

 

Short-form video and the representation of batá ceremony 

The emergence of short form video on the Internet is a consequence of the way that 

people engage with online video-sharing websites. Online media are competing for 

attention in an increasingly crowded virtual space. The millions and millions of 

videos on YouTube mean that people’s attention has become an important 

commodity, which is often referred to in terms of an attention economy (Ciampaglia, 

Flammini, & Menczer, 2015). Media companies that specialise in social media 

promotion often advise that short videos on YouTube are more effective at attracting 

and maintaining audiences than longer ones (e.g. MiniMatters, 2016). While 

uploaders are allowed a maximum upload limit of 15 minutes (10 minutes if the 

video was uploaded before 2010), comScore found that the average duration of 

YouTube videos in 2014 was only 4:24mins (2014).   

The average time of the videos from the data set is 5:35mins, slightly longer than the 

average length of YouTube videos. In Figure 4.2 we can see that the majority of 

videos in the primary data set (n=170) are five minutes or under (n=97). Considering 

that a typical batá ceremony may last between three to six hours, on average a single 

batá ceremony video on YouTube only documents about 1-2% of the entire 

ceremonial performance.  
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Figure 4.2. Graph highlighting the different durations of batá ceremony videos in the 

data set (n=170).   

 

The average video length could be the result of several factors, including a limited 

capacity for storage on the recording device, a result of the “etiquettes” governing 

videography practice at batá ceremonies as discussed in Chapter 3, and also the 

limits imposed on the duration of videos by YouTube itself. While time limits are 

placed on uploads, users can increase the maximum time limit by simply verifying 

their YouTube account. But even when this occurs, the most that has been 

documented on YouTube is still only one complete section of the batá ceremony 

(dchico, 2011, June 13). While there are a variety of durations of videos in the data 

set, the above graph illustrates that the majority of these videos are no longer than ten 

minutes (n=154). These characteristics of batá ceremony videos thus tend to 

reinforce short-form video standards that are present on YouTube.  

Videos of batá ceremony on YouTube offer truncated “moments” or “highlights,” 

isolated instances that occur during batá ceremony. This is considerably different 

from the way that batá ceremony is experienced offline. But some uploaders have 

provided an alternative that better represents the temporal reality of batá ceremony 

by uploading separate videos in a sequence.   
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Video sequences feature the title of the upload, followed by a number that 

corresponds to its position in the sequence. This allows a larger section of the batá 

ceremony to be uploaded. On some channels, an almost complete oru seco 

performance is uploaded in multiple videos, one example being a sequence of videos 

uploaded by Srr. Brown (2011a, 2011b, 2011c, 2011d, September 18). This sequence 

begins with the second rhythm played during the oru seco, the rhythm for the oricha 

Ogún. There are four videos in the sequence. The first is titled ‘tambor in casa de 

villalba,’ the second ‘tambor in casa de villalba 2’, the third ‘tambor in casa de 

villalba 3’, and the fourth ‘tambor in casa de villalba final’. The videos range in 

length from two to seven and a half minutes each. The total time for all these videos 

is 18:31mins. Although the videos are sequential they do not capture the full oru 

seco cycle. Where one video ends, another opens at a different starting point, and 

some toques are not included. But this method still relays a fuller experience of the 

oru seco than other videos that only document smaller segments.  

This also occurs during other sections of the batá ceremony, as is shown by a 

sequence of videos uploaded by the channel pedrito martinez. This sequence of 

videos is titled “Aña Ibbusarin playing a tambor for Orula in Marcos’house.” Aside 

from the first video, the rest are sequentially numbered up to ‘Aña Ibbusarin playing 

a tambor for Orula in Marcos’house 8’ (2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2008d, 2008e, 2008f, 

2008g, 2008h, October 8). The first four videos in this sequence, ranging in length 

from two minutes to nine minutes, capture the oru cantado, beginning with a number 

of songs for Eleguá, and ending with songs for Changó. The total time for these four 

videos is 22:46mins. While the sequence by Srr. Brown is not cut to reflect the 

changing rhythms, the first two videos uploaded by pedrito martinez reflect the 

actual performance as it occurred, with one video starting at the point that the 

previous video ended. The remaining four videos in the sequence capture sections of 

the wemilere, and are not edited together.  

Even when uploaders choose to use sequences of videos, these videos still do not 

accurately reflect the entire four to six hour batá ceremony as it occurs offline. The 

way that the sequences are edited often break up the performance in such a way that 

videos do not flow on from one to another, but feature small gaps in the repertoire. 

Rather than documenting the way that batá ceremony is performed in the offline 

environment, sequences of videos on YouTube offer an often disjointed and 
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incomplete representation of batá ceremony. But sequences do offer a more complete 

picture of a particular batá ceremony, something that individual videos do not.  

I turn now to a brief description of exactly what videos of batá ceremony are 

documenting, outlining the content that is found in the batá ceremony video 

categories listed above. Readers may refer to Appendix A, which lists the 170 videos 

in the primary data set that form the basis for this analysis.   

The oru seco 

The videos in the oru seco category focus on the musical performance of the batá 

drummers as they perform the oru seco, the “drummed liturgy” that honours the 

oricha at the beginning of every batá ceremony. This section of the ceremony 

consists of 23 rhythms, or toques, that are each dedicated to a different oricha, and 

usually takes between 25-45 minutes to complete.  

Rather than documenting all of the repertoire that is performed during the oru seco, 

the majority of these videos on YouTube only document one to four of the toques, 

often in short video segments with a duration between two to ten minutes. There is 

no discernible reason for the inclusion or exclusion of certain toques. The choices 

may be tied to technological limitations that determine video duration, environmental 

conditions unique to each performance environment, the uploader’s personal 

preferences, and the motivation behind the uploading of a particular video. There is a 

statistical trend to prioritise the documentation of the toques for the oricha Changó 

and Yemayá in single videos that did not feature other toques. There were 16 videos 

that featured toques for Changó (27% of videos in the oru seco category), and 10 

videos that featured toques for the oricha Yemayá (17% of videos in the oru seco 

category). Changó is an oricha with a strong connection to the batá drums, which 

may influence the uploading of toques dedicated to him. There are also some musical 

reasons why these toques may be uploaded more frequently, which would help 

explain why the toque for Yemayá is also strongly represented. During my time 

learning and performing on batá drums, it has come to my attention that the toques 

performed for these oricha during the oru seco are considered particularly 

challenging for all members of the batá ensemble. These toques include rapid 

tempos, challenging call-and-response patterns that occur between the iyá and the 

itótele, an ambiguous relationship between binary and tertiary meters, and the need 

for a strong sense of group cohesion in order to successfully execute these toques. 
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Uploaders of these videos are likely aware of the difficulties and challenges inherent 

in these toques, and uploading these could be related to the desire to publically 

display competence and/or virtuosic performance as it relates to the performance of 

some of the most difficult toques in the repertoire.  

Only two videos in the data set document complete performances of the oru seco, 

although only one of these is included in oru seco category. This video, AÑA BI 

“ORO SECO” (dchico, 2011, June 13), is the only video that documents a complete 

oru seco without including footage from other parts of the batá ceremony. This video 

was uploaded on 13 June 2011, and is 46:49mins long. This is an uncommon 

example of a complete oru seco video, and documents the entire oru seco rather than 

documenting “highlights.” The inclusion of a complete oru seco performance on 

YouTube offers a unique view into one particular ensemble’s performance of this 

repertoire. Batá ensembles often create their own unique interpretations of the oru 

seco, and its presence on YouTube brings opportunities for a closer analysis of 

interpretation as applied to a complete oru seco repertoire.  

The oru cantado  

The oru cantado is the second section of a batá ceremony. During the oru cantado 

the akpon joins the batá drummers, and the other participants are expected to join in 

the ceremony, singing the response to the songs as well as dancing. It is also during 

the oru cantado that santeros and santeras salute the batá, paying homage to their 

tutelary oricha during the musical performance.  

There are no complete documentations of the oru cantado on YouTube. Like the 

majority of  videos from the oru seco, oru cantado videos only offer fragmentary 

views of the oru cantado, documenting part of the complete repertoire that would 

normally be performed. Similar to many of the videos in the oru seco, the choice of 

which songs to upload follows no discernable pattern. What these videos do 

document with some consistency is the act of moforibale as it is performed by 

santeros and santeras. This act involves the santero or santera prostrating 

themselves before the iyá drum and then ritually touching their head to each drum 

individually. There are also some instances when the ritual act performed for Babalú 

Ayé is also documented (discussed in Chapter 2), although this only occurs when the 

song for this oricha is videoed.  
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Similar to the oru seco, musical performance remains the primary focus of the video, 

although the camera is also more likely to document other activity that is occurring 

during the performance. This documentation of these activities takes the form of 

panning shots that move sideways, documenting other participants in attendance, 

before returning to continue videoing the musicians who are engaged in the 

performance.  

Wemilere 

The wemilere occurs after the oru cantado. It is during this section that the batá 

ceremony can become highly animated, and it is often characterised by a heightened 

sense of group focus and participation. During this section the akpon is free to guide 

song choice, to which the batá drummers are expected to respond with the 

appropriate toque. The akpon uses sequences of songs known as tratados (Sp.), 

which are often dedicated to one specific oricha. The most common batá rhythms 

that are used to accompany tratados are known as ñongo and chachalekefun.47  

These two rhythms are often used to create and build excitement, and they appear 

commonly towards the end of tratados as a way to build the energy amongst 

participants.  

Song choice is guided by the needs of the ceremony, but it is frequently geared 

towards “bringing down the saint,” that is, having the oricha come down and possess 

one of their followers, and it is during the wemilere when possession is most likely to 

occur. As possession is dealt with in a separate category, I confine my discussion of 

videos of the wemilere to those that do not document possession activities.     

These videos bring focus to both the musical performers and the other participants at 

batá ceremony. When focusing on the musicians, the shot can include either a focus 

on the akpon or on the batá drummers. The durations of the videos vary, but they 

most often document one tratado to a particular oricha. As might be expected during 

the wemilere, the most common batá toques that are heard in these videos 

accompanying the songs are the rhythms ñongo and chachalekefun.   

                                                

47 See Appendix E.2 for a transcription of chachalekefun, and Appendix E.3 for a 

transcription of ñongo. 
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Another notable feature of several of these videos is that there are a number of 

examples where aberikula batá are being used. These are unconsecrated batá that do 

not contain Aña. The use of these batá has been noted as occurring frequently in the 

USA before the 1980s owing to the absence of batá fundamento before this time. 

The use of aberikula batá is sometimes referenced in the title of the video, such as 

the video “tambor aberikula” (arontrupa, 2008, October 15). Other videos, such as 

“RARE AND LEGENDARY Afrocuba de Matanzas play bata and chant at private 

bembe In Oakland” (Michael Pluznick, 2008, December 24) do not explicitly state 

the use of aberikula batá. The use of aberikula batá at these ceremonies is likely 

indicative of the absence of batá fundamento in the area where the batá ceremony 

occurs, but may also be related to the economics of batá ceremony. It is common that 

batá fundamento are more costly to hire compared to aberikula batá, and this may 

play into the decision to use aberikula batá instead.  

El cierre 

The cierre, or “close,” is the last section of a batá ceremony. During this section the 

musicians perform a number of batá rhythms and songs associated with eggun, or the 

spirits of the deceased, as well songs associated with a certain oricha. Like the oru 

seco and oru cantado, the cierre follows a set order. Towards the end of the sung 

sequence, the batá perform a number of toques without vocal accompaniment. As 

they perform the toque for the oricha Yemayá, one of the participants picks up a 

bucket of water that has been placed in front of the batá drums and, twirling, takes 

this bucket outside and throws the water in the street. The participant then returns 

and places the bucket in front of the batá drums, at which point the batá ceremony 

concludes.  

There are only 3 videos in the data set that document the cierre. Of these, two of the 

videos include an almost complete version of the final cierre section as it has been 

performed at one batá ceremony (Igbodu, 2011a; 2011b, January 11). The other 

video only documents a small segment of the cierre. These videos again focus on the 

musicians involved in the performance, although other participants may also be seen 

in the videos.  

Possession 

Possession is often the most desired outcome of batá ceremony. Through possession 

at batá ceremony practitioners are able to come into direct contact with the oricha, 
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who come down to enjoy the festivities held in their honour, and offer advice, 

warnings and admonitions collectively or individually. Most often occurring during 

the wemilere, possession usually occurs to initiated santeros and santeras. While 

possession is not an indicator of batá ceremony’s success or failure, it is common to 

hire a santero or a santera who is known to be easily possessed to ensure that 

possession occurs. Possession is often encouraged by the singing of tratados that are 

aimed at individuals the akpon senses might become possessed.    

These videos document a variety of different oricha who become manifest through 

their “mounts,” those santeros and santeras who are deemed most qualified to 

manifest possession by their tutelary oricha. While musical performance is the 

dominant focus of the previous categories, these videos tend to focus exclusively on 

the act of possession rather than on the musicians. The only time this does not occur 

is when possession is only “glimpsed,” as discussed in Chapter 3. The type of 

activity most commonly documented through video captures the oricha dancing in 

front of the batá drums.  

As already discussed in Chapter 3, videos of possession on YouTube capture a range 

of possession behaviours, from the initial onset of possession, to the point where the 

possessed person is dressed in the ritual clothes of the oricha and offers advice to 

participants. Hagedorn refers to this final stage as “full-on” possession (2010, p. 

157). Some of the oricha that are now on YouTube include Obatalá, the oricha of 

creation and wisdom (La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2012, January 24), the oricha 

Oyá, the fierce warrior queen who stands at the gates of the cemetery (La Vida 

Artistica de Rafael, 2009, May 3), and Changó, the warrior king and commander of 

lightning (La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2011a, March 10). While there are other 

videos of possession that are accessible on YouTube, my observation of these videos 

supports the finding that possession is not something that is commonly uploaded to 

YouTube. This concurs with my interview data indicating that videoing possession is 

still considered an inappropriate practice by many people who otherwise sanction the 

videoing of batá ceremony.   

One of the problems that can be associated with videos of possession on YouTube is 

that the ability to authenticate possession is limited. Comments attached to some 

YouTube videos question the authenticity of these possessions, pointing to aspects of 

the performance as evidence. A number of batá drummers and creyentes I spoke to in 
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Havana acknowledged that possession is sometimes faked at batá ceremonies, further 

complicating the authentication of possession through video. During possession, 

oricha manifest certain tropes that help practitioners to determine authenticity, such 

as stylised dance movements. Other forms of validation include asking certain 

questions of the possessed person, either in lucumí or through certain phrases played 

on the batá, or even the “feeling” that is perceived by practitioners who are in close 

proximity to possession (Hagedorn, 2010, p. 150). On YouTube there are no 

examples of videos where the oricha is directly questioned, and it is only possible to 

judge authenticity through the physical tropes of possession that are captured on the 

video. The actual “feeling” of possession is completely absent from the videos, as 

this necessitates a physical and synchronous presence at the batá ceremony. This 

limits the ability to validate each circumstance of possession on YouTube, and 

subjective interpretations of the way that the oricha can be seen behaving on the 

video become the only means of judging possession videos on YouTube.  

Initiation  

A number of important initiation ceremonies require the performance of batá 

ceremony, and batá ceremony often forms a part of the initiation process for 

santeros, as well as for omo añás. These two ceremonies are known as the 

presentación a añá and the juramento a añá respectively, and have been discussed in 

Chapter 2. Batá ceremony also occurs during the initiation, or “birth,” of new batá 

fundamento, during the section of this initiation known as the transmisión de sonido. 

During the transmisión the set of batá fundamento that has given “birth” to the new 

batá fundamento accompanies the newly consecrated set in performance, and the 

parent set “gives voice” to the new set. The batá ceremony always represents the 

public face of initiation, and attendance is open to people who are not intimately 

involved in the other activities accompanying the initiation. Specific repertoire 

accompanies these ceremonies, and many of the songs that are performed at 

initiations are not performed outside these contexts.   

The presentación a añá involves the initiate being led before the batá drums during 

specific initiation songs and batá rhythms. There are two main variants to the 

presentación a añá, which originate in Havana and Matanzas. It is the Havana style 

of presentation that is most often seen in videos on YouTube, although this does not 

mean that the videos are necessarily shot in Havana. The Havana style of 

presentation involves the initiate entering into the public space of the batá ceremony 
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accompanied by a specific initiation song used only in the Havana presentation style. 

Once these songs have been completed, a tratado of songs that honour the tutelary 

oricha of the initiate are performed before the initiate is led away. A number of these 

videos document the full process of the presentation as it occurs, while some only 

document a smaller segment of the complete presentation. In all cases the video 

camera stays focused on the initiate. Only one video documents the presentación a 

añá as it occurs in the Matanzas style (tinamatanzas, 2007, June 3). This version of 

the presentation is similar to the Havana variant with some variations in repertoire. 

The difference includes the initial initiation songs that are performed when the 

initiate is first led out and presented to Añá, as well as the performance of a complete 

sequence of songs for a number of oricha, which replaces the one tratado performed 

for the tutelary oricha in the Havana tradition. This makes the entire presentation 

ceremony considerably longer than a Havana style presentation. This one example of 

the Matanzas presentation style does not offer a full documentation of the 

presentation ceremony, but offers a brief five minute overview of the process.  

Initiations of new omo añá also feature in the initiations category. Known as the 

juramento a añá, or “swearing to Añá,” these videos document the final, public part 

of the ceremony when the initiate is led out and presented to Añá in the form of batá 

fundamento. They do not document the ceremonies that occur before this 

presentation, which are considered secret and are usually only accessible to other 

omo añá. During this public presentation, the newly initiated omo añá dances for a 

brief period in front of the batá drums and then plays each batá in turn. In one of 

these videos, “Juramento de Aña de Marcos en pogolotti con Armando el zurdo” 

(ElberGzo, 2012, March 6), a newly initiated omo añá is being presented to the batá 

at the same time at the same time as a transmisión ceremony occurs. In this video the 

initiate is led out and presented to the older set of batá fundamento while the new set 

performs behind him. Once this is over, the new set is placed on a straw mat before 

the parent set while babalawos recite prayers and throw pieces of coconut in a 

divination ritual to ensure the success of the transmisión. Once this is done the new 

set is performed on briefly before being taken to the side of the old set, where it 

begins to slowly play with the old set. This ceremony occurs in the Havana 

neighbourhood of Pogoloti, a poor area that is recognised as a strong centre of batá 

culture in Havana. One of the attending omo añá, the late Armando Pedroso, is also a 

very well-recognised and respected omo añá in Havana.   
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This video demonstrates how, in the case of the initiation of omo añás and the 

initiation of new batá fundamento, these two ceremonies may be performed 

concurrently. Since the preparation of new batá fundamento is costly and time-

consuming, the most likely explanation is that the organisers of the initiation of the 

omo añá took advantage of the transmisión ceremony to present the new omo añá to 

a consecrated set of batá fundamento, and also take advantage of the presence of a 

reputable omo añá such as Armando Pedroso.  

Tambor a Eggun  

These videos document specific repertoire and batá rhythms associated with batá 

ceremonies that are performed specifically for the eggun, or spirits of the deceased. 

These ceremonies occur much less frequently than batá ceremonies for the oricha, 

and the repertoire associated with them is thought to be of a special quality that only 

experienced ritual musicians can adequately perform. This is owing to the perceived 

sacredness of tambores a eggun, as well as the sensitivities that surround the worship 

of eggun in Santería. The song repertoire that accompanies tambores a eggun is 

considered to be particularly important, and knowledge of these songs often marks 

out singers as being highly skilled. Because of the unique repertoire, musicians 

charge a higher fee for tambores a eggun. Jacinto Herrera, my padrino and 

babalawo, told me that because of the increased cost and specialist knowledge 

required, tambores a eggun were uncommon, and the cajón para los muertos was 

often used as a substitute (p/c, Jacinto Herrera, 17 February 2015). Cajón para los 

muertos is a musical performance practice that utilises non-consecrated “box drums” 

(cajón) to honour the eggun, and represents an innovative practice that draws on a 

number religious practices in Cuba associated with Afro-Cubans as well as 

Kardecian espiritismo, a popular spiritual practice found in many parts of Latin 

America.48  

Creyentes view eggun as a powerful and ambiguous force that must be propitiated to 

ensure that these forces support them and do not create problems. While eggun may 

be related to someone through ties of familial or religious kinship, this is not always 

the case. One category of eggun, known as eggun burukú, are considered to be 

wilfully malignant. Even “good” eggun may create problems as they seek to attract 

                                                

48 See Warden (2006) for an analysis of cajón para los muertos and espiritismo.  
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the attention of devotees. Stephan Palmié has noted that, while orichas are 

considered to be generally benign in their relationship to human devotees, eggun 

may represent morally ambiguous, and potentially malignant forces (2005, p. 165). 

The presence of only three tambores a eggun on YouTube would seem to reinforce 

the fact that these tambores are not as common as tambores for the orichas, but it 

may also reflect an understanding of eggun as a site of potential danger, a danger 

which could discourage the use of video cameras at these events, as well as the 

publicisation of any video-recordings that have occurred.  

Multiple sections or activities, and/or content outside batá ceremony  

This category refers to videos that use editing to document more than one section of 

the batá ceremony, as well as videos that document certain activities that occur 

outside the confines of batá ceremony. Three of these videos are memorials to 

deceased practitioners of Santería, either ceremonial drummers or other religious 

figures such as santeras and babalawos. These are the only videos in the data set that 

document behaviour that is not confined to the batá ceremony proper. This includes 

footage shot by the batá drummers before the ceremony which shows the 

preparations of omo añá for the performance, as well as the moments in between the 

sections that delineate batá ceremony. The only other video in this category begins 

by documenting a complete oru seco, using editing to offer brief glimpses into the 

other sections of the batá ceremony, including the oru cantado, the wemilere, and the 

cierre (botanicaileoshun, 2011, November 13). One of these memorial videos is 

further analysed in Chapter 5, which will give a clearer indication of the unique 

nature of these videos in the context of batá ceremony videos on YouTube.  

Observations on the categories  

Taking stock of these videos and their categorisation raises some useful 

considerations about how batá ceremony is represented on YouTube. The oru seco 

and the wemilere account for over two-thirds of the content (62%, n=106), with the 

oru seco being the most uploaded section at 35% (n=60). This can be attributed to 

the fact that the oru seco is the easiest section to record, both from a technical 

perspective and from a social one. During the oru seco it is usually only the 

drummers and possibly a few observers that are present. For this reason video 

recording is somewhat easier, as the lack of participants means that a videographer 

may be able to record without the additional obstacles posed by other participants. It 
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also means that other participants are less likely to object to the videoing that is 

occurring, as they may during the more public sections of the tambor.  

The next most popular section to upload is the wemilere (27%, n=46). It is more 

difficult to determine why this is so, but I would propose that it is at least in part 

owing to the increased excitement and more visible nature of participation that occur 

during this section. This is the most “festive” part of the ceremony. During the 

wemilere the participants must help to create an environment which is conducive to 

oricha possession. To do this the batá drummers and the akpon often attempt to 

create a more energetic atmosphere, and the other participants sing the song 

responses more enthusiastically and often dance more vigorously. Attendance at the 

wemilere is arguably the most exciting moment to be present at a batá ceremony. It is 

probable that the videoing and uploading of the wemilere is motivated by the desire 

to share this atmosphere, and the desire of the uploader to represent a visually 

exciting and musically-compelling moment.  

There is no discernible reason that the categories for the oru cantado (10%, n=17) 

and the cierre (3%, n=5) are underrepresented in the data set. It could be owing to 

the perceived lack of excitement in these sections. During the oru cantado and the 

cierre there are, generally, less moments of enthusiastic participation. But there are 

clear reasons for the relative lack of videos that document tambores a eggun, which 

only accounts for 2% (n=4) of the data set.  This can be attributed to the fact that 

these occur much less frequently than batá ceremonies dedicated to the oricha, the 

increased cost of tambores a eggun, as well as the popularity of the cajón para los 

muertos to perform for the eggun.” 

The uploading of batá ceremonies that document initiation and possession account 

for 13% (n=21) and 8% (n=14) of the data set respectively. These two categories of 

videos are the most contentious, and the YouTube comments section of these videos 

often emphasises the polarising of opinions between those who view this as 

appropriate, and those who do not. This debate signals the sensitive nature of these 

uploads, and is likely one reason why these videos are uploaded much less frequently 

than videos that do not document these activities.  
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A documentation of musical and ceremonial performance  

It has become clear through this research that batá ceremony videos on YouTube 

focus on musical performance. All of the categories, aside from initiations, 

possessions, and non-specific videos, retain a strong focus on the batá drummers and 

the akpon/es, even though the camera may at times choose to pan around and capture 

the behaviour of other participants. This focus on musical performance provides a 

new site for the performance of ceremonial batá music outside its original context, 

and is positioning large sections of the ceremonial batá repertoire in the online world. 

The early publicisation of Santería’s musical practice through the development of 

secular, folkloric models of performance, as well as the growth of commercialised 

forms of batá drumming and oricha songs through commercial recordings and other 

non-religious contexts (for example, the commercial production of aberikula batá 

drums), has made batá drumming a musical practice that is no longer solely 

performed in the religious context. In turn, we see that the drumming and singing 

during batá ceremony has become a focus of uploading practices on YouTube, 

suggesting that batá ceremony’s musical component is considered an aspect of 

ceremonial practice that is more or less appropriate for publicisation on YouTube. 

This correlates with the attitudes towards videography discussed in Chapter 3, 

specifically the greater acceptance of videography as long as it remains focused on 

musical activity and does not document other activities such as possession or 

initiation. Aside from this focus on musical performance, these videos also document 

significant amounts of non-musical behaviour that occurs at batá ceremony. This 

includes specific ritual behaviour, such as the act of moforibale, as well as other 

modes of participation and how they are expressed in various situations.  

The above description of these categories and their content does not attempt to offer 

a comprehensive analysis of this content, but only points out the general 

characteristics of these videos and offers a simple system of classification that 

represents the content and its relationship to offline performance. As such this can 

lay the groundwork for future research that can offer further insights into this content 

and the significance of its presence.   
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Amateur Representations of Batá Ceremony on YouTube: Three Case 
Studies 

YouTube has created new standards and expectations that relate to the content that is 

uploaded primarily by amateurs who have little or no experience in video production. 

While this does not preclude the adoption of more professional standards of 

production, batá ceremony videos uploaded to YouTube by amateurs are 

highlighting the importance of the video’s content, and are, for the most part, less 

concerned about the production values and explicit commercial motives that drive 

professional media production.  

Videos of batá ceremony on YouTube are being recorded, and uploaded, by people 

who more than likely have not had professional experience in the production and 

distribution of video. While media such as film and video produced by those working 

in the professional media industries is created (for the most part) by teams of people 

who specialise in the recording and production of visual media such as television, my 

research suggests that the production of batá ceremony videos on YouTube is a much 

less communal endeavour than the creation of professional media content, and it is 

likely that many of these videos were recorded and uploaded to YouTube by the 

same person. In some cases collaborative video-making may occur (as discussed in 

Chapter 3), but this is likely to involve no more than two people. 

The possibility cannot be ruled out that people who are videoing and/or uploading 

these videos have professional experience in media production, although analysis of 

examples from the data set will demonstrate that this is unlikely. Through the 

following three brief case studies of videos on YouTube I seek to point out that, 

regardless of the previous experience or skills of the video creator, batá ceremony 

videos represent a different type of media that does not emphasise professional 

standards of production, instead prioritising a “no-frills” documentation of batá 

ceremony. Nor does it seek to inform or educate viewers about the video content. 

Positioned within the context of online participatory culture, these videos 

demonstrate how the democratisation of video production practices is influencing the 

creation of new ways to represent batá ceremony.  
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Case study 1 - Pedrito Martinez, Nengue and Maikol playing Aña  

The video “Pedrito Martinez, Nengue and Maikol playing Aña” (pedrito martinez, 

2007, November 28) was uploaded by PM on 28 November 2007. It has been viewed 

15 925 times. This video has been uploaded by pedrito martinez. The description 

reads:  

Fundamento tambor in California with Alfredo playig [sic] aro for yemaya 

This description indicates batá fundamento are being used, that the tambor is 

occurring somewhere in California, and that the toque being played is aro (a 

contraction of alaro) for the oricha Yemayá. The section that is videoed is taken 

from the oru seco, during which time it is only the batá drummers who perform 

towards the trono, the altar of the orichas. Pedrito Martinez, a high-profile Cuban 

ceremonial batá drummer and percussionist living in the USA, is visible performing 

on iyá.  

The video opens with a wide shot of the drummers in a room, with observers visible 

in the background. The camera is positioned in front of them, and slightly to their 

left. The batá are covered in bantes, and the drummers have a white cloth across their 

laps. The okónkolo player appears to be wearing one of the white skull caps 

commonly worn during Santería ceremonies, while the other two are bare-headed. 

Up to half a dozen people can be seen behind the drummers, quietly watching. The 

image is grainy, and the sound is distorted, although it is still possible to hear each 

batá drum. 

During the first few seconds only the itótele and okónkolo are being played. The iyá 

player is seen calmly putting on his sunglasses. At 0:08mins he begins to play. The 

fact that the itótele and okónkolo player have began the performance would suggest 

that the iyá player has already played the opening call into this toque, but for some 

reason the video does not start off from this point, instead beginning at a point after 

the okónkolo and itótele have entered.  

The camera is handheld, and the image is often shaky. The iyá player remains the 

central focus of the video, and the shot usually includes the itótele player. Only 

briefly does the shot pan to include the okónkolo player. The footage is quite dark, 

indicating that the room is not very well lit. The room itself is quite large, and like 

the performance space for many batá ceremonies, it appears to be the lounge room of 
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a house. The windows in the room seem to have thin curtains drawn across them, 

allowing light in, but also producing a washed out effect in some areas of the frame. 

Some people are visible standing behind the batá drums, quietly watching, although 

it is difficult to clearly see these people owing to the dim lighting.  

The gaze of the iyá and the itótele drummers remains forward for the whole 

performance, although the okónkolo player is looking down at his drum at times. 

While it is not visible, the trono would be directly in front of them. At 1:23mins one 

of the participants watching the performance has a word in the ear of the itótele 

player, leaning over from behind to talk to him. But even this does not break the 

forward focus of the drummer, who barely acknowledges the interaction. 

At 4:42mins, and again at 4:50mins, the iyá player does break from his posture to 

glance briefly at the okónkolo player (Figure 4.3). It is difficult to tell if he actually 

says anything, or if he is just looking at the okónkolo player. The first time that the 

iyá player looks at the okónkolo player appears to be to guide the okónkolo player 

through this section. At this point, the iyá and the itótele have just began a new 

rhythmic conversation. While the okónkolo player is meant to maintain the preceding 

rhythm, there is a brief moment when this pattern is not fully repeated. It may be that 

the okónkolo player misinterpreted the conversation, and the iyá player’s look was 

used to convey the mistake. After the second look, the okónkolo makes the only 

rhythmic change that is needed in this toque.49 This change is very challenging for 

the okónkolo player to execute, as it occurs at a rapid tempo. It is likely that the looks 

from the iyá player were used as a pedagogical aid, correcting the mistake and  

preparing the okónkolo player for this change.50 At 6:17mins the video cuts abruptly 

as the toque concludes.  

                                                

49 See Appendix E.4 for a transcription of this change. 
50 See Schweitzer (2003) for an excellent analysis of pedagogical methods that batá 

players use during ceremony.  
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Figure 4.3. The iyá player glancing towards the okónkolo player, who is out of shot 

to the right-hand side. Screen shot taken from “Pedrito Martinez,Nengue and Maikol 

playing Aña” (pedrito martinez, 2007, November 28). 

 

In this video the shot remains focused on the batá drummers. Being part of the oru 

seco, the batá drummers are the only ones directly involved in the performance at 

this stage. The videographer has taken advantage of this fact to position him/herself 

in a position which best captures the drummers’ performance. The video camera 

does not feature a wide angle lens, and only two drummers are in the frame at any 

one time. For the majority of the video the shot takes in the iyá and the itótele player, 

who engage in challenging musical conversations during this toque.51 When the iyá 

signals the okónkolo player to change, the videographer pans sideways, possibly to 

document this change that occurs on the okónkolo, and the itótele player is cut from 

view. This panning motion suggests that the videographer is interested in capturing 

the interaction between the drums. For most of the toque alaro, they performance 

only involves conversations between the iyá and the itótele, which is the likely 

reason the focus remains, for the most part, on these two drummers.  

                                                

51 See Chapter 2, p. 72, for a discussion of musical conversations. 
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Case study 2 - Tambor para oshun 

“Tambor para oshun” was uploaded on 11 February 2009 by tamborsagrado78 

(2009, February 11). It has a duration of 4:47mins and has 86 180 views. It has 55 

comments. The description reads: 

Tambor ana boladè 

(Drum añá bolade) 

This description simply states the ritual name of the set of batá fundamento being 

played, “Aña bolade.” This name is also seen on the bandera behind the batá drums. 

Antoine Miniconi informed me that this batá ceremony occurred in a suburb of 

Havana known as Corea, and the batá fundamento Añá Bolade is owned by Irian 

Lopez, whose extended family is known as Los Chinitos (p/c, Antoine Miniconi, 30 

May 2017). One of the akpones is Reynaldo Lopez Rodriguez, who is a member of 

Los Chinitos. Los Chinitos have a very strong YouTube presence, and members of 

this family feature in a number of batá ceremony videos on YouTube.  

The video documents a tratado being performed during wemilere. The songs of the 

tratado are for the oricha Ochún52, and the batá  accompany this with the toque for 

the oricha Obaloke, which is often used as the rhythmic base to accompany a 

number of songs performed for different oricha.53 It is being held in a room in a 

house, which appears to be the main living room. Beside where the batá drummers 

are sitting is a stereo. This small room is packed with participants. As well as the 

three batá drummers who are visible, there are at least three akpones who share the 

lead singing duties during the ceremony. The women are participating 

enthusiastically, while the men visible in this crowd tend to be standing towards the 

back and seem more restrained. The exception is one man who is an akpon, dressed 

in a white shirt and multi-coloured trousers or jeans, who is also dancing at the front 

of the crowd, directly in front of the batá drums. This is an unusual position for an 

akpon, who would generally stand near the batá drummers facing the crowd. Most of 

the crowd are smiling and enjoying the toque.  

                                                

52 Ochún is the most common way of spelling this oricha’s name in Cuba, although 

the uploader of this video chooses to use an alternate spelling, Oshun.  
53 See Appendix E.5 for a transcription of Obaloke.  
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The camera is handheld, and the cameraperson is standing at one side of the room, 

towards the back. Both musicians and the other participants are visible as the 

videographer pans the camera between the participants, the akpon and the batá 

drummers. At 1:36mins, while filming the crowd, a woman smiles and waves at the 

camera, then blows a kiss (Figure 4.4). There are other moments when it is possible 

to observe the interaction between musicians, the participants, and the videographer.  

 

 

Figure 4.4. The video camera is blown a kiss by a participant at a batá ceremony. 

Screen shot taken from “Tambor para oshun” (tamborsagrado, 2009, February 11). 

 

At 4:10mins the video captures a participant standing in front of the batá drums 

dancing and covering her face. This is generally a sign of the onset of possession. 

The akpon with the white shirt looks around when the woman begins covering her 

face, and focuses his attention towards her. The camera then pans left again, placing 

the akpon and iyá player in the frame. The camera then pans quickly right, again 

capturing the woman dancing in front of the batá. Still covering her face, she is now 

moving more vigorously. The camera pans hard left, capturing the akpon who is now 

sitting against the wall. At 4:36mins one of the akpones in a blue shirt looks at the 
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camera, shaking his finger. Turning the camera towards the back of the room, the 

video cuts abruptly at 4:47mins.   

This video documents the wemilere during a particularly heightened moment of 

participation. Everyone in the room is singing and dancing, and the camera is 

panning across the whole room, capturing a vivid display of drumming, singing, and 

dancing. The videographer is positioned very much amongst the participants. 

Although he/she is situated in a corner of the room, participants are all around, and it 

is likely that the videographer was literally shoulder to shoulder with them. In this 

position the camera is able to capture all the performative elements that are 

characteristic of the wemilere. As well as the musicians, two people are seen dancing 

directly in front of the batá drums. Even though the room is full, these dancers are 

given some space by the other participants, who form a semicircle around them. 

While most of the participants are dancing on the spot, the participants dancing 

directly in front of the batá drums are more exuberant and make more movement in 

their dance steps. The videographer captures these various moments of the wemilere 

but the video is cut soon after signs of possession appear in one of the participants 

and the akpon in the blue shirt signals the videographer to stop videoing. Once again 

the sensitivities around videoing on possession are on display in this video.   

Case study 3 - Presentacion al Tambor Aña Iyawo Omo Eleggua.mpg 
Santiago de cuba 

“Presentacion al Tambor Aña Iyawo Omo Eleggua.mpg Santiago de Cuba” 

(iyawo710, 2012, February 29) is a video that documents the presentation of a new 

initiate, or iyawó, to Añá. It is 10:22mins in duration, and does not include any 

uploader description. It has 418 851 views, and has generated 199 comments.  

This video documents an entire presentation ceremony that occurs in Santiago de 

Cuba, a city on the far eastern side of Cuba. The ceremony follows the Havana 

tradition of the presentation ceremony, which involves a the performance of a 

number of specific songs, followed by a short tratado dedicated to the oricha of the 

initiate. The video is being shot inside a house, in what appears to be a living room. 

It opens with a shot of some participants, before panning to the batá drums as the 

song that is performed during the presentation to Añá begins. At 0:19mins the 

camera pans to a doorway as a woman walks through it, dipping her fingers into a 

wooden gourd, known as a jícara (L.), and splashing water in front of her as she 
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proceeds towards the drums. The akpon then appears in the doorway singing and 

shaking a rattle, or acheré (L.) in time with the music. The camera then zooms into 

the doorway as the iyawó appears, dressed in the red and black regalia that signifies 

she is as an omo Eleguá, a child of the oricha Eleguá (see Figure 4.5). The camera 

zooms back out as the initiate approaches the batá, and we can now see that she is 

holding a plate with two coconuts and a rooster under one arm.  

 

 
Figure 4.5. Close-up shot of the iyawó as she enters the room. Screen shot from 

“Presentacion al Tambor Aña Iyawo Omo Eleggua.mpg Santiago de cuba” 

(iwayo710, 2012, February 29). 

 

Between 0:58mins until 3:04mins the camera is standing behind the initiate as she 

dances in a circle before the batá drums. The camera captures a mix of tight close-

ups and mid-shots of the initiate. At 3:05mins the cameraperson moves to the side of 

room, documenting the ceremony from the side (Figure 4.6). At 4:00mins the initiate 

kneels before the iyá drum, and the coconuts and rooster are placed on the floor in 

front of her. The camera zooms in to capture the moment that the initiate’s head is 

placed on top of the coconuts at 4:19mins (Figure 4.7).   
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Figure 4.6. Shot of initiate from the side. Screen shot from “Presentacion al Tambor 

Aña Iyawo Omo Eleggua.mpg Santiago de cuba” (iwayo710, 2012, February 29). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.7. Close-up of initiate placing her head on the coconuts. Screen shot from 

“Presentacion al Tambor Aña Iyawo Omo Eleggua.mpg Santiago de cuba” 

(iwayo710, 2012, February 29). 
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Until 9:00mins the initiate is captured dancing before the batá drums as songs for the 

oricha Eleguá are performed. The documentation of this part of the presentation 

ceremony continues to focus on the initiate, although there are moments where other 

participants get between the camera and the initiate, as well as moments where the 

camera is so close to the initiate that all that is seen is a blur of red and black 

clothing. At 9:00mins the dancing stops, and the initiate then offers moforibale54 to 

the batá drums, as well as to senior santeros and santeras in attendance. This 

requires the initiate to place her head on the batá drums and kiss them, as well as 

fully prostrating herself on the ground before the attendant santeros and santeras. At 

9:53mins she is embraced by one of the santeras, who then starts twirling with the 

initiate, eventually exiting through the door through which they entered. The camera 

videos this, zooming in on the doorway as the initiate is led to the back of the house. 

The video ends abruptly at 10:22mins.  

In this video the videographer documents a presentation ceremony. The camera 

remains focused on the initiate for the length of the video, documenting the different 

steps of the presentation ceremony. As the initiate moves through the door towards 

the batá drums, the videographer shifts their position, allowing the initiate space to 

continue towards the batá drums. The videographer then continues to capture footage 

from the side of the room. He/she uses the zoom feature to capture close-up images 

of the initiate as they place their head on the coconuts. While other participants are 

seen in the video, the camera centres on the initiate, and the other participants appear 

in the background. As the initiate leaves the room, the videographer continues to 

follow them out before the video is cut.   

Focus and content of amateur batá ceremony videos  

These three case study videos, for reasons described in Chapter 3, are all most likely 

recorded on small, portable, video cameras. All the footage is videoed on handheld 

recording equipment, which is why the image if often unsteady. In Case Study 1, the 

video remains for the most part stationary, and focuses on the batá drummers. But 

the other case studies exhibit more movement as they move their focus between 

different participants at the batá ceremony. While most of the movement of the 

camera is created by the videographer shifting position, in Case Study 3 the 

                                                

54 Moforibale is a formal ritual salutation made by initiated santeros.  
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videographer uses the zoom feature of the camera to get a close-up of the initiate. 

This indicates that the camera is most likely a camcorder with an optical zoom 

feature, something that is not commonly available on a mobile phone video camera.    

The videos feature only one continuous shot. In Case Study 1 this shot remains 

focused on the drummers. The camera is positioned to the front and to the side, 

which offers an excellent view of the drummers from the front. From the angle of the 

camera it appears to be positioned to the side of the trono, which remains unseen 

throughout the video. This would seem to be a reasonable position from which to 

video batá ceremony, as it does not disrupt the sacred space between the drummers 

and the trono. In Case Study 2, the video is being shot from a corner of the room 

facing the batá drummers and the akpon. The videographer is surrounded by 

participants in a small room dancing. The camera pans left and right, up and down, 

documenting the musicians as well as the other participants. The image is shaky, but 

the videographer remains in the same position while being moved around by the 

swaying and dancing participants surrounding him/her. Finally in Case Study 3, the 

videographer follows the initiate with the camera as she enters the room and 

proceeds to dance. The videographer changes position as the iyawó enters the room, 

and then remains to the side of the room. This room is also crowded with 

participants, and the image is unsteady. The initiate remains centred in the shot, and 

other participants, including the drummers and the akpon, remain in the background.  

In all three videos, the videographer prioritises certain visual focal points of the batá 

ceremony which relate to the section of the batá ceremony that is depicted. The focus 

of these case studies can be categorised either as musician-focused, event-focused, or 

individual-focused. I use these terms to define the way that the camera either focuses 

on the musicians as in Case Study 1, the entire event as in Case Study 2, or on an 

individual as in Case Study 3. These categories are useful in understanding how 

different sections of the batá ceremony often focuses participants’ energy and 

concentration towards different acts that play out during batá ceremony. In Case 

Study 1 the focus remains on the batá drummers, as no other performance activity is 

occurring. In Case Study 2 the focus becomes the event as a whole. This corresponds 

to the festive nature of the wemilere, and the excitement that is often generated by 

group participation during this section. The videographer from Case Study 2 captures 

this excitement by videoing not only the musicians as they perform, but also other 
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acts such as dancing and singing of the choral response. Finally in Case Study 3, the 

individual becomes the focus point of the video.  

Other videos in the data set reflect these focal points, and are often related to the 

section of the batá ceremony that is being videoed. In general terms, videos of the 

oru seco and oru cantado are musician-focused, videos of the wemilere are event-

focused, and videos of initiations and possessions are individual-focused. In oru seco 

videos, the drummers are most likely to become became the primary focus, as 

evident in Case Study 1. During this section ceremonial action is undertaken solely 

by the batá drummers, which would seem to be the most likely reason for this focus. 

During the oru cantado a musician-focus can most likely be attributed to the lower 

energy level of participants that is observable on videos on YouTube. Although there 

might be periods during the oru cantado when participants become more animated, 

this section is often characterised by a more restrained form of participation, 

particularly when compared to the wemilere. It is during the wemilere that videos are 

more likely to display an event-focus. This section is a good example of Robert 

Friedman’s definition of the state of fiesta, a state of “emotionally charged and 

focused interaction amongst participants” that occurs at batá ceremony (1982, p. 

165). For this reason the wemilere provides a good opportunity to document batá 

ceremony as a whole. Possession and initiation, on the other hand, are the most 

suitable sections to focus on individuals, as this reflects the focus that participants 

themselves display when these acts are occurring.  

Production characteristics  

In the case studies, the footage is often jerky, as the handheld camera pans between 

subjects. The lack of cuts between shots, and the jerky motion of the handheld 

camera suggest that videoing that is occurring at batá ceremony is not concerned 

with pre-production planning. With the wider availability of video-recording 

equipment, and access to YouTube, videos are more likely to be recorded by people 

who are not aware, or concerned, about professional standards of video production, 

and documentation may be more a matter of opportunity than preparation.  

Video quality varies between the case studies. Part of this is likely due to the 

development of new recording technology that provides a clearer quality of image. 

Differences in the clarity of the image can be observed between videos, but the 

clearest difference is between the image quality in Case Study 1 compared to the 
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 image quality of the other case studies. While the type of camera used to video Case 

Study 1 is unknown, the upload date is 28 November 2007, which means the video 

was recorded before this date. The images seen in this video are slightly blurred and 

the colours appear muted. By contrast the video images in the other two case studies 

are much clearer and brighter. This may be because the other videos were videoed at 

a later date by more advanced digital equipment. Environmental factors such as 

natural light are also likely to play a part, but overall, videos of batá ceremony 

uploaded to YouTube at later dates demonstrate a higher quality of image definition.  

The audio quality is also inconsistent across the case studies. In the case studies there 

is no evidence of an external microphone, so it likely correct to assume that the audio 

is recorded using the internal microphone of the video-recording device. This is not 

an ideal method to capture musical performance that involves drumming and group 

singing. In all of the case studies there is evidence of distorted audio signals. This is 

in contrast to the quality of the audio that can be heard in professionally produced 

documentaries, such as “Aña: La Magia del Tambor” (discussed in Chapter 1), which 

does not have noticeable distortion. Environmental factors also play a role in the 

audio quality. For example, in Case Study 2 the proximity of the camera and the non-

musician participants is a noticeable influence on the audio, producing an uneven 

audio track. I have not identified any videos of batá ceremony on YouTube that 

provide the kind of audio clarity that is often heard in professionally produced videos 

of live musical performance.  

The way that these videos look and sound relates to the technical and social 

parameters around which batá ceremony is being videoed (as discussed in Chapter 

3). The video footage may be shot on different equipment, such as mobile phones or 

small camcorders, but they are almost always handheld recording devices. The 

variance in sound and quality can be attributed to the range of devices used and their 

comparative quality, as well as to the specific environmental factors present at batá 

ceremony. While professional-produced videos on YouTube feature clear video and 

audio, this is not so apparent in amateur-produced videos like the case studies. 

Amateur videos thus come to represent a much more ad hoc and diverse practice that 

prioritises content over quality.   

While the use of post-production editing is not observed in the case studies, other 

videos of batá ceremony on YouTube feature simple editing techniques, such as cuts 
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between one shot and the next. Other post-production techniques include the addition 

of title screens, and the superimposition of opaque banners onto the video image.  

This demonstrates a level of technical skill that is most likely developed through the 

practice of videoing and uploading video to YouTube itself, rather than an indication 

of professional experience as a media producer. As Cayari has observed while 

conducting research on amateur musicians and their use of YouTube, uploaders are 

likely involved in developing skills in these areas informally and through their own 

initiative (2011, p. 7). The inconsistencies that occur because of this “trial and error” 

method may actually feed into a greater sense of “realness,” as amateur aesthetics 

associated with a lower quality of production are often perceived as being more 

“real” than professionally produced, edited productions (David, 2010, p. 95). In this 

case such production traits actually help reinforce the sense that what the viewer is 

watching is not staged for the cameras, but is instead an unfiltered, “authentic” 

representation of batá ceremony. This is problematic, as the presence of the video 

camera may indeed change some of the modes of behaviour that are exhibited by 

participants. Whether it is the fact that people made an effort to dress up for the event 

because they know they would be videoed (as discussed in Chapter 2), or that the 

camera captures types of behaviours that would be unlikely to occur without the 

presence of the video camera, these videos still provide a feeling of authenticity that 

is reinforced by the inconsistencies associated with amateur videography.   

Context in amateur batá ceremony videos 

These three case studies only provide limited information about the images that are 

contained in the video content itself. In all the case studies of amateur batá ceremony 

videos, the content of batá ceremony is simply represented through video. In this 

way, none of the videos provide any information about batá ceremony. Rather, 

limited types of information are provided through text in the title of the upload and 

the uploader description, which appear outside the video viewer itself.  

In the case studies the uploaders provide details about the names of the performers, 

the ritual names of the batá fundamento, the oricha in whose honour the batá 

ceremony is being held, the specific activity or section that is documented, the digital 

file type, the location, and the toque. None of these descriptions follow a standard 

format, and information remains fragmentary and idiosyncratic. Rather than 

demonstrating a consistent approach, the case studies share contextual information 
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that is very specific to each video, and neither do they provide general information 

about batá ceremony or Santería that would help an uninformed viewer.   

It appears that the information provided in the text by uploaders is not meant to 

address an uninformed audience. The text includes language that would be 

understood by those involved in the practice of Santería, for example the words 

“fundamento” or “Añá,” which would be understood by practitioners as referring to 

batá fundamento.” Other information, such as the name of the toque (“aro”) may be 

understood by a batá drummer, but not necessarily by a creyente who is not a batá 

drummer. Some of the text, such as the names of the performers, is specific to the 

situational context of the individual performance. Overall, the contextualisation of 

the video content through text demonstrates a lack of consistency, and uploaders 

choose what information to provide based on personal preferences that do not adhere 

to standard institutional forms. Some of the issues that arise because of this will be 

discussed in following chapters of this thesis.  

Traits of amateur-produced batá ceremony videos  

Amateur-produced batá ceremony videos on YouTube provide an insight into how 

the content of videos can often be more important than the quality of the 

documentation. Amateur-productions of batá ceremony appear less self-conscious in 

their attention to production, and their purpose remains somewhat obscured to the 

casual observer. They represent for the most part “unpolished” documentations of 

batá ceremony. The following are some of the dominant traits that characterise the 

amateur-style of production that can be observed in videos of batá ceremony on 

YouTube: 

• A focus on musical performance, unless the video documents initiation or 

possession;  

• Videos are short, documenting only brief moments of the complete 

ceremony;  

• The majority of batá ceremony videos are unedited and feature one 

continuous shot, although there are some examples of videos that include 

editing and post-production;  

• A lack of contextual information in the video itself. 
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While these traits distinguish the content of these videos from professional 

productions, they do adhere to ideals that form a part of amateur-participatory culture 

on YouTube. While questions of aesthetics and quality play a role in some amateur-

produced content on YouTube (Müller, 2009), Lange’s study (2007) of amateur-

produced content on YouTube demonstrated that content can override concerns 

about quality, especially when these videos are not targeted at mass consumption, but 

are rather directed towards other YouTube users with similar interests or affinities. It 

appears that batá ceremony videos fall into this category, as their production 

characteristics limit the ability of those “not in the know” to understand what this 

content is about.  

As Peter Snowdon reminds us in his exploration of amateur-created YouTube videos 

shot during the Arab Spring, video production characteristics are not stable. Using 

the notion of the vernacular in the production of these amateur-produced videos, he 

states:  

Their vernacular status is less a given, than a projection: we are watching 

territory being claimed, contentiously and performatively, rather than merely 

observing a state of affairs whose status is securely established and largely 

consensual.  

(2014, p. 403) 

 

Amateur video production practices as seen in batá ceremony videos are indeed 

claiming new territory on YouTube. While they exhibit certain characteristics, there 

remains the possibility that these practices will also evolve over time, shaping new 

forms of representation that will depend on the technological and social conditions 

which will develop in the future.  

Conclusion  

The emergence of batá ceremony videos on YouTube points towards new ways that 

people involved in cultural practices are producing video documentations of these 

practices. Rather than relying on those in the professional media to tell their stories, 

participants themselves are utilising the development of new technologies of 

mediation, and creating their own representations. While these new technologies 

include the means of recording these events, YouTube itself is also playing a role in 
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the form that these video productions take. Part of this role has included offering a 

platform for people to upload video, which is facilitated through the YouTube’s 

simple design interface. But it is also manifest in the way that YouTube has taken a 

hold in culture, popularising the production of amateur-produced video content. It is 

unlikely that there would be so many videos of batá ceremony on YouTube if video-

sharing was not such a dominant feature of new online cultural practices, a culture 

that has now intersected with traditional Santería practice.  

YouTube has also influenced the form that amateur videos take. This is demonstrated 

in the production values of batá ceremony videos, which typically prioritise content 

over quality. It is also observable in the duration of these videos which, 

predominantly, follow a short form format that is characteristic of YouTube. While 

there has been an evolving aesthetic discourse on YouTube, batá ceremony videos 

continue to focus on the documentation of content without an apparent concern for 

more professional standards of video production. While the contributions of 

professional media creators are still relevant, they are now positioned beside amateur 

video production practices that challenge the dominance of professionally produced 

content, and provide opportunity for those outside these professional domains to 

engage in the production and distribution of meaningful video content. The 

emergence of amateur-produced batá ceremony videos on YouTube offers 

participants at batá ceremony an avenue through which to tell their own stories, and 

gives insight into what practitioners consider important during batá ceremony. The 

reasons why practitioners would want to do this will be discussed in the following 

chapter.  
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Chapter 5 – Uploaders of Batá Ceremony Videos 

This chapter brings focus to the uploaders of batá ceremony video and their 

motivations. While the previous chapter examined how batá ceremony is videoed 

and its subsequent representation on YouTube, this chapter highlights the 

motivations that make batá ceremony a visible presence on YouTube, addressing 

why uploaders choose to publically disseminate batá ceremony videos in such a way. 

Beginning with an a brief description of uploaders, YouTube channel content, and 

the relationship between uploaders and batá ceremony, I then turn to an analysis of 

motivations for uploading batá ceremony videos. Using interview data as well as 

data collected from YouTube videos I propose a dynamic understanding of the 

reasons why batá ceremony video is uploaded. Situating these practices within the 

broader framework of a globalised Santería practice and the development of 

YouTube as a tool for promotion, an analysis of motivations for uploading batá 

ceremony brings into focus the important role that the Internet, and YouTube in 

particular, play in the development of an online site for batá ceremony.  

Uploaders and their relationship to batá ceremony  

YouTube uploaders are in effect curators of their particular YouTube channels, and 

upload videos based on personal preferences that reflect what they like or think is 

important (Prelinger, 2009, p. 270). 45 uploaders were identified as being 

responsible for the uploading of batá ceremony videos featured in the primary data 

set (see Appendix B for a complete list). The types of content uploaded to these 

channels highlights how YouTube channels contain a variety of content that reflects 

on the personal preferences of uploaders. While all the uploaders have posted videos 

of batá ceremony, other content on these channels included live musical 

performances of other musical styles related to Santería ceremonies such as güiro, as 

well as secular musical performances. In other cases content included videos of other 

non-musical ritual practices that occur in Santería. Most commonly, channels 

contained content that was unrelated to Santería. This content includes videos that 

document tourist travel, family life, and other “slices of life” (Burgess & Green, 

2009, p. 43). As Lange has noted, “Circulating and sharing videos reflects different 

social relationships” (2007, p. 361). With this in mind it is possible that, when 

content does not specifically relate to batá ceremony or Santería, uploaders are 

consciously aiming these videos at different social networks. The inclusion of 
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content aside from that related to batá or Santería more generally demonstrates that 

YouTube can function as a highly personalised and diverse reflection of uploader 

interests beyond one topic.    

YouTube channels also offer some evidence as to the relationship between 

uploaders, batá ceremony, and Santería. It appears that some of the uploaders in the 

data set share a close relationship with batá ceremony, and are practicing batá 

drummers, both in ceremonial and secular contexts. This is inferred from the videos’ 

focus on batá drumming that was discussed in Chapter 4, as well as videos uploaded 

to these channels that capture the presence of the uploader themselves performing at 

the batá ceremonies documented in the videos. A number of uploaders also upload 

videos of themselves performing in other secular musical settings, most often as a 

percussionist. Channels such as diegotimba, bode200, pedrito martinez, and Yamil 

Castillo all feature the uploaders performing at batá ceremony, as well as other 

secular musical settings. Other channels suggest that uploaders are involved in 

Santería as initiates in a non-musical capacity. One examples of this is the channel 

La Vida Artistica de Rafael. This channel contains a video that documents the 

uploaders’ initiation as a babalawo. In a number of channels it is difficult to 

determine the relationship between the uploader and batá ceremony, although it is 

likely that these uploaders have a close relationship with the subjects of the videos, 

as it has been previously noted that videoing at batá ceremony is most often 

negotiated through these types of interpersonal relationships.  

Another indicator that suggests that uploaders have some pre-existing ties to Santería 

are the names, or tags, that some uploaders use for their YouTube channel. A 

number of these names are written in lucumí, the religious lexicon used amongst 

creyentes. Uploaders such as obanikoso, ogbetua, Ifaoddara, egbeoriwa, and AÑA 

ADE ILU highlight this trend. In some cases, these might be ritual names bequeathed 

to the uploader during initiation processes. These are names given to those who 

become santeros, santeras, and babalawos. Ogbetua is an example of a name that 

would be received by a babalawo during their initiation. Obanikoso is a praise name 

of the oricha Changó, and would most likely be received during the initiation of a 

santero or santera.  The name AÑA ADE ILU refers to a ritual name that would be 

given to a set of batá fundamento. It is a strong possibility that these uploaders are 

using ritual names which have been designated through initiation.  
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Uploading practices on YouTube articulate different relationships with batá 

ceremony and Santería practice. They also demonstrate that some uploaders use their 

channel to upload videos directed towards different social networks, of which those 

interested in batá ceremony only form one part. It remains unlikely that batá 

ceremony is being uploaded by those without some form of existing, personal 

relationship to batá drumming or Santería.  

Motivations for Sharing Batá Ceremony Videos on YouTube  

Recent literature has examined the growing professionalisation of YouTube (e.g. 

Kim, 2012; Morreale, 2014). As discussed in Chapter 1, amateur video creators have 

been encouraged to produce content that meets certain standards of professionalism 

as defined by YouTube and its parent company, Google. In this context, 

professionalisation is viewed as the production of videos that are likely to attract 

commercial advertisers to this content (Kim, 2012, p. 56). Through the YouTube 

partner program, uploaders may opt to allow advertisers access to their video 

content, and in return receive a payment when videos are viewed by other users. This 

is commonly referred to as monetisation. Batá ceremony videos do not indicate that 

uploaders are concerned with the development of professional content that can be 

used to generate advertising revenue. During this research I only came across one 

uploader that had monetised their channel by joining YouTube’s partnership 

program, whereby uploaders allow advertising to appear on their channel in 

exchange for receiving a royalty. This uploader, iyawo710, uploads videos that 

contain banner advertisements that appear on the video viewing screen while the 

video is playing, as well as short advertisements that sometimes appear before video 

play. One of these videos, “Presentacion al Tambor Aña Iyawo Omo Eleggua.mpg 

Santiago de cuba,” (iyawo710, 2012, February 29) was analysed in the previous 

chapter. This is the only example I have encountered of an uploader that monetises 

the content of their videos in this way, although there are a number of entrepreneurial 

uses of YouTube I discuss in this chapter which can still be viewed as having a 

commercial motive.  

The emphasis on professionalisation of YouTube content has, to some extent, limited 

the examination of YouTube’s continued use as a site where meaningful connections 

are made between people. It has been shown that YouTube videos can play an 

important role in maintaining connection between homelands and diaspora 
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communities (Harris, 2012), as well as for the purposes of making new connections 

and socialising (Lange, 2007). Drawing on interview data and YouTube channel 

analysis, a range of often overlapping motivations has been recorded. These include 

the desire to contribute to a community, to publicise the practice of batá ceremony 

from a practitioner’s perspective, as a form of promotion for individual artists and 

commercial ventures, and as a site to share memories of the deceased. The following 

analysis will demonstrate how these motivations can overlap, problematising the 

simplistic categorisation of motivations, and at the same creating a fuller 

understanding of what drives people to share their videos of batá ceremony. 

Contributing to online community  

The following section examines how uploaders of batá ceremony videos can see 

themselves as contributing to the formation of an online community of affinity, and 

how uploaders draw on offline interests in order to establish these connections. It has 

been noted how online communities are often formed around shared interests 

(Ridings & Gefen, 2004). On YouTube, the practice of uploading videos can, in 

some cases, also be viewed as the sharing of videos with a wider community that 

shares similar interests. The following discussion draws on an interview with 

Dominic Kirk, who has uploaded a number of batá ceremony videos to YouTube and 

was introduced in Chapter 3. Kirk’s reasons for uploading to YouTube highlight how 

a shared interest in batá ceremony and batá drumming has motivated his uploading 

practices. When I asked Kirk why he began to upload batá ceremony videos to 

YouTube he told me:  

For a few reasons. To share stuff, maybe to share stuff with other bataleros or 

omo añá, batá players. As much as they like it and enjoy it as much as we do, 

or as much as I do, I know. It’s obviously to share that, and to contribute to 

that in some way. And obviously, part of that very much is the musical 

element alone. 

(p/c, 4 December, 2015) 

Kirk views the videos he uploads as a contribution to an online community that is 

connected through an affinity with batá ceremony. In this case Kirk’s own offline 

interest in batá drumming can be viewed as the catalyst for these uploads. Owing to 

Kirk’s own role as an omo añá, his motivation for uploading is strongly connected to 

the publicisation of musical performance as it occurs at batá ceremony. A 
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consequence of this desire to share musical performance is that the potential 

audience that Kirk uploads for extends beyond those that also perform at batá 

ceremony, as the following interview transcript reveals:  

KW- Who is your intended audience? Who are you hoping is watching these 

things?  

DK- Man, other bataleros, other drummers, percussionists. Whoever enjoys, 

and whoever likes batá and tambor, the music. Like the same way I go on and 

I’ll look for cool stuff, clips and music and stuff and see what’s around. I 

think … the same way, for that. 

(p/c, 4 December, 2015) 

In this quote Kirk outlines the intended audience for his videos. He imagines that this 

audience is principally based on shared affinities for the musical performance that 

occurs in batá ceremony. It is likely that a number of other uploaders of batá 

ceremony videos would express similar motivations to Kirk, which would go some 

way to explaining why many videos of batá ceremony on YouTube privilege the 

documentation of musical performance. In the process of sharing these videos, Kirk 

views interest in batá ceremony and its musical performance as something that is not 

only of interest to other musicians that perform at batá ceremony. Instead he focuses 

on how this interest may be shared by anybody. In this way Kirk is acknowledging 

the wider appeal that batá ceremony can have outside the confines of religious 

practice.   

Beliso-de Jesus (2013) has discussed how videos of Santería ceremony have become 

part of a transnational exchange that occurs between practitioners of Santería. In her 

article she documents how these videos were recorded and transported through 

human intermediaries connected through interpersonal relationships. Access to these 

videos is therefore dependent on interpersonal contact and physical proximity. On 

YouTube, however, we find that batá ceremony videos become accessible to anyone 

with the necessary means to access the site. Kirk himself does not specify individuals 

to whom he would like to share videos via YouTube, but rather extends the 

traditional notions of a community tied through initiation to include those who share 

an affinity with batá ceremony. This practice seeks to connect to a type of 
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community that is connected through affinity and personal choice, and is not reliant 

on a pre-existing, interpersonal relationship.  

I feel like there is a pretty good and big community. And that’s now shared 

through YouTube … not, what do you call them, chat rooms. But at least on 

YouTube now there’s a big community. It’s nice and it’s cool.  

The above quote positions YouTube as an important site for the development of an 

online community that is centred on batá ceremony videos on YouTube. Jenkins has 

noted that participation on YouTube is enhanced by “strong social incentives” that 

derive from the “emotional support of a community eager to see their productions 

(Burgess & Green, 2009, p. 116). Kirk expresses a similar sentiment, noting how 

“nice” and “cool” it is to feel a part of this community. A sense of inclusion has been 

noted as being one of the reasons that people share videos on YouTube (Haridakis & 

Hanson, 2009, p. 318), and helps position YouTube as a site of affective investment 

in video uploading practices (Turner, 2009, p. 104). In this way video uploading 

practices centred around batá ceremony are demonstrating the desire to share 

personal experience of batá ceremony with others who share a similar interest, which 

in turn plays an important role in the development of a YouTube community centred 

on batá ceremony. This notion of community will be explored further in the next 

chapter.  

Use of batá ceremony videos for promotion and marketing  

Sharing videos of batá ceremony may draw on feelings of connection and affective 

engagement, but there is also strong evidence to suggest that YouTube is being used 

by uploaders of batá ceremony video as a platform for the promotion of musicians. 

The use of YouTube as a promotional site for musicians has been documented by 

Jung (2014), Mjos (2012), and Cayari (2011). These authors have documented how 

independent musicians have used YouTube as a platform for promotion that does not 

require the involvement of the established music industry. This has been facilitated 

by YouTube’s ease of use, its global reach, and its free access. This has also allowed 

those who have been excluded from the mainstream music industry access to global 

networks of distribution that were once the sole domain of the traditional music 

industry (Jung, 2014).  

Of the 45 uploaders featured in the primary data set (n=170), 34% (n=15) have been 

coded as being promotional. Promotional videos in this context refers to YouTube 
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channels that contain multiple videos of batá ceremony that focus on one musician 

who is performing at batá ceremony. While there is the possibility that the uploader 

of the batá ceremony is not the person seen performing in the videos, it remains more 

likely that the uploader and the person featured in the videos is one and the same. In 

a number of examples this can be verified through the name of the channel, which is 

the same as the person seen performing in the video (e.g. pedrito martinez, and 

Yamil Castillo). 25% (n=11) of these channels also feature the same person 

performing in other musical performances unrelated to batá ceremony. These other 

videos are either musical performances of folkloric representations of batá 

drumming, other Afro-Cuban musical forms, or popular Cuban music. In this way, 

batá ceremony videos are positioned beside other expressions of musical 

performance, and can become part of a broader story about the musical life of an 

individual.  

The following case study illustrates this depiction of a “musical life” as highlighted 

through a single YouTube channel.  

Case study - pedrito martinez 

pedrito martinez is a YouTube channel that only contains videos that capture live 

musical performances. One person, Pedrito Martinez, is featured in the majority of 

these videos, and he is seen performing on batá at batá ceremonies, as well as 

playing batá, congas and singing in a number of other secular musical contexts. 

Table 5.2 lists the different types of musical performances that are documented on 

this channel: 
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Video Content No. of videos Percentage 

Cuban popular music 38 29% 

Afro-Cuban folkloric 
performances 

20 15% 

Informal “jams” 22 17% 

Batá ceremonies 19 14% 

Other bands  7 5% 

Focus on other musicians 26 20% 

Total  132 100% 

Table 5.2. Categorisation by content of videos for the YouTube channel pedrito 

martinez. 

 

80% of the videos feature Pedrito Martinez, a well-known Cuban percussionist based 

in New York who has developed an international profile through his own band, the 

Pedrito Martinez Group. The Pedrito Martinez Group performs a style of music that 

is heavily influenced by Cuban folkloric and popular styles, as well by modern Latin 

jazz. As well as being renowned for his ability to play congas and sing lead vocals in 

secular performance settings, Martinez is also well-known as a ceremonial batá 

drummer. In an interview given to Radio National in Australia, Martinez notes that 

he grew up playing batá in Cuba, and he considers this his main instrument (Lomax 

& Coomey, 2012, 11:09mins). Martinez performed on batá and sung lead vocals 

with Wynton Marsalis at the Lincoln Jazz Centre in 2014, raising his profile 

considerably, and he is arguably the most well known batá player in the world at the 

moment.   

The collection of videos on the channel pedrito martinez are for the most part 

amateur-produced videos of live musical performance. As well as documenting batá 

ceremonies featuring Martinez performing on batá, they also document live 
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performances of the Pedrito Martinez Group, as well as other groups with which 

Martinez has performed (one of the videos of Martinez performing at a batá 

ceremony was used as one of the case studies in Chapter 4). As well as videos that 

document Martinez performing at batá ceremony, other videos also document him 

performing Cuban popular music in more formal concerts settings, as well as 

informal “jams” that are conducted in private venues, most likely private homes, that 

do not feature an audience. These jams feature Afro-Cuban rumba, a musical style 

performed on percussion instruments such as congas and accompanied by voice.  

Martinez’s batá ceremony videos document the practice of performance as it occurs 

in the USA. There are no videos of batá ceremony as it occurs in Cuba. The majority 

of these ceremonies are recorded in New Jersey and New York. Many of the 

accompanying batá drummers and akpones are Cuban immigrants who now reside in 

the USA, although one well-known African-American batá drummer, Gene Golden, 

is also seen performing in one of the videos (pedrito martinez, 2008a, October 8). In 

the majority of the batá ceremony videos, Martinez is also seen performing with 

another well-known Cuban percussionist based in New York, Roman Diaz. This 

relationship between Martinez and Diaz is also foregrounded in many of the informal 

jams that occur. Diaz also features in a number of videos on this channel without 

Martinez, notably in a series of videos which document Diaz’s relationship with 

another Afro-Cuban religion known as Abakuá55, and his performance of musical 

traditions from this religion (e.g. pedrito martinez, 2007, September 25).    

On the channel pedrito martinez there is no overt attempt to seek more employment 

by the uploader, even though this may be an indirect result of the uploading of these 

videos. In this context, overt promotion would include contact details for those 

interested in hiring Martinez. The only information that these videos provide is 

Martinez’ name, and it does not solicit performance opportunities. While the focus 

on musical performance featuring Martinez would seem to indicate that pedrito 

martinez is a channel that is primarily about promoting himself as a musician, there 

are other videos that suggest that there are broader motives that create a fluid and 

dynamic sense of musical identity. This is noticeable in video content that does not 

include Martinez, but rather focuses on other musicians such as Diaz. In this way, 

                                                

55 It is common for ceremonial batá players to also be practising members of 

Abakuá.  
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Martinez celebrates the musical lives of those around him, as well as his own 

performances. The fact that this could also be viewed as a means of promotion 

should be thought of as co-existing with other motivations that might be attributed to 

the publicisation of musical performances, which is illustrated in the following 

section.  

Promotion and sharing on YouTube 

While YouTube has become a popular site for the promotion of musicians, the 

motivations behind uploading batá ceremony may in fact take into account 

promotional opportunities as well as the desire to share videos to contribute towards 

a community of affinity on YouTube. Dominic Kirk, who previously stated that his 

reason for sharing batá ceremony was to contribute to a YouTube community that 

was interested in batá ceremony, also recognised that uploading videos of himself 

performing at batá ceremonies had a promotional aspect:  

I think that part of the reason for me posting [video of] my own Añá, and me 

playing my own Añá, it is definitely on a musical and on a professional tip. I 

mean, not completely, and definitely not even the majority, but there is small 

element of that. I mean I’ve posted for the other reasons, but that is also a 

small reason for me I think. As a musician. 

(p/c, 4 December, 2015) 

In this example Kirk states that promotion of himself as a musicians stands as one 

reason why he chose to upload videos featuring himself playing at batá ceremony. It 

is just as likely that uploading batá ceremony videos on the channel pedrito martinez 

could also be interpreted as a contribution to a community of batá drummers who 

watch batá ceremony videos, but the possibilities for this to lead to more musical 

work are also likely recognised. This can be further inferred from the lack of explicit 

content on the channel that explicitly seeks to attain employment at batá ceremonies. 

But in some cases, YouTube videos of batá ceremony do position themselves more 

as advertisements that promote musical services. The following section examines 

how uploaders can use YouTube in an attempt to seek employment at batá ceremony, 

and how this positions itself beside more traditional methods through which this 

occurs.  
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Hiring batá drummers in the digital age 

While the presence of batá ceremony videos on YouTube may serve a promotional 

purpose, the case study above points out this motivation is not explicitly 

demonstrated in the video content or in the text attached to the videos. But there are 

examples of batá ceremony videos that clearly illustrate the promotional motivation 

behind the video’s uploading. In these cases, videos feature contact information, 

actively promoting the services of the batá drummers seen in the video. In some 

cases contact information is embedded in the video itself, while in other cases this 

information is included in the uploader description.  

Using YouTube to advertise batá services represents a departure from the ways that 

batá ensembles usually secure employment. Musical expertise is usually 

authenticated through personal knowledge of the drums and drummers, or through 

their reputations as established amongst a broader community of practitioners. It is 

common that the same set of batá fundamento played by the same omo añás is used 

for all of the batá ceremonies that occur in a single ilé. Thus relationships between a 

particular ilé, batá fundamento, and omo añás remain linked through continued 

interpersonal interaction based on religious ties. In Cuba, I have found that those 

outside networks of personal knowledge are viewed cautiously, regardless of the 

reputation they might hold amongst another network of practitioners. Jacinto 

Herrera, a babalawo in Cuba, was immediately skeptical about hiring a batá 

ensemble through online sources, explaining that it was impossible to verify the 

authenticity of the batá fundamento: “Be careful with this. Because there are people 

that play tambor aberikula that are not Aña [batá fundamento]. And if you don’t 

have knowledge its difficult to know” (p/c, 17 February 2015).56 The implication for 

this assertion is that video cannot give the same quality of assurances that come from 

personal knowledge accumulated amongst more intimate networks of religious 

practice.  

The ritual lineage of batá fundamento also provide an important means of 

establishing authenticity and validity amongst the religious community. Marcuzzi’s 

research has demonstrated that the most renowned batá fundamento are those that lay 

                                                

56 “Tiene cuidao con eso. Porque hay mucha gente que tocan tambor aberikula que 

no son añá. Y si tu no tienes conocimientos es dificile a saber.” 
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claim to a lineage descended from those documented as the “original” batá 

fundamento in Cuba by Ortiz (as discussed in Chapter 2), and that the omo añás that 

are involved with these batá drums form a small and influential cohort amongst batá 

drummers (2005, pp. 404-410). Thus those batá that are “born” from this lineage 

retain a high degree of sacropolitical capital amongst the Santería community, and 

the presence of respected omo añás at consecration ceremonies is an important 

marker of authenticity, validity, and prestige. On YouTube, there is no attempt to 

provide any evidence of these connections, thus limiting its value as a promotional 

tool amongst the community of practitioners who would hire batá fundamento and 

omo añás for batá ceremony. These considerations do not seem to be influencing 

some uploaders, who use YouTube as a platform to promote particular sets of batá 

fundamento and the ceremonial batá drummers that perform on them. The following 

case study examines a YouTube channel that actively promotes batá drumming 

services.  

Case study – Obanikoso  

The channel obanikoso contains six videos that all feature batá ceremony (2009a, 

2009b, September 1; 2009a, 2009b, 2009c, September 5; 2011, January 7). The first 

video was uploaded on 1 September 2009, and the most recent on 7 January 2011. 

All videos feature a person identified in the videos as Mario performing on batá, 

while the other batá players vary across the videos. Because of the appearance of 

Mario in all the videos, I consider it most likely that Mario is the uploader of these 

videos. Four of the videos were shot in Mexico, while two were video in Havana. 

The videos shot in Havana were most likely uploaded from Mexico. Five videos 

contain footage from the oru seco, and one documents a tratado for Eleguá 

performed during the wemilere. This content was shot across three separate batá 

ceremonies.   

All of these videos are characterised by the use of title screens that appear at the 

beginning of each video. These title screens consistently document the names of the 

drummers and the location. Some of them also document the date and the name of 

the toque being performed. Four of these videos also advertise ceremonial batá 

drumming services, and provide contact details in the form of an email address. This 

information appears in the title screens and in the uploader description.  
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One upload is titled “Tambor de Fundamento en Mexico” (2009a, September 5). It 

goes for 2:31mins, was uploaded on 5 September 2009, and has 3252 views. The 

video opens with a title frame (Figure 5.1). It describes what we are about to see 

(Tambor de fundamento), where it occurred (en Mexico), who is performing, and the 

ritual name of the batá fundamento they are playing. It also documents which section 

of the batá ceremony we are about to view (fragmentos del oru seco). All of this is 

written in white font against a purple background, and lasts for the first five seconds 

of the video.  

 

 
Figure 5.1. Opening title screen from the YouTube video “TAMBOR DE 

FUNDAMENTO EN MEXICO.” (obanikoso, 2009a, September 5). 

 

The video then cuts straight to the batá players performing toques from the oru seco. 

The upload opens abruptly, the batá players being captured in the middle of the toque 

to the oricha Inle. They transition to the toque for Babalú Ayé, and the upload 

finishes at the end of the toque for Osain. There is no break between toques, as the 

rhythms are tied together to form a medley. At 2:22 minutes a closing title screen 

appears. Featuring the same purple background, text rolls up the screen. It says 

“Greetings from Mexico,” states the uploader’s YouTube tag (obanikoso), and then 

an email address appears below the word “Contrataciones” (Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2. Closing title screen from the YouTube video “TAMBOR DE 

FUNDAMENTO EN MEXICO.” (obanikoso, 2009a, September 5).  

 

This video is accompanied with the following uploader description: 

TAMBOR DE FUNDAMENTO EN MEXICO, FRAGMENTOS DEL ORO SECO 

TAMBOR AÑA KOLA DE MI AMIGO OBARAMEYI SALUDOS DESDE 

MEXICO PARA CONTRATACIONES gmdelon@hotmail.com OBANIKOSO. 

(TAMBOR DE FUNDAMENTO IN MEXICO, FRAGMENTS OF THE ORU 

SECO. TAMBOR AÑA KOLA [ritual name of the batá fundamento] OF MY 

FRIEND OBARAMEYI [the olú-batá] GREETINGS FROM MEXICO FOR 

BOOKINGS gmdelon@hotmail.com OBANIKOSO)  

The phrase “para contrataciones” can be translated as “for bookings,” which is 

followed by an email address. This effectively positions this video as a direct form of 

promotion. Other information provided in the title frames and the uploader 

description includes information about the performers and the location of the 

ceremony.  

There are two other uploads of the same batá ceremony that were uploaded on the 

same date. These are titled “Tambor de Fundamento en Mexico (Oro Seco)” (2009b, 
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September 5) and “Tambor de Fundamento a Elewa en Mexico” (2009c, September 

5). Both feature the same opening and closing title screens, using the same purple 

colour as a background. The closing credits are exactly the same, while the opening 

credits of all three show some minor variations. “Tambor de Fundamento en Mexico 

(Oro Seco)” documents the toque Lalubanché performed during the oru seco for the 

oricha Eleguá, while “Tambor de Fundamento a Elewa en Mexico” depicts a tratado 

for the Eleguá performed during the wemilere. This video is noticeably longer than 

the other two, with a duration of 6:16mins, has many more views (46 012), and has 

generated 34 comments.  

Two other videos on obanikoso’s channel are also related to batá drumming, 

although they do not promote services for hire. Both were uploaded on 1 September 

2009, most likely in Mexico, and show the uploader performing in an oru seco in 

Cuba (obanikoso, 2009a, 2009b, September 1). Both videos are from the same 

ceremony, but feature different toques. These videos also include opening and 

closing title frames. The information is similar to the three videos discussed above, 

but they do not include contact information. The videos all feature the batá player 

named Mario, who as I noted above, is most likely the uploader. In these videos 

recorded in Cuba, Mario plays the iyá, the drum that is responsible for signalling 

changes to the other batá. These videos can be viewed as a means to bolster the 

credentials of Mario, as he performs alongside Cuban omo añás in batá ceremonies 

in Cuba. By positioning videos of his performance in batá ceremony in Cuba 

alongside his performances in Mexico, the uploader is publically demonstrating his 

connection to batá ceremony in Cuba and taking advantage of perceptions that often 

position Cuba as a site of authentic Santería practice (Delgado, 2014, p. 150).  

How effective have these YouTube uploads been in generating commercial activity? 

Analysis from the ‘Comments’ section of the videos that directly promote the batá 

drumming services do not indicate that these videos have generated any ceremonial 

work for this group. Only one comment attached to the video “Tambor de 

Fundamento en Mexico (Oro Seco)” expresses interest in contacting the group: 

como contactarlos  

(how do I contact you) 

(obanikoso, 2009b, September 5) 
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This apparent lack of interest in hiring the group does not necessarily mean that users 

did not make contact, only that they have not publically displayed this information in 

the comments section. Other comments reflect the generally positive attitude that 

most users have about the quality of the drumming: 

muy bueno. ache 

(very good, aché)  

excelente  

(excellent)  

oye canta muy bien y bien limpio ke se escucha el tambor  

(he sings very well and the tambor is very clean) 

(obanikoso, 2009c, September 5) 

These comments can be read as reviews of the service being offered. Online reviews 

and endorsements have become an important way that prospective customers and 

clients use to assess goods or services, and have become a form of online “word-of-

mouth” review (Jiménez & Mendoza, 2013, p. 226). In this way these comments 

could be seen as positive reviews that might help inform those who cannot judge the 

quality of the performance from the video content.  

One comment indicates where other potential for videos like this may lie:  

“yo los vi en el mercado de sonora el viernes 21 de mayo 2011, y me gusto 

mucho como canta el chico de playera roja, espero tener el orgullo de poder 

algun dia tenerlos en un tambor de mi osha”  

(I saw them in the market at Sonora Friday 21 May 2011, and I liked how the 

boy in the red shirt sings very much, I hope to have the honour of someday 

having them perform a tambor for my osha [oricha]).  

(obanikoso, 2009c, September 5) 

This comment was uploaded three years ago. YouTube’s capacity to act as an 

archive for video uploads allows for the possibility of a free advertising service that 

is ongoing and indefinite. This capacity means that a video uploaded in 2009 could 

be watched today. The above commenter expresses his/her hope that at some time in 

the future the batá group featured may be able to perform at a ceremony that he/she 
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would host. It is therefore possible that ceremonial work could be procured at any 

time the video is still uploaded, offering an ongoing and free source of 

advertisement. Advertising through traditional media outlets requires a significant 

capital expenditure, and payment for these services is ongoing and contingent on the 

time frame of the advertising campaign. YouTube offers an advertising format that is 

ongoing and free, and it also offers broad, global dissemination. It is easy to see why 

some entrepreneurial batá drummers would make use of this service, although its 

effect on the way batá drumming services are usually contracted remains unclear at 

the present.   

Developing online services 

The online environment is becoming more visible as a method for promoting 

religious services in Santería. Many santeros and babalawos now have personal 

websites that promote their religious services. In the case of obanikoso, a batá 

ensemble is actively seeking performance opportunities beyond the boundaries of 

personal communication, and it is using YouTube as a means to do this. This is not 

occurring in Cuba, presumably due to lack of access to the Internet, and this trend 

remains associated with practitioners outside Cuba. Murphy has noted that that 

online promotion of religious services is one of the emerging forms of Internet 

activity that practitioners of Santería are engaging in (Murphy, 2008, p. 475). It is not 

hard to find santeros, santeras and babalawos on the Internet advertising and 

promoting their services such as divination, cleansing baths, and even initiation. 

While many of these online practitioners require the physical presence of a client to 

conduct these rituals, some of these services, such as divination, are even offered 

online. While ceremonial batá drummers are not as visibly engaged in the creation of 

personal websites promoting religious services, YouTube stands as one online site 

where the promotion of ceremonial batá drummers is more likely to occur. At the 

moment it is unclear if this type of promotion of ceremonial batá drummers is having 

an effect on the way that practitioners hire batá drummers, but it does concur with a 

general trend towards developing an online presence that promotes certain services 

associated with Santería.    

Commerce, Santería and YouTube 

The following case study highlights how commercial businesses specialising in the 

sale of goods related to Santería are using YouTube as an online platform for 

promotion. Of the 45 uploaders in the data set, I identified two as being linked to 
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commercial entities that use their YouTube channel in this way. These channels 

included videos that all contained links to third-party websites where goods and 

services are available for online purchase. I focus on one of these channels in the 

following case study. This channel is the official channel for the independent media 

company Kabiosile, which specialises in audio-visual material that documents the 

performance of batá ceremony as it occurs in Matanzas, Cuba. Data for this analysis 

is drawn from an interview with the founder of Kabiosile, Tina Gallagher. The 

analysis will demonstrate how batá ceremony videos can be used as a site for 

commercial promotional practices on YouTube, as well as how commercial and 

altruistic motives are not mutually exclusive.   

Case study - tinamatanzas  

The channel tinamatanzas has seven videos, uploaded between 1 June 2007 and the 

29 August 2012. All of these videos focus on the performance of Santería in 

Matanzas, with three videos featuring footage of batá ceremonies. Of these three, 

only one focuses exclusively on batá ceremony (tinamatanzas, 2007, June 3), while 

the other two videos are interspersed with interview footage. Two of the videos are 

interviews conducted with authorities on the religious and musical traditions of 

Santería in Matanzas. The final video features footage from a Matanzas-style batá 

instructional video.  

These videos are excerpts of footage that are edited from full-length video 

productions that are available for purchase from the website kabiosile.org. The 

YouTube channel is the official channel for Kabiosile, an independent media 

production business founded by Tina Gallagher. Kabiosile specialises in the 

distribution of DVD and CD content produced by Gallagher. Initially inspired by an 

audio recording project that aimed to document the songs and toques of batá as they 

are performed in Matanzas, Gallagher later expanded the concept to include video 

footage of batá ceremonies that she had already recorded.  

And I thought at the same time I bring out the CD I’m going to test a DVD, 

because at the time there wasn’t anything like that available. And, so, [I got] 

permission to do it, and that’s what I did. So, you know, I had to call it 

something. And so I came up with the Kabiosile concept. And then, once it 

came out people were talking to me about how they liked it and, I started 

going through my stuff to see what I had that would be of interest and came 
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up with a whole raft of stuff. [I took this to] a very good friend of mine and a 

god brother and I said what do you think, would this be a good DVD and he 

basically said, “It’s amazing Tina, but no one’s going to understand what this 

is. I mean this is just off the charts stuff, that no one outside of Matanzas has 

ever seen.” And so that’s when I had the concept to do the interviews in 

between. 

(p/c, Tina Gallagher, 8 July 2012) 

When I questioned Gallagher as to why she initially started uploading clips of these 

commercially available DVDs to YouTube, she gave the following response:  

Well mostly I set it up because people were taking clips out of my stuff, and 

publishing it … without giving any credit. So I figured I better get the stuff 

on there, with watermarks on it, and everything, and you know at that time, 

this was so long ago you couldn’t even put video clips on your website or 

anything like that so this is kinda what it’s like, you could do audio 

streaming. You still can’t put video clips on CD Baby, which is where I was 

selling the stuff. So it seemed important to do and then, I didn’t do very much 

with it. Because of course from Cuba I couldn’t. So I just had my editor 

create the clips for me and put my watermarks in them and all that stuff and 

publish them, and … I didn’t really do much more with that.  

(p/c, Tina Gallagher, 8 July 2012)  

This response identifies the benefits of promotion through YouTube, as it allowed 

Gallagher to offer video excerpts of the product which were not supported by other 

distribution sites, such as the online music distribution website CD Baby. But it is 

interesting to note that the initial reason for uploading these clips was to counter 

other YouTube users remediation of Gallagher’s original content. On YouTube the 

remediation of copyrighted content has seen the implementation of certain protocols 

used by YouTube that locate and take down content that is not authorised by 

copyright owners. These protocols are not always effective, and in some cases rely 

on copyright owners becoming aware of unauthorised use of content and lodging this 

concern with YouTube. Rather than try and force YouTube to take down these 

pirated clips, Gallagher chose to create her own YouTube channel to counter this 
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problem. This then gave her the opportunity to directly promote the products for sale 

on her own website.   

Gallagher promotes her commercial website by placing links to this website in the 

uploader description, as well as in the video itself. But while commercial motives 

may influence her motivations for uploading to YouTube, she also expresses other 

reasons that can be linked more to the sharing of videos as a way to freely offer 

content that some YouTube users may be attracted to: 

Initially it was to direct people to the website. And then I added a few things 

just because I thought I wanted to share them. Like when Chacha died was 

when I put up the interview with him. The complete interview. And like now, 

with Alfredo, the same thing. There are a lot of people who will want to see 

that because he’s their godfather and, you know, important in their lives. And 

then, if other people see it, and learn something about the religion, or it 

reinforces something for them about the religion, that’s great. 

(p/c, Tina Gallagher, 8 July 2012)  

In this way Gallagher participates on YouTube not only for promotional purposes, 

but also to be able to freely share something that people with affinities for this 

content may find appealing. This highlights how motivations based on sharing can 

also accord with more commercial motivations in such a way that the two do not 

necessarily conflict. Through YouTube, Gallagher promotes her business venture, as 

well as freely sharing content with others.   

Expanding networks through the online environment 

The relationship between these online promotional practices and the offline world of 

Santería highlights the increasing importance of the Internet to the practice of 

Santería at an international level. No longer confined to networks that are connected 

through ties of initiation or bounded by geographic proximity, people are aware of 

the global reach of YouTube and its ability to make practices visible in an expanded, 

online environment. While practitioners of Santería may remain connected through 

other more traditional forms of communication, the Internet expands on these 

networks, offering greater possibilities for communicative practices, and encourages 

people with affinities for this content to also participate through watching videos of 

batá ceremony.  
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New Online Practices: Memorialising Through Batá Ceremony 

While I have documented how batá ceremony videos on YouTube are characteristic 

of a new paradigm of representation, there is one example of a video that I identified 

that challenges some general assumptions that I have made thus far. As previously 

explained, the majority of batá ceremony videos simply document practice as it 

occurs, and strongly focus on specific activities that occur during the batá ceremony. 

Context and the development of a narrative are largely absent. Simple editing 

features are indicative of the increasing simplicity with which video may be 

produced and uploaded onto YouTube. But two videos, both uploaded on the channel 

armenterosfamily, feature very specific production techniques that are not found in 

other videos from the data set. I focus on one of these videos to highlight how video 

production and batá ceremony can be used to create new representations of batá 

ceremony that give practitioners of Santería opportunities to create mediated forms 

of religious representation that are unrelated to the development of a community of 

affinity, promotion or commercial activities.  

This video is an example of a style of video on YouTube called the “memorial video 

tribute” (Wahlberg, 2009, p. 218), videos that are made in memory of the deceased. 

Using the words “in memory of” in a YouTube search returned 5 500 000 results (6 

May, 2016). A brief examination of the first page of the search results reveal that 

many of these videos are dedicated to babies, children and young people, although 

video tributes on YouTube are not limited to this demographic. Many pay tribute to 

those who have died in tragic circumstances, such as through accidents, illness and 

suicide.  

The intersection of death and place has been widely explored (e.g. Agar, Currow, 

Shelby-James, Plummer, et. al., 2008; Klaufus, 2014; Kong, 2012). Recent literature 

on the relationship between death and space/place has applied the term deathscapes 

to conceptualise the material manifestations that are often associated with death 

(Maddrell & Sidaway, 2010). Based on Appadurai’s development of scapes as a 

means of interpreting contemporary and interrelated cultural and social processes 

(Appadurai, 1990), deathscapes “invoke both the places associated with death and 

for the dead, and how these are imbued with meanings and associations” (Maddrell 

& Sidaway, 2010, p. 4). While many of these deathscapes are manifested in physical 

space, there are a growing number of online sites that offer virtual spaces for 
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memorials (Wahlberg, 2009, p. 225). The number of memorial videos on YouTube 

indicates that many people view YouTube as an alternative deathscape.  

The use of video as a means of memorialising the deceased is viewed by Wahlberg 

as “primarily an American invention,” although he also notes a growing trend in 

other countries (Wahlberg, 2009, p. 218). These video memorials form part of a 

“culture of grief,” although recognition and understanding of this practice is still 

underdeveloped (Wahlberg, 2009, p. 219). They represent a type of ‘vernacular’ 

memorial that reflects and incorporates “popular culture and the idiom of everyday 

life” (Maddrell, 2012, p. 47). This is in contrast to the more formal models of 

memorial that exist for the dead, often associated with physical places and rituals 

such as cemeteries and funerals. These vernacular memorials may include 

spontaneous demonstrations of grief that occur outside these spaces, and allow for 

the expression of communal grief. While vernacular memorials may exist in a 

physical space, the growing importance of the Internet in daily life has created a new 

space for these expressions of grief. An investigation into memorial tribute videos 

that feature ceremonial batá drumming may help in developing new perspectives on 

how lives are remembered on YouTube. But even more importantly, it may help us 

to understand how virtual forms of remembering may add new layers to previously 

existing rites and ceremonies that already exist for creyentes.   

One way that community defines itself is through the way that it remembers those 

members who have died. In offline communities of creyentes, the death of 

community members is marked out with specific funeral rites, known as itutu.  

Michael Atwood Mason has linked this ceremony to transformation, rupture and 

repair (Mason, 2013). The dead person is transformed, moving from the land of the 

living to the land of the dead, ara onu, where they become an eggun, or spirit. 

Rupture between the living and the dead is performed as important religious items 

belonging to the deceased are broken up and dispersed. Repair occurs through the 

process of inheritance, as some religious items are bequeathed to the living, and the 

deceased passes into the ceremonies of eggun, always remembered and cherished 

despite their lack of physical presence. As well as contributing to a culture of grief 

management (Lamm, 2004, pp. 82-82), these customs and beliefs also help to 

establish the dead person as now belonging to a different but interconnected plain of 

existence.  
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In Santería, memorial shrines to the deceased are often kept in private homes. A 

common shrine, the boveda, is a small table covered with a white tablecloth, upon 

which glasses of water, a crucifix, flowers, and other small offerings may be placed. 

The boveda also holds pictures of deceased relatives by both blood and religious 

kinship. Offerings such as candles, perfume and flowers are often placed there. 

Essentially a memorial, the boveda is also seen as a place of communication, where 

the practitioner may come to talk and “be close” to the those now living in ara onu. 

The emergence of videos that seek to pay tribute to creyentes also stand as 

memorials. Aside from the ones that feature ceremonial batá drumming, a number of 

others also exist that pay tribute to practitioners who are not batá drummers. While a 

popular form of video tribute on YouTube is a montage that edits together still 

images over a soundtrack, the videos I have viewed tend to use video footage of the 

subject filmed during batá ceremonies. While the memorial tribute video on 

YouTube often invokes a strong feeling of loss created through the repeated display 

of still pictures of the deceased played over a musical backdrop, the presence of batá 

ceremony in these videos creates a completely different ambience, which I will now 

explore.   

Case study - En tu memoria1.mov  

The video “En tu memoria1.mov” (2009, November 18) opens with the camera 

capturing the scene from inside a moving car. The words “Miami, Armenteros 

Family TV” are superimposed in the left hand corner. It then cuts to a shot of a man 

getting into a car, before it cuts to a black background with the words “En tu 

memoria.” It reopens with the shot of a man talking into the camera. The next few 

scenes are brief, and include people addressing the camera, as well as some playful 

behaviour. These shots all occur outside, on a bright sunny day.  

At 0:32mins, the camera has moved inside. The camera takes some brief shots of 

people’s faces in close-up. At 0:38mins there is some footage of a trono. From 

0:43mins the camera takes footage of people eating at a table. These are the omo 

añás eating a ritual meal that is traditionally taken before performing. After eating 

we see the omo añás take turns washing their hands from a large bowl of water, 

leaving a note of money lying across the rim of this bowl. All this occurs while the 

following song is being sung, alternating between a lead singer and the chorus 

response as sung by the other omo añás at the table:  
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Lead: Iyalode apetebi omo añá, awacha my ee coco,  

Response: Awacha my ee coco, , awacha my ee coco,  

Awacha my ee coco, , awacha my ee coco,  

Iyalode apetebi omo añá, awacha my ee coco,  

Lead: Ochemini e, Awacha my ee coco, awacha my ee coco,  

Iyalode apetebi omo añá, awacha my ee coco,  

Response: Ochemini e , Ochemini e, Awacha my ee coco, awacha my ee  

coco, awacha my ee coco, awacha my ee coco, Iyalode …   

Known as la ceremonia de la mesa (Sp. “the ceremony of the table”), this is the only 

documentation of this ritual that I have found on YouTube. The song thanks the 

orichas, as well as the women who have just served them the meal. In the song it 

refers to the oricha Ochún, who is here described as the apetebí (L.) of omo añás. 

Apetebí is often glossed as “wife” or “helper,” and is often used solely in reference to 

Ochún. For this reason, the women serving the food must be initiated santeras with 

Ochún as their tutelary oricha. The money that is placed in the bowl is later shared 

amongst the women who were involved in preparing and serving the meal.  

From 1:40mins, the footage of the batá ceremony begins, opening with the oru 

cantado. The style of filming in this video is very similar to the other videos 

previously discussed, and the focus remains on the batá drummers and the singers. 

From this angle one can see that the batá drummers themselves are also singing the 

responses to the songs. Ceremonial batá drummers singing the chorus response 

appears to be a more recent development, and occurs because participants may not be 

familiar with ceremonial repertoire. While this may occur more commonly outside  

Cuba because participants are not as familiar with the vast repertoire of songs that 

can be sung for the orichas, I have also observed this occurring in Cuba on a number 

of occasions. At 3:45mins, in the middle of a song, the ceremony is interrupted by a 

title screen that says “Martillo saludando su tambor por ultima vez Ifa Oddara” 

(“Martillo saluting his drums for the last time, Ifa Oddara”) [Fig. 5.1].  
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Figure 5.3. First title screen. Screen shot taken from “En tu memoria1.mov” 

(armenterosfamily, 2009, November 18).  

 

At 3:48mins the scene reopens with one of the omo añás who had been at the table 

saluting the drums during a song for the oricha Orula. The camera stays focused on 

the drums. At 4:12mins we see this same person walking out in front of the drums, 

talking on his phone. Superimposed in the left-hand corner are the words: “Que en 

paz descanse” (“Rest in peace”) [Figure 5.2].  
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Figure 5.4. Focus on the person moving outside. Screen shot taken from “En tu 

memoria1.mov” (armenterosfamily, 2009, November 18).  

 

The camera then continues to film the drummers and the singer as they perform. We 

see people saluting the drums. At 7:32mins the video cuts to a shot of the same 

person who was seen saluting the drums at 3:48mins talking on his phone. The same 

song that was used as a soundtrack at the beginning of the video begins again. The 

words “En nuestras memorias quedaras- Como Los Dioses” are superimposed 

underneath this image (“You will remain in our memories – Like The Gods”) [Figure 

5.3]. This man is seen opening a door as he is talking. A folly sound effect of a 

creaking door is added at this point.  
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Figure 5.5. Person walking outside. Screen shot taken from “En tu memoria1.mov” 

(armenterosfamily, 2009, November 18).  

  

At 7:35mins, as this image cuts to a black background screen, and there is the sound 

of a door being closed. Credits then roll at 7:36mins. First a screen says “Armenteros 

Family TV.” Then rolling credits appear, listing the performers and the person 

responsible for the production of the video.   

This video is different from the other videos batá ceremony videos on YouTube 

owing to a number of factors. Noticeably, the production characteristics of this video 

show a deeper level of post-production work than is exhibited in the other videos. As 

previously noted, most batá ceremony videos do not feature any post-production, and 

those that do are quite rudimentary. This video, on the other hand, displays a number 

of post-production techniques, such as the inclusion of an overdubbed song at the 

beginning and end of the video, sound effects and intertitles. These qualities mark 

out this video as different to the other videos I have analysed thus far. The post-

production features play an important role in the tone and feeling of the production. 

The intertitle at 3:46mins stating that the deceased is now about to salute his batá for 

the last time, the superimposed subtitle under the footage of the deceased, and the 

sound effect of the opening and closing door create an emotive scene that emphasises 

that this person has now “passed” to the other side.   
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The content of this video shares a number of traits with the other batá ceremony 

videos, notably a focus on the batá ceremony itself. But it also goes beyond a focus 

on the batá ceremony, and shares moments that occur outside the batá ceremony. We 

enter into the parts of the tambor that we are not usually privy to in the other videos; 

the omo añás getting ready to leave in the morning, the drive to the ceremony, the 

ceremonia de la mesa. Through the inclusion of these types of activities, and the 

production techniques used, a narrative structure is formed. This video tells a story, 

something that is uncommon in batá ceremony video on YouTube. While the degree 

to which we share in this experience differs, the narrative that this creates takes the 

viewer on a journey while other ceremonial batá videos only document highlights.  

While this video features batá ceremony, its significance is not due to the presence of 

batá drumming, but rather its effect on broader structures of religious remembrances 

that currently exist in Santería. While it is also important to note how different roles 

and hierarchy within Santería practice may influence the content and frame 

individuals in a particular light, the form and content of these video memorials 

remind us that individual decisions often influence the way religious practice 

engages with modern technology (Clark, 2011). This video chose to foreground the 

religious role of the deceased, their position as an olú-batá and babalawo, while 

omitting any other aspect of their life. While this captures an obviously important 

part of the life of the deceased, it also reflects on the importance of Santería and batá 

drumming to the person who produced and uploaded the video.  

The person who uploaded this video is engaging in new forms of remembrances that 

become tied to the performance of batá ceremony. While Santería has a number of 

powerful ways that memory is not only preserved, but often transformed (Mason, 

2013), these videos serve to remind us that practitioners are using the Internet in 

ways that transform and extend on these traditional practices. The adoption of video 

memorials uploaded to YouTube offer another avenue through which practitioners 

may extend the means of maintaining memory of the dead which are already found 

in Santería practice. It also has implications for the ways that globally dispersed 

members of the same religious ‘family’ may maintain feelings of connection through 

the emergence of such a video. In a globally disbursed community of practitioners, 

attendance at funeral rites may not always be possible. Videos such as these offer 

opportunities for reconnection in these circumstances, and might go some way to 

alleviating feelings of disconnection or displacement. The video may also serve as a 
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form of ritual sacrifice to the deceased, that being the sacrifice of time that was spent 

in creating this production, more so than is often found in other batá ceremonial 

videos.  

Conclusions 

YouTube offers uploaders the opportunity to contribute to the development of a 

community of affinity that extends on the traditional understanding of community in 

Santería. This affinity positions batá ceremony beyond the confines of ritual ties of 

initiation, and strongly aligns with the development of a community of affinity that is 

based on musical interests, particularly as they relate to batá drumming. YouTube 

has also become a site where amateurs video creators may access levels of 

promotional opportunity that were once controlled by the traditional media 

industries. The advantages of YouTube include the fact that there are no service fees 

charged for its use, as well as the opportunity for global exposure. Whether these 

promotional practices are successful is for the time being unclear, but there is an 

obvious appeal to using YouTube in this way. YouTube also provides opportunities 

for the creation of religious meaning in new ways, as illustrated through the adoption 

of the memorial tribute video to memorialise those involved in Santería practice and 

batá ceremony. These videos provide insight into a more nuanced understanding of 

YouTube that is individualised, and that seeks to address different users in different 

ways.  

The use of YouTube to upload batá ceremony videos shows an understanding of the 

global reach of this medium. Uploaders can make use of this to serve their own 

interests, but this does not exclude the possibility that uploaders also desire to share 

this content with a wider community of interested people, in effect participating in 

the new paradigm of an online sharing culture. This global reach will be explored 

further in the next chapter,  and will address how YouTube videos become a new 

virtual “meeting place,” a meeting place where the notions of online and offline cross 

over.    
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 Chapter 6 – Creating a Global Community Through Local 
and Virtual Practice  

When a religion moves beyond geographical and cultural borders, within 

which it had its origin, there can be a growing uncertainty among devotees 

about how its worldview is to be articulated in new lands and under new 

conditions.  

(Pemberton III, 2008, p. 570) 

 

While the previous chapters examined how participants are framing the 

representation of batá drumming on YouTube within the variable and fluid paradigm 

of YouTube’s participatory culture, this chapter focuses on how batá ceremony 

videos become a site for the formation of online community and the relationship this 

has to offline practices of community-formation that characterise batá ceremony and 

Santería. As Pemberton acknowledges in the opening quote of this chapter, the 

migration of religious practices outside their geographical and cultural borders can 

lead to challenges that are faced by practitioners who seek to reposition their 

practices in new environments. In the case of ceremonial batá drumming we see a 

shift from a localised practice focused in the western provinces of Cuba, to a much 

more globally-dispersed practice. The Internet is playing an increasingly important 

role in this process, as it has become a viable means through which people can 

maintain and develop connections in a global world. In this chapter I seek to outline 

some of these processes as they can be observed in both the offline environment and  

YouTube itself, and how YouTube itself enables this to occur.    

The first section of this chapter is concerned with how batá ceremony brings local 

practices to the online world, reflecting on the now-globalised practice of batá 

ceremony. It will be demonstrated how YouTube users make use of the online 

environment to stake a claim in this new virtual practice as a way to connect in an 

increasingly globalised environment. A case study will illustrate how Cubans, who 

do not currently have widespread access to YouTube, also seek to position 

themselves in this online environment. This will demonstrate that Cubans also 

understand the potential role that YouTube plays in making local practices globally 

visible. The next section then examines how YouTube users make batá ceremony 
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videos visible to an online audience through the manipulation of text annotations and 

the specific use of written language. The chapter concludes with a thematic analysis 

of comments attached to batá ceremony videos, highlighting the focus and concerns 

of those who comment on batá ceremony videos on YouTube, and how these 

interactions help shape the contours of an online batá-centred community.  

Localising batá ceremony  

As discussed in Chapter 2, Cuban emigration and a sustained interest from non-

Cubans in the practice of batá drumming has increased not only the presence of omo 

añá in countries outside Cuba but has also seen Aña, in the form of the sacred batá 

fundamento, journey to new lands outside Cuba. This “migration” is reported to have 

started occurring in the late 1970s, when batá fundamento began appearing in the 

USA (Amira, 2015), as well as Puerto Rico (Ramos, 2000, p. 180). In the 1990s sets 

of batá fundamento also became established in other countries such as  Venezuela 

(Quintero & Marcuzzi, 2015, p. 244), and Brazil (Leobons, 2015, p. 267). Mexico 

currently has at least 20 sets of batá fundamento (Schweitzer, 2013, p. 18), and the 

movement of batá fundamento into European countries has been discussed by 

Altmann (2007).57 Before YouTube, the knowledge of batá fundamento in specific 

geographic locations would have been confined to networks of creyentes and their 

affiliates who were personally aware of this presence. In more recent times, the 

rising number of batá ceremony videos on YouTube has provided another source that 

provides information on the geographic location of batá fundamento, as a number 

uploaders provide information about the location of the ceremony, either in the title 

or the uploader description of the video. The capacity of You Tube to document and 

transmit the performance of local batá ceremonies through the Internet has allowed it 

to serve as an indicator of both local practices and global movement. The following 

table lists the locations of batá ceremony as they are seen occurring in videos from 

the primary data set (n=170):   

 

                                                

57 Many other countries in the Americas are also likely to have sets of batá 

fundamento, including Canada, Panama, Colombia, Peru and Argentina. While my 

data for this is less clear, these countries have sizeable Santería communities, which 

usually indicate the presence of batá fundamento.   
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Country  No. of Videos Percentage 

Cuba 71 42% 

USA 46 27% 

Mexico 9 5% 

Venezuela 5 3% 

Puerto Rico 4 3% 

Switzerland 3 2% 

Italy 1 1% 

Spain 1 1% 

Unidentified 27 16% 

Total No. of Videos 170 100%  

Table 6.1. List of countries where batá ceremony has been videoed, and the total 

number of videos from the data set (n=170) that have been shot in these countries.   

  

While most of these ceremonies have been filmed in either Cuba or the United 

States, smaller numbers of uploads are also being filmed and uploaded to YouTube 

from other Spanish-speaking American countries, as well as from Europe. While the 

presence of these videos on YouTube does not necessarily reflect the frequency of 

batá ceremonies in these countries, it does offer some support to the premise that 

batá ceremony is becoming more widespread. Of course, there is no guarantee that 

YouTube is representative of batá ceremony as it is performed in all global locations. 

Batá fundamento are also currently present in England, as well as Argentina (p/c, 

Leonardo Leno, 24 June 2015), but there does not appear to be any footage on 

YouTube of batá ceremonies in these countries as yet. One reason for this could be 
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because elders in these communities do not allow videoing to occur, a likely 

explanation given the sensitivities that still surround the videoing of batá ceremony. 

Prelinger has noted that the large amount of video material on YouTube is likely to 

give an “illusion of comprehensiveness,” (2009, p. 270) which might be applied to 

videos of batá ceremony on YouTube. Aside from this concern, there is reason to 

believe that YouTube can be of assistance in documenting geographic trends, even if 

this data requires further verification. This is evident from the data, which 

demonstrates that Cuba, the USA, Mexico and Venezuela are the most common 

countries where batá ceremony is videoed. This concurs with data collected by other 

researchers and myself which places these four countries as dominant sites for the 

practice of santería and the performance of batá ceremony (Schweitzer, 2013, p.18; 

Quintero & Marcuzzi, 2015; p/c, Antoine Miniconi, 22 July 2012).  

What is obvious from this table is that the majority of videos are being shot in Cuba 

(42%, n=71). But owing to the bandwidth and access difficulties associated with 

uploading videos to YouTube in Cuba, this would indicate that people are videoing 

batá ceremony in Cuba, but uploading it from countries outside Cuba. The majority 

of the footage from the data set is shot by uploaders or, in cases where the uploader 

is visible in the video, by other participants. While I am aware that Cubans 

themselves may ask foreigners to upload videos for them once they return to their 

home country, the data set does not provide strong evidence for this occurring, 

highlighting that the videos are not being produced by Cubans who reside in Cuba. 

This indicates that uploaders who video batá ceremony in Cuba are travelling there 

and uploading these videos at a later date, most likely from their country of 

residence. The people most likely to be doing this include both Cuban émigrés 

returning on visits to Cuba and non-Cubans who are most likely travelling as 

religious tourists, as well as “musical tourists.” The appearance of so many videos on 

YouTube that document batá ceremony in Cuba suggests that there are many people 

who are forming relationships with Cubans. While this is not surprising in light of 

the development of religious and musical tourism in Cuba, its publicisation on 

YouTube provides a new type of evidence for the existence of these relationships.   

There is also an increasing presence of batá ceremony in countries that have not been 

traditionally associated with the practice of Santería, specifically countries in Europe. 

While some countries in the Americas have developed large and vibrant Santería 

communities, interviews with omo añás in Germany and France have noted that the 
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size of the communities in Europe are much smaller (also see Rossbach de Olmos, 

2009). Because batá ceremony requires communal participation, videos of batá 

ceremony demonstrate the establishment of an offline community in Europe that is 

able to gather creyentes together, and represents the establishment of an increasingly 

active religious community in these countries, which includes the presence of 

competent ritual musicians.   

Batá ceremonies shot outside Cuba can be viewed as a public affirmation of practice 

outside Cuba. This is particularly telling when the ceremony is occurring in a country 

that is not known for Santería practice. A series of seven uploads that document a 

batá ceremony in Switzerland include the following uploader description: 

“Impresiones de un tambor en Suiza” [Eng. “Impressions of a tambor in 

Switzerland”] (igbodu, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, 2011d, 2011e, 2011f, 2011g, August 

2). The location information provided by the uploader is an explicit attempt to 

localise the performance of batá ceremony outside Cuba. This text invites the viewer 

to consider how batá ceremony is performed in Switzerland, a country which is not 

well-known for the practice of Santería, but which has developed a small but active 

community of ceremonial batá drummers.58   

In this way uploaders are not only identifying their location, but by uploading the 

video to YouTube, they are staking a claim for their location in the new, globalised 

world of batá ceremony. Diego Centeno, an omo añá from Puerto Rico who has 

uploaded batá ceremony videos to YouTube, explained to me that one of the reasons 

he started to upload these videos was because there was little information on batá 

ceremony in Puerto Rico at the time, and posting videos on YouTube was one way 

he could publicise the practice to people outside Puerto Rico (p/c, Diego Centeno, 9 

January 2016). While Cuba is often viewed as the source of “authentic culture and 

                                                

58 Like other communities of batá drummers outside Cuba, Cuban immigration and 

an interest in batá drumming from Swiss drummers has played a role in shaping a 

batá community in Switzerland. Julio Davalos, a well regarded batá drummer from 

Cuba, moved to Switzerland in the early 2000s, and his collaboration with Swiss 

drummers, including Adrian Coburg and and Sébastian Gagneux, appears to have 

spurred this development. For more information on batá drumming in Switzerland 

see Altmann (2007) and Banchereau (2008). 
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spiritual authority” for Santería practice and ritual (Delgado, 2014, p. 150), the 

growing presence of experienced omo añás and batá fundamento in countries outside 

Cuba is changing the landscape of batá ceremony. YouTube offers one way that the 

presence of batá ceremony outside Cuba can be communicated to a wider audience. 

Through YouTube, the many different locals become globally accessible.  

In the same way that these videos are used to situate the actual practice of batá 

ceremony in different local environments, commenters may also situate themselves 

in different geographic locations, as seen below: 

FC M 2 years ago 

Maravilloso...saludos desde Colombia!!!! 

(Marvellous…greetings from Colombia!!!!) 

 

EG 2 years ago 

belleza.... Ashe para  la Religion, desde Panamá  

(Beautiful….Ashe for the Religion, from Panama) 

(ogbetua, 2009, September 7)  

Comments that include location information demonstrates that commenters are also 

expressing their local identity within the context of a global practice. They are 

identifying themselves as part of a global community that consists of different yet 

interconnected “locals” (Beliso-de Jesus, 2013, p. 705), as well as identifying 

themselves as participants in the new online environment of YouTube. In this way 

YouTube users are engaged in the process of mapping out new offline territories for 

batá ceremony in the online environment of YouTube. 

Beliso-de Jesus (2013) has demonstrated how video is playing a role in the 

development of new “transnational assemblages” that connect practitioners of 

Santería, especially those who are geographically separated from their spiritual 

“home,” most commonly represented by the ilé Videos of batá ceremony on 

YouTube can be viewed as a site where new assemblages are being created, as 

connections are no longer reliant on interpersonal networks through which 
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information and material goods have traditionally been circulated. Uploaders and 

commenters are addressing a global audience which does not necessarily have 

knowledge of each other’s existence. This means that access to video representations 

of batá ceremony on YouTube are no longer contained within these interpersonal 

religious networks, but are instead open to a much heightened level of public 

scrutiny. While these videos are most likely attracting those with existing religious 

ties and affiliations, I would also argue that those who are videoing batá ceremony 

are loosening the traditional religious ties that have previously controlled those who 

can access video footage of Santería ceremony. In the case of batá ceremony, the 

musical focus of the videos creates new transnational assemblages that are bound not 

only through religious ties, but also through musical affiliations that may or may not 

be connected through initiation.  

During the course of this research I have become aware of how batá ceremony 

videos on YouTube can offer supplementary forms of evidence for the migration  of 

batá fundamento, and how this may assist omo añás and creyentes in furthering 

knowledge of Añá’s global movement. YouTube will not always offer a complete 

picture of this global situation, especially where there is a lack of access to the 

Internet or in communities where the prohibition against videoing batá ceremony is 

upheld, but YouTube remains a valuable resource in plotting global batá trajectories. 

This was illustrated to me during a series of email communications between Thomas 

Altmann, a participant in this research, and myself. Altmann had already conducted 

research into the presence of batá fundamento in Europe (Altmann, 2007) and had 

tracked the presence of a number of sets of batá fundamento across different 

countries in Europe. Wanting to have some feedback on videos of batá ceremony in 

Europe, I emailed some YouTube links of a batá ceremony in Italy to Altmann, who 

lives in Germany. This was his reply: “Well, Yamil seems to have settled his own 

fundamento in Italy indeed, Obba Aña. Película plays the iyá on the first clip. I don't 

know who the white guy is (p/c, Thomas Altmann, 9 October 2012). 

Up until the moment I sent him the link of the batá ceremony in Italy, Altmann was 

unaware of the arrival of batá fundamento in Italy. He recognised some of the 

drummers, but not others. This type of information sharing can be related to the 

concept of a virtual testigo, or virtual witness (Beliso-de Jesus, 2013, p. 706), 

discussed in Chapter 3. As a virtual witness, video becomes a means to verify to 

others that certain initiation ceremonies have taken place. This may be the case when 
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the initiate is a non-Cuban initiated in Cuba. But when YouTube becomes a platform 

for virtual testigos, the difference is that this information is accessible by anyone. 

What this means for batá ceremony on YouTube is that “video-as-witness” becomes 

highly mobile and much more publically accessible. In this situation the location of a 

particular batá ceremony may become less relevant than the position of this video in 

a globally-accessible Internet site such as YouTube. But while this may be the case, 

the identification of specific locations that are embedded in the video upload also 

remain important indicators of localised practice, especially when they are being 

shared in the context of a global religious practice such as Santería.     

Globalising the local – YouTube’s role in the promotion of local practices 

A number of the batá ceremony videos on YouTube are documenting the relationship 

between foreign batá drummers and their Cuban teachers. There are a number of 

videos uploaded by non-Cubans that document the lessons that they have undergone 

in Cuba with Cuban batá drummers. There are also examples of videos where we can 

see non-Cubans who are performing at batá ceremonies in Cuba with Cuban omo 

añás. This is a situation that is very familiar to me, as it the same process I have 

experienced while learning batá drumming in Cuba. While non-Cubans may only go 

so far as to have batá lessons, some, like myself, have also gone on to become 

initiated as an omo añá and perform at batá ceremonies. In this learning environment 

the presence of audio and video recording equipment is common, as foreigners 

coming to Cuba often seek to document their lessons through these types of 

technologies.  

Just like non-Cuban omo añás leave Cuba and return home, so to do the videos that 

they may have made. Videos of batá ceremony uploaded to YouTube publically 

recreate those moments of batá ceremony in Cuba, in which many Cuban batá 

drummers can be seen performing. These same Cubans do not have an equal 

opportunity for travel like non-Cuban omo añás, but through YouTube they do 

“travel,” and also become publically represented at a potentially global level. This is 

evident in the case of Tony, a Cuban priest of Santería in Cuba, who recognises that, 

even though he cannot physically travel outside Cuba, through video he has gained 

recognition outside Cuba: “Even though I do not travel, people know me over there. 

I’m in the videos my godchildren take back, and they know me” (Beliso-de Jesus, 

2013, p. 704).  
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It is unclear if Cubans in Cuba who appear in the videos are aware of their presence 

on YouTube. Sometimes watching YouTube videos I have seen Cubans I know 

through offline, real world interactions. Whether they are aware of their presence on 

YouTube remains unclear. In this case the lack of control that Cubans have over 

videos featuring their own image is evident. Once the video leaves Cuba, there is 

very little that they may do to control the way it used. Some non-Cubans may choose 

to deal with this ethically, and seek permission from those who appear in the video. 

One participant, Antoine Miniconi, discussed this issue in an interview: 

I have some, like, three or four videos [of batá ceremony] that are very, very 

good, you know… It’s great, but I don’t know, I have to speak about that 

with Piri, and we have to speak about that with some cousins, and the father 

has to speak about that with the uncles, and blah, blah, blah.  

(p/c, Antoine Miniconi, 22 July 2012) 

Miniconi has developed a very strong relationship with a family of batá drummers in 

Cuba known as Los Chinitos. This relationship has manifested itself in a number of 

ways. For Miniconi, it provided a proxy-family during his time in Cuba. For the batá 

drummers involved, it has provided opportunities for offline, foreign travel to teach 

in Europe, as well as virtual travel through YouTube, which has resulted in an 

increased number of foreign students seeking lessons from them. Although mutually 

beneficial to both parties, Miniconi still finds himself feeling the need to ask 

permission to place batá ceremony videos on YouTube owing to the sensitivities 

surrounding the publicisation of images of batá ceremony.  

For these kinds of collaborations to work, there must be a level of trust between the 

two parties. Once someone has control of the video, there is no guarantee that they 

will not attempt to benefit from it themselves without sharing any of the benefits 

with their Cuban collaborators. It is for this reason that Cuban omo añá Roberto 

Torres informed me that Cuban batá drummers do not like to be videoed (see 

Chapter 3). But there is some evidence to suggest that a number of uploaders are 

seeking to bring benefits to their Cuban teachers and friends. This is the most likely 

reason that some uploaders add information and contact details pertaining to the 

Cuban batá drummers observable in the video. Acting in much the same way as the 

promotional videos discussed in Chapter 5, these videos promote the services of 

Cubans who themselves cannot access the Internet, and the uploaders effectively 
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become culture brokers. These kinds of practices may help in reducing the effects of 

unequal access to YouTube between Cubans and non-Cubans.  

But the position of uploaders who promote Cuban batá drummers is not one that 

would necessarily be adopted by everyone. It is quite likely that, of those videos shot 

in Cuba, people who are the focus of these videos, most commonly the musicians, do 

not have any knowledge how this video has been used. But would they care? Barbara 

Alge has noted that some participants in her research have been happy to have their 

cultural practices recorded and uploaded to YouTube, as it acts as a form of 

valorisation and validation (2011, p. 268). But for the practice to be truly ethical, this 

should be justified through informed consent. In an age of more prevalent 

videography practices and online video-sharing, new ethical terrain must be 

negotiated in order to ensure equitable and mutually beneficial practices.  

There is evidence to think that some in Cuba see being on YouTube as advantageous 

and desirable, and are inclined to permit recording and the uploading of video that 

documents them performing at batá ceremony. Owing to the lack of infrastructure 

and economic problems in Cuba, it is unclear exactly when Cubans may have more 

opportunity to access the Internet. In this environment, some Cubans are aware that 

non-Cuban networks of students and friends that they cultivate in Cuba may be able 

to provide such access to the Internet, even if it is a type of proxy access. The 

following case study examines one such encounter with this opportunity that 

emerged when I conducted batá lessons and performed at a batá ceremony in 

Havana.  

Case Study – Opportunity and YouTube 

During March 2013 I had been taking batá lessons from Miki Alfonso, a well-known 

Cuban batá drummer and babalawo who lives in Habana Vieja (Old Havana). I had 

discussed my thesis project with him, and had conducted an interview with him in 

which I showed him videos of batá ceremony that could be found on YouTube. In 

our lessons we had been preparing for me to perform the okónkolo drum at a batá 

ceremony. I had requested if I could video some of the this ceremony. While I had 

the intention of using this video for learning purposes at a later date, Alfonso asked 

me if I intended to put this video on YouTube. At this stage I had not considered it, 

but answered that this would be possible. He appeared satisfied at this, and we 

carried on with the lesson.  
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On the day of the batá ceremony I went to Alfonso’s home and we went together to 

the house where the batá ceremony was to take place. There I found out that the 

ceremony was being held in honour of the oricha Eleguá, and had been sponsored by 

a Mexican who had ties to the ilé where the ceremony was being held. The batá 

drums and the drummers were already there. Setting up in front of the trono 

dedicated to Eleguá, I first placed a small video camera on top of a fridge which 

would capture the oru seco. I then placed the okónkolo on my lap. Alfonso played 

iyá, while someone I had only just met was playing itótele. We began the oru seco 

with the rhythm for Eleguá, the rhythm that is always played at the beginning of the 

oru seco. I cannot remember the next thirty minutes clearly, but I do remember 

focusing on my part and attempting to listen to the iyá which was controlling the 

rhythms. I felt that I performed fairly well up until the penultimate toque. This place 

is always reserved for a toque in honour of the oricha to which the ceremony is 

dedicated. Because the rhythm for Eleguá must always be played first, another toque 

for Eleguá needs to be performed as the penultimate toque. Alfonso made the call on 

the iyá that was supposed to bring in the toque for Eleguá called Lalubanché (L.). I 

had misheard the call, and came in off the beat, “crossing” the rhythm. After some 

disgruntled looks from Alfonso I managed to change the position of my rhythm and 

play it correctly. I was somewhat embarrassed by this, but I understood that making a 

mistake like this was not unheard of in these situations.  

After the batá ceremony I talked about the performance with Alfonso. He seemed to 

be content with my performance, but then told me that he did not want to put this 

video on YouTube. He mentioned that there might be some better opportunities to 

video an oru seco and upload that instead. I readily agreed with him. In both my 

mind, and apparently his, uploading batá ceremony on YouTube laid the 

performance open to public assessment and critique. As Alfonso had decided that the 

video was not up to the necessary musical standard, he preferred that it was not 

publically uploaded. Alfonso’s original desire to post some footage of batá ceremony 

on YouTube, and his subsequent decision not to use this particular footage, 

highlights how Cubans can use non-Cubans to gain access to YouTube, and also 

demonstrates their awareness of its public nature. I would suggest that Alfonso was 

looking to strategically position himself on YouTube as an experienced and expert 

Cuban batá drummer. While Alfonso’s performance was very good, my own 
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mistakes jeopardised this image, which prompted his decision to discard the idea of 

putting this on YouTube.   

A team effort 

I position this particular experience in light of Cubans’ inability to access YouTube, 

and their belief that this site may lead to potential global exposure. Through the 

contacts Cubans make with non-Cubans visiting Cuba to learn and perform at batá 

ceremony, opportunities have arisen to leverage these foreign networks and therefore 

gain access to YouTube. Through a process of conscious collaboration with non-

Cuban students, some Cubans look toward YouTube as a way to promote themselves 

in a global marketplace. Dominic Kirk expressed his view on this situation as a non-

Cuban who has uploaded batá ceremony videoed in Cuba:  

So students like us … go there, film it, and then we chuck it on the net. So 

they’re the ones [the Cubans] that are actually making the product, and then 

we’re the ones who have the resources, the time and the money to go and 

chuck it on the net. So it’s a team effort. But it’s all working with itself, so 

obviously the more promotion that’s done, the more we go and learn and film 

shit and put it on the net, [then] more people get into it. Then more people 

start learning, then more people start going to Cuba, you know. And 

eventually it’s a cycle. 

(p/c, Dominic Kirk, 17 July 2012) 

Kirk sees the use of YouTube as a way to promote Cuban batá drumming to a wider 

global audience. In this situation the non-Cuban becomes the culture broker. These 

collaborations are often built on relationships that include religious ties, as well as 

personal friendships, and from the perspective of Kirk they do not seek to exploit 

Cubans who have participated in the video’s creation. But YouTube does not always 

make the relationships between Cuban and non-Cubans explicit. Instead, we are 

faced with a situation where videos potentially become autonomous from the 

motives and collaborations that produced them in the first place. On YouTube, batá 

ceremony videos can become unmoored, and risk losing all sense of context. In this 

way, a “team effort” may begin with certain plans and goals, but the eventual 

outcome remains unpredictable.  
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Making Batá Ceremony Visible on YouTube  

While video constitutes the basic content of YouTube, the ability to view this video 

is enabled through YouTube’s search engine, which uses algorithms to search and 

retrieve video. When a user searches for content, YouTube cannot use the video 

content itself to find a suitable video. The nature of YouTube’s retrieval system 

relies on text annotations that are inputted during the uploading process. These 

annotations includes the title, description, and tags. Once YouTube has this 

information, the video is indexed and categorised so that it is “storable, identifiable, 

retrievable, and thus viewable, or, in a literal sense, visible” (Kessler & Schäffer, 

2009, p. 287). When this process is completed, YouTube’s algorithms then relate this 

video to other videos with similar text and rank it in terms of its popularity, measured 

through its view count (Kessler & Schäffer, 2009, p. 287). 

From this process we can observe that the actual content of the video itself has no 

effect on its visibility potential. What initially determines visibility is the text 

provided by the uploader. The uploader’s ability to manipulate text in this way 

constitutes a digital literacy that can be used to control exposure of the video, and 

acts as a method of regulating physical access (Lange, 2007, p. 367). A desire to 

achieve high levels of visibility on YouTube is often attributed to users who create 

and upload content in the hope of achieving fame, financial benefits, or both 

(Strangelove, 2010, p. 23). In this case more generalised text annotations are an 

advantage as these are more likely to attract a broader audience. In some cases, 

misleading annotations have also been used that do not correlate with the video’s 

content, and are instead used to attract attention (Simonsen, 2011, p. 51). But the 

desire to share video may also be targeted towards more specific groups of people, 

such as family and friends, in which case text annotations may retain a high degree 

of specificity (Lange, 2007, pp. 370-371). In all cases, the uploader must decide what 

text will best suit the levels of visibility that he/she wish to achieve.  

The following discussion about the types of text annotations attached to batá 

ceremony videos examines these practices in relation to the degree of visibility that 

these practices are likely to bring to individual batá ceremony videos. Patricia 

Lange’s work (2007) in this area informs an understanding of annotations as 

instituting different levels of “publicness” and “privateness.” While Lange uses these 

terms to describe a number of methods uploaders use to create more, or less, 
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visibility, I focus on her use of these terms as they relate to the manipulation of video 

descriptions and tagging systems and the role they play in regulating access to 

YouTube videos (Lange, 2007, p. 367). The content of titles, descriptions, and tags 

attached to batá ceremony videos will demonstrate that, while issues about the 

appropriateness of batá ceremony videos remains, the likelihood of those unfamiliar 

with language conventions related to batá practice or Santería are less likely to find 

this content on YouTube.  

Creating a batá-centred community through text 

Titles and descriptions of batá ceremony videos most commonly use text that 

references the general theme of batá ceremony, the name of the toque being 

performed, names of people who are performing at the batá ceremony, the section or 

activity that is documented, the location, the date, and the names of the oricha.  

The most common text attached to batá ceremony video titles include the words 

“batá,” “tambor,” “fundamento,” and “añá”, most commonly without diacritical 

marks. When these words are used as compound phrases they become descriptors of 

batá drums that contain the oricha Añá, or batá fundamento. The phrase “Tambor de 

Fundamento” is commonly seen in the titles of many of the videos. While the word 

“tambor” is a common Spanish word that simply means “drum,” in conjunction with 

“fundamento” or “Aña” it takes on a very specific meaning. Thus, a tambor de 

fundamento or tambor añá invariably references batá ceremony. During my initial 

fieldwork on YouTube, searches using the words “tambor de fundamento” or 

“tambor añá,” were most likely to generate video suggestions that relate to the 

performance of batá ceremony. As explained at the outset of this thesis, these types 

of linguistic overlaps and idiosyncrasies are commonly found in terminology related 

to Santería and batá ceremony. Once this text has been inputted into YouTube’s 

search engine, YouTube will also return “Suggested viewing” videos that relate to 

batá fundamento. This feature was particularly useful during my initial period of data 

collection on YouTube, as the “Suggested viewing” results would include many 

other videos of batá ceremony.  
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Less common use of text by uploaders specifically references the toque that is being 

performed. Examples of this include “ALUYA de CHANGO59” (YCO, 2010, March 

22), and “aro de yemaya” (emiser834, 2009, April 21) which reference the toques 

Aluya and Alaro respectively. This occurs most frequently in videos that document 

the oru seco. Uploaders also use more specific phrases that reference the activity that 

is occurring during the ceremony. This occurs most frequently in videos that 

document initiations or possession. Videos of the presentación a añá often include 

the Spanish word “presentación” (“presentation”) often in conjunction with “añá,” or 

the name of the specific oricha that is the focus of the ceremony. Examples of this 

include “PRECENTANDO AL IYAWO CHANGO” (La Video Artistica de Rafael, 

2011b, March 10), and “Presentacion al Tambor Aña Iyawo Omo Eleggua.mpg 

Santiago de cuba” (iyawo710, 2012, February 29). When the initiation involves the 

swearing of a new omo añá or the “birth” of a new set of batá fundamento, the words 

“juramento” and “transmisión” are often included in the titles (for example, 

“Juramento de Aña de Marcos en pogolotti con Armado el zurdo” [ElberGzo, 2012, 

March 6] and “Transmision tambor de fundamento1 Papo.flv” [VN, 2012, April 

28]).  

Video descriptions often reproduce similar information that can be found in the title, 

or else the description adds some additional information that was not in the title, as 

seen in the following example:  

Title: alaroye 

Description: tambor de fundamento en cuba #3  

(emiser834, 2009 April 22)  

In this example the title references the song being sung by the akpon (Alaroye), and 

the description simply tells us it is a batá ceremony occurring in Cuba, and that it is 

the third video in a sequence. In other cases the description is simply left blank. In 

general, uploader titles and descriptions simply offer a basic overview about the 

video’s content, but, as noted in Chapter 4, lack deeper contextual information. 

While terms may be very general, such as “tambor fundamento,” they may also be 

                                                

59 Changó is the most common spelling for this oricha in Cuba, although one also 

finds this spelt as Shango in quotes throughout this chapter.   
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more specific. In these cases, a viewer who wanted to find videos that document 

certain toques or initiation ceremonies might be better off inputting text that 

references these specific traits.  

The degree of public visibility that uploaders desire is also made clear in the tagging 

practices of uploaders. To increase public visibility, the strategic use of tags is 

important. There is evidence that  uploaders are aware of how tagging practices can 

effect a video’s potential audience. Notably, this has often been discussed in the 

context of misleading tagging practices that do not accurately define a video’s 

content, but instead use certain words and phrases to draw people to unrelated 

content (see Simonsen 2011, p. 51). Most commonly, tagging practices associated 

with batá ceremony videos do not exhibit this trend, and tags tend to retain a high 

degree of specificity that is similar to the titles and descriptions discussed above. In 

some cases the tags simply replicate the title of the video. But there are examples of 

more general words in the tags which, while they do not relate to the specifics of the 

musical content, performers, batá, or location, are still relevant. These include tags 

such as “santeria,” “lucumi” or “yoruba,” which are related to the broader religious 

context of batá ceremony. Some uploaders use a combination of specific and more 

general wording in what appears to be a more directed effort at attaining higher 

levels of visibility. An example is the video “chango!!!” (bode200, 2011, July 18) 

which documents a toque performed for the oricha Changó during the oru seco. The 

video contains the following tags:  

meta, chango, yoruba, bata, santeria, africa, salsa, mambo, latin rhythms, 

new, york, cuba, religion, iya, itotele, okonkulo [sic], orisha,60 orun, seco, 

cantado, fiesta, dance, live music, Havana 

These tags reference a range of themes that relate specifically to batá ceremony. 

They include the type of drum (“bata”), the toque (“meta”), the name of the oricha 

the toque is dedicated to (“chango”), the name of the section of the batá ceremony 

(“orun”, “seco”), and the individual names of the batá (“iya,” “itotele”, “okonkulo” 

[sic]). Also included are words that relate more broadly to the cultural context of batá 

ceremony (“religion,” “oricha,” “yoruba,” “africa,” “santeria”). Location information 

is vague, as it references multiple locations (“new york,” “Havana,” “cuba”). There 

                                                

60 “Orisha” is a common alternative spelling for “oricha.”  
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are also references to popular Cuban and Latin American music styles that cannot be 

said to have a strong connection to the video content itself (“salsa,” “mambo,” “latin 

rhythms”). Other tags such as “fiesta,” “dance” and “live music” highlight a shifting 

emphasis from terms that have specific meaning to those that are more general in 

nature and which could also be used to describe video content that does not feature 

batá ceremony.    

Because tags remain unseen by the viewer, their use is indicative of the concern 

uploaders have about the public visibility of the video. For some, tags appear to be of 

little importance, as is demonstrated by those who simply replicate the title in the tag, 

or even leave this section blank. But for some uploaders, tags reflect both specific 

and generalised language that is commonly used by practitioners to describe batá 

ceremony. While this may be supplemented with other words of a more general 

nature, as done by bode200, the focus still remains primarily on language that would 

be commonly used by ceremonial batá drummers and creyentes.  

The use of text attached to batá ceremony videos indicates that most uploaders are 

not attempting to gain widespread exposure of their videos beyond the confines of 

those interested in batá ceremony. Instead there is a strong focus on establishing a 

communication between users who have previous ties to batá ceremony. Thus the 

level of exposure, or “publicness,” is relative. Lange uses the term publically-private 

behaviour to describe how uploaders on YouTube can manipulate the publicness of 

their video through the strategic use of tagging practices, making a public video less 

likely to be seen by those who do not share previous relationships or interests (2007, 

p. 369). While the way that uploaders use text in some examples of batá ceremony 

videos would seem to indicate that these videos are designed to attract users who 

have an existing interpersonal relationship with the uploader or with the particular 

batá ceremony documented on the video, the majority of videos demonstrate how the 

use of text speaks to a pre-existing community, rather than individuals. This 

community includes ceremonial batá drummers and creyentes, but might also be 

extended to include anyone with an interest, or affinity, for batá ceremony or, 

possibly, the music of Santería in general. Uploaders are likely aware of the 

possibility that publically accessible videos can technically be viewed by anyone 

who stumbles across this content, but that this would be unlikely.   
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Yeah, well that’s the thing. Yes, anyone could be watching it, but whose 

choosing to watch it? Because, you know … People who don’t know 

anything about Aña aren’t going to be searching for Aña on the Internet.  

(p/c, Dominic Kirk, 4 December 2015) 

YouTube also affords the ability to limit the circulation of video across the platform 

by designating the video as private. To access these videos, the uploader must send a 

link to the desired receivers, who can then access the video through this link. In 

effect, the video becomes “invisible” to the majority of YouTube users. While the 

majority of videos I catalogued were listed for public viewing, I uncovered a small 

number of uploaders who decided to make their videos of batá ceremony private. 

This occurred after I had already viewed these videos, so the decision to make these 

videos private was not made immediately during the uploading process. The 

uploaders who decided on taking this step only chose to make private the videos that 

featured batá ceremony, while the rest of the videos on their channel remained 

public. It appears that, at some stage, these uploaders decided that batá ceremony 

videos were not appropriate. While the reasons for this decision remain unclear, I 

suspect that the sensitivities surrounding the videoing of batá ceremony contributed 

to this decision. This finding highlights the presence of private YouTube networks 

that do not engage with the wider YouTube community, but remains outside the 

scope of this current research.  

Through text-based practices uploaders are participating in a new form of interaction 

that has become increasingly global in scale. Batá ceremony videos are part of a 

virtual stage around which a new type of community can form. This is a community 

that is “imagined” in one sense, as people are able to view videos which contain 

content that possibly has no direct connection to their offline communities 

(Anderson, 1983). Whether this online community is tied together through religious 

ties of kinship and initiation, or through feelings of affinity towards Santería and batá 

ceremony, batá ceremony videos on YouTube have the potential to allow access to 

batá ceremony in a way that would not be possible offline. Through text, uploaders 

are creating these new pathways, but they are also limiting the possible exposure of 

these ceremonies to those without an understanding of the language that is 

commonly used to describe batá ceremony.  
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Developing a Batá-centred Community on YouTube   

Connecting in a global environment  

The development of a globalised community of omo añás and creyentes  affects the 

way that practitioners are communicating with each other. For many people who do 

not live in close proximity to their ilé, or even to other creyentes, the Internet has 

become another way to stay in touch with others, as well as a way to create new 

connections. In a community whose members may be spread across different 

geographic locations, the Internet can serve an important function in maintaining 

feelings of connection. In my own experience, email has become my primary form of 

communication with my padrino, or godfather, in Cuba, but the Internet not only 

provides opportunities for interpersonal communication. The development of virtual 

communities that are formed around a shared interest and/or association with 

Santería practice has also given practitioners an opportunity to make new 

connections that extend on the possibilities that would be available in the offline 

world.  

Many of the activities associated with learning or participating in batá ceremony are 

unavailable to individuals who do not live in areas where batá fundamento and/or 

omo añá are common. For Thomas Altmann, a German omo añá based in Hamburg, 

his use of computer-mediated communication was one way to continue to interact 

with other people and discuss his interests in batá drumming, Santería, and Latin 

percussion:  

There are not too many people that I really can discuss Latin percussion with, 

and batá even less. And religion [Santería], even less. I’m grateful that there’s 

an Internet and I have email contact with those news groups, so I can discuss 

those things with people worldwide. 

(p/c, Thomas Altmann, 1 October 2012).  

Altmann regularly posted to two English-language batá-focused sites; the email list 

“batadrums.com,” and the Internet forum “congaplace.com.” Through these online 

forums he was able to interact with other people who share similar interests, 

something that he did not find in his immediate offline environment. But the nature 

of this online community was quite different from what would be expected in the 

offline world. While members of these online sites included omo añás, they were not 
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exclusive, and many of the participants were not omo añás. Instead, membership was 

a choice based on feelings of affinity with the musical practice of batá drumming, 

rather than a sense of belonging born of initiation. Rather than membership being 

regulated through initiation and participation in community-specific activities, online 

batá drumming communities continue to be defined through their shared area of 

interest or affinity. 

While communities may form around areas of common interest or affinity, the 

religious nature of batá ceremony can intensify this feeling of shared interest, 

especially if it is already supported through initiation. It is more than likely that a 

sense of a stake in the community of online batá ceremony is dependent on a 

previous, offline engagement with batá ceremony. But in the online world of batá 

drumming, initiation is not a prerequisite for participation. In this situation the 

parameters for participation become less exclusive. 

Interacting through YouTube 

Strangelove proposes that YouTube’s social media characteristics transform video 

from an act of representation to an invitation to dialogue (Strangelove, 2010, p. 48). 

This dialogue is most clearly evidenced in the “Comments” section below 

YouTube’s video viewer. Comments remain one of the clearest indications of how 

YouTube users react to the presence of batá ceremony on YouTube. Through 

commenting, YouTube users can express feelings of affinity for video content and 

video makers (Lange, 2007, p. 376), but they may also use comments to critique, and 

even criticise, the content of the video and the uploader, as well as other users who 

have posted comments. For some, comments become a way to maintain pre-existing 

relationships, as well as create new ones. The way that language is used can also 

offer some evidence about who is consuming these videos. Therefore comments 

attached to YouTube videos reflect on the types of people watching these videos, 

their interests and concerns, and their relationship to the content of the video, the 

uploader of the video, and other commenters.   

The type of commentary evident on YouTube reflects pre-existing forms of 

discourse that occur amongst creyentes. Kristina Wirtz has explored the way 

creyentes discuss and conceptualise Santería, drawing on ethnographic research 

amongst santeros and babalawos in Santiago in the east of Cuba. Her findings 

delineate the role that critique, controversy and consensus play in the formation of a 
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tangible religious community, particularly as it relates to the accumulation of 

“religious” capital through alliance-building, self-advancement and lineage-

promotion (2007a, p. 195). On YouTube, similar trends become apparent in the 

comments section, and reflect the continuation of offline models of discourse, 

although the mediation of this occurs through text rather than face-to-face 

conversations.      

The number of comments attached to batá ceremony videos varies considerably. 

While some videos that have been posted for years may have no comments, other 

videos contained upwards of a hundred comments. Videos that received the most 

comments were videos of possession and initiation, which can be attributed in part to 

the  sensitivities and contentions that arise around the publicisation of this type of 

content. Comments tend to be quite brief, although there are some examples of 

longer comments, and they are generally written in an informal tone, something that 

has been noted by other scholars as characteristic of online communications (e.g. 

Wood, p. 174). This can be attributed in part to the popular use of so-called written 

speech on the Internet, a term that denotes a style of writing that mimics the style of 

spoken language (Crystal, 2001, p. 25). Spanish is the most common language found 

in the comments section, although English is also used. In some cases, a single 

comment may alternate between Spanish and English. This reflects on the 

geographic locality within which offline batá ceremony is most likely to occur, 

namely in Spanish-speaking countries in the Americas, as well as the USA. Bilingual 

comments are most likely uploaded from the USA, where many oricha initiates are 

Latinos. Lucumí, the religious lexicon used amongst creyentes, also appears in a 

number of comments.  

The following discussion explores some of the themes that I noted during analysis of 

YouTube comments attached to batá ceremony. Through people’s comments, I 

examine how people position themselves in relation to batá ceremony and Santería 

practice. I then examine how comments highlight the potential of batá ceremony 

videos on YouTube to become a site for learning batá drumming. Following this is a 

discussion on how YouTube comments can become a site for discourse that is related 

to both the online and offline environment. Finally I finish by examining the 

possibilities for the development of offline relationships that YouTube users may 

form through batá ceremony videos.  
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Commenters and their relationship to batá ceremony    

The types of comments that are uploaded to batá ceremony videos on YouTube 

indicate certain relationships to batá ceremony and Santería practice that mirror some 

of the relationships between uploaders and batá ceremony discussed in Chapter 5. 

While in some instances comments indicate a sense of shared identity that is centred 

on music and religion, YouTube’s inclusive potential also gives access to those who 

do not share a pre-existing relationship with batá ceremony or Santería. In the first 

instance, comments reinforce a “shared sense of who ‘we’ are that may be pre-

existing or develop within a group” (Baym, 2010, p. 86). In the second instance the 

inclusive nature of YouTube is brought to the fore. For people without pre-existing 

relationships to batá ceremony or Santería, YouTube has brought an awareness of 

batá ceremony to those who have not had the opportunity to experience it in the 

offline environment. YouTube comments indicate that this occurs relatively 

infrequently, but I include this finding to demonstrate that this is occurring in at least 

a limited capacity, and it may have potential consequences for the future batá 

ceremony videos on YouTube.  

The use of lucumí by commenters is probably the clearest evidence that points 

towards pre-existing relationships with batá ceremony and/or Santería. Lucumí is a 

religious lexicon that is specific to Santería. It is not used for everyday purposes of 

communication, remaining a predominantly liturgical lexicon that is most commonly 

used creyentes during ceremonial action or in religious discourse (Wirtz, 2007, p. 

110). The use of simple words and phrases written in lucumí is commonly found in 

comments attached to batá ceremony videos, often accompanied by words in 

Spanish: 

 

lingnoi24 6 years ago 

ACHE! 

(Michael Pluznick, 2009, July 20) 

 

djsolmusic 6 years ago 

MAFEREFUN CHANGO MI PADRE!!! 
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(MAFEREFUN [I pay homage to] CHANGO MY FATHER!!!) 

(pedrito martinez, 2008a, October 8) 

 

A Last name 6 years ago 

mofererefun iyalode 

(Maferefun iyalode [a praise name of the oricha Ochún])  

(WH, 2009, January 27) 

 

These types of comments comprise of a single word or a slightly longer ritual phrase. 

While the word aché has been discussed in Chapter 2, here it is used as an 

affirmation, and does not directly reference the ““the blood of cosmic life” as it is 

described by Murphy (1993, p. 8). “Aché” is commonly used in offline conversations 

between religious practitioners in much the same way as they can be read on 

YouTube. For example, if I was listening to my padrino talk on religious matters, I 

might use the word aché to punctuate his talk, emphasising my agreement or 

understanding of certain topics. In the comment above aché is used to show 

enthusiasm for the video of batá ceremony, and also implies that the commenter 

views the video as a good example of batá ceremony. The word “aché” has also crept 

into mainstream use in Cuba, where it is often used in a similar sense to “right on,” 

or “cool,” so its presence here does not necessarily indicate that commenters who use 

this word are initiated practitioners of Santería. But it does suggest that these 

commenters are seeking to identify with the culture of Santería through appropriate 

language use.  

Other, more elaborate uses of lucumí may also be used to assert a more authoritative 

presence on YouTube. In offline conversations between creyentes, the use of lucumí 

is often used in conjunction with Spanish when talking about religious subjects. 

Because lucumí is no longer a conversational language, many practitioners may only 

know the semantic meaning of single words, while longer phrases used during 

ceremonial performance are defined by their pragmatic use, rather than their 

semantic content (Wirtz, 2007, p. 114). To invoke more complex lucumí phrases and 
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words on YouTube asserts a more authoritative position, and may signal involvement 

in the religion, although this is not necessarily the case. A number of books and 

religious manuals provide translations of these words and a number of websites 

provide similar information. Because of the publication and availability of this 

knowledge, particularly through the Internet, commenters on YouTube are in a 

position to appropriate language use even if they are not initiated practitioners.   

One of the above YouTube comments by djsolmusic also expresses a more intimate 

relationship with Santería practice. When he/she states, “Maferefun Changó my 

father,” they are likely demonstrating that they have undergone ceremonies that have 

identified their tutelary oricha, which in this case is Changó. The tutelary oricha of a 

person is commonly obtained during a ceremony presided over by babalawos known 

as receiving as ikofá (for women) or awofaka (for men). In Spanish it is commonly 

known as receiving la mano de orula (the hand of Orula). While less common, 

babalawos can also divine the tutelary oricha of a person via a ceremony that does 

not involve initiation, and the tutelary oricha can also be divined by santeros in a 

ceremony that does not require initiation.61 It is only through one of these ceremonies 

that this relationship is made explicit. This comment does not identify how the 

person found out who there tutelary oricha is, and the commenter may in fact be a 

santero or a babalawo. The following comment illustrates a more direct 

acknowledgment of the type of initiation the commenter has undergone.  

NG 2 years ago 

EXELENTE VIDEO....MAFEREFUN AÑA ANTE TODO, BUENISIMO 

EL TOQUE PARA SHANGO (ENI ALADDO)  SALUDOS AL PANA 

JAVIER Y A TODOS LOS OMO AÑA DEL VIDEO DESDE 

VENEZUELA DE PARTE DE > NAYKER W.< OMO OBATALA Y OMO 

AÑA !!! 

(EXCELLENT VIDEO….MAFEREFUN AÑA BEFORE ALL, THE 

TOQUE FOR CHANGO (ENI ALADO) IS GREAT GREETINGS TO MY 

BUDDY JAVIER AND TO ALL THE OMO AÑA FROM THE VIDEO 

                                                

61 While divining the tutelary oricha of initiates is today most commonly presided 

over by babalawos, some santeros also claim lay claim to this ability. This issue 

remains a contentious point between babalawos and santeros.  
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FROM VENEZULEA ON BEHALF OF >NAYKER W.< OMO OBATALA 

AND OMO AÑA !!! 

(adeeguns, 2012, August 31) 

By using the words “omo Obatalá” and “omo añá” the commenter is self-identifying 

as an initiated practitioner. The words “omo Obatalá” translate to mean “child of 

Obatalá,” just as omo añá translates to “child of Aña.” While a practitioner can learn 

who their tutelary oricha without having to undergo initiation, in my experience it is 

generally initiated santeros and santeras who refer to themselves in this fashion. So 

this commenter is most likely self-identifying as a santero, as well as explicitly  

identifying as an omo añá.  

This type of identification can be seen as an attempt to assert authority and 

experience in the disembodied environment of YouTube. It also highlights how 

commenters affect feelings of religious affinity with the content of the video. These 

expressions of affinity are framed through the use of lucumí, as well as specific terms 

that signal initiation, either as omo añá or through other initiations that occur in 

Santería practice, but to what extent can comments be used as evidence of actual 

initiation and involvement with Santería? On YouTube, it is not possible to verify the 

validity of these claims by commenters, unless one knows the commenter outside the 

online environment. It is possible that commenters are not initiated, but are simply 

affecting the stance of an initiate. But in this context the importance does not relate 

to whether or not the commenter is an initiated practitioner. The importance lies in 

the way that the commenter attempts to establish themselves as an existing member 

of a community in the online context of YouTube. It is in this way that YouTube 

comments become strong symbols of identity (Cocq, 2015, p. 274).  

While the majority of comments on YouTube appear to be at least familiar with batá 

ceremony, there are some examples of comments that indicate that the commenter is 

not in fact familiar with the content of the video. Take the following comment for 

example:  

YL 2 years ago 

Nunca en mi vida vi eso en Cienfuegos en 1966 que sali 

no entiendo pero suena muy bien 
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(I never saw this in my life I left Cienfuegos in 1966 I don’t understand it but 

it sounds very good)  

(ogbetua, 2009, September 7)  

Here the commenter identifies that he/she is a Cuban emigrant who left the Cuban 

city of Cienfuegos in 1966. He/she was not exposed to batá ceremony before this 

time, and his/her initial knowledge of it came from YouTube. It is possible that the 

commenter may not have been exposed in any significant way to Santería before 

he/she left Cuba, as it is also likely that the commenter left Cuba when they were 

quite young. In this way batá ceremony videos serve as a means of exposing oneself 

to cultural practices purely through the online environment. Another comment 

demonstrates the possibility that batá ceremony videos can actually extend awareness 

of this practice back to the people who originally founded it, the Yoruba:  

ID 2 years ago 

WOW!  i am a Nigerian , precisely Yoruba, i never, knew Cubans and 

yorubas have similar culture , God bless you all, Omo Oodua 

(Michael Pluznick, 2009, July 20) 

Both of these comments demonstrate the potential of YouTube to extend the 

knowledge of batá ceremony beyond its offline roots. This complicates 

understanding of batá ceremony on YouTube as reinforcing networks of Santería 

practice. While the majority of comments demonstrate a previous knowledge and/or 

experience of batá ceremony, comments such as the ones above illustrate YouTube’s 

potential as a disseminator of cultural knowledge, and acknowledges different 

relationships between those viewing batá ceremony videos and their offline 

relationship to this practice.  

A site of musical learning   

YouTube has been noted as a site that musicians are using as a learning tool 

(Waldron, 2012) and the emergence of batá ceremonies videos on YouTube opens up 

new possibilities for learning that shift the emphasis away from traditional notions of 

learning batá drumming. Research has demonstrated that mediated sources are 

becoming a common form of musical transmission for some musical cultures, which 

includes the use of online resources such as CD recordings, online video, online 
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music databases, and social media (Wiens, 2014, p, 62). Traditionally, batá 

drummers learn through an extended period of observation and participation at batá 

ceremonies. While this still occurs, particularly in Cuba, batá drummers who learn 

outside Cuba are much more likely to take advantage of other learning methods. John 

Amira, one of the first non-Cuban batá drummers in the USA, recounts using 

commercial recordings and the transcriptions of Fernando Ortiz to learn batá drums 

during the 1960s. Seeger has referred to this as “technologically-mediated oral 

transmission” (2004, p. 98). With the advent of YouTube, the ability to watch and 

observe ceremonial performance becomes much easier for batá drummers who may 

not have frequent opportunity to attend batá ceremonies.  

What is noticeable in the comments section of YouTube is the relative lack of 

comments that specifically address the musical performance beyond simplistic 

interpretations such as “Excellent!” or “Very good.” Abigail Wood has noted how 

computer-mediated communication that occurs through the written medium, 

specifically on text-based email lists and forums, tends “to impede the discussion of 

more ‘musical’ aspects of the subject at hand” (Wood, 2008, p. 177). It would be 

plausible to think that YouTube would offer a better medium through which to 

discuss the musical aspects of batá ceremony owing to the visual representation of 

batá ceremony, but it appears that this is not generally the case. Only a limited 

number of comments directly address musical aspects related to batá drumming. The 

following interaction between two commenters show how YouTube comments might 

lead to an exchange of ideas about batá drumming:  

JH35 1 year ago 

the mouth of the segundo shouldn't solo in the beginning of the aro, imo.  

JS 5 months ago 

+JH35 i view those as acknowledgement rather than solo. i was taught that if 

you get a longer more ornate phrase you acknowledge it with a few extra 

notes. 

(pedrito martinez, 2007, November 28) 

This interaction is referring to the performance of a toque called alaro. In the first 

section of alaro the itótele (referred to here as the segundo) plays a repeated pattern 
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that may include slight variations that respond to variations in the iyá pattern. 

Depending on the itótele player these variations may be very simple, or more 

complex. While the first commenter, JH, views the itótele’s responses as being too 

complex, the second commenter, JS, believes that these responses are in fact a 

legitimate interpretation in relation to the phrase that was played by the iyá. Through 

YouTube, commenters are able to discuss these types of issues, regardless of their 

geographic location. This positions YouTube as one way that batá drummers may 

use YouTube to extend an understanding of community that is concerned with 

musical performance and interpretation.  

The following comment demonstrates how batá ceremony videos on YouTube may 

also be a site that fosters learning new batá drumming skills:  

YAKATE 5 years ago 

agua caballero tremendo el okoncolero mis respetos todos los dias veo este 

video para aprender ese swing q le mete ese señor al okoncolo …  

(go man the okonkolo player is tremendous my respect everyday I watch this 

video to learn the swing that this man plays with on the okonkolo … ) 

(emiser834, 2009, April 24) 

This commenter states that he/she uses this particular video as a learning tool. Before 

reading too much into this, it is worth noting that comments such as this are rare. 

While YouTube can be a place for musical discourse and a site for learning, analysis 

of YouTube comments suggests that this is not occurring frequently. Of course, the 

lack of comments does not indicate that batá ceremony videos on YouTube are not 

being used as a learning tool, but rather indicates that the comments section is not 

often used as a site for the discussion of musical behaviours.  

While YouTube can offer batá drummers the opportunity to observe and absorb 

different musical practices, this in itself has limited use in ceremonial practice. 

Ceremonial performance for batá drummers requires an understanding of how 

musical performance fulfils the religious functions of the batá ceremony, and this 

remains one of the reasons that omo añá consider the learning environment of the 

batá ceremony as fundamental to their development as ritual musicians. Ceremonial 

performance is not geared towards satisfying an audience as in a presentational mode 
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of performance, but is instead geared towards satisfying the religious context of 

performance. In their present form, batá ceremony videos on YouTube are not able 

to transmit specific religious knowledge that relates to musical performance.  

A contested space 

While many comments are simply statements that do not seek a response, there are a 

number of discernible topics that spark controversy between users. This has been 

described as polarising content, which is likely to trigger “diverse opinions and 

sentiment” (Seirsdorfer, Chelaru, Nejdl & San Pedro, 2010, p. 896). In relation to 

batá ceremony videos, these topics include:  

1) The appropriateness of videoing and posting YouTube videos; 

2) A perceived lack of proper religious protocol followed during the batá 

ceremony; and 

3) Comments by Christians criticising the practice of Santería.   

The fist type of criticism is related to the emergence of videography practices at batá 

ceremony, as well as the appropriateness of YouTube as a site for the public 

presentation of these videos. Most often these comments are attached to videos that 

document possession or initiation, reinforcing the idea that batá ceremonies that do 

not document these activities are, to some extent, more appropriate in the eyes of 

viewers. Take the following comment attached to a video documenting possession:  

YF 3 years ago 

Eso es una falte de respeto porque cuando un santo no se firma cuando esta 

en la tierra omg yo tengo echo santo pero yo ni me sueño hago eso. Caba dia 

esta relegion esta mas perdida omg que esto 

(It is a lack of respect because when a saint [oricha] is on the earth you don’t 

film omg I have made santo but I haven’t dreamt this could happen. Each day 

the religion becomes more lost omg what is this) 

(La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2009, May 3) 

While some commenters register their concern about the representation of possession 

on YouTube, others believe that this practice is legitimate in the modern era: 
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MH 5 years ago  

me gusta este video. Yo sé que hay mucha gente que dice que es malo filmar 

esa cosa. pero durante la epoca de esclavitud nuestra gente tenia que 

esconder. este video es simplemente un tambor. No es un video de una 

persona al momento de hacerse santo. este video esta enseñando a todo el 

mundo que nuestra religion es bella y llena de alegria...Bendicion a 

todos...Ashe 

(I like this video. I know that there are many people that say that it is bad to 

film this thing. but during the period of slavery our people had to hide. this 

video is simply a tambor. It isn’t a video of a personal moment of making 

santo [initiation]. this video is teaching the whole world that our religion is 

beautiful and full of happiness…Blessings to all…Ashe) 

(La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2009, May 3) 

From these two comments it is clear that the representation of batá ceremony on 

YouTube is an issue that divides opinion. The first comment states the opinion that 

batá ceremony can be filmed, but not possession. The second views the publicisation 

of this possession as a means through which the religious practices of Santería can be 

shared with the world. These reflect similar opinions that were collected during 

interviews with practitioners that appear in Chapter 2. A number of other comments 

reflect other opinions around the videoing and uploading of batá ceremony that were 

also discussed in Chapter 2. In this way YouTube itself is becoming a site of critical 

discourse that focuses on this new form of representing batá ceremony.  

The second type of criticism is more concerned with the perceived appropriateness of 

activities as they are represented in the video itself. It is most often brought up in the 

context of the behaviours that non-musician participants are seen engaging in during 

batá ceremony. Take the following comment for example:  

obatalafunfun8 7 years ago 

Those people are so rude to be casually talking while the akpwon is singing. 

(ogbetua, 2008, January 1) 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, a batá ceremony may be stopped if the musicians feel that 

people are not focusing their attention towards the religious goals of the ceremony. 

While the batá ceremony is not stopped in this case, YouTube gives viewers an 

ability to make judgments about the perceived attention to batá ceremony protocols, 

and commenters can become arbiters of what is, and is not, appropriate behaviour by 

the participants. Rather than commenting on the appropriateness of uploading batá 

ceremony, commenters critique the content itself, making judgements based on their 

(apparent) experience in these matters. This position is problematic, as judgements 

are made on partial evidence, and commenters are removed from the context of what 

actually occurred during the batá ceremony in question.  

The third type of criticism highlights the way that religious practices on YouTube 

often become a site for the devaluing of the Santería, especially by Christians that 

see these practices as antithetical to their own beliefs. These comments are made by 

Christians, and frequently refer to bible verses that prohibit the worshipping of other 

gods, or associate the practice of Santería with the influence of Satan. For example:  

RR 3 years ago in reply to EL 

No me malinterpretes, siento compasion por las almas de estas personas que 

adoran a un falso dios que no puede salvarles y respeto su derecho a creer lo 

que quieran pero tengo la obligacion de decir la verdad para que al menos 

alguno se pueda salvar. Jesu Cristo es Rey de reyes y Señor de señores todos 

esos idolos a quienes ustedes le tocan tambor estan debajo de sus pies.   Hay 

camino que al hombre le parece derecho; Pero su fin es camino de muerte. 

Proverbios 14:12 

(Don’t misinterpret me, I feel compassion for the spirits of these people that 

worship a false god that can’t save them and I respect the right to believe 

what you want but I have the obligation to say the truth so that at least 

someone could be saved. Jesus Christ is King of kings and Lord of lords all 

these idols that you play the drums for are beneath his feet. There is the road 

that man thinks is right but at the end it is the road of death. Proverbs 14:12)  

(La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2009, May 3) 
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These comments draw the most feedback from creyentes, who most commonly 

defend their own practice. In the following example the commenter defends Santería 

by applying Christian concepts to the original commenter’s anti- Santería stance:  

 KR 3 years ago in reply to Carlos Vargas 

@cvargas12210335 Jesus tambien aborrece a los que leen la biblia y la 

interpretan a su modo oh para conveniencia propia 

(@cvargas12210335 Jesus also abhorred those that read the bible and 

interpreted it in their own way or for their own convenience) 

(La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2011, March 10)  

It has been noted that YouTube has become a sight for religious debate (Strangelove, 

2010, p. 148). On YouTube, these religious debates may take the form of videos that 

profess a point of view, and the debates also occur in the comments section. Batá 

ceremony videos do not of themselves consciously advocate for a particular position 

in regards to Santería, and debates take place exclusively in the comments section, 

using the video material as reference. The majority of these debates centre around 

issues of Santería practice, and as such are insular to the interests of those who 

participate in commenting on batá ceremony videos. Comments by Christians 

attacking Santería practice as “devil worship” seem to rally other commenters, who 

are quick to defend the validity of Santería as an ethical religious practice. It must be 

said that, to my knowledge most practitioners of Santería are quite comfortable with 

ideas of Christianity, especially Roman Catholicism, and Catholicism’s influence on 

Santería has generated at the very least a healthy respect towards Christian beliefs. 

What I have observed in Cuba is that most Christians do not share this same 

tolerance towards Santería practice. This is especially true of Protestant Christians in 

Cubans. While Cuba has not seen the kind of growth of Pentecostalism that has 

occurred in other countries in the Americas, such as Brazil, the growth of this 

religion in Cuba poses challenges to Santería, not least of which is a marked 

intolerance towards the beliefs and practices of Santería. A number of videos on 

YouTube created by Protestants in different parts of the Americas also highlight this 

trend of demonisation. In the context of batá ceremony videos on YouTube, this 

conflict is again played out through comments.  
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The intersection of the online and the offline environment  

Computer-mediated communication has been criticised for its effect on offline social 

relationships. Shelly Turkle, for instance, has noted that the time spent in front of a 

computer is time that is not spent being with family or friends (2011, p. 12). But the 

online environment may also help in establishing new, offline relationships with 

others, especially when these relationships are built on existing affinities. Dominic 

Kirk offers his opinion on how the Internet has enabled him to create new networks 

of people who share his love of batá drumming:  

KW- So do you feel that that Internet community is like an extension of the 

community that happens in the real world? 

DK- Yes, yeah. Completely yeah.  

KW- Does that make you feel closer to the community. Because in Australia 

there’s not much going on. Does that help you to maintain connection? 

DK- Yeah. I think that it does. The Internet manifests itself in other ways 

later, which is cool as well. If you’re going to get to travel and you meet these 

people … That community becomes a physical reality that grows in the same 

sort of way. And then you meet more people face to face and you hang with 

them and this and that. It’s cool and it’s real. I feel there’s the Internet vibe 

and then there’s reality. But they cross over, they meet.  

(p/c, Dominic Kirk, 5 December 2015) 

On YouTube, people can attempt to initiate offline contact with people through the 

comments section. In some cases, this attempt may be made after seeing people in a 

video, even if these people are not responsible for uploading the video. The ability to 

communicate between users has seen some people attempt to re-establish 

communication with people who are visible in the videos. The following comment is 

an example of this communicative process:  

WR 3 years ago 

oluo buen dia es un ahijado que quiere comunicarse o contactar al señor jose 

medina oche tura por fabor le agradeciar me facilitaria uno numero telefonico 

o una direcion de correo electronico.......... 
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(oluo [another term of address towards a babalawo] good day this is a 

godchild that wants to communicate or contact JM Oche Tura please, I would 

be grateful if you could get me the phone number of email……) 

(Ifaoddara, 2011 January 6) 

This commenter is attempting to solicit contact details for his godfather, identified as 

JM Oche Tura (Oche Tura is a religious name that positions the person as a 

babalawo)62. JM is not mentioned in any of the annotations, meaning that the user 

has recognised him in the video, or else recognised someone in the video who would 

be acquainted with him. There is no visible reply to this comment, but further 

communication between the uploader and the commenter may have occurred in the 

form of private YouTube messages. This message illustrates how the content of batá 

ceremony videos brings viewers into contact with many people who may be featured 

in the video, which includes any participants who are visible in the video itself.  

In today’s globalised Santería, many practitioners become separated from religious 

family. In this case the commenter has sought information regarding his padrino, the 

person with whom initiates often form a close, family-like bond. Owing to a number 

of factors, these bonds are often broken. While this may be because of the movement 

of creyentes across the world and obstacles to communication due to physical 

distance, it can also be because of issues related to interpersonal conflict between 

godparents and godchildren. Religious tourism to Cuba has also affected the 

godparent/godchild relationship, as these relationships may be viewed as more of a 

transaction by both parties. In the case of a Cuban godparent, foreign initiates bring 

in much needed money, while the foreigner themselves may be more concerned 

about the prestige that initiation in Cuba offers. This commodification does not 

support the types of religious bonds that are typically aspired to in Santería. In this 

example it is possible to see YouTube as a means through which broken bonds may 

again be formed, although in this particular example we are unsure if this has 

occurred or not.   

                                                

62 When babalawos are initiated they receive a ritual name that corresponds to one of 

256 odun, or divination signs. Babalawos divine one of these signs during initiation, 

which becomes the religious name by which they will be known.  
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The comment above is an example of an online interpersonal communication that 

focuses on individuals. But comments may also attempt to establish offline contact 

with a group of people, such as the ilé that is documented in the video:    

hola MELLAMO JOSE VIVO EN VENEZUELA Y ESTOY INTERESADO 

EN ESTA CASA DE SANTO PARA VISITAR. MIS DISCULPAS NO 

QUIERO OFENDER A NADIE PERO NO ESTOY COMVENCIDO DE 

LAS PER SONAS QUE ESTAN EN VENEZUELA . SI EL PROPIETARIO 

DE ESTE VIDEO NOS PUEDE AYUDAR EN LA UBICACION DE ES 

SANTERO EN VIAN DONOS LA DIRRECCION COMPLETA ESTARIA 

AGRADECIDO.AQUI NO SOTROS NO EHOMOS RECIVIDO NADA, 

DEBERDA NECESITAMOS LA AYUDA BENDICIONES.  

 (HELLO, MY NAME IS JOSE I LIVE IN VENEZUELA AND I AM 

INTERESTED IN VISITING THIS CASA DE SANTO. EXCUSE ME I 

DON’T WANT TO OFFEND ANYBODY BUT I AM NOT CONVINCED 

BY THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN VENEZUELA. IF THE OWNER OF 

THE VIDEO CAN HELP US IN OBTAINING THE LOCATION OF THE 

SANTERO AND SEND US THE COMPLETE ADDRESS IT WOULD BE 

APPRECIATED. HERE WE HAVEN’T RECEIVED ANYTHING, WE 

ARE IN NEED OF HELP BLESSINGS)  

La Vida Artistica de Rafael 6 years ago 

discupa jose de haverle escrito antes es que me pase 4 meses en cuba y no 

reviso internet porque es muy complicado yo vivo en belgica y gracias por 

apreciar mi video y casa religiosa esto es de corazon salud  

 (Excuse me Jose I haven’t written before 4 months have passed because I 

was in Cuba and couldn’t get to the internet because it is very complicated I 

live in Belgium and thanks for appreciating my video and the religious house 

[casa de santo]. It is my heart greetings)  

(La Vida Artistica de Rafael, 2009, April 27) 

The desire of the uploader to contact this casa del santo for perceived religious needs 

demonstrates YouTube’s ability to offer alternatives to the formation of religious 

community in the online environment. The commenter is in Venezuela, while the ilé, 
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here referred to using the Spanish phrase casa de santo, is located in Cuba. Without 

viewing this video, it is unlikely that the commenter would have had knowledge of 

this particular casa de santo. Video footage of the batá ceremony gave the 

commenter a visual documentation of the casa de santo, which contributed to his 

desire to establish contact for the purposes of developing religious ties outside 

Venezuela. This suggests that there is the possibility for creating new, transnational 

offline networks of religious community through YouTube, which is especially 

relevant to those seeking to establish such networks outside their immediate 

geographical location.   

The uploader responds, but does not provide the details asked for, at least publically. 

This again highlights that YouTube is not necessarily a reliable way to seek 

information. My own experience in attempting to elicit participants for this research 

through YouTube would suggest that requests are easily ignored, or that questions do 

not receive an appropriate response. While YouTube may be an appealing way to 

attempt to communicate, it is not always a successful platform.  

The previous examples of communication offer no concrete evidence that offline 

contact was eventually made. But one example on YouTube allows us to track the 

journey from the online to the offline world. The following comment was added to a 

video featuring batá ceremony. This video features Pedrito Martinez playing iyá 

during the oru seco:  

FR 8 years ago 

oye pedrito soy tu fan me llamo YR y tengo 12 año y estudio para ser como 

tu acere soy de venezuela 

(Hi Pedrito I am a fan of yours my name is YR and I am 12 and I study to be 

like you asere [L., “brother”] I am from Venezuela) 

(pedrito martinez, 2007, November 28)  

There was no question asked in this comment, and it did not receive a reply. But 

upon further examination of the uploader channel from which the comment 

originated, I discovered a video that features YR playing congas with Pedrito 

Martinez (FR, 2008, July 7). The following comment was added to this video from 

the channel pedrito martinez.    
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pedrito martinez 7 years ago 

Vaya Y este es Pedrito Martinez que olofi te bendiga y sigue tocando asi que 

tienes buen futuro te mando un saludo grandisimo y fue un gran placer 

conocerte a ti y a tu papa Freddy acheeeeee 

(Go Y! This is Pedrito Martinez. Olofi [God] bless you and may you continue 

playing like this. You have a great future. I send you a big hello and it was a 

great pleasure to meet you and your dad) 

The uploader description attached to the video states:  

pedrito martinez y YR en venezuela caracas 07 de julio de 2008 

The last example featuring Martinez and YR shows that transitioning from an online 

to an offline relationship is a very real possibility. YouTube appears to have played a 

role in this. In the online environment, YR was able to see Martinez performing. 

Whether YR saw him performing in the offline environment is unclear, but YouTube 

was at least one site through which this was able to occur. How their meeting 

actually came about is unclear. What is clear though is that YouTube has 

documented the shift from an online presence to an offline, personal meeting, and it 

has played some role in the transition from an online, to an offline, relationship. That 

YouTube becomes a site for such a documentation supports an understanding of the 

importance that this medium plays in the life of some people in both the online and 

offline environment. While there was no need to upload a video of Martinez and YR 

meeting and playing together, that this was done positions YouTube as an important 

site for the development, and publicisation of real world, offline contact.  

Conclusions 

Through YouTube we can track the way that local practices of batá ceremony are 

becoming globally-accessible. This is a position that relates to the increasing global 

penetration of the Internet, and how it can be used so that people stay connected in 

different geographic locations. This is particularly relevant to the situation in which 

ceremonial batá drummers and creyentes find themselves today, as a globally-

dispersed community now exists. Through YouTube, new ways of developing a 

global community become apparent, and for some batá drummers, this is becoming 
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an important way through which connections can be made, and information passed 

on.  

By utilising the comments section of YouTube, uploaders have demonstrated a desire 

to communicate with a particular cross-section of people. Through shared affinities 

and religious ties of kinship the online becomes tightly linked to the offline. This is 

observable in the type of comments that are attached to batá ceremony videos, which 

closely mirror the type of conversations that practitioners have in the offline 

environment. But it also propels new conversations that have to do with the very 

online environment in which this takes place.  

YouTube is also developing as a platform through which new communicative 

possibilities emerge. These forms of communication may seek to re-establish broken 

ties, but they may also offer opportunities for the creation of new relationships. 

While YouTube may not be the best platform on which to attempt this, the nature of 

its video content affords new possibilities that are tied into the nature of video and its 

ability to make people visible. Possibilities that online contact will lead to offline 

contact are also noted through the activity that is occurring on YouTube. This 

reinforces the notion that the Internet often acts as an “extension of the offline social 

field” rather than a self-contained environment in and of itself (Wood, 2008, p. 183).  
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Chapter 7 – Conclusion 

The presence of batá ceremony videos on YouTube embodies new ways that 

practitioners are seeking to represent this practice, and themselves, publically. As a 

new form of representation and dissemination, videos of batá ceremony are 

indicative of wider technological changes that are affecting much of the world’s 

population. Affordable, small and portable video recording devices, combined with 

access to YouTube, have provided opportunities for those who participate in batá 

ceremony to document and share their practice with others. This has resulted in a 

new site for the presentation of batá ceremony: YouTube. 

This conclusion will summarise and reflect on the findings that I have made in two 

key areas: the effects of videography practices at batá ceremony, and how the 

representation of batá ceremony on YouTube is now affecting the offline reception 

of batá ceremony as per the research question of this thesis. It will then examine how 

batá ceremony videos on YouTube are creating an online digital archive of batá 

ceremony, before discussing the future of these videos. I conclude with suggestions 

for how YouTube may be used for future research into ceremonial batá drumming, as 

well as how YouTube may be of value to the future study of musical cultures more 

broadly.  

The Effects of Videography at Batá Ceremony  

The most obvious effect of videography on ceremonial practice is the increased 

presence of video recording devices at batá ceremonies. How this affects the 

participants depends on the familiarity and level of acceptance participants 

demonstrate towards the camera itself as an arbiter of meaning, the type of camera 

used (e.g. mobile phone or camcorder), where the camera is positioned in relation to 

other ceremonial activities, and the relationship between the person who is using the 

camera and the other participants. These are factors that illustrate people’s 

relationships with technology, as well as the relationship with those who are using 

that technology. Because of the recent emergence of digital recording technology at 

batá ceremonies, the processes and development inherent in these relationships 

stands as an indicator of new forms of technological mediation that did not exist a 

decade ago, when video-sharing websites such as YouTube first began to make an 

impact.  
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As set out in Chapter 3, the use of small, handheld video-recording devices greatly 

enhances the acceptability of videoing practices at batá ceremony, as these devices 

are relatively unobtrusive and are not accompanied by external lights, microphones 

or other equipment as would be the case in professional videography. These videos 

are not being shot in staged environments, but are primarily occurring in people’s 

homes, and they are documenting something that is intimate and communal. In order 

to maintain this sense of intimacy, videography practices generally engage from 

spaces that do not interfere with the religious focus of the ceremony. This type of 

videoing practice does not overtly position the ceremony as a media event, but rather 

maintains a focus on the documentation of a religious activity. Relatively 

unobtrusive videoing practices like these prioritise batá ceremony as a participatory 

performance that relies on all of those present to create the necessary environment 

through which batá ceremony becomes successful in the eyes of those present. 

Unobtrusiveness also helps participants to either ignore or work around the camera, 

which would be more difficult with a larger camera or accompanying equipment. 

For many participants at batá ceremony, the camera is part of the physical space, and 

appears to play little role in ceremonial experience. This suggests that subjects may 

be becoming more acclimatised to the presence of a video camera and are 

increasingly able to ignore its presence. At the same time, as various findings of this 

research suggest, it might signal a resignation about videography practices. Even if 

those in attendance are not in agreement with the video camera being present, the 

tide of technological change may well be too strong to be ignored. There may be 

other reasons as well that will need to be verified in the future.  

It is worth briefly unpacking the notion of resistance to the camera. Those who may 

object to videography occurring at a ceremony may not feel that they have the 

authority to question the presence of the video camera, especially if it is being 

recorded by someone who is in a position of authority at a batá ceremony. There 

might be some evidence that this occurs in YouTube videos. In Chapter 3, Figure 3.9 

documented the gaze of a batá player at the camera. I suggested that this could be 

interpreted as discomfort with the presence of the camera. Without further research it 

is difficult to draw definitive conclusions about the real meaning of this gaze, but 

during this research a number of participants expressed to me their discomfort with 

the act of videoing at batá ceremonies. Future research may be able to draw out 
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further the attitudes that various participants have to the presence of a video camera 

at batá ceremony.  

There are also examples on YouTube of behaviours that break with the ceremonial 

“frame,” and directly address the camera. When this occurs, we are witnessing 

examples of an informal media behaviour that has little to do with the expected 

actions of participants during batá ceremony. Examples of this kind of behaviour 

include the akpon singing directly into the camera (Figure 3.11) batá drummers 

acknowledging the camera through small hand gestures such as a “thumbs up,” 

(Figure 3.10), or non-musicians participants waving and smiling at the camera  

(Figure 4.4.). While these actions may present momentary lapses into the media 

frame, they still appear cursory in nature, and their emergence is usually followed by 

a noticeable shift back to the ceremonial frame. Such behaviours indicate that the 

ceremonial frame remains more important than the media frame. Further research in 

this area may draw out more subtle effects that videography is having on the 

performance of batá ceremony, and assess whether the relative importance of these 

frames changes over time as the ubiquity of the technology grows.  

The presence of video cameras at batá ceremony signals the emergence of new 

media practices that are becoming embedded into the activities that occur during batá 

ceremony. Whilst video recording is not occurring at every batá ceremony, there is a 

noticeable increase in the presence of video recording devices at these ceremonies at 

a global level. This presence is even more significant when one considers the 

prohibitions some people have against videoing documented in Chapter 3. Unlike 

other activities that occur during a batá ceremony, video recording remains 

superfluous to the overall function and intent of batá ceremony, and its presence has 

been met with concern by many practitioners. I take this to indicate that videography 

does not reflect the adoption of a new ceremonial activity, but rather reflects on 

broader cultural trends that have made the use of video-recording an everyday 

activity that is used to document a diverse range of situations and occasions. In this 

context batá ceremony has become just one more “event” that is becoming a part of 

an increasingly global video culture.  

Practitioners’ concerns about adopting practices from outside the established cultural 

practices of Santería itself have as much to do with asserting legitimacy and 

authority in the face of an increasingly globalised and heterogeneous religious 
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practice as they do with other more specific concerns about the effects on ritual 

efficacy or the necessity for respect. It is precisely for this reason that the opposing 

arguments that accept videography are equally compelling, as the videos of batá 

ceremony become a currency that also seek to legitimise the ritual practices of 

Santería, as well being part of a contest for authority in this global landscape. But 

aside from recognising the historical significance of changing ritual practices, the 

fact is that videography at batá ceremonies has no specific ritual imperative. Instead, 

this stands as the latest phase in the mediation of batá drumming.  

We might also question over time the effect of the fragmentary nature of 

representation of batá ceremony on YouTube. Will it become more common for 

people to first engage in the online environment of batá ceremony on YouTube 

before coming to experience it in the offline world? While certain comments 

examined in Chapter 6 demonstrate that this already occurs to a limited extent, how 

does the representation of batá ceremony as “highlights” affect this reception? One 

of the most evocative elements of batá ceremony in the real world is its sensory 

nature, as music, singing and dance create both physical and emotive responses from 

participants. While emotive responses can be elicited from watching videos of batá 

ceremony, these are of a different quality, and these emotional reactions to a short, 

five minute long video cannot accurately represent the range of emotion that occurs 

through participation in a four to six hour long ceremony. The notion of batá as a 

religious ceremony that is represented through YouTube’s “clip culture” is one that 

requires further investigation. 

Ultimately, questions of whether videography is a legitimate and acceptable practice 

become futile in the face of the growing acceptance of videoing batá ceremony. 

While not all people agree, or are likely to agree, that batá ceremony should be 

videoed, processes of negotiation have already been established and, to an extent, 

resolved. Similar to the negotiations that took place that saw the advent of 

secularised, folkloric performance, these negotiations centre around appropriate and 

inappropriate parts of what can be videoed during a batá ceremony. Owing to the 

increasing presence of mobile video-recording technology at batá ceremonies, I 

would predict that videography is likely to become an even more common sight at 

batá ceremonies into the future, unless there is an organised, concerted effort to 

delegitimise this process in terms of its religious value. But in order to delegitimise 

video-recording at batá ceremony globally, it would require many practitioners in 
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positions of authority to act in a concerted effort to stop this practice, something that 

is unlikely to occur due to the dispersed community of practitioners, the autonomy 

commonly exerted by many practitioners, as well as personal conflicts that occur 

between practitioners.  

The Representation of Batá Ceremony on YouTube 

The presence of batá ceremony on YouTube also creates new concerns over how 

representation may affect the offline practice of Santería. As a representation of new 

amateur video production practices, YouTube has become a site for a new form of 

representation of batá ceremony. As Thomas Altmann notes, this can lead to 

concerns over the effect this presence may have on the offline performance of batá 

ceremony and its meaning:  

The harm [in filming batá ceremony] is that something that can be reduced to 

reproduction appears to be less unique and less valuable in the minds of many 

believers. The magic is gone, literally. That's a psychological effect, but the 

human psyche is a strong element in the construction of the sacred. If we 

wanted to tear down the power of this religion for some reason, one make-

sure way would be to divulge its icons as a novelty.  

(p/c, Thomas Altmann, 13 September 2012)  

Altmann’s concerns centre around the effects that the reproducibility of batá 

ceremony means for offline batá ceremony. Walter Benjamin’s famous work on the 

effects of mechanical reproduction of art can be seen as one way to understand how 

creyentes such as Altmann view the digital reproduction of batá ceremony on 

YouTube. Benjamin saw mechanical reproduction of art as lacking in the original’s 

“aura,” (2008, p. 19), which can be equated to the reproduced object’s lack of 

“genuineness”. This in turn affects the (original and reproduced) history of the 

object, and the discourse surrounding it. By introducing the reproduction of the 

original into circulation, the authority of the original can be brought into question 

(2008, p. 7).  

For batá ceremony this is an important distinction to make. As outlined in Chapter 3, 

sacred space is an important element in the construction of the sacred during batá 

ceremony. When these videos are reproduced on YouTube, is it possible to transfer 

these elements into the online environment? According to Benjamin, there is a loss 
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of aura in the reproduced object, while Altmann’s concerns are directly related to the 

depreciation of the religious “aura” that occurs when batá ceremony is reproduced on 

YouTube. If batá ceremony on YouTube loses its aura, will this also lead to the loss 

of aura during batá ceremony in the offline environment? The results over time may 

well be less empirical than these positions imply. Batá culture has already shown that 

it is broadly resilient and adaptable to social change and pressure, meaning that it is 

able to incorporate technology into its own collective self-representation without 

changing the fundamental nature of the practice itself. This ability to integrate, adapt 

and innovate when faced with new situations can be considered one of the primary 

reasons that batá drumming has attracted the type of international attention that 

exists. From a persecuted and marginalised religious practice, Santería has developed 

into a Cuban national icon with a global presence. Parallel to this has been a growing 

interest and appreciation of the musical practices attached to Santería, especially batá 

drumming. I have noted some of the reasons for this throughout the thesis, which 

include the agency of motivated and creative individuals and immigration, as well as 

social, political and economic transformations in Cuba. While the Internet raises new 

challenges for Santería in general, and batá ceremony more specifically, it is likely 

that adaptability and resilience will continue to play a role in new developments. 

Rather, the question is what role the Internet will play in shaping new practices, and 

how traditional attitudes and beliefs shape, and are shaped by, the use of the Internet.   

The issues raised by Hjarvard in his analysis of the effects of mediatisation on 

religious institutions, one of which is the potential secularising effect of the 

traditional media on religion (2011), also relate to Altmann’s view of batá ceremony 

videos on YouTube. This secularisation can be equated with Altmann’s concern that 

“the magic is gone.” In a sense this may be true. Offline batá ceremony is a complete 

sensory experience. Online, this sensory experience is limited. But, as Altmann 

notes, the human psyche is an important element in the construction of the sacred. 

While an online video of batá ceremony will not generate the same sensations and 

feelings as its real-world, offline equivalent, a number of comments attached to these 

videos suggest that people who are watching these videos connect the images with 

their own inner religious beliefs. Through comments that praise the oricha, those 

with affiliations and affinities for Santería are finding an alternative space for the 

expression of their beliefs that could actually enhance their religious experience. 

While batá ceremony does lose part of its aura, originality, and purpose through its 
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reproduction on YouTube, at the same time this is creating new ways for people to 

express religiosity and connect in a new global environment.   

Batá ceremony on YouTube reflects the global practice of batá ceremony, as well as 

the global connectivity that the Internet now provides people who have an interest in 

batá ceremony. But it does not signal the end of batá ceremony as we know it. The 

documentation of batá ceremony has, thus far, demonstrated how participants at batá 

ceremony are consumers and creators of media. While these participants have 

created videos that may bring batá ceremony outside its original context, this is far 

from unprecedented. The development of a folkloric tradition in the 1960’s has 

shown how these types of negotiations have already been mediated and survived 

(See Hagedorn, 2001; Vélez, 2000). While the future of this new stage of mediation 

is still not determined, it is likely to have a lasting and, at the present, uncertain 

social impact on how batá ceremony is viewed by practitioners and non-practitioners 

alike.  

Establishing new hierarchies  

Assessing the impact of videoing and uploading batá ceremony on the traditional 

hierarchy of ceremonial batá drummers is difficult to determine. It is now possible 

for ceremonial batá drummers to promote themselves through YouTube, bypassing 

networks through which reputation and skill were traditionally established. Because 

of the dissemination of these videos through the Internet, it becomes possible that 

previously localised ceremonial musicians can position themselves on a global stage, 

using these videos to serve as advertisements that can be accessed by people without 

pre-existing relationships. YouTube also allows other users to comment on the 

performance, which act as reviews and critiques of performance. This extends on the 

traditional methods of review and the creation of networks within Santería, and 

challenges the need for a physical presence at batá ceremony in order to evaluate 

musical performance.  

It is unlikely that every batá drummer or group will find themselves on the Internet, 

given that many omo añás still do not accept videography practices at batá 

ceremony. Lack of access to the necessary technologies to record and upload video 

to YouTube also plays a significant role in the formation of batá ceremony on 

YouTube, and is another factor that limits online visibility. This is the case in Cuba, 

but it also limits people who may be disadvantaged economically in other countries 
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where batá ceremony occurs. This leaves open the possibility that those who are not 

on YouTube become “invisible,” while those who are featured on YouTube will 

have a higher profile amongst the global community of creyentes who require the 

services of batá drummers. This research also suggests that more traditional, offline 

associations between particular batá drummers and creyentes will continue to be the 

dominant method of securing ceremonial work. This will likely be related to the 

traditional word-of-mouth networks that exist among the community of practitioners, 

and the use of particular drummers in specific casas de santo. Santería communities 

across the world still maintain a niche position relative to the wider societies in 

which they are located, and interpersonal contact between members of these 

communities is still prevalent, so word-of-mouth communication will likely continue 

to play an important role. But as the growing presence of the Internet becomes more 

integrated across the world, we might also find batá drummers are more inclined to 

stake their claim in this online world, leading to an effect where it is desirable to be 

on YouTube, and possibly leading to an even wider gap between those who are on 

YouTube, and those who are not.  

Establishing global networks  

As an indicator of batá ceremony as a global performance practice, YouTube videos 

have positioned themselves as new nodes around which communication practices 

have developed. As I have demonstrated, networks that are geographically dispersed 

are becoming centred around batá ceremony videos on YouTube. These networks are 

characterised by the presentation of local practices that are then embedded into the 

virtual world of YouTube, becoming part of a globally accessible representation of 

batá drumming. Through combining this level of public accessibility with 

YouTube’s social networking features, the opportunity for a greatly increased level 

of communication is occurring. This communication is most visibly occurring 

through comments that are attached to batá ceremony videos on YouTube. While 

many of these comments are simple expressions of affiliation, the opportunity to 

engage in one-to-many communicative practices is also observed, as comments 

sometimes become the site for conversations that can draw in any number of users. 

Through these conversations, new patterns are emerging in the development of 

networks that are characterised by affiliation with Santería practices.  

While computer-mediated communication practices may actually increase social 

interaction in both the online and offline world, the nature of online video offers 
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some unique advantages. While text-based forms of communication between 

practitioners of online communication exist amongst those with affinities for Santería 

and batá drumming, video increases the possibilities for communication. This is 

owing to the visual information that is contained in these videos. Through video, 

YouTube users are able to recognise people with whom they have had prior 

relationships, even if these people are not identified in any other way. This leads to 

the possibility of video content on YouTube serving as a way to reconnect with other 

people, something that would be more difficult in the realm of Internet-mediated 

communication that is purely textual. While the globalisation of Santería has seen a 

loosening of the initiatory bonds that define community in Santería, YouTube offers 

an important way to reconnect, and possibly strengthen an existing sense of 

community that has been lost through the dispersal of practitioners to other countries. 

With visual imagery, YouTube opens up greater possibilities for people to make 

connections. 

It might also be the case that YouTube offers a more sustainable site for 

communication practices between those with affinities for batá drumming than other 

text-based online sites. Videos that document batá ceremony are the closest 

approximation to batá ceremony performance that is available outside attendance at a 

batá ceremony. This has allowed ceremonial batá drummers and those who may only 

have musical affinities with batá drumming the opportunity to see batá ceremony, 

rather than just read about it. During this research I have observed that two online 

forums dedicated to batá drumming, congaplace.com and the Yahoo listserv 

batadrums.com, do not generate much new traffic. For example, conversations at 

congaplace.com related to batá drumming last occurred in January 2015. At the time 

of writing batadrums.com is basically inactive. Meanwhile, videos of batá ceremony 

continue to be uploaded onto YouTube, and comments continue to appear, even on 

videos that have been uploaded for a number of years.  

What is the likely impact of these types of communicative practices? This research 

suggests that there are a number of possibilities that emerge from the representation 

of batá ceremony on YouTube, including reconnecting with dispersed religious 

family through YouTube, as well as making new connections with batá drummers 

and creyentes. Rather than being focused on specific geographic areas, these 

connections and reconnections can occur even though the locations of those 

communicating are separated by thousands of kilometres. While this lessens the 
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importance of geographic location, issues of access to the online environment again 

impose limitations on this type of participation. This is clearly seen in the case of 

Cuba, which, while it remains a central node in offline and online practices, is 

restricted from direct participation owing to the problems associated with access to 

the Internet and technologies of mediation such as video cameras. This situation 

means that only certain players are able to utilise YouTube as a source of 

communication, and limiting the effectiveness of YouTube as a tool for global 

communication between practitioners.   

While posting comments to batá ceremony videos on YouTube does not necessarily 

lead to further interactions between people, Chapter 6 demonstrates how this can 

become the basis for further online communication, and can even lead to offline, real 

world encounters. Those with affiliations to batá ceremony are able to come into 

closer contact with each other through YouTube, and in the process the distinction 

between online and offline environments can become blurred. This provides another 

basis for understanding the online and offline environment of batá ceremony. As the 

world moves to ever greater levels of Internet connectivity, it is likely that 

distinctions between these online and the offline environments will become ever 

more fluid.  

YouTube – An Accidental Archive 

As the appearance of batá ceremony on YouTube has resulted in the accumulation of 

many hundreds, and possibly thousands, of videos that document musical and non-

musical activities that occur during batá ceremony, this almost certainly positions 

YouTube as the world’s largest aggregator of video content documenting batá 

ceremony. It has become, in effect, an “accidental archive” (Burgess & Green, 2009, 

p. 87). YouTube still remains the most popular video-sharing website in the world, 

and there is no reason to believe that, at least for the near future, people will stop 

uploading videos of batá ceremony on this platform. We simply do not know yet 

how this footage will be viewed by the next generation. In 30 years’ time batá 

ceremony on YouTube may be an invaluable archive that has adopted a whole new 

social meaning, similar to current reconceptualisations and valuing of the early 

monophonic recordings of traditional music made in the pre-World War 2 period. 

The uploading of batá ceremony videos to YouTube represents an alternative to 

traditional archival practice. Participants at batá ceremony engage in a grassroots 
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documentation of the ceremony that provides hundreds of examples of original 

content that would not be publically accessible without YouTube. Owing to the 

limited documentation of batá ceremony by the traditional media, those who video 

and upload batá ceremony are responsible for the inclusion of batá ceremony videos 

on YouTube, and are themselves creating a repository of content that parallels 

traditional archives. There is no external curator who decides what is to be part of 

this repository, and its content is freely available to all. Anyone with the technical 

means may add videos of batá ceremony, increasing the potential size of the 

repository. While many videos of previously produced traditional media content can 

be found replicated on different channels, this is less common with batá ceremony 

videos, as each example of batá ceremony tends to document a unique event. This 

positions uploaders of batá ceremony as curators of an informal batá ceremony 

repository.  

As Pietrobruno has noted, YouTube is able to act as a “means of conservation via its 

widespread use as a repository of experiential moments” (2013, p. 1264). It is 

doubtful that YouTube users are explicitly using YouTube to archive material, as 

most motivations that were identified during this research were concerned with ideas 

of sharing with a community, as well as the promotion of batá ensembles or 

commercial entities. There is little indication from this research that uploaders are 

consciously preserving material via YouTube. But while preservation may not be a 

serious concern for many uploaders of batá ceremony, the fact remains that many 

videos of batá ceremony remain available for public viewing, even if the channel is 

no longer used for further uploads. In this sense YouTube does ‘preserve’ material, 

although there is no assurance of this always being the case. A simple read of the 

terms and conditions of You Tube shows that there is no guarantee of ongoing 

hosting of any video into the future, and some users have noted how videos and 

YouTube channels can sometimes be deleted by YouTube for apparently little or no 

reason (e.g. Laumeister, 2016).    

YouTube users themselves may wish to shield certain videos from public access. 

This is done by designating videos as “private.” To access these videos, the uploader 

must send a link to the desired receivers, who can then access the video through this 

link. In effect, the video becomes “invisible” to the majority of YouTube users, who 

will be unaware of its presence on the site. This has occurred to a number of videos 

of batá ceremony in the data set after I had already viewed them. Something else that 
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may occur is that an uploader chooses to delete their channel, which includes all of 

the video content. During this research, this also occurred with one uploader. This 

demonstrates some of the difficulties that still surround issues of continued access to 

batá ceremony videos on YouTube, challenging the notion of YouTube serving as an 

archive of batá ceremony videos when individual users are free to limit access or 

delete content altogether. But as I have observed it, this does not occur regularly, and 

the majority of batá ceremony videos have remained on YouTube’s servers for many 

years, and I imagine they will continue to do so.  

Accessing batá ceremony videos is also complicated by YouTube’s search system, 

which is strongly associated with individual users and their manipulation of text such 

as the title, description, and tags of batá ceremony videos. This makes access 

problematic, as it is dependent on already knowing what you are searching for, or it 

is left up to chance. This itself is reflected in the approach to collecting the data set 

for this research, as the process relied on an existing knowledge of the terminology 

surrounding batá ceremony. Once videos containing batá ceremony are found, 

further collection becomes easier because videos related to batá ceremony are 

offered as suggestions for further viewing. In this sense the algorithms of YouTube 

do offer the potential student or fan of batá a great deal, but also present unique 

challenges related to retrieving relevant content.  

While some features of YouTube “connect” one video of batá ceremony with other 

examples, there remains no feasible way to view all the videos that contain batá 

ceremony, unless standardised tagging practices are adopted by all uploaders of batá 

ceremony, something that is unlikely to occur. This reflects the informal nature of 

uploading practices, which are characterised by individual autonomy. Aside from the 

additive nature of YouTube in which new videos are constantly appearing, there is 

no way to comprehensively catalogue all the videos on this platform.  

There is also little context or direct information available about the batá 

performances being viewed on YouTube. This lack of context arguably jeopardises 

to some extent the usefulness of YouTube as a formal archive of batá ceremony, 

although this is somewhat mitigated if there is already a pre-existing knowledge of 

the practice. In this sense YouTube can be a valuable platform for the dissemination 

and storing of batá ceremony for those knowledgeable of its practice, but may have a 

limited usefulness for those who are not. This lack of context also reflects the 
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reasons that uploaders may share batá ceremony in the first place. As Kirk mentions, 

he uploads this to share with people who already have some connection with batá 

ceremony. In this situation context becomes secondary to content, something which 

limits its ability to function as a traditional archive.  

It might be best to conceive of YouTube as an informal repository for batá 

ceremony. Lacking the formal conventions of most archives (including clear 

metadata and quality control mechanisms) it suffers from a number of drawbacks, 

not least its rigour and sustainability, but also offers opportunities to view 

performances that would never have been seen without YouTube, and offers the 

interested viewer hundreds, if not thousands, of examples of batá ceremony footage. 

YouTube’s future as an “accidental archive” is an area of research that will become 

more important as time passes and critical distance is able to be drawn.  

The Future of Ceremonial Batá Drumming on YouTube  

Will people continue to upload ceremonial batá drumming to YouTube? Will 

YouTube even exist as a video-sharing platform in the near to medium-term future? 

As for people continuing to upload batá ceremony videos specifically to YouTube, 

this is most likely to occur so long as YouTube retains its popularity and continues to 

operate. What is likely is that video-sharing of batá ceremony videos will continue, 

although YouTube’s dominance as the de facto site for uploading these videos may 

be contested in future by other video-sharing platforms. 

An alternative platform for sharing videos of batá ceremony via Facebook was noted 

in Chapter 1, and signals a possible future direction for batá ceremony and video-

sharing via social media. While the scope of this research did not allow for a detailed 

examination of online sites outside YouTube, some general observations on social 

media demonstrate a shift from earlier forms of online community interaction that 

are situated at one web address, text-based and dominated by the English language, 

to multi-media formats that are linked through the social media networks, and that 

include many more native Spanish speakers. Owing to the problems of access in 

Cuba, the absence of Cubans living in Cuba from these sites is noticeable, although a 

number of Cubans who live outside Cuba are participating. I judge it likely that the 

future of batá ceremony on video is going to occur more commonly through a variety 

of social media sites, although YouTube will likely continue to play a role in this, at 

least in the near future, as YouTube remains a popular site for video-sharing.  
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The establishment of a corpus of batá ceremony videos on YouTube may lead to 

more creative uses of this material in the future. One common form of user-generated 

content on YouTube has been the remediation of content through different channels. 

While this new content may simply be a copy of the original content, YouTube has 

also become a popular site for “mash-ups,” a popular form of user-generated content 

that uses non-original content and refashions it to create new content. By editing 

other people’s content, mash-ups have become a symbol of the new production 

practices that are occurring on YouTube. While no batá ceremony content of this 

nature has been identified as yet, there is already some indication that people are 

employing similar techniques to create original music videos that use commercially 

available recordings of batá drumming and song. These user-generated music videos 

often make use of imagery that is both original and non-original. It could be that batá 

ceremony videos will be used in a similar fashion in the future. One hypothetical 

example could be a video that takes small segments of different batá ceremony 

videos and edits them together to form a “Best of …” style compilation.  At present 

batá ceremony videos only document one particular batá ceremony. A batá ceremony 

“mash-up” on YouTube would position individual batá ceremonies side by side, and 

may bring a more comparative focus to performance and ceremonial action as they 

are presented in one video.  

Another possible direction for this content has already been suggested by the 

Facebook group “Batá Drums-Tambores Batá”, mentioned above. By collating batá 

ceremony videos in one online site, this group has successfully used YouTube’s 

easily embeddable design to add videos from YouTube, and create a site dedicated to 

batá drumming. What it continues to lack is contextual information about the video, 

such as the names of performers, location, and reason for the batá ceremony. For this 

reason a blog-style website might be better suited to documenting batá ceremony 

through video, as blogs allow for a more “textual” style of presentation that is not 

offered on Facebook. Rather than just embedding a YouTube link, a description of 

the musical and non-musical content that is observed during the video could be 

given. Although this might need to be done by one person or a team at the outset, the 

online format could also be opened to contributions from other people, who could 

offer their own expertise in certain areas. Where possible the uploader of the original 

video would also be a part of this conversation, but owing to the difficulties of 

contacting uploaders this may not always be feasible.   
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Finally, I propose that another use of this repository is in the study of musical 

repertoire associated with batá practice. YouTube videos of batá drumming offer 

opportunities for musical learning, especially to those who are in areas where batá 

drumming is not commonly practised. This has already been seen in the way that 

popular music musicians are able to learn repertoire and technique on the Internet 

through the large number of tutorial videos that have appeared on YouTube. Over 

time, as the batá repertoire becomes better documented there might arise people who 

have been able to study and copy this practice without having learned the cultural 

and spiritual significance of the practice itself. This presents problems in regards to 

the relationship between religious meaning and batá drumming. It is unlikely this 

will be a major disruption though, as many people still seek personal contact once 

they enter a musical tradition, and the ceremonial performance of batá drumming 

requires learning other religious aspects of performance that are not transmitted 

through YouTube.  

If and when Cubans are able to access YouTube it seems likely that many more such 

videos will appear. Observing batá ceremony in Cuba, I was struck by the number of 

Cubans who are recording these images on their mobile phones, which leaves open 

the possibility that videos of batá ceremony remain stored on these devices. Owing to 

the lack of storage on older generation mobile phones, which many Cubans own, this 

may not always be the case, as videos must be deleted to allow new material to be 

recorded. The emergence of smart phones in Cuba with larger storage capacity may 

alter this situation, and allow for the ongoing storage of older videos, although access 

to this technology remains restricted in Cuba at the moment.  

While there are certainly reasons why Cuban practitioners may not want to upload 

ceremonial footage to YouTube, it seems inevitable that some would, if given the 

opportunity. I have already observed a level of frustration amongst Cubans regarding 

their inability to access the Internet easily. As a school teacher in Cuba noted, 

“Cubans want to go online and talk to the world like everyone else” (Silva, 2015). In 

this light, it seems likely that Cubans will also want to upload batá ceremony “like 

everyone else,” and contribute their own perspectives to the growing online 

representation of batá ceremony. For Cubans, who have such limited access to the 

online environment, the ability to participate could lead to new opportunities to 

assert their knowledge and dominance in the field of batá ceremony, something that 
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is only currently possible through the assistance of proxies who upload videos of 

Cuban batá ceremony from outside Cuba.  

Approaches to Online Ethnography  

My research into batá ceremony videos on YouTube has highlighted the growth of 

an online presence that documents the representation of batá ceremony as it has been 

produced by amateur video creators. The growth of this practice highlights the 

importance of new forms of technological mediation that are enabled through the 

Internet. Through YouTube, the mediation of batá ceremony is having consequences 

for both representation and communication practices that are in part a result of a 

more globally-dispersed practice, and in part a reaction to the growing availability 

and domesticisation of new, digital technologies of mediation.  

Methodological approaches to YouTube require careful consideration of the data that 

can be collected on this site, and its usefulness to particular areas of research. 

Different approaches to research on YouTube will yield different results. 

Ethnographic approaches have thus far been the dominant method when YouTube is 

viewed as an expression of cultural and/or social phenomena (e.g. Falk, 2013; Lange, 

2007). This has also been approach that I have favoured. Ethnographic approaches to 

YouTube typically rely on a participant-observation framework, which is adapted 

from methods used in offline fieldwork. This includes the observation and analysis 

of video content and comments, which can be supplemented, supported and 

correlated with offline fieldwork. While quantitative metadata on YouTube may 

supplement the ethnographic approach, its use in the study of musical culture has 

thus far been limited. For example, view counts provide data on how many people 

watch a video, which can be roughly equated with popularity. But there is the 

possibility that view counts are manipulated, and they do not offer information on 

how many unique users have viewed a video, and they do not tell us if the video was 

watched from start to finish, or if it was only viewed for a few seconds. Similarly, 

likes and dislikes cannot be equated solely with musical taste and preference, as they 

may refer to any number of issues related to the video, including the production 

characteristics or the identity of the uploader. In this sense metadata like this should 

be used with caution.  

The fieldwork that I conducted has attempted to reflect the two “fields” that were my 

primary areas for participant-observation, namely, the offline and online 
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environment. But through this attention to both fields, it has become obvious that 

there is, more or less, only one “field.” In Chapter 1 I discussed Brigitte Jordan’s 

notion of hybrid ethnography. She has noted that fieldwork that includes interactions 

in both the online and offline environment is becoming increasingly “blurred” (2009, 

p. 182). Hybrid ethnographies are focused on exploring the intersections between 

what people do online, and how this relates to their offline lives. This has led Jordan 

to the conclusion that the online and offline worlds of people are in fact increasingly 

intersectional, and they are becoming a part of “daily life and professional conduct” 

(2009, p. 189). In this sense, the online and offline environment may be considered 

to be one “field,” where connectivity, interaction and socialisation processes flow 

between the online and offline (Jordan, 2009, p. 186).  

Hybrid ethnographies offer an exciting approach for the modern ethnographer. But 

while Jordan (2009) has defined hybrid research as a means of understanding how 

the online and offline environments are related, I would extend this concept of 

hybridity to include the use of computer-mediated communications for interviews, as 

well as the use of online resources to support offline findings. While these methods 

may not make online-offline relationships explicit, they do take into account the 

increasingly mundane and “ordinary” presence of the Internet in the lives of many 

people across the world. At some point in the future I imagine that the “hybrid” in 

hybrid ethnography could be discarded, becoming once again just “ethnography.” 

While research conducted purely in the offline world will most likely remain the 

dominant ethnographic method in the foreseeable future, the effect of the Internet 

and developing modes of communication will likely change our understanding of 

how ethnography is conducted in the future, and new, technologically mediated 

methods will be tailored to best suit our purposes.  

How do practices such as batá ceremony operate at these intersections, and what kind 

of hybrid “field” is being created? A communally-driven practice that necessitates 

the physical co-presence of practitioners for its success, online representations of 

batá ceremony highlight a very real-world physical presence through its reliance on 

video as a tool of representation. On YouTube, notions of hybridity become focused 

on real-world representations of batá ceremony in a virtual and digital “non-space” 

(Lysloff, 2003, p. 258), a space defined by a lack of physical presence, but also a 

space that creates new connections and new notions of community that have effects 

in the offline world.   
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Understanding this type of hybrid field is a challenge that can benefit the analysis of 

musical community. While access still remains an issue, musical practices and 

community have already begun the movement towards integrating the online and 

offline, and the processes that shape this development need further investigation. 

While research into musical communities online is occurring, the type of hybrid 

fieldwork that Jordan proposes less evident, even when the relationship between the 

online and the offline is noted. Through offline fieldwork there lies the possibility for 

deeper understanding of a particular subject, while the online fieldwork offers insight 

into how practitioners evolve into new environments. In this way the idea of a hybrid 

field only reflects the realities of those subjects who are involved in its practice, and 

can be understood as the investigation of change in an absolute sense.  

Over time it may be that video-sharing sites such as You Tube become more 

important in the data gathering process that is part of contemporary ethnographic 

research. With the increasing amount and quality of material online, more 

researchers may be inclined to interact with that material in addition to, or even 

instead of, expensive and time-consuming fieldwork. This is not to say that offline 

fieldwork in a historical sense will end, but that the online environment may become 

a more important factor in the research process into the future.  

Closing remarks 

The future of batá ceremony on YouTube is uncertain, but the pervasive nature of 

videography and video-sharing practices related to batá ceremony will likely 

continue. These video-sharing practices, and the online platforms that support them, 

have created new ways to represent batá ceremony in a very public way. This has 

permanently altered the possible ways that batá ceremony can be represented outside 

the immediate ceremonial context. This should be viewed in light of other 

developments that have recontextualised batá ceremony and its attendant musical, 

choreographic, and ritual forms. This has included the development of folkloric 

performances, as well as the more recent commercialisation and distribution of 

musical repertoire through audio recordings. But whereas these forms of “de-

religionised” performance are often validated in the eyes of practitioners by the use 

of non-consecrated drums and secular performance spaces (e.g. the theatre, recording 

studio, and so on), batá ceremony on YouTube brings the religious and sacred 

directly into the online environment of YouTube.  
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In this research I have attempted to demonstrate how videography and YouTube are 

affecting the performance and meaning of batá ceremony, as well as looking at how 

these technologies are being employed at the level of the individual as well as the 

community. For now, it seems unlikely that batá ceremony will be cease to be 

videoed and posted to video-sharing sites such as YouTube. While I have attempted 

to offer some possibilities about the future of batá ceremony on YouTube, the speed 

with which technological change is occurring may soon mean that other possibilities 

arise. For this reason, research such as this provides a snapshot of a certain period of 

time, which may then provide the basis for a comparative analysis in future research.  

It is hoped that others will continue this study and respond to it as appropriate in 

future, and that the significance of batá ceremony videos on YouTube does not pass 

without further study or critical response. 
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Appendix B - Uploaders 

1. adeeguns  

2. Argenis Jose Marquez Marcano  

3. AÑA ADE ILU 

4. anaobafunke 

5. arontrupa 

6. armenterosfamily 

7. BataHabana 

8. bode200 

9. botanicaileoshun 

10. CHEQUENDEKE 

11. congalis 

12. Con Mi Machete En La Mano 

13. CubaFolk (Canal de wwwCUBAFOLK) 

14. dchico 

15. diegotimba 

16. egbeoriwa 

17. ElberGzo 

18. elguevoencapuchado15 

19. emiser834 

20. foremire   

21. havanayroger 

22. Ifaoddara 

23. igbodu  

24. iyawo710 

25. jmango23 

26. La Vida Artistica de Rafael 

27. larroye1 

28. Las Tablas 

29. lazaroski 

30. leonel cortina 

31. Michael Pluznick 

32. obanikoso 
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33. obbasawo 

34. ogbetua 

35. Omar Márquez 

36. Osvaldo Sesti  

37. omoinlepr 

38. pedrito martinez 

39. Pedro Deleon 

40. soulswift305 

41. Srr. Brown 

42. tamborsagrado78 

43. tinamatanzas 

44. WouterHelmig 

45. Yamil Castillo 
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Altmann, Thomas. Electronic correspondence. 17 May 2017. 

Centeno, Diego. Electronic correspondence. 9 January 2016. 

Gallagher, Tina. Skype video interview. 8 July 2012.  

Herrera, Jacinto. Telephone interview. 17 February 2015. 

Leno, Leonardo. Personal interview. Havana, Cuba, 24 June 2015. 

Kirk, Dominic. Telephone interview. 17 August 2012. 

Kirk, Dominic. Telephone interview. 12 May 2015. 

Kirk, Dominic. Telephone interview. 4 December 2015.  

Martinez, Jamiel. Personal interview. Havana, Cuba. 20 May 2011. 

Martinez, Javier. Personal interview. Havana, Cuba. 21 March, 2013.  
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Spiro, Michael. Electronic correspondence. 31 May 2017.  

Torres, Roberto. Personal interview. Havana, Cuba, 18 June 2015.  
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Appendix D – Sample of Interview Questions  

• How did you record batá ceremony?  

• Do you feel it’s appropriate to film these ceremonies? 

• Did you have to ask permission to record batá ceremony? From whom? 

• Whose idea was it to film it? Who physically filmed it? 

• What did you film it on?  

• Why do you post batá ceremony on YouTube?  

• Who was your intended audience? 

• Do you feel part of a larger community of batá drummers through YouTube?   

• Why is it important to you to put these videos on YouTube?  

• Why do you watch batá ceremony videos on YouTube? 
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Appendix E – Transcriptions 

Batá drumming uses three main tones in its performance. Two tones are played on 

the larger head, known as the enú (L.), boca (Sp.), or “mouth” in English. The 

smaller head, the chacha (L.) usually only plays one tone. The open tone, or abierto 

(Spanish for open) is produced by the hand striking the enú. On the iyá and itótele a 

second tone, the tapado (Sp.) or mute tone, is produced by pushing the hand into the 

head. A mute tone is less resonant and has a slightly higher pitch. The okónkolo does 

not play the tapado. The chacha on all three drums produces a high-pitched, slap 

tone by striking the head with the fingers. The notation for the different tones and 

batá is described in the following key, and is followed throughout in the following 

transcriptions.    
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E.1. Latokpa  

The following transcription is of the rhythm known as “Latokpa” played exclusively 

for the oricha Eleguá during the oru seco. After the iyá plays the initial call, Section 

A is repeated an indeterminate number of times. During Section A the iyá often plays 

improvising lines, although these are not indicated in the transcription. While there 

are certain improvisatory figures that frequently occur in the majority of ensembles, 

improvising, or “playing with the rhythm” (Friedman, 1982, p. 172), is often unique 

to each iyá player. When Call A is played the ensemble may either return to Section 

A, or play a variation of this, Section A1, which is optional. Call A always precedes 

the change into Section B. Like Sections A and A1, Section B is repeated until Call 

B, at which point the ensemble repeat Section C at the discretion of the iyá player. 

While I have written the iyá as playing a duplet figure in Section C, this may also 

lend itself to a more tertiary feel by substituting triplet figures for the duplet figures. I  

provide one option which is commonly performed.63 Call C leads into Section D, 

which is also known as “Alabukenke.” This section is a good example of how the iyá 

and the itótele perform in hocket, where the open tones of the iyá and itótele form a 

dense melodic texture that combines with the guiding okónkolo pattern.  

 

 

                                                

63 For more information on the way that batá drumming often blends duple and 

tertiary meters, see Moore and Sayre (2006, p. 151). 
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E.2. Chachalekefun  

The following two toques, chachalekefun and ñongo, involve quite a lot of 

improvisation between the iyá and the itótele. Chachalekefun is unique because the 

okónkolo may also improvise. Only the basic outlines are provided here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

E.3. Ñongo 
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E.4. Transcription from “Pedrito Martinez, Nengue and Maikol playing Aña” 

(pedrito martinez, 2007). 

This transcription documents the change that the okónkolo drum makes during the 

toque known as alaro. The first two bars highlight the rhythm that is performed 

before the change, and the second two bars document the new rhythm. This can be 

heard at 4:50mins in the YouTube video “Pedrito Martinez, Nengue and Maikol 

playing Aña” (pedrito martinez, 2007).   

 

 

 

 

 

E.5. Transcription of “Obaloke”  

This is the two sections of the toque as performed in the video “Tambor para oshun” 

(tamborsagrado78, 2009, ). The toque “Obaloke” has two parts, transcribed here as 

Part A and Part B. These may be interchanged at the discretion of the iyá player, as 

occurs in the video. Like ñongo and chachalekefun, the iyá and the itótele improvise 

around the basic parts transcribed here.  

 

Part A 
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Part B 
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Glossary 

aberikula: name for unconsecrated batá drums, those that do not contain Añá.   

aché: an invisible, animating force or energy that is believed to underscore and 
propel all phenomenal existence amongst creyentes 

Añá: oricha that resides inside batá fundamento. The term may also refer to batá 
fundamento themselves.  

akpon: the singer at a batá ceremony, someone who is well-versed in the ritual songs 
associated with the oricha.    

asiento: see kariocha. 

awofaka: see mano de Orula, this term is used when males undergo this initiation.  

babalawo: priest of the oricha Orula. Restricted to men, this priesthood focuses on 
divination.  

babalocha: a male santero, usually denoting a degree of seniority.  

batá: double-headed, hourglass shaped drum used in batá ceremonies. The word can 
be used to describe one batá drum, or can be used collectively to describe a set of 
three batá drums used in performance.  

batalero/s: batá drummers  

batá fundamento: batá that contain Añá.  

cajón para los muertos: another type of religious-musical performance common in 
Cuba, used to worship the eggun. This performance uses unconsecrated cajón, or box 
drums.  

cierre: literally “close,” the final section of a batá ceremony.  

creyentes: literally “believers.” The term I use to describe those who believe and 
practice Santería, regardless of their initiatory status.  

eggun: ancestor spirits worshipped in Santería.  

fundamento: literally, “foundation,” commonly refers to consecrated objects 
commonly found in nature within which resides the power, or aché, of the orichas.  

Ifá: the practices and beliefs associated with the oricha Orula and priests of Orula, 
known as babalawos. Also used as a synonym for Orula.  

ikofá: see mano de Orula, this term is used when females undergo this initiation.  
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itótele: the second largest drum in a batá ensemble.  

iyá: the largest drum in a batá ensemble that leads the other drums. Literally 
translates as “mother.”  

iyalocha: a female santera, usually denoting a degree of seniority. 

iyanifa: the female equivalent of babalawos.  

iyawó: name by which an initiate is known in Santería for the first year after 
undergoing the kariocha. Literally translates as “bride.”  

juramento a Añá: the “swearing to Añá,” the ceremony by which batá drummers 
become omo añá.  

kariocha: a seven-day ceremony that ordains new priests of Santería.   

lucumí: a religious lexicon used by creyentes that is derived from the Yoruba 
language.   

madrina: ritual godmother in Santería.  

mano de orula: term used to describe an initiate receiving “one hand of Orula,” 
which refers to an entry-level initiation whereby initiates receive accoutrements of 
the oricha Orula.  

odun: divination signs related to a corpus of divination verses used by babalawos and 
santeros.  

okónkolo: the smallest drum in a batá ensemble, mainly plays a supporting role.  

omo: lucumí term meaning “child.”  

olú batá: the ritual “owner” of a set of batá fundamento.   

omo añá: literally, “child of Añá.” Ceremonial batá drummers who have undergone 
the juramento a Añá are called omo Añá.   

oricha: the spiritual entities who are the focus of worship in Santería.  

oru seco: the first section of a batá ceremony performed only with the batá drums.   

oru cantado: the second section of a batá ceremony when the akpon joins the batá 
ensemble.  

padrino: ritual godfather in Santería.  

patakín: allegorical stories that are often connected to specific odun and most 
commonly relate specific actions and consequences associated with myths of the 
oricha which take on symbolic meaning in the lives of initiates.    
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presentación a Añá: a batá ceremony whereby recently initiated santeros are 
presented to Añá and dance before batá fundamento for the first time.    

regla de ocha: literally, “rule of the oricha.” This is often deemed a more appropriate 
term for Santería amongst practitioners.  

Santería: initially a pejorative term that is glossed as “worship of the little saints.” 
The most common name for the religious practices associated with oricha worship in 
Cuba.  

santero/santera: an initiated priest or priestess of a specific oricha and who has gone 
through the kariocha ceremony.  

tambor: literally translated as “drum,” it is often used to describe a batá ceremony.  

toque: individual rhythms or suites of rhythms that are performed by batá drummers. 
Commonly each toque is associated with a specific oricha.  

transmisión (de sonido): a ceremony whereby a new set of batá fundamento receives 
the sound of the parent set that gave birth to it.  

wemilere: the section of a batá ceremony when repertoire choices become more 
fluid, and the chance of possession is much higher.  

 

 


